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WIND-8TRUCTURE OSCILLATIONS ON I.ONG-SPAN SUSPENSION BRIOGES 

ABSTRACT 

The research aims at the study of wind-structure interaction phenomena on long-

span suspension bridges, with particular emphasis to the role of wind forces. Both 

theoretical and experimental aspects have been analyzed. 

The development of the research has been performed both at the University of 

Trieste and during a visiting period of eight months at The Johns Hopkins University of 

Baltimora (USA), where an experimental campaign in wind tunnel has been carried out. 

The generai aspects have been divided into four sub-topics: study of coupled 

aeroelastic instability, aircraft-type, defined as flutter; study of wind-structure interaction 
phenomena that can also occur at relatively low wind speed interval; experimental 

derivation of unsteady time-dependent force coefficients (indicial functions) to be used in 

flutter analyses; analytical study of flutter derivatives (frequency- domai n). 

As concerns the first topic, the research has considered the most used techniques 
of analysis both in the frequency and time domai ns. 

As regards frequency-domain methods, procedures with two or more degrees of 
freedom have been considered: section-model, simplified single-mode representation, 

multi-mode. These procedures can take into account the importance of higher modes in 

the response of structural systems with high moda! density, such as long-span 

suspension bridges. 

In particular, the use of the multi-mode approach has shown the influence of the 

latera! modes on criticai instability conditions in some study examples. A modified version 

of the multi-mode approach has been proposed, in order to assess the effect of the 

variation of the time average of the wind speed along the longitudinal bridge axis, due to 

different topographical conditions. Moreover the research has proposed and discussed 

an extension of the multi-mode technique and the implementation of a new procedure, 

indicated as GM (Giobal Multi-mode), in which wind self-excited forces are expressed 
through a "nodal representation" (three-dimensional finite-element modelization). 

As regards time-domain numerica! simulations, different approaches can be 

considered: "quasi-stationary" and "modified quasi-stationary" methods, use of 

"convolution techniques". In these procedures the fluid-structure interaction can be taken 

into account or neglected, under specific assumptions. In particular the study has 
proposed the use of integrai measures for representing the system response, given by an 
iterative integration procedure, finite-element based, with a very large number of degrees 
of freedom. An immediate representation of the response is shown through the total 
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energy of the system and through the input energy, defined as the global work dane by 

forces due to the external wind. 

As concerns the second sub-topic, the study has analyzed the problem of non-

conventional aspects that can occur in long-span suspension bridges, also with excellent 

aerodynamic characteristics and at low wind speed regimes. A Global Aerodynamic 

Aeroelastic Mode! (GAAM) is proposed and presented, which can predict the structural 

response of a long-span suspension bridge that is simultaneously affected by 

aerodynamic and aeroelastic forces, in particular due to vortex-shedding, on ali the 

elements (deck, main cables, hangers, towers). Three aspects have been investigated: 

importance of vortex-shedding action on the main cable during flutter; lock-in oscillations 

on the main cabla; lock-in oscillations on the deck, originated by vortex-shedding at low 

wind speeds and related to higher vertical modes of the deck. 

The third aspect of the research has been carried out at The Johns Hopkins 

University of Battimare. The project has concemed the experimentaf derivation of step-

response non-stationary forces in the time-domain (indicial functions), to be used in 

iterative numerica! simulations (convolution techniques) for flutter instability anafyses of 

suspension bridges, as an alternative to aeroelastic derivatives, evaluated in the 

frequency-domain. In particular a new and innovative device, conceived for the direct 

extraction of these coefficients, has been designed, built and tested at the Stanley 

Corrsin Wind Tunnel of Baltimora. The study has regarded the experimental procedure of 

measurement and the statistica! analysis of the recorded data. 8oth airfoil-type models 

(NACA) and a bluff sections, simufating the behavior of a suspension bridge, have been 

considered. 

In the fourth sub - topic, the main representation conventions of aeroelastic 

coefficients in the frequency domain (flutter derivatives), have been anafyzed. The goal is 

the proposal for the definition of a possible "unified notation". 

SOMMARIO 

La ricerca ha trattato l'analisi dei fenomeni d'interazione vento - struttura nel caso 

dei ponti sospesi di grossa luce, con particolare attenzione al ruolo delle forzanti da vento 

ed ha operato attraverso una fase di natura prettamente teorica, condotta presso t'Ateneo 

triestino, per giungere ad un completamento sperimentale con uno studio di otto mesi 

presso la Johns Hopkins University di Baltimora, insieme ad una fase operativa effettuata 

nella galleria del vento della stessa università americana. 
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l'argomento generale è stato suddiviso in quattro sotto - indirizzi: lo studio 

dell'instabilità aeroelastìca dì tipo dinamico denominata flutter; lo studio di altri fenomeni 

d'interazione vento - struttura, che possono manifestarsi anche al di sotto della soglia 

critica; la derivazione sperimentale dei coefficienti di forza no stazionari nel dominio del 

tempo (funzioni indiciali) da impiegare nelle analisi d'instabilità (flutter) ed infine lo studio 

analitico delle derivate aeroelastiche (nel campo delle frequenze). 

Nel primo sotto - indirizzo, sono state analizzate sia tecniche nel dominio delle 

frequenze che nel dominio del tempo. In particolare, i metodi in frequenza sono state 

considerate tecniche a due o più gradi di libertà: modello - sezione, rappresentazione 

unimodale semplificata, metodo multimodale. Queste consentono, infatti, di valutare il 

ruolo dei modi superiori del sistema, nel caso di strutture ad alta densità modale quali i 

ponti sospesi di luce considerevole. la ricerca ha permesso di evidenziare, attraverso il 

metodo multimodale, l'influenza dei modi laterali sulle condizioni critiche d'instabilità in 

alcuni casi di studio. Una proposta di modifica del metodo multimodale è stata formulata 

ed analizzata per tenere conto della possibile variazione della velocità media del vento 

trasversale lungo l'asse del ponte a causa di differenti condizioni topografiche esterne. E' 

stata inoltre proposta e discussa un'estensione del metodo multimodale attraverso 

l'implementazione di una nuova procedura, denominata Multi - modale Globale (GM), 

nella quale le forze di natura aeroelastica sono espresse in termini nodali 

(rappresentazione tridimensionale ad elementi finiti). Per quanto riguarda le tecniche di 

analisi nel dominio del tempo, differenti metodi possono essere considerati (''quasi -

stazionario", "quasi- stazionario modificato", "tecniche di convoluzione"), nei quali l'effetto 

di retroazione sul sistema può essere direttamente valutato oppure trascurato, sotto 

particolari ipotesi. La tesi ha proposto un metodo di misura integrale per la 

rappresentazione della risposta del sistema, ad elevato numero di gradi di libertà, 

ottenuta attraverso un metodo d'integrazione numerica nel tempo ad elementi finiti. Sono 

state assunte quali funzioni di controllo l'energia totale del ponte ed il lavoro esterno 

dovuto alle forze d'interazione fluido - struttura. 

Nel secondo sotto - indirizzo, lo studio si è concentrato sull'analisi di aspetti "non 

convenzionali" che possono manifestarsi su ponti sospesi anche a velocità più basse di 

quella critica e dalle ottimali caratteristiche aerodinamiche. E' stato proposto un Modello 

Aeroelastico Aerodinamico Globale (GAAM), nel quale, attraverso la tecnica nel dominio 

del tempo al passo, si tenga conto simultaneamente di forze aerodinamiche ed 

aeroelastiche su tutti gli elementi del di un ponte sospeso (impalcato, cavi, pendini, torri), 

derivanti in particolare da distacco dei vortici. Sono stati analizzati l'importanza 
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dell'azione da distacco dei vortici sul cavo principale in occasione del flutter; gli effetti di 

sincronizzazione sul cavo principale e le oscillazioni dovute a sincronizzazione 

sull'impalcato ed originate da distacco dei vortici a basse velocità del vento e per modi 

verticali d'impalcato superiori. 

Il terzo sotto - indirizzo della ricerca, è stato condotto presso la Johns Hopkins 

University di Baltimora. Il progetto ha riguardato un'indagine per la derivazione 

sperimentale di coefficienti di natura aeroelastica di ponti sospesi nel dominio del tempo, 

da utilizzarsi direttamente nelle simulazioni passo- passo (tecniche di convoluzione), in 

alternativa alle derivate aeroelastiche, valutate nel dominio delle frequenze. In particolare 

è stata interamente progettata e realizzata una nuova ed innovativa apparecchiatura per 

la misurazione di questi coefficienti, denominati funzioni di risposta "a scalino". La stessa 

è stata successivamente impiegata in una campagna sperimentale presso il Corrsin Wind 

Tunnel di Baltimora. Lo studio ha riguardato sia la procedura operativa di misura che la 

metodologia d'analisi statistica dei dati provenienti dagli esperimenti ed ha interessato 

modelli in scala sia di tipo alare (NACA) che di tipo tozzo, simulanti il comportamento di 

un ponte sospeso. 

Infine, nel quarto sotto - indirizzo sono state approfondite le convenzioni di 

rappresentazione dei coefficienti aeroelastici nel campo delle frequenze (derivate da 

flutter), con lo scopo di proporre la possibile individuazione di una rappresentazione 

unificata. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Research purposes 

The study of aeroelastic phenomena on long-span suspension bridges is a subject 

that in these last years has focused the attention of many researchers, since the total 

number of suspension bridges is rapidly increasing and the performance that is expected 

is more and more specific. For this reason a Jarge number of articles and papers have 

appeared in the literature, covering the fundamental problems that are usually 

encountered in this category of structures. Therefore the need of criticai review of ali the 

methods seems very useful at this stage. 

The genera/ topics that have been analyzed in the present work concern: 

1 . study of coupled aeroelastic instability, aircraft-type, defined as flutter; 

2. study of wind-structure interaction phenomena that can also occur at relatively 

Jow wind speed interval on bridges that have been properly designed to 

counteract flutter instability; 

3. experimental derivation of unsteady time-dependent force coefficients (indicial 

functions) to be used in flutter analyses; implementation of a new measurement 

technique - activity performed during a visiting period at The Johns Hopkins 

University, Baltimore, MD (USA); 

4. analytical study of different representation conventions used to characterize 

frequency-dependent force coefficients (flutter derivatives ). 

As concerns the first aspect, a preliminary study was carried out in the year 1998, 

in order to define the current state-of-the-art and the most common and useful 

mathematical procedures of solution, both in frequency and time domains. These 

methods are mainly founded on numerica! simulations, carried out by means of either 

very complex or very simplified mechanical models. Due to the large number of degrees 

of freedom involved, the former, e.g., non-linear step-by-step finite element simulations, 

often tend to obscure the essential points of the response and, therefore, are not 

convenient at a preliminary design stage. On the contrary, simplified models can give 

more straightforward information in most cases. A simple frequency-related method is the 

two-degree-of-freedom (2-d-o-f) section model, that can often give a satisfactory estimate 

of the criticai wind speed for the aeroelastic instability, consid(9ring the first pair of modes 

(vertical and torsional) of the bridge. The recent scientific literature has shown that the 
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use of a multi-mode approach to the aeroelastic instability, that takes into account severa! 

natura! modes of the system around a reference equilibrium configuration, is necessary 

for very long-span bridges, characterized by high modal density. 

Starting from these observations the present research has analyzed the following 

aspects: 

a) lnfluence of the lateral modes on the criticai conditions of aeroelastic instability; 

as recently underlined by Katsuchi, Jones and Scanlan {1997), this aspect can 

become very important, depending on the deck shape. In this thesis the role of 

lateral modes is underlined through the representation of the flutter mode, which 

is obtained by means of an eigenvalue - eigenvector iterative procedure 

implemented ad hoc, starting from natural modes given by an FE nonlinear 

analysis programma; 

b) Effect of the variation along the axis of the time average of wind speed, e.g., due 

to different topographical conditions, that can become relevant for an increasing 

length. The possible implications of this problem are carried out by means of the 

Multi-mode approach; 

c) Extension of the multi-mode technique and implementation of a new procedure, 

indicated as GM (Giobal Multi-mode), where wind self-excited forces are 

expressed through a "nodal representation" (3D single-joint formulation) and 

other aeroelastic actions can be included in the formulation (e.g., vortex-

shedding from the elements). The influence of bridge transverse stiffness on 

flutter velocity, for multi-box deck sections, is analyzed through a specific code 

that has been specifically created; 

d) The convenience is also discussed of integrai measures for representing the 

system response in the time domain, given by an iterative FE model with a very 

large number of degrees of freedom and, therefore, sometimes difficult to 

analyze and understand. An immediate representation of the response is shown 

through the total energy of the system or through the input energy, defined as 

the global work done by forces due to fluid-structure interaction. lndeed it is 

known that the character of the wind-structure energy exchange is modified near 

to flutter threshold, due to the synchronization mechanism between modes and, 

therefore, systematic extraction of energy from the fluid. 

As concerns the second subject, the study has been focused on non-conventional 

aeroelastic aspects that can occur in long-span suspension bridges. As recently 
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appeared in the literature, vortex-shedding and lock-in phenomena an the main deck 

have been noticed and measured at low wind speed. Moreover, in the velocity range 

close to the flutter threshold, specific analytical procedures have considered the influence 

of periodic excitations an the main cables (due to vortex-shedding), interacting with 

aeroelastic forces an the deck. 

A Global Aerodynamic Aeroelastic Model (GAAM) is proposed and presented, 

which integrates the originai time-domain procedure by employing, for the prediction of 

vortex-shedding response, a nonlinear self-limiting procedure, already conceived at the 

University of Trieste. The method can predict the structural response of a long-span 

suspension bridge that is simultaneously affected by aerodynamic and aeroelastic forces 

(in particular due to vortex-shedding) an ali the elements of the system (deck, main 

cables, hangers, towers ). 

Three fundamental aspects are investigated: 

a) importance of vortex-shedding action on the mai n cable during flutter; 

b) lock-in oscillations on the mai n cable; 

c) lock-in oscillations an the deck, originated by vortex-shedding at low wind 

speeds. 

In the latter case, even if no specific danger for the structure is achieved, it is 

shown that fatigue problems an vertical elements and user comfort need to be monitored. 

The third aspect of the study, probably the most important contribution to the 

research, has been achieved at The Johns Hopkins University of Battimare (USA) during 

a visiting period of approximately eight months. The project has concerned the design of 

a new and innovative device far the measurements of the step-response non-stationary 

forces (indicial functions) far their use as an important support of time-domain 

simulations. The difficulties relative to a practical measurement of a theoretically 

impulsive physical quantity are almost due to the very short time interval, compared to the 

oncoming flow velocity, in which the unsteady phenomenon vanishes, while forces tend 

to static values. 

The experiments, performed at the Stanley Corrsin Wind Tunnel (JHU), are carried 

out under the assumption of undisturbed laminar airflow. First of ali the testing device is 

applied to the study of a NACA airfoil, and the generai procedure of extraction is 

described. The unsteady target-functions, experimentally obtained, are compared to the 

theoretical results (Thin Airfoil Theory) in arder to validate the procedure. 

The extension of this technique to bluff bodies is also considered, in terms of 
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generai feasibility. A non-aerodynamic profile, simulating the behavior of a bridge deck 

section ("T -shaped"), is tested and its indicial function is experimentally derived, for the 

first time. The potential use of this approach in time-domain simulations for flutter 

analyses of bridge decks is discussed. 

In the last part of the research the problem of mathematical definition of frequency-

dependent force coefficients (Fiutter Derivatives) has been performed. The first and most 

used representation of flutter derivatives is due to Scanlan and Tomko (1971) (Scanlan's 

Convention ), who started their experiments on the section model. Other methods that 

have been considered are: Quasi-Steady Convention (Kussner); a Convention introduced 

by Diana and Zasso for the Messina Strait Bridge; a Marine-Coefficient Convention, 

proposed by Jensen. In particular it is argued that the physical meaning of these 

coefficients, under the assumption of purely sinusoidal motion, might not be consistent for 

structures whose behavior is substantially different in practice due to the structural 

damping. 

From the analysis of these methods, whose coefficient definition is basically 

founded on the test methodology in wind tunnel, two main properties are derived: 

a) Different "derivatives" are often dependent on each other, with respect to the 

chosen convention; 

b) A relationship among flutter derivatives and static coefficients, as observed by 

some authors (Diana and Zasso ), is verified at low reduced frequencies and their 

conversion to similar quantities, closely related to the static coefficients, is 

possible. 

In the end a new formulation is proposed, where the verification of both properties 

is achieved, and which includes the positive aspects of previous representations. 

1.2. Generallayout of the thesis 

The research, as outlined in the previous paragraph, has been divided into three 

generai topics: study of the flutter phenomenon; analysis of other wind-structure 

interaction phenomena; experimental derivation of aeroelastic time-dependent 

coefficients (indicial functions); proposal for a new representation of flutter derivatives 

(frequency-related aeroelastic force coefficients ). 

In particular three main topics have been considered: 

1} improvement of the methods and models for the derivation of flutter instability 

threshold and its interaction with other aeroelastic phenomena on suspension 
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bridges (frequency and time domains); 

2) design and construction of a new device for the measurement of time-dependent 

force coefficients and conceived for wind tunnel testing; feasibility analysis about 

the use of these experimental coefficients as an alternative to frequency-domain 

approaches. 

3) analytical study of flutter derivatives. 

Each of these subjects is treated in a specific unit. Each unit is organized in 

chapters (sections) that can be regarded as separate entities referring to the common 

subject. Each section can be divided in three parts: a short introduction always presents 

the sub-topic that is being discussed; in the centrai part the latter is developed and, in 

case a numerica! procedure (new or revised) is analyzed, the results are listed and 

commented; in the end a short commentary about the methodology follows the 

descriptive paragraphs and the future developments of research are indicated; in this way 

the contributions, achieved during the current research, are well clarified and underlined. 

Unit 1 collects the studies performed at the University of Trieste on the techniques 

of aeroelastic instability threshold determination as well as the new contributions to these 

methods. Section 2 analyzes the current and most used techniques for the determination 

of flutter speed, in the frequency and time domains (state-of-the-art). In Section 3 the 

frequency-domain techniques are revised and the developments are presented: influence 

of lateral flutter derivatives, variation of the time-averaged wind speed along the bridge 

axis; Global Multi-mode method. In Section 4 the time-domain methods are investigated: 

the Energetic Approach, as an alternative method of flutter assessment, is employed by 

means of a specific program. In Section 5 the generalized procedure for the global study 

of ali aspects of wind-induced dynamics on suspension bridges (GAAM) is explained and 

applied to some examples. 

Unit 2 contains the development of the experimental campaign at the Stanley 

Corrsin Wind Tunnel in Baltimora (USA). The identification of the innovative methodology 

and the measurement procedure are widely discussed in Section 6, in which the 

subsequent design and realization stages are commented. In Section 7 the validation of 

this technique and the results of the experimental series are presented. 

Unit 3 summarizes the analytical study of the flutter derivatives (Section 8). The 
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"proposed unified formulation" is outlined. 

In the end Section 9 summarizes the generai conclusions of the current work and 

indicates some proposals for future studies and research projects. 
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UNIT 1 

2. AEROELASTIC INSTABILITY ON SUSPENSION BRIDGES ANO THE "FLUTTER" 

PHENOMENON: STATE-CF-ART. 

2.1. lntroduction 

7 

One of the problems that usually concerns the designers of a long-span bridge is 

the fact that the actions on the system due to the wind, in some cases, become more 

important than other forms of external excitation, as, for example, the seismic loads. 

Apart from the observation that, considering the simple case of airflow surrounding a 

given body, the total surface exposed to wind must be as reduced as possible to 

minimize the conventional loads, the problem arises when the system needs to be 

considered deformable by nature. Therefore dynamic effects must be taken into account 

and the potential interaction between the external flow and the moving structure can 

produce a relevant increment of displacements or, eventually, lead to instability 

phenomena (static or dynamic). 

A cable-supported bridge (suspension-type, in particular) is one of the systems 

that reveal, due to its extreme slenderness, a very high sensitivity to these aspects. A 

simple assessment can be done, by comparing the characteristic frequency range of the 

structure to either an earthquake or wind power-spectra. lt can be shown that the 

overlapping region of natura! frequencies with the latter is much more relevant. 

The most important part of the structure that is directly affected by the wind, is the 

central-span deck; the 2 d-o-f "flutter - type" instability is one of the most studied and 

investigated instability problems that may occur on it. Nowadays the different techniques 

of experimentation and the failures of the past have contributed to the drastic reduction of 

other forms of undesirable phenomena (torsional divergence, galloping, etc. - see Simiu 

and Scanlan, 1996). On the other hand the continuous increase of the span length (1-2 

km) has influenced the design of lighter structures, which are, consequently, very prone 

to the wind action. Innovative cross-section shapes have been developed and, for this 

reason, other disciplines have been introduced in this field apart from civil engineering, 

such as mechanical engineering and aeronautics. 

The transversal configuration of the deck has assumed a generai aspect closer to 

a streamlined modular section rather than a truss-type girder, in order to enhance the 

overall· performance and to reduce, at the same time, the dead load of the structure. 

Therefore the evaluation of "flutter'' threshold has become necessary both during the 
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erection of the girder (Branca leoni, 1992) and after its completion. 

In this Section the generai criteria for the prediction of the response in the 

presence of this particular kind of diverging oscillations are treated. The first category of 

these techniques was developed in the frequency domain, through a linearization both of 

the equations governing the motion and the expression of "feed-back" wind forces. Most 

recently, time-domain methods, ab le to take into account ali nonlinear aspects, h ave 

appeared, and they have successfully contributed to an overall improvement of the 

subject. 

Since 1940, date of the Tacoma Narrows Bridge failure, many researchers have 

focused their attention on the problem, and different methods have been proposed. 

Nowadays these techniques have reached good levels of reliability and their predictions 

are confirmed by reality, on already-built bridges. However, from a fluid-dynamic point of 

view they are stili simplified, due to the complexity of the system that is involved (a large 

three-dìmensional structure). Nevertheless they are accepted since they are mainly 

conceived for design purposes. In fact it can be easily confirmed that the main difficulty is 

not related to the system characterization (the bridge layout) but to the interaction with 

the oncoming flow. Consequently the main question about the physical meaning of these 

approaches stili requires further investigations. 

2.2. Frequency-domain analyses 

The main characteristic of frequency-based models is that ali the features 

concerning both the structural behavior and the fluid-structure interaction are considered 

as linear or linearized. 

2.2.1. The "Two-degree-of-freedom" Rigid Section Mode/ 

Aeroelastic instability analysis of suspension bridges is commonly carried out by 

means of a rigid, spring-supported Section Mode/, taking into account the frequencies 

corresponding to the first vertical and torsional natura! modes of the structure, simulating 

the motion of the main deck with respect to the oncoming flow. The originai idea was 

early introduced by Scanlan and Tomko (1971) since the main problem, which was 

observed, was linked to the analytical and technical expression of the wind forces, acting 

on the deck. The rigid, flexibly- supported model provides both fora simple treatment of 

the analytical equations and an aerodynamic force measurement technique in wind 

tunnels' for both bluff and sharp-edged bodies, for which it is impossible to define a 

formulation of the problem in closed analytical form. The idea was initially drawn from the 
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aeronautica! field, where flutter analyses are usually performed to project the 

performances of airplane wings. 

Let's considera bridge section (or a wing profile) immersed in a wind flow, having 

two degrees of freedom, respectively defined as h (vertical) and a (torsional). Figure 2.1 

describes the basic configuration, where also the latera! displacement p and the latera! 

force DsE are considered. The third displacement component is related to a more 

generalized procedure and it will be discussed later in this Section. At present let the 

system be restrained in the p-direction. 

The system has, per unit length, mass m and torsional inertia /, static unbalance S 

(equa l to the product of the mass and the dista n ce between the el asti c center an d the 

mass center). The elastic forces are defined trough their stiffness Kh and Ka; the viscous 

damping is expressed by eh and Ca . 

u a1 
l 
! 

B 

Fig.2.1. Aeroelastic Actions on the deck. 

Therefore, denoting by aJtJ and OJa the circular frequencies of the vertical and 

rotational motion respectively, the system of two equations can be written as (Simiu and 

Scanlan, 1996) 

.. . 
mh +Sii +Chh+Khh = Ls~: 

lii+Sh +Caa +Kaa = Ms~: (2.1) 

Since for most bridge deck sections there exists a perfect mass similarity, both the 

elastic and mass centers li e in the vertical mid-chord piane ( S=O). Therefore eqs. (2 .1) 

can be rewritten as 
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m[h + 2çhw/1 +w; h]= LsE 

l[a + 2çawaa + w;a] =M sE 
(2.2) 

In this system the LsE and MsE components represent the aeroelastic (self-excited) 

vertical lift force and pitching moment about the elastic axis per unit length, which can be 

directly attributed to the motion of the system. Since the main concern about this analysis 

is the assessment of the boundaries of the incipient instability around an equilibrium 

configuration, ali the displacements are assumed to be small and the static forces that do 

not interact with the motion of the deck are not included. Moreover the condition prior to 

the occurrence of the phenomenon can be regarded as corresponding to a situation with 

null displacements, since the deformation under static wind loads is neglected. A 

linearized theory in terms of the behavior both of the system and the excitation is 

therefore acceptable. 

For pure/y sinusoidal motion of angular frequency w, symbolically defined through 

the expression eiwt, where w is the circular frequency, a linear relation can be postulated 

between the aerodynamic forces and the components of the displacement (h, a) and 

their time derivatives (Scanlan and Tomko, 1971): 

LsE = _!pU 2 {B{ KH1"(K) h+ KH2(K) Bà + K 2H;(K)a + K2H;(K)!!._] = 
2 l U U B 

=_!pU 2 {B{ KH1"(K/wh +KH2(K)iwBa +K2H;(K)a+K 2 H;(K)!!._] 
2 l U U B 

M sE= _!pU 2 {BY[KA1"(K) h+ KA2(K) Bà + K 2 A;(K)a + K 2 A;(K)!!_] = 
2 U U B 

(2.3) 

= _! pU 2 {B}2 [KA1*(K) iwh + KA2(K) iwBa + K 2 A;(K)a + K 2 A;(K)!!_] 
2 U U B 

where K=BoYU is defined as the reduced frequency of the system, being B the deck 

width, U the mean wind speed and i the imaginary unit. 

The values H/ and A;·, so-called flutter derivatives, due to their similarity with static 

coefficients, are functions derived from experimental tests in wind tunnel under the 

assumption of smooth two-dimensional flow acting on given deck section (rigid model). lt 

is important to underline at this stage that these coefficients are directly affected by the 

generallayout of the deck section and that some of them are often neglected in design 

calculations due to their relative importance with respect to the other terms, in 
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accordance with their physical meaning. For example, H/ and A4. dependent of h and 

a, i.e. of the second derivative for a sinusoidal motion, which can be seen as an 

equivalent added-mass contribution "in air'' that modifies the inertial forces of the system, 

are usually neglected by comparison with the effective inertial characteristics of the 

bridge. 

The measurement of H;. and A;. coefficients is usually performed under the 

hypothesis of incompressible and smooth (laminar) oncoming flow. Any form of 

turbulence is excluded and, therefore, the buffeting forces are neglected. 

Since these coefficients are commonly obtained from experimental analysis, the 

solution to the flutter equations cannot be in generai computed in closed form apart from 

the theoretical case, valid only in the aeronautica! field, of a perfect airfoil (a "flat plate" of 

given width and zero thickness). Some cases, calculated by methods of computational 

fluid mechanics are beginning to appear in the literature (Brar, 1997; Brar, Raul and 

Scanlan, 1996). 

2. 2. 2. lterative So/ution to flutter equations. 

For streamlined deck sections an approximate method has been applied, 

according to Selberg (Selberg and Hjort-Hansen, 1976), where the airfoil derivatìves are 

dìrectly consìdered and flutter equatìons are solved in closed form. The approximate 

solution is then given by comparison with the real section and aeroelastic parameters. In 

ali other applications an iterative procedure is required, also because a direct 

dependance on both K and ro is evident from the expressions (2.3). 

A first value of K is approximately chosen and the corresponding H1. and A;. 

derivatives are computed from their graphical representations, either directly derived from 

the experiments or through an appropriate data fitting. 8oth h and a displacements are 

assumed to have similar behavior with same frequency cv, which corresponds to a 

simultaneous "mode-coupling". In other words the effects due to aeroelastic forces, 

related to h and a and their time derivatives, ca n be seen as a modification of the system 

stiffness and damping, generally variable with cv (or K). For physical reasons the common 

frequency cv must be comprised between the initial values {J)h (vertical) and cva (torsional), 

otherwise no possible or valid solution can be expected. Therefore, the following 

expression must hold and can be inserted into (2.2-2.3): 
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i ai 
a=aoe 

(2.4) 

Hence a mixed time-frequency system of two equations is obtained, where these 

two contributions can be analytically separated. The system (2.2) can be rewritten in a 

matrix form [2x2], as: 

r. . ] [ho] ;a~~ tC(K,w)+ID(K,w) ao e =O (2.5) 

The C and D sub-matrices, linked to K and w, are connected both to the structural 

and the aerodynamic behavior of the system, being dependent on both inertial physical 

bridge characteristics and on flutter derivatives. The non-trivial solution to the 

homogenous system (2.5) ((h0 ,a0 ] :t: [0,0]) can be computed through the simultaneous 

annulment of the real and imaginary part of the determinant of the complex matrix 

associated to the problem. 

For a given value of K (approximate), a different value of w can be derived in 

accordance with the definition of reduced frequency. Since the goal of the analysis is the 

assessment of the boundary between stable (decaying) and unstable oscillations 

(diverging), this limit coincides with the case in which the behavior is purely oscillatory 

and the amplitude of the motion is steady or, stili perfectly sinusoidal. Denoting by 

w=OJRe+iWtm the generai complex number which represents more generally both the 

sinusoidal contribution (real part) and the decaying/increasing one (imaginary part), it is 

therefore necessary that Wtm tends to O or, in other words, w must be a real number. The 

criticai value Kc ca n be obtained (for w,m-+0 and w=OJRe=roc) and the critica/ flutter ve/ocity 

is derived as 

(2.6) 

Practically speaking, the simultaneous annulment of Re and /m parts of C, D 

quantities is achieved once the relations (2.5) are transformed into the following 

expressions, through the definition of X=tdaJtJ and f3=mc/con, where X must be rea l. . 
For the rea l part, (neglecting H.4 and A ·4 derivatives): 
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(2.6) 

For the imaginary part: 

X 3[pB4 A. pB2 H• pB2 pB4 A.H. pB2 pB4 A·H·] 
-- 2 +-- 1 +---- 3 1 ----- 1 3 + 

l m m V m V 

+ X 2 2[-2sa ma -2çh -2çh pB
4 

A;]+ (2.7) 
{l)h 21 

+x[-'!' H,'(::)' -~4 A+2[2ç•(::)' +2ç. :: ]=0 
In the end the rea/ equations (2.6-2.7) are solved for different values of K and their 

solutions, a priori different, are deduced. Only the real X's are retained, included in the 

interval [1, ,8]. Two different curves can be therefore plotted in a specific graphic, with 

respect to K. lf an intersection point is detected, the latter will be coincident with the flutter 

condition (Xc,Kc) (Fig.2.2). 

1.30 l X=aK'mh 

i -<>- Real part l l L -+-lmaginary Pa!!___j i 

1.20 

Reduced Frequency [K) : 

0.00 Q~ O.W Q~ 1.00 
Figure 2.2. Graphical determination of the solution to flutter instability. 
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The generai shape of the flutter derivatives directly affects the flutter solution and a 

bluff deck section, where flow separation and a vortex street due to sharp-edged surfaces 

are more evident, is potentially much more prone to flutter onset at low wind speed than a 

"streamlined" section. This fact is widely confirmed in the literature and will be better 

focused in the following paragraphs. Moreover the system (2.5) is largely influenced by 

the characterization of physicallstructural parameters: slightly different values can lead to 

sensitively higher or lower criticai velocities. In particular the ratio p between the torsional 

and the flexural frequencies may be determinant, as well as the damping ratio, which is 

usually assumed very low for steel construction (about 1%, or less). 

In the early stages of long-span bridge construction and wind engineering, "non-

aerodynamic" sections, almost rectangular or open truss-type, were employed. In these 

cases a single-degree-of-freedom torsional flutter was often observed since the rapid an d 

sudden sign change in the torsion-related A2• derivative with respect to K (from negative 

to positive}, was responsible for the overall negative damping (structural and 

aerodynamic} in a. For example this is the technical condition associated with the 

collapse of the Originai Tacoma Narrows, as widely agreed by severa! authors (see also 

Sec. 2.2.4, "single-mode flutter analysis") and confirmed by the observations in which a 

strong torsional motion was detected. 

Historically the rigid section model has been the first method adopted, derived from 

the Aeronautica! engineering since it was very straightforward from a computational point 

of view, apart from the difficulty linked to the extraction of system frequencies from a 

modal analysis. However, as the techniques for wind tunnel testing and a better 

aerodynamic design of deck sections were introduced, the rigid section model started 

being revised. Moreover sophisticated 30 finite-element models are no longer a difficult 

problem even for a large number of degrees of freedom. 

T oday many results applied to cable-supported bridges in generai are available in 

the literature and they have been confirmed either by the reality of events or by 

appropriate full-mode/ tests in wind tunnel. 

In any case limitations of the method for direct assessment of full-bridge action are 

clear and they are related to two main aspects. 

First of ali only two modes are considered (commonly a low vertical and torsional), 

while a simultaneous influence of higher modal components is likely to occur as the span 

increases beyond 1-2 km. This fact has become more evident in the recent bridge 

designs, as, for example, the Akashi-Kaikyo (Katsuchi, 1997). 

Moreover the similarity between the shape of h and à modes is required, since 
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the behavior of the system is represented by a two-degree-of-freedom rigid mode!, with 

no reference to a definite moda! form. This property can be verified through a similarity 

coefficient, Skj, between the two modes, k (vertical) and j (torsional). Denoting by <l>vett;k{x) 

the generalized moda! component associated with the vertical displacements of the 

generic cross- section for k along the bridge axis (with abscissa x), and by <I>rOIS.:Ax) that 

related to the torsional rotation for j, a normalized "inner producf' can be assumed, as 

follows: 

span 

I <I>vert ;k (X) · <I>rors;j {X) 
ski = --;=======, ski E [0,1] 

span 

I <I>vert ;k (X) · <I>rors ;j (X) 

(2.8) 

The section model can theoretically be used only if Skj =1, i.e., when the 

correspondence between vertical and torsional displacements is perfect. However, if this 

hypothesis is not completely verified but the differences between h and a are small (i.e., 

0.9<s~g <1), a correction factor should be included in the definition of the criticai velocity. 

In ali other cases the model cannot be applied. 

2.2.3. "Multi-mode" Approach 

The limits of the two d-o-f rigid section model, as outlined in the previous 

paragraph, has led researchers to the extension of the simple system of two equations to 

a more generai three-dimensional formulation. The use of the simplified mode! was 

principally due to the fact that severa! applications of the same method in the aeronautic 

field had been already performed and the results had been confirmed by direct tests. 

In particular the possible contribution of an increasing number of natura! modes 

can become more and more relevant with an ìncreasing length of the bridge; moreover 

the latera! displacements of the system, apart from the static deflection of the deck, can 

play a significant role in the system. 

The multi-mode approach to the aeroelastic instability, described since the 70's 

(Scanlan and Tomko 1971, Scanlan, 1978), has recently found technical applications: 

Tanaka, Yamamura and Tatsumi (1992); Jain, Jones and Scanlan (1996), Katsuchi, 

Jones, Scanlan and Akiyama (1997); Sepe, Caracoglia and D'Asdia (2000), Cobo del 

Arco and' Aparicio (2000); Chen, Matsumoto, Kareem (2000). lt consists in describing the 

self-excited oscillations around an equilibrium configuration through a set of linearized 
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equations, taking into account an adequate number N of natura! modes. 

Recalling Fig.2.1, denoting by x the coordinate along the axis, by h(x,t) and p(x,t) 

the non-dimensionai vertical and transversal (along-wind) displacements and by a(x,t) the 

torsional rotation, by hj(x), pj(x), aj(x) the corresponding displacement components of the 

j-th natura! mode shape and by ~j the j-th modal coordinate, the displacement response is 

described by 

p( x, t)= L~i(t)Bpi(x); h(x,t) = L~i(t)Bhi(x); a(x,t) = L~i(t)ai(x) (2.9) 
j j 

where 8 is defined as in the previous paragraph. This is often referred as moda/ 

superposition of the effects that is admissible for small oscillations and incipient instability. 

Defining by O the derivative with respect to the time t, by lj, q, and Wj the j-th 

modal inertia, structural damping and angular frequency, respectively, and taking into 

account the first N modes, the dynamics is described by a generalized version of eqs. 

(2.2), i.e., the equations: 

(2.10) 

where Ojse are generalized aerodynamic forcing terms that depend in generai on the 

contributions of the whole set of natura l modes. 

Since these equations are uncoupled from a structural point of view, a possible 

interaction between the latter and the corresponding modal displacements can arise from 

the aerodynamic actions. The system of equations (2.1 O), from the analytical point of 

view, can be seen as a coordinate transformation from the Cartesian space of the 

displacements (p,h,a) to a generalized moda/ space. This is equivalent to state-space 

representation, as outlined by a number of authors (e.g., Boonyapinyo, Miyata and 

Yamada, 2000; Chen, Matsumoto and Kareem 2000). Once again the buffeting forces 

related to wind turbulence are not included in the present discussion. 

The quantities Ojse can be computed in accordance with the definition of 

aeroelastic forces given in Section 2.2.1 (L5E' M5E). Apart from the lift force and the 

moment per unit length, as previously defined, a self-excited drag force, D5E, is 

considered as well. In particular a modified expression of eqs. (2.3) has been proposed 

by Singh, Jones, Scanlan and Lorendeaux (1996), where ali the possible cross-
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contributions, including the along-wind displacement, p(x,t), its first time derivative and 

non-circulatory effects, are included. Recalling the dependance on the reduced frequency 

K, the complete set of aeroelastic terms then becomes, with the same expression as in 

(2.3): 

KP." p+ KP" Bà + K 2P"a + K 2P" p 
... 1 2 1u 2u 3 4a 

D8E(p,p,h,h,a,a,K,m) =-pU 8 . 
2 +KP.. !!_+K2H. !!._ 

5 U s B 

KH• h KH* Bà K 2H" K 2H" !!._ 1 1 + 2 + 3a + 4 
LsE(p,p,h,h,a,à,K,m) =- pU2B U . U 8 

2 +KH. E_+K2H. p 
5 U s B 

(2.11) 

~<'il* h KA* Bà K2A• K2A• !!._ 1 l V">j - + 2 + 3a + 4 
MsE(p,p,h,h,a,à,K,m) =-pU28 2 U . U B 

2 k'Ll* p K2L1* p + l "'5 - + '""'6 -U B 

In this way 18 different nutter derivatives are considered and need a// to be 

measured by experimental tests in wind tunnel (or other means), through an extended 

procedure, in order to fully characterize the method. Commonly, in the absence of 

experimental results, only the Hj* and Aj* (i=1 ,2,3,4) are experimentally determined and 

Pj*'s are estimated through the corresponding static coefficients (see Section 2.2.5). 

Other of the coefficients may on occasion be neglected since their contribution is often 

reduced and, at the same time, they are more difficult to define. In the following treatment 

only the first four contributions (i=1 .. 4) will be considered. 

The resulting generalized modal forces are then (j=1 .. N modes): 

QisE = f[LsEhì(x)B + DsEPi(x)B + MsEeai(x)Ìfx; (2.12) 
span 

Q _ 1 2 B21"' f [KH;(K) B hiha~g + KH2(K) B hiag~a + K2Hi(K)hiag~g +]d 
}SE - - pU ( L..J U U X + 

2 
a span K2H~ (K)hjhg~a 

+L J (KA"(K)!!_PiPg~g +KP2"(K)
8 Piag~g +K2P3"(K)piag~g +K2P4"(K)PiPg~g)dx (2.13) 

flspan U U 

+L J (KA;(K)
8 aihg~g +KA2(K)

8 aiag~a +K 2 Ai(K)aiaaçg +K2A~(K)aihgçg)dx} 
rJspan U U , 
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For a purely sinusoidal oscillation of angular frequency m and incipient instability 

(m E R ), as mentioned in Section 2.2.2, the dependence on the ti me is concentrated in 

the generalized modal coordinates, in accordance with the (2.9). Therefore the latter can 

be expressed as: 

(2.14) 

in which the complex vector ( 0 contains ali the data about both the amplitude and phase 

of the generalized motion components. The j-th equation then becomes 

(-K 2 + 2içiKiK + KJ ~o i = 

-
1 

p(B4 )K2{L(iH;(K'f3(hi,hg )+iH;(Kp(hj,ag }+H;(K'I3(hi,ag )+H;(K'P(hj,hg )~0g + 
2/j g 

+ I(R*(K'P(pi,Pg )+P;(K'P(pi,ag )+g*(K'I3(pi,ag }+P;(K'f3(pi,pg )~0g + <2·15) 
g 

+~(A; (K)G(ai .hg)+ A; (K)G(ai .a,)+ A;(K)G(ai ,a.)+ A4 (K)G(ai .hg )~0g} 

where Ki = Bmi fU; G(qm,qn) = Jqmqndx, and, in turn, q= h, p, a; m, n= 1,2, ... N. 
span 

The cross products G(qm,qn) with m~n correspond to the contribution given by 

displacements and velocities in the n-th mode to the m-th generalized force and take into 

account the modal coupling due to aerodynamic forces. 

In matrix form, (2.14) become 

[C(K,m) + iD(K,m)][~0 ]e;c« =O, or 

[C(K, m)+ tD(K, m)] [~ 0 ] = O 
(2.16) 

Steady-state oscillations with amplitude (o are possible only if both the real and 

imaginary parts (Re and lm) of the determinant det(C+iD) vanish. These conditions yield 

two equations in K and m, whose solution Kc, mc (if one exists} can be numerically 

obtained .. as in the previous paragraph, since the solution system is clearly nonlinear, due 

to the nature of flutter derivatives. 
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More than one solution can be postulated a priori from the analytical point of view. 

The shape of the criticai oscillating configuration (flutter-mode) ~oc corresponds to the 

eigenvectors associated with the lowest eigenvalue, i.e., of (2.16) for OF{t)c, while the 

criticai velocity is Uc = (B {t)c )/Kc. Special restrictions of validity or accuracy are not 

required by this technique; therefore any computational solution method can be equally 

accepted. In the next Section an example of application will be given, where more that 

one potential flutter velocity was found and an appropriate choice was therefore 

necessary. 

2.2.4. Single-mode f/utter analysis 

A single-mode approach has been proposed by Scanlan (1987), which neglects 

the coupling among different modes. This method can be applied when air inertia and 

stiffness contributions to flutter are generally small relative to their structural-mechanical 

counterparts and for particular configurations of the deck section. This is manifested by 

the fact that structural frequencies sometimes are not strongly modified by the 

aerodynamics, and structural modes are not able to converge to a single (coupled) flutter 

mode unless their still-air frequencies are already close together. In other words, while 

classica! flutter (stiffness-driven) remains a possibility, it may happen that it does not 

occur, in particular for bluff cross-sections. What is sometimes witnessed is that the flutter 
can be mainly driven by the negative aerodynamic effects of one particular mode. 

Under such conditions it can be argued that the cross-coupling aerodynamic 

effects may provisionally be ignored in investigating the flutter condition or, at least, the 
tendencies, mode by mode, of negative damping-driven flutter to occur may 

systematically be examined by a simplified version of eq. (2.13). Therefore, neglecting the 

coupled terms, i. e. G(qm ,q n)= O, for m* n, and "air inertial" contributions (P·4, H·4, A ·4), 

the latter becomes 

The equation of motion (2.10) then becomes 

(2.18) 
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where 

· "th K- Bwi Wl ·=--
' l u 

(2.19) 

Given a value for the velocity U, eqs. (2.19} can be solved for w i and ?i , the 

former by iteration, once it is known a graphical representation of A· 3· Usually it will be 

found that w i =w i is a good first approximation. The criterion for flutter at the velocity U 

will then be given by '(i ~ O , which corresponds to: 

(2.20) 

The effective flutter criticai velocity can be estimated for any mode j, by assuming 

a set of velocities U and using (2.19-2.20} to judge its flutter susceptibility at each value of 

u. 
In su eh calculations, with the sign convention of Fig .2.1, both H. t and p*t are 

typically negative, so that flutter occurs only for positive values of A ·2, if they exist. 

However other conditions ca n al so occur: H. 1 may become positive in certa in 

circumstances, particularly for very bluff deck contours. 

Nevertheless the limitations of this procedure are evident: the method can be 

applied to those bridges where the moda! density, relative to the effective separation 

among modes on the frequency axis, is sufficiently small. This fact is observed more for 

cable-stayed bridges and for short-span suspension bridges, whose deck stiffness is 

important and significantly contributes to the generai structural behavior. For long-span 

suspension bridges, where the deck contribution is lower compared to the geometrie 

stiffness offered by the main cables, the moda! density is always very high. Therefore 

such a simplification may not be consistent since the disagreement with basic hypotheses 

is evident and the method cannot be applied. 

Starossek ( 1994) proposed a simplified single-degree-of-freedom method that 
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neglects modal shapes and G(qm,qn) integrals as in eqs. (2.15), and whose only 

requirement is the knowledge of the generai mechanical characteristics of the deck 

(frequencies, damping). As for Scanlan's method, such a procedure can be applied when 

the structural mode shapes of bending and torsion are strongly non-affine (i.e. different), 

and the utilization of the 2dof section model may not be admissible ( G(q m, q n)= O; m -:;; n ), 

in particular for bridges with bluff-cross section, e.g., non-streamlined box or channel-

shaped section. 

For bluff sections (the square section can be considered as an upper limit) the 

prediction of coupled flutter on the basis of measured aerodynamic derivatives essentially 

corresponds to a torsional flutter: the criticai frequency is practically coincident with that 

associated with the torsional mode. 

The assessment of the criticai condition, through a single-dof technique, is 

therefore conservative only for highly bluff bridge decks, since the energy that is 

transferred from the flow is concentrated in a single mode instead of being spread into 

more modes; consequently the evaluated criticai wind velocity is lower. 

However, in the latter case, whenever the bridge deck has been properly designed 

from an aerodynamic point of view, as it usually happens in modem bridges, this 

approach clearly underestimates the criticai threshold: the correct and more accurate 

procedure in the frequency domain stili remains the multi-mode technique. 

2.2.5 Pseudo-static expressions for the f/utter derivatives. 

Sometimes it happens that lack of experimental data about flutter derivatives, or 

the case of a preliminary assessment of the criticai velocity, requires some approximate 

or quasi-steady expressions for the flutter derivatives. Of course it is sometimes possible 

to employ derivatives that are drawn from previous examples of bridge decks. This can 

occur when a clear aerodynamic similarity of the new cross section is present. Otherwise 

an alternative approximate technique is to substitute for the unsteady derivatives the 

corresponding static coefficients (drag, lift, moment). 

These may be obtained in simple wind tunnel steady measurements or found in 

the literature for similar sections. The generai hypotheses remain the linearity and small 

displacements. Using the generai theory of Quasi-Stationary wind forces (see Section 

2.3) and recalling that "air inertial" contributions are not included in this formulation 

(whence p*4 , H.4 ,A ·4 P.6 ,H·6 ,A •6 derivatives cannot be evaluated), the approximate 

expressiÒns are (Singh 1997): 
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p.·_ -2co<o> p.·_ ( ~tJ. p.·_ ( Ta"-I.J. 
1 - K l 2 - K 1 3 - K2 , 

p;= ( '(f:tJ 
K 

H. - ( ~I.J . H. - ( ~I.J. H. - ( ~;;tJ . 
1 - K l 2 - K l 3 - K2 1 

(2.21) 

A.- (~.J A._( ~.J A._( ~~I.J 
1 - K 1 2 - K 1 3 - K 2 , 

The drag, lift and moment coefficients (Co, CL, CM) and their derivatives with 

respect to the angle of attack ,a8 tt, are evaluated at a8 ,=0. 

For example the first relation can be easily derived once it is recalled that: 

This expression accords with the quasi-stationary approach (Section 2.3) for small 

angles of attack and when the system is moving only in the latera! direction, with 

instantaneous velocity p . Neglecting the quadratic contribution of the horizontal velocity 

( P2 
) and recalling the definition of self-excited drag (O sE) from (2.11 ), it turns out that: 

1 2 DSteady = 
2 

pBCo(O)U = const 

1 . 1 2 p 1 2 [-2Co(O) P] DsE:: Dunsteady = - pBCo(0)[-2Up] =- pBU Co(0)[-2-] =- pBU K-
2 2 U 2 K U 

(2.23) 

In the previous equation the term A.= -2C0 (0)/K is immediately recognizable. 

Similar arguments can be applied to other quantities (2.21 ). 

2. 2. 6. lnfluence of turbulence on flutter onset through frequency-domain approaches 

One of the partially unknown problems concerns the turbulence effects on flutter 

velocity. lt is quite common, when performing instability analyses, to neglect the 

turbulence-related forces, i.e., buffeting terms. lt is in fact impossible to use one of the 

iterative methods previously presented since they are deterministic. On the other hand 

the presence of turbulence that affects the mean value of the wind speed needs to be 
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treated as a stochastic process. 

There are in the literature two different issues that are stili under discussion. The 

first aspect is derived from the generai assumption that the flutter is mostly governed by a 

purely sinusoidal diverging oscillation, and, therefore, it needs a perfect correlation of the 

wind speed along the bridge axis, usually assumed to be constant. For this reason a 

fluctuating term can be considered as a disturbance and, therefore, it can negatively 

affect the generai behavior. In this framework the presence of turbulence implies a higher 

instability threshold with respect to the theoretical undisturbed analysis and the 

hypothesis of uniform wind speed velocity turns out to be conservative. 

On the other hand it can be argued that, since the mean wind speed is defined as 

a ten-minute average value, it may happen that shorter-time averages can be higher than 

the reference quantity. lf the number of these observations is sufficient, i. e. if the duration 

of this phenomenon is not negligible, the aeroelastic oscillations can grow enough to 

diverge during this reduced time interval. In fact, the logical consequence is that the 

criticai wind speed in a turbulent flow can be lower that that in the smooth flow. Therefore, 

a reduction of the flutter threshold can be postulated. 

In any event the use of flutter derivatives, usually measured in laminar flow, is no 

longer altogether valid in the presence of turbulence, since the latter are likely to 

influence the generai patterns of the moving-wake, and the physical background of the 

phenomenon is not the same. For this reason it is quite common to simulate this 

behavior, by performing flutter analyses through a section model or multi-mode 

technique, in which the flutter coefficients are measured in wind tunnel under turbulent 

flow of given characteristics. This approach that is clearly approximate, may usually be 

accepted for design purposes. 

The solution to flutter equations (2.1) in the presence of turbulent components can 

be treated as a stochastic system of equations, where h, p, a are no longer deterministic 

but stochastic non-stationary processes. The analytical procedure necessary to deal with 

the stochastic coefficients in these quantities can be formulated in terms of lto's 

equations. The response is no longer expressed as a deterministic sinusoidal function of 

h, p and a, aerodynamically coupled, but in terms of statistica! moments (mean, standard 

deviation, etc.) of these three processes. Some examples can be found in the literature, 

for a two degrees-of-freedom flutter of a suspension bridge (Bartoli, Borri and Gusella, 

1997). 
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2.3. Time-domain analyses. 

2.3.1. lntroduction 

The development of time-domain models is connected to the possibility of 

considering the non-linearity of the system that cannot be directly taken into account in 

the frequency-domain. lndeed this aspect becomes important in the case of suspension 

bridges. lts contribution to the global behavior may sensitively change the instability 

boundaries. 

The nature and the complexity of the structure can also influence the choice of 

these procedures, since they may be founded on FE step-by-step integration methods, in 

which the number of degrees of freedom that are usually required, is very large. 

There are fundamentally three problems that need to be considered: the nonlinear 

structural behavior of the structure, the unsteadiness of wind forces, the mathematical 

dimensions of the problem. 

As concerns the first aspect it can be seen that the nonlinear behavior that is 

mostly concentrated in the suspension system (geometrie stiffness of the main cable), 

must be taken into account through appropriate procedures. In a classica! FE formulation 

the physical or structural quantities related to these aspects are linearized, i.e. their 

values are treated as a constant within the single step of the numerica! integration and 

updated at the end of each step, in accordance with the externalloads and inertial forces. 

As concerns the force definition and their unsteady nature, it is worth recalling that 

the method employed for the characterization of aerodynamic/aeroelastic coefficients, 

responsible for the diverging oscillations, is fundamental and directly influences the 

numerica! solution of the problem. Three different approaches will be presented in the 

next sub-paragraphs. 

The mathematical complexity of the system of equations (number of degrees of 

freedom, choice of the reference time step, !!t ) affects the computational time needed to 

perform the simulations and the accuracy of the results. Since the moda! decomposition 

of the mathematical system, governing the phenomenon, is excluded (aerodynamically 

coupled equations), a direct solution of each equation must be considered. Moreover the 

flutter prediction usually requires long-term time integration (see Section 4). For these 

reasons good simulations were practically impossible to achieve up to some years ago, 

due to the high computational level compared to the performances of the computers, and 

it is only in the last years that these processes have appeared in the literature. 

In' the end it is worth emphasizing that turbulence effects in these models can be 

easily included through the generation of stochastic wind time-histories, once ali the 
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turbulence characteristics are given (wind spectrum, cross-correlation among different 

locations, etc.). In the present section the turbulence contribution is not considered in the 

analytical procedures. 

2.3.2. Quasi-Stationary Method (QS) 

The first method, analyzed in the present work, is founded on the classica! Quasi-

Steady (QS) approach, where the aeroelastic effects due to the non-stationary nature of 

the wake are neglected. These models, although approximately correct, may give quite 

good estimates of the criticai conditions in some particular cases, when the span length, 

as well as the criticai oscillation period, increases (low-frequency range). 

The aerodynamic forces (drag, lift, moment) are computed in accordance with the 

Quasi-Statonary (QS) approach, as a function of the instantaneous wind velocity and the 

"generalized" angle of attack ( Batt) with respect to the wind. The "relative" reference 

system is chosen to be coincident with an observer located on the deck and moving 

accordingly to motion of the structure (relative-to-wind system). 

Denoting by U the uniform wind velocity, by B the deck width, by p the density of 

the air, by y, z the displacement components in the lateral and vertical directions 

respectively and by a the torsional rotation, the aerodynamic forces for unit length can be 

written as (Fig.2.3): 

D(8att) = ~ pU'jBCo (8att) 

L(Batt) = ~ pU'jBCL (8att) 

M(8att) = ..:!_ pU:B 2CM(8att) 
2 

(2.24) 

Being C) the derivative with respect to the ti me t, eqs. (2.24) correspond to the 

case in which the structure is generally moving in ali directions (y, z, a) and, therefore, a 

relative ve/ocity term U,appears, where 

U/ = (u- y)2 +(-i +RcàY 

8 t -1(i-RcàJ i-Rcà att =a- an ~a----U-y U-y (2.25) 
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lt is worth pointing out that in eqs. 2.24, in particular for the lift and pitching 

moment, only the circulatory terms (related to the definition of aerodynamic vertical force) 

are considered, while the equivalent "added-mass" contribution is neglected (see Section 

2.2.1 ). The aerodynamic forces are computed with respect to the dimensionless 

quantities, Co, CL, CM, defined as the Static Coefficients, obtained through static force 

measurements in wind tunnel by using a force balance an a section model. These 

coefficients are in generai nonlinear functions of the angle of attack with respect to a 

reference position. Their use in flutter analyses is also straightforward since the 

implementation of the eqs. (2.24) and (2.25) in an automatic computer program is 

relatively easy to perform. 

The use of static coefficients corresponds to the assumption of slowly varying 

oscillations (with respect to wind velocity) such that the self-excited effects on the leeward 

wake can be neglected, i.e., the latter can be considered as "instantaneously" stili. 

Far example, this procedure can be accepted in the case of long-span suspension 

bridges (beyond 1-2 km of centrai span) and for aerodynamic cross sections, for which 

the flutter speed is relatively high, (reduced frequency K<0.2-0.3), compared to the time 

necessary far the wind to transversally cross the bridge. This aspect clearly depends on 

the frequency ranges and structural modes that are considered. 

Assuming by f=rd{2tr) the frequency of oscillations of the structure in the presence 

of wind with velocity U, the reduced velocity is defined as v= U/Bf = 2.Jr/K. Since it results 

that U/Bf = T/(8/U), where T=1/f is the oscillation period of the structure, the reduced 

velocity (v) turns out to be equal to the ratio between the period T and the ti me necessary 

far the wind to cross the deck, the width of which is B. v must be greater than 20-30 to 

guarantee the applicability of the method (see section 8). 

Therefore the criticai flutter period isso slow with respect to the time spent by the 

wind to cross the deck that, at each time, the aerodynamic forces can be defined through 

the static coefficients: the body sees the oncoming flow as if it was instantaneously at rest 

and rotated of Oatt with respect to Ur. 

The linearization in eqs. (2.25) can be accepted far small angles (below 10°) or 

reduced oscillations. 

The parameter Re can be interpreted as an equivalent characteristic radius, equa! 

to the distance between the reference axis of rotation (namely the centerline) and the 

aerodynamic center. The aerodynamic center is defined as the chord-wise axis position 

far whicti the pitching moment is independent of the angle of attack. 
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Z, Z 

u 

Fig.2.3. Aerodynamic forces according to QS method 

(see differences in sign conventions) 
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This assumption is true in the case of the theoretical airfoil. Re is assumed positive 

if it is located upstream and, in the case of the theoretical airfoil, it corresponds to an axis 

located at B/4 from the leading edge, where B is the airfoil chord; its value is a constant. 

Namely the relative angle of attack Batt is computed from a reference position apposite to 

the airfoil aerodynamic center with respect to the centerline (sometimes defined as the 

"neutra! poinr, at the third quarter of the chord). 

The extension of this concept to a bridge deck section is not strictly valid since the 

wind-force data are derived from experiments and not from a theoretical background, as 

for the airfoil. In any case it may stili be accepted, even if Re is no longer a constant but 

its definition will be dependent on the angle of attack a. For streamlined sections Re can 

be assumed the same as in the theoretical case; for bluff-sections the position of the 

aerodynamic center ca n be approximated by the value obtained at a=O. 

2.3.3. Modified Quasi-Stationary Method (MQS) 

The limitations of QS methodology are evident for bluff-sections and higher criticai 

frequencies (higher values of K), where vortex-trail modifications due to the motion of the 

deck section are no longer reduced and their effects on wind forces cannot be neglected 

in calculations. A Modified-Quasi-Stationary (MQS) procedure (Diana et al., 1992) has 

been proposed where the equilibrium about a steady-state solution is analyzed and the 

static coefficients are modified in order to consider also self-excited effects. Although the 

structural behavior is treated as nonlinear, the analysis about the dynamical equilibrium 

position is performed by a linearization of force coefficients. Therefore aerodynamic 
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actions are expressed as a superposition of static coefficients and unsteady terms that 

can be related to the definition of flutter derivatives. Moreover a more specific 

characterization of the relative displacement factors is introduced. 

The relative-to-wind velocity terms are differently defined with respect to the drag, 

lift and moment, (Un and U,o), in order to better specify the influence of the characteristic 

radius and to take into account the experimental nature of the coefficients. Consequently 

also the relative angle of attack is different in accordance with the considered force 

component ( Bz-stt and B a-att). 

Keeping the same external reference axes (Fig.2.3), eqs. (2.24) are modified and 

they become: 

where 

1 2 • 
D(Bz-att) = 

2 
pUrzBCo (Oz-att) 

1 2 • L(Bz-att) = 
2 

pUrzBCL (Oz-att) 

Urz 2 =(U-rY+(-i+Rza)2 

U,a 2 = (U- YY +(-i+RaaY 

B _ -t -1(z-RzaJ=:: _z-Rza z-att - a an . - a . U-y U-y 

(} _ t -1(z-RaaJ- i-Raa a-att - a - an u . = a - u . -y -y 

(2.26) 

(2.27) 

The meaning of Rz and Ra is the same as already mentioned in the QS method 

(Rz=Ra= B/4 in the case of theoretical airfoil and rotation about the mid-chord). They can 

be related to experimental data and their values can be also extracted from the definition 

of flutter derivatives (by an averaging procedure). 

The aerodynamic coefficients CL· and cM· differ from the corresponding static 

coefficients, since they are obtained from the integration of dynamic derivatives KL ·,KM·. in 

accordance with the following expressions: 
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Oy-•n 

c~ (Bz-att) =CL (ao) + JK~ da 
Oa-•n 

C~(Ba-att)=CM(ao)+ JK~da (2.28) 
a o a o 

The CL(ao) and CM(ao) terms represent the lift and drag (static) coefficients, 

computed in the equilibrium position ao. mean equilibrium position of the system (steady-

state), affected by a constant uniform wind U. The latter is obtained by solving the 

nonlinear system Ku=F(u), where only static loads are applied (K is the stiffness matrix 

and u the vector of the displacement components). As concerns the Co·, it is assumed to 

be quasi-stationary in the present treatment. 

The QSM parameters are computed through a set of dynamical tests in the 

neighborhood of different angles of attack, by varying the reduced velocity v. 

lt is worth emphasizing that the most important contribution of the present 

technique is the fact that it is possible to interpret the force coefficients (KL·, KM.) and the 

geometrica! quantities (Rz, Ra). using the frequency-domain approach. That is, these 

coefficients can be derived from their "equivalent" flutter derivatives, and vice-versa. A 

strict connection between these parameters and a specific representation convention for 

the flutter derivatives, can be shown (Zasso, 1996; section 8). 

2. 3. 4. Convolution techniques 

An alternative approach in the time domain, as suggested by some authors 

(Scanlan, 1984; HOffer, 1997; Chen, Matsumoto and Kareem, 2000), applies the 

convo/ution techniques to wind engineering and proposes the use of lndicial Functions 

(/F). The formulation of the wind coefficients, as a superposition of convolved terms that 

are integrated with respect to time, is linearized by definition. 

Moreover the prediction of the criticai condition is strictly connected to the 

definition and generallayout of these functions, which, in generai, cannot be measured in 

wind tunnel tests but are derived from the flutter derivatives. The evaluation of aeroelastic 

forces is expressed in terms of indicial response functions. 

These functions are related to the dimensionless impulse response functions of 

aeroelastic forces. For a three-degree-of-freedom system (p, h, a according to Fig.2.1 ), 

the aeroelastic drag, lift and moment due to a step change in the angle of attack can be 

expressed as follows (Scanlan 1993): 
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D 1pU2 dCol A , h"(r) p"(r)y sE =- B C/Joa(S- r)a (r)dr + C/Joh(s- r)-- + C/Jop(S- r)-- r 
2 da a=ao 0 B 8 

1 2 dCL l A , h"(r) p"(r)y LsE =- pU 8- C/JLa(S- r)a (r)dr+ C/JLh(s- r)-- + C/JL.o(s- r)-- r 
2 ~~o B B 

(2.29) 

M 1 pU2 2 dCM l A , h"(r) p"(r)y sE=- B C/JMa(s-r)a(r)dr+C/JMh(s-r)--+C/JMp(S-r)-- r 
2 da a=ao 0 8 B 

where ao (usually taken as equa l to zero) is the steady-state mean equilibrium position. 

The <Pt.a. C/Jt.h, C/Jt.p indicial functions describe the evolution of the dimensionless lift 

force due to a unit increment in the angle of attack a, the vertical velocity h , and the 

latera! velocity p, respectively. The C/Joa, l/Joh, l/Jop indicial functions describe the evolution 

of dimensionless drag force due to a unit increment in the angle of attack attack a, the 

vertical velocity h, and the latera! velocity p, respectively. Similarly, the C/JMa. C/JMh. C/JMp 

functions describe the evolution of dimensionless aeroelastic moment due to a unit 

increment of the same parameters as before; s=Ut/8 is a dimensionless ti me, ( )' denotes 

the first derivative with respect to s. 

Co, CL, CM are the static coefficients measured in accordance with the reference 

system as in Fig. 2.1; their derivative with respect to the angle of attack is evaluated at 

ao. lt is worth recalling once more the aerodynamic similarity between a and h!U. 

The indicial functions are used to define the self-excited forces generated by a 

generai step motion of the bridge. Flutter derivatives, on the other hand define aeroelastic 

forces due to a sinusoidal motion of the bridge deck. These two formulations are strictly 

connected to each other. 

Since flutter derivatives are experimentally deduced and, by definition, non-

derivable analytically, one cannot generally define or calculate a closed form for the 

lndicial Functions. Unlike the case of the airfoil, where a unique function (the so-called 

Wagner Function - see Section 6) can express the evolution of ali self-excited forces, 

these expressions need to be determined by inverse Fourier-transforming their 

corresponding flutter derivatives, experimentally obtained. 

From eqs. (2.29) a relationship between the indicial functions and the flutter 

derivatives for the aeroelastic lift force can be defined as in the following equation: 
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dCL sf • • Ba 
l/JLa(s- r)a'(r)dr = K(KH3a + H2 -) 

da a=ao O U 
s . 

J h"(r) . h . h 
f/JI..h(s- r)--dr = K(KH4- + H1 -) 

a=ao o B B U 
(2.30) 

s . 

J p"(r) • h . h 
l/JLa(s- r)--dr = K(KH4 -+ H1 -) 

a=ao o B B U 

Equations relating the indicial functions and flutter derivatives far aeroelastic drag 

and moment can be similarly obtained. Using these coefficients a deterministic stability 

analysis can be conducted to determina the flutter velocity, neglecting the turbulence 

effects. In this analysis the eigen - values of the homogeneous system in the time domain 

can be computed at a given mean wind velocity. The system is assumed to be stable if ali 

the eigen - values have negative real parts. By increasing the mean wind velocity the 

situation is determined where in a purely imaginary eigen - value is located, which 

corresponds to the flutter threshold. 

For very streamlined sections it may be possible to postulate a generai shape of 

the indicial functions, according to the so-called Jones's approximation of the solution 

proposed by Wagner, since the similarity with respect to the thin airfoil is evident. Hoffer 

(1997) proposed a technique founded on "weight-parameters" that convert the flutter 

derivatives into the time-dependent functions and proceed to the integration of (2.29). 

These coefficients are stili very difficult to obtain, through an Inverse Fourier 

Transform, in the case of a wide set of deck sections, including bluff and sharp-edged 

bodies. However Chen, Matsumoto and Kareem (2000) have recently proposed a method 

for the analytical derivation of the indicial functions through rational function 

approximation, obtained by least-squares methods applied to the measured flutter 

derivatives. This approach does not seem to be consistent, even if mathematically 

correct, from a physical point of view, since the quantities obtained represent a 

"smoother'' version of the equivalent derivatives in the frequency-domain. Since very 

small differences in a flutter derivative may substantially affect the final result, it might be 

argued that the method proposed by Chen et al. is overly simplified. These effects remain 

to be further investigated. 
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3. FREQUENCY-DOMAIN ANALYSES: CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE MULTI-MODE 

APPROACH. 

3.1. lntroduction 

The present Section presents some studies and analyses carried out in 

accordance with the multi-mode technique. The first results have allowed for further 

extensions of the method and they have pointed out the limits and the generai 

applicability of the theory. A discussion about the use of simplified approaches (e.g., 

section model) is also included. 

First, an iterative numerica! technique for the solution of the eigenvalue-

eigenvector problem and the definition of the flutter-mode has been fully developed and a 

specific computer code has been created. Some sample cases are studied; in particular 

the design for the Messina Strait Bridge has been considered and this procedure has 

been applied. 

The multi-mode approach is also extended to those situations, in which the mean 

wind speed cannot be considered constant along the longitudinal axis, due to 

topographical differences related to the deck span (beyond 3-4 km). In this framework a 

variation of the mean value of the reference wind speed is introduced in the originai 

formulation and the extension is proposed and discussed. 

Finally the section describes an innovative Multi-mode Procedure, defined as 

Global Multi-mode (GM), in which wind self-excited forces are expressed through a "nodal 

representation" (single-joint), extending the methodology proposed by Scanlan. A specific 

programming code has been developed and applied to the case of the Messina Bridge. 

3.2. An iterative procedure for the calculation of the flutter-mode. 

The equation system governing flutter assessment through the multi-mode 

technique (Cfr. Sec.2.3.3) can be expressed in a complex matrix form as follows (see eq. 

2.15): 

[C(K, w)+ iD(K, w)][~ o]= O (3.1) 

where C and D are the real and imaginary parts of the (NxN) matrix containing both the 

structural characteristics of the system and the self-excited contributions, and i is the 

imaginàry unit. The solution of the homogeneous system (3.1) is assumed to be purely 
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oscillatory, and ~o represents the (Nx1) vector of the generalized coordinates, associated 

with the j-th modal dimensionless displacement components hj(x), pj(x), aj(x), denoting by 

x the longitudinal coordinate along the bridge axis and considering the first N natura! 

modes. An appropriate normalization of such quantities is performed in arder to assign 

unitary norm to the single vector corresponding to the j-th mode, as follows, where s 

denotes an integration variable and "*" the initial quantities: 

(3.2) 

a· i(X) 
a i (x) = -;=::::::r====~========:;;== J p"j(S)2 +h.j(S)2 +a.j(S)2 S 

Span 

Steady state oscillations with amplitude ~o are possible only if both the real and 

imaginary part Re and /m of the determinant det(C+iD) vanish. This scalar quantity is a 

direct function of the two unknowns K and (J), which must be determined from the 

analysis. The angular frequency (J), as already mentioned in the previous Section, must 

be real if the incipient instability condition is reached (m=aJRe + iO). For this reason the 

same property will apply to its dimensionless counterpart, K=aYBU. From the analytical 

point of view, ali the possible pairs (K, (J)) that have the property of simultaneous zero 

crossing of the real and imaginary part of the determinant, will be ali solutions to the 

problem, i.e. the associated eigen-values. The iterative procedure for the assessment of 

such quantities is taken from Caracoglia (1997) and Sepe and D'Asdia (1998). 

Among ali computed solutions (K, w),, with r=1 .. nsol. the critica/ angular frequency 

(wc) will correspond to the lowest eigenvalue, i.e. (Kc, wc)=Min[(K, (J))r; r-1 , .. ,nso~l The 

associated eigenvector ~oc defines the criticai coupled modal shape of the system, the 

flutter-mode. The components of the ~oc vector in the complex piane, defined as ;oci (with 

j=1 .. N), represent the contributions, in terms of amplitude and phase angle, due to the N 

natura! modes of the structure, participating in the oscillatory coupled motion, the 

comma~ frequency of which is wc. 
Defining by hc(x,t), Pc(x,t) and ac(x,t) the vertical, latera! normalized components 
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(with respect to B) and the torsional rotation of the flutter-mode, denoted by t the generic 

time instant , the time-space equations corresponding to the unstable coupled motion 

becomes: 

Pc(x,t) = I:;JI~oCJIIei(lllçt+q7J) Pi(x) 

hc(x,t) = z:;JI~oCJIIei(lllçt+q7J) hi(x) 

ac(x,t) = L~1ll~oCJIIe;(lliCt+q7J) ai(x) 

(3.3) 

where llçoq Il= ~~Ci · çoq , being ?oCJ the complex conjugate of çocj, is the modulus 

of the generalized j-th modal coordinate and rpj = lm(çocj )/Re(çocj) the corresponding 

phase. lndeed eqs. (3.3) turn out to be the generic solutions to the homogeneous system 

and they express the generai time-space behavior of the structure. The only difference 

with the real solution is that in the latter case the effective boundary conditions, i.e. çoc 

(t=O), must be taken into account. 

The term that depends only on the time t is eimc t (sinusoidal form), common to ali 

modal components and, therefore, it can be extracted from the summation over the 

different modes. 

As in eqs. (3.3), the contributions to the final configuration of the flutter-mode can 

be represented as a linear combination of the associated modal shapes, amplitude of 

which is equal to the modulus of the corresponding generalized coordinate of the 

complex eigenvector, "delayed" in accordance with the phase 'Pi· 

lntroducing in the eqs. (3.1) the quantities (Kc, mc), as previously computed, the 

homogeneous system is uniquely determined and, through it, the vector (oc. 

For the calculation of the (oc components, the following operative method has 

been defined. As a preliminary step a simplified analysis (section mode!) is carried out in 

order to determina the natura! mode, denoted by k, that mainly affects the generai 

behavior. The modulus of this k-th mode llç001 ll· is assumed unitary and the phase-angle 

( tA<) equal to zero. In this way a unitary "weight" is assigned to the çOCk component and a 

"reference angle" is defined. Therefore, the remaining modal components will be 

computed as a function of the latter, or, in other words, they will be normalized with 

respect to the value assumed by çock. and their phase-angle will be related to the 

referenèe direction ( <A=O). 

From the analytical point of view the generai matrix equation (3.1) is replaced by 
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the following systeml where the rows and the columns have been previously rearranged 

in order to isolate in the last row and column the terms corresponding to the k-th 

reference mode: 

l
~oCJc = 1 +O i k - th component 

~ [c,(Kc.OJc )+ k/1 (Kc,OJc >XçoCJ) = -(c~(Kc,OJc )+ id~(Kc,OJc >Xço"') (3.4) 
rtok 

l= 1 ... (N -1) 

In the (N-1)x(N-1) system (3.4), the quantities on the right side are knownl since 

they result in a function of ~0Ck1 defined in the first equation. Eqs. (3.4) can be compactly 

rewritten as: 

N-1 

Lfiu~oq = -q,k · with l= 1 .. (N -1) 
j=1, 
i*k 

gy,Qy,~OCj E C 

(3.5) 

The giJ quantities denote the contribution coming from both the real and the 

imaginary part of (3.4). The method then proceeds to the solution of the non-

homogeneous system (3.5)1 which can simply be rewritten asG~oc =q l in the complex 

domain, through the transformation of G into a low-triangular matrix by means of 

"Gaussian elimination". Therefore ~oc is numerically computed an d the procedure ends 

with the final reduction of the obtained solution to a unit vector: 

~OCi = ~ocJ where ( oc = Conj(~ oc ); j = 1 .. N 
~(ocr ·~oc l 

(3.6) 

The analytical steps summarized in eqs. (3.1-3.6) have been translated into a 

Matlab programming code. Two different programs have been prepared. 

The first one performs the assessment of the lowest eigen-value of the problem 

(3.1 ), using the approach of Section 2.2.3. The individuation of the exact solution is 

achieved through an iterative procedure that cani once one defines the intervals of K and 

m to be investigated l automatically locate the simultaneous zero-crossings of the 

determinant through Newton's method. The second programl after acquiring the result of 
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the previous one, computes the eigenvector associated with (Kc, mc) (eq. 3.3) in 

accordance with the method presented in eqs. (3.4-3.6). These codes are listed in 

appendices A.1 and A.2. 

3.3 A first example: the proposed bridge over the Messina Strait 

3.3.1. The originai design (multi-box deck section) 

The Bridge over the Messina Straits represents one of more challenging civil 

engineering structures that man has to date conceived. The company Società Stretto di 

Messina s.p.a, charged with the feasibility and design study of the bridge, started its 

preliminary investigations in the 70's. More than one solution has been considered in this 

period: double span cable-stayed, double span cable suspension, etc., up to the final 

design that corresponds to a single-span suspension bridge, with centrai span of 3300 m. 

lt is worth underscoring the fact that nowadays the longest bridge in the world is 

the Japanese Akashi-Kaikyo, with centrai span of 1991 m, which has recently been 

opened. Therefore the Messina Bridge will represent a new frontier for the technology 

and the development of engineering knowledge, which has involved the contributions of 

many academics, researchers, consultants and professionals. 

A very wide range of possible phenomena and structural-dynamical hazards have 

been analyzed, such as seismic risk, and, in particular, wind effects. As concerns the 

latter aspect the following elements (static and dynamic) have been considered: global 

effects on the whole structure (global aeroelastic effects); wind actions on the towers; 

wind actions on the main deck; wind actions on freight-vehicle columns crossing the 

bridge, etc .. 

Many studies have been carried out in order to define the most appropriate shape 

of each structural element from the aerodynamic point of view, such as the bridge towers 

and the main deck. These analyses have been followed by severa! wind tunnel 

investigations: a full-bridge model (1 :250 scale) tested at the Danish Maritime lnstitute of 

Copenaghen; the section mode/ (1:30 scale) investigated by Diana et al. (1995); the 

analysis of the aerodynamic behavior of the main towers performed by the Aerospace 

ltalian Agency (ALENIA). 

In Figure 3.1 a longitudinal view and the deck cross-section are presented; the 

measurements are expressed in meters. According to this design, the bridge results from 

a combination of two three-lane motorways and a high-speed two-direction railroad. 
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Figure 3.1. Current design of the proposed bridge aver the Messina Strait. 

Some generai data on the bridge can be summarized as follows: centrai span: 

3300m; side spans: 180m; height-to-span ratio: 1/11; deck height: 64-70 m above mean 

sea leve!; overall height of the towers: 370 m (+376m above sea level); two separated 

road carriage-ways with three driving lanes and one emergency lane; a high-speed two-

track railroad with service lanes for emergency vehicles. 

As concerns the towers, ali wind-structure interaction aspects have been analyzed 

on a specific isolated model, including static, aerodynamic and aeroelastic behavior due 

to vortex shedding, which was found to be relevant. The fina! geometrica! shape has 

been chosen to minimize ali these effects. The study of the main deck was carried out in 

the years 1986-1992 and the final solution (Figure 3.1), with the best aerodynamic 

response, was indicated as a three-box steel girder with transversal connecting beams, 

located at 30m separations between consecutive hangers. The reference wind speed for 

the design (ten-minute average), drawn from field measurement data, was taken to be 62 

mis at deck height. 

3.3.2. lnfluence of different modes on the genera/ behavior. 

The multi-mode approach, as described Section 2.2.3, has been applied to the 

current design of the proposed bridge on the Messina Strait. 

The first 20 natura! modes around the equilibrium configuration in average (static) 

wind flow have been evaluated through a FEM model (5000 dofs) and a modal analysis. 

A Fortran computer code, accounting for geometrica! non-linearities and stiffnesses, has 
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been employed. Further details on the program will be discussed later in this dissertation. 

The physical characteristics of the relevant modes that have been used in the 

Multi-mode analyses are presented in Table 3.1, as well as their angular frequencies (~) 

and main components. The modal shapes corresponding to the latter are plotted in 

Figure 3.2. 

The aeroelastic derivatives (Figure 3.3), in notation according to Scanlan, have 

been derived from design reports and from Zasso (1996), where f = OJ/(2~r). 

Table.3.1. Main features of natural modes (dead-load equilibrium configuration). 

mode Angular frequency (J)j period ~ (s) Main component 
~rad/sl 

a 0.195 32.2 1st latera! 
b 0.352 17.8 2nd latera! 

c 0.380 16.5 1st vertical 
d 0.500 12.6 1st torsional 

e 0.501 12.5 3rd latera! 
f 0.508 12.4 2nd vertical 

g 0.606 10.4 2nd torsional 

h 0.626 10.0 4th latera! 
i 0.677 9.3 3rd vertical 

l 0.705 8.9 5th latera! 
m 0.803 7.8 3rd torsional 

Average values of mass M per unit length and torsional mass moment of inertia l 

per unit length (M = 5.5 ·1 04 kg/m , l = 2.8 ·1 O 7 kg. m2/m) h ave been used, and a 

structural damping ~· varying from 0.6% to 0.8% has been assumed, depending on the 

individuai mode in accordance with the Rayleigh procedure (a and p coefficients). In 

Figure 3.4 the damping ratio (%) as a function of the period of the structural mode 

considered, is depicted. These value were chosen in accordance to previous study 

(O•Asdia e Sepe, 1998). 

lt can be observed that, due to the very long span of the bridge and the 

slenderness of the deck, the wavelength of severa! low modes is several hundreds of 

meters and the structural stiffness is nearly the same as that of the cables. Therefore, 

there exist severa! pairs of vertical and torsional modes nearly identica! in shape. The 

ratio be~een the frequencies of the torsional and the corresponding vertical mode is 

almost the same for these pairs, and it is also close to the ratio between the deck half-
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width and the polar inertia radius (Farquharson, 1949-1954) 

In these flutter multi-mode analyses only the contributions of the Pk·, Hk. and Ak·. 

derivatives with lr-1 ,2,3 have been considered. 

• 
• 

•••• • • • • 

• • . . ..... · 
• • 

Vertical Modes 

Torsional modes 

a 

• 

Latera/ modes 

•••• l • • • • 

g 

••••• ..... · . • • . . 
• • 

Figure 3.2. Modal shapes of the Messina Bridge. 

• 

The equivalent added-mass contributions "in air'' have not been included (lr-4,6), 

since for a three-box open section with gratings between the two adjacent boxes the 

relevant effectiveness is very reduced. As concerns the latèral derivatives p·k, since 
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appropriate data were not available from measurements, a pseudo-static approximation 

has been used (Sec.2.2.5). Other aeroelastic derivatives have been obtained directly 

from wind tunnel tests, as reported in Figure 3.3. 

f 

In the beginning the first three pairs of latera! and vertical modes have been 

separately investigated. The similarity ratio (eq. 2.8) among these pairs is greater than 

0.93 for ali cases in accordance with (2.8). Therefore a simple section model analysis 

was performed. The results show that the criticai wind velocity Uc is almost proportional 

to the frequency of the vertical (or torsional) mode. In particular mc is much closer to the 

corresponding vertical-mode frequency rather than the torsional one. 
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Figure 3.4. Structural Damping Ratio (%) employed in the simulations, 

according to Rayleigh (a and f3 components), as a function 

of the natura! mode period (T). 
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This fact can be explained by recalling that for streamlined deck sections the flutter 

is essentially coupled, driven by the vertical mode,- and that the "tuning effecf' mostly 

concerns the torsional one (see Table 3.2; a1, a2, a3). 

On the other hand, according to the number of modes taken into account, the 

multi-mode approach yields more solutions of the eigenvalue-eigenvector problem 

(Figure 3.5). Quite obviously, the criticai flutter speed is the lowest. Subsequently the first 

three pairs of vertical and torsional modes are considered (Table 3.2, a5); the result given 

by the multi-mode approach is nearly coincident with the value given by the 2-dof 

sectional model accounting for the first pair of modes (Table 3.2, a1). 

Also when the whole set of modes, including the lateral components is analyzed, 

the criticai velocity does not change significantly (a6). The role of latera! derivatives does 

not seem important at this stage. 

Table.3.2. Main results of the multi-mode analysis. 

Case M od es Kc. mc(rad/s) Uc (m/s) 

a1 c d 0.276 0.418 93.9 

a2 f g 0.204 0.544 165.4 

a3 i m 0.200 0.726 224.8 

a4 c d f g 0.276 0.418 93.9 

a5 cdfgim 0.276 0.418 93.9 

a6 abcdfgim 0.276 0.418 93.9 

b1 c d (deformed) 0.275 0.424 95.5 

The closeness of the results is a direct consequence of the slowly-varying values 

that most flutter derivatives (Figure 3.3) assume in the reduced velocity interval between 

5 and 15, corresponding to low reduced frequencies, with respect to U and B. 

The latter are directly related to the higher modes employed in the analyses with 

small contrlbutions to the flutter instability. These effects are associated with modal 

integrals that are not heavily "weighted" through the value of the associated derivative. 

The excellent aeroelastic behavior shows that ali flutter analyses (Table 3.5) are 

practically coincident and that the phenomenon is mainly driven by the structural 

parameters, namely the modal frequencies. The computed solution is in fact influenced 

by the l~west m1 , corresponding to the first pair. Fora bluff section, where "peaks" in the 

flutter derivatives can be also measured as the reduced velocity increases (small K), the 
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influence of higher modes is more relevant and the latter are "captured" by the high 

values shown. 

2 
x 10-e Modes taken into account: c d f g i m 

IK=02758j ! : : / 
1 ------------~-------------~------------~--------~-

' ' l 
: : l / 
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E l "------------~ : : 
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Figure 3.5. Graphical plot of the Multi-mode Analysis 

A difference arises when natura! modes around the non-deformed shape are 

replaced by modes around the equilibrium configuration under static wind actions for 

U=85 m/s, close to the flutter threshold. This fact takes into account the nonlinear 

behavior of the structure, in the neighborhood of the velocity interval close to the unstable 

region, where mean displacements cannot rigorously be considered as small (latera! 

mean displacement of approximately 15 m at center-span, mean angle of deck rotation 

equa l to about 2°, as derived from time-domain simulations - see Section 4 ). 

Shapes and frequencies have changed, not only for along-wind modes but, to a 

lesser extent, also for vertical and torsional modes. As concerns the first pair of the latter, 

the angular frequency increases by about 2% and therefore the criticai wind speed 

changes by the same amount (about 2 m/s, Table 3.2, b1). In this application the same 

derivatives as the previous ones have been considered, since no other data were 

available, neglecting the aerodynamic/aeroelastic behavior for an initial angle of attack 

different from zero (2°). 

lt is worth underlining that the solution to the system (3.1) is usually achieved by 

numerica! investigations through the iterative method. The determinant is defined, apart 

from the nature and magnitude of the flutter derivatives, by the modal characteristics of 

the structure itself. In particular since the determinant is also influenced by the numerica! 

value ~ssigned to the modal displacements through the integrals G(qm,Qn) the 

normalization (3.2) is necessary in order to allow for the comparison among different 
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modes. However, the consequence is that ali numerica! quantities linked to the 

determinant are very small indeed. From the analysis of Figure 3.5 this aspect is evident 

from the scale factor that appears on the vertical axis. Therefore, even if the multi-mode 

analysis seems more accurate in terms of final result, the latter is achieved through 

numerica! simulations whose error can be also large compared to the numerica! values 

that are involved. Moreover these analyses are very sensitive to ali parameters, including 

mass, frequencies and damping ratios in particular. 

Considering also the closeness of the solutions in the case of aerodynamic 

bridges, it tums out that ali the solutions obtained by the multi-mode approach need to be 

related to experimental tests, such are available, or checked from a mathematical point of 

view. Since no direct verification is possible, a simple 2dof section model, performed a 

posteriori, ca n be useful for this purpose in the case of slightly different results, as for the 

Messina Bridge. Generally, an experimental test is necessary in ali other applications. 

3.3.3. Flutter-mode. 

The procedure presented in Sec.3.3.1 has been applied to the case a6. The criticai 

values that are derived from the previous analysis, are the following: Uc = 94 m/s, 

Kc = 0.276 , mc = 0.418 rad/s. 

The solution obtained through the multi-mode approach, considering severa! 

vertical/torsional pairs and including, in particular, latera! modes related to ~· derivatives, 

is almost coincident with the solution given by the 2dof rigid section model. The results on 

rigid-section and full-bridge models are in a good agreement with the numerica! 

previsions. 

This example seems to stand in contrast to some results that have recently 

appeared in literature, where the bridge geometry can amplify such differences, or even 

show phenomena not forecast by the rigid section model. 

For example the role of latera! modes is underlined by Katsuchi (1997) and 

Katsuchi, Jones, Scanlan and Akiyama (1999) on the Akashi-Kaikyo bridge, opened in 

1998, with the 1991-meter main span that is the longest so far built. 

In this case the multi-mode analysis gives an unacceptable overestimation of the 

flutter speed (more than 135 m/s instead of 75 m/s), if it is performed neglecting the 

"cross aeroelastic derivatives" corresponding to the drag and associated with the torsional 

and vertical modes (P;, p3· ). 
' 

lt is worth pointing out that the Akashi-Kaikyo deck girder is very different from the 

Messina Strait girder, as concerns both the structural behavior (stiffer) and the 
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aerodynamic characteristics. 

In any case, the multi-mode approach should not be a priori excluded whenever 

aerodynamic coupling between modes is expected to arise due to closeness of natura! 

frequencies, as it is likely to occur for extremely deformable systems. The criticai eigen-

vector of eq. (3.1 ), normalized to unitary modulus, is reported in Table 3.3 (Re, /m: rea l 

and imaginary parts). The contributions of the first three modes are graphically 

represented in Fig.3.6 through a polar representation (modulus and phase) of its 

components on the Argand-Gauss piane. 

Table.3.3. Eigenvector qoc corresponding to the flutter mode for the design of the 

Messina bridge 

Mode Re(toc) lm(toc) Modu/us PhaserJ main component 

a 0.00060 0.00013 0.00061 12.5 1st Latera! 
b -0.08085 0.06067 0.10108 143.1 2nd Latera! 

c 0.91437 0.00000 0.91437 0.00 1st Vertical 

d 0.19645 -0.33917 0.39195 -59.9 1st T orsional 

f 0.00104 0.00481 0.00493 77.8 2nd Vertical 

g -0.00699 -0.00004 0.00699 180.3 2nd T orsional 

i -0.00052 0.00054 0.00075 134.1 3rd Vertical 

m -0.00005 0.00076 0.00077 93.5 3rd Torsional 

lt can be observed that the vectors h and p, corresponding to vertical and latera! 

modes, derived from the ratio between the modal amplitude and the deck width B, are 

comparable also in quantitative terms with the modulus of the torsional-mode component. 

mode b 
(2nd latera!) 

Re 
""f-...... --..,-------------0-.9-1 ~--~ 

mode c 
(lsl vertical) 

· Figure 3.6. Polar representation of the most significant contributions 

to the flutter mode (current design of the Messina Bridge). 
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lt is worth recalling that the aerodynamic coupling, leading to flutter, requires a 

phase-lag between the components of motion, so that the work done by aeroelastic 

forces tums out to be, in the average, larger than the energy dissipated by mechanical 

damping. 

As expected, the prominent role of modes c and d is evident from Table 3.3 and 

Figure 3.6, while the contribution of higher modes is negligible. The only significant 

contribution of latera! modes is given by the skew-symmetric mode b, approximately one 

tenth of the vertical mode c contribution. In any case such a latera! mode is relevant only 

to the flutter mode shape, while the flutter speed is only slightly modified, as from Table 

3.2. 

Two different representations in time-history of the flutter mode for the Bridge over 

the Messina Strait are reported in Figures 3.7 and 3.8. Some subsequent configurations 

are separated by time intervals of duration T J8, where Te = 27t/mc , is the period of the 

criticai oscillation (approximately equal to 15 seconds) and can be interpreted as a 

schematic view of the generai behavior within a generic period of oscillations. The scale 

factors employed are purely descriptive. 

Figure 3.7 represents the unstable motion of the deck section located at a quarter-

span, where the effects due to flutter are more evident, since the main modes involved (c, 

d) are skew-symmetric (cf. Figure 3.2). 

Omc=0.4179 rad/s- Tc=1504 s- Uc=94 m/s 
Seclion n 29 [1/4 span] 

u = u = 
000 188 ~76 564 752 940 112~ 13.16 1504 
time.-[s-l-+---+~-Yk~~=----··-----+-~--+------ --+-------------=±J-c#rf')\---+------1 

u = 

Figure 3.7. Flutter mode of the Messina Bridge (motion of a quarter-span section, 

subsequent configurations separated by a time interval Te /8 with 

Te = 27t/mc ); aeroe/astic lift, drag, moment, are also shown. 
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Figure 3.8. Flutter mode for the current design of the Messina Bridge (motion of the 

axis in the centrai span, subsequent configurations separated by a time 

interval Te /8, Te = 21r / OJc ). 
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In particular aeroelastic forces (drag, lift and moment) are included, according to 

the eqs. (2.11 ), expressed in appropriate scale. lt can be seen that, the ma in contribution 

to the flutter is due to the vertical response, since the vertical force is always in phase 

with the vertical motion of the system during ali the period and, therefore, the work 

extracted from the fluid is strictly positive. 

In fact the deck is moving upwards in accordance with the sign of aeroelastic lift in 

the first half of Te and the same observation stili holds in the second part. 

Figure 3.8 confirms that the main contributions to flutter mode are given by the 

skew-symmetric modes b (lateral), c (vertical), d (torsional). However, due to the higher 

modes, the time-history of displacement h and rotation a are not perfectly similar 

although this fact cannot be appreciated due to the scale factor. 

A generai overview of the phenomenon is evident from Figure 3.9 where a three-

dimensional representation of the main deck, corresponding to t=O in Figure 3.8, is 

presented. From this picture it is also evident the FE model discretization that has been 

adopted, since consecutive deck sections are also shown. 

In the end it turns out that that the contribution to flutter instability due to higher 

and lateral modes is only negligible in terms of a sensitive modification of the criticai 

speed. A simplified section-model was able in this case to assess quite accurately the 

unstable solution (Kc, Wc). 

Figure 3.9. Three-dimensional view of the flutter-mode (mai n deck) 

In fact it has been seen that, in terms of the modal shape of the coupled solution, 

the latera! mode, corresponding by similarity to the vertical-torsional pair, plays a 

significant role in the overall solution (magnitude of the associated eigen-vector 

component in Figure 3.6). 
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Therefore it has been shown in this paragraph that the influence of "P.k" flutter 

derivatives is relevant, even compared to other terms, also for streamlined multi-box 

bridge sections, and the multi-mode approach is necessary in this sense and ali 

components need to be included. 

3.4. A second ex ampie: study of a single-box deck section as an alternative to the 

originai design for the Messina Bridge. 

In the previous paragraph it was noticed that a truss-type deck (as for the Akashi-

Kaikyo Bridge), very stiff and with relatively poor aerodynamic performance, requires the 

multi-mode technique as the only way to get a correct flutter speed. 

In the present paragraph the multi-mode approach and the flutter-mode extraction 

technique are applied to another case, where the imperfect geometrica! similarity 

between torsional and vertical modes (with corresponding wavelength) does not allow for 

the simple use of section-model calculations, which require an almost similarity between 

the two modal forms (eq. 2.8). 

A FE model with the same structural characteristics of the actual design of the 

Messina Bridge (Sec.3.3.1) has been set up. On the contrary the deck has been replaced 

by a single-box girder with the same weight as the originai one and with a cross-section 

similar to the Humber Bridge and, thus, with its same aerodynamic characteristics (Figure 

3.1 0). Aerodynamic data are taken from Zasso (1996). 

5 ~ negligible 

o u 2Jr 
-~ 

JB K 

-l 

-20 
Figure 3.1 O - Flutter derivatives of the Humber Bridge. 

In this case, while the first vertical and first torsional skew-symmetric modes 

(modes _iii and vii in Figure 3.11, respectively) are similar, the first pair of symmetric 

modes (modes iv and vi in Figure 3.11, respectively) have different shapes instead. In 
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fact, while for the skew-symmetric modes and for the vertical symmetric one the shape is 

stili dominated by the cable stiffness notwithstanding the increased stiffness of the girder 

deck, for the torsional symmetric mode the deck stiffness prevails over that of the cables. 

Mode Angular frequency wj Period ~ (s) Main component 
(rad/s) 

0.197 31.91 1st latera l symmetric 

ii 0.374 16.81 1st latera! skew-symm. 

iii 0.383 16.41 1st vertical skew-symmetric 

iv 0.511 12.30 1st vertical symmetric 

v 0.707 8.89 2"d latera! symmetric 

vi 0.811 7.75 1st torsional symmetric 

vii 0.963 6.52 1st torsional skew-symmetric 

Vertical ModH .------. Tonloaal Modes 

[~::::J 

00 

··. l 
·. 

Figure 3.11. Relevant modes and modal characteristics (second example). 

The similarity coefficient (eq. 2.8) between modes iv and vi, Sw,vi. gives a value less 

than 0.80, as compared to 0.96 between modes iii and vii. 

The simple formulation in accord with the section model is not possible between iv 

and vi. Therefore this method can rigorously be applied only to the skew-symmetric 

modes iii and vii, the criticai wind speed ( Uékew) of which is equal to 62 m/s. 

Table.3.4. Main results of the section modellmulti-mode analysis 

(second example). 

Case Modes Kc. t»c (rad/s) Uc (m/s) 

c1 ii vii (section mode/) 0.868 0.806 62.5 

c2 ii iii iv v vi vii 0.862 0.683 53.3 

c3 i ii iii iv v vi vii 0.862 0.683 53.1 

c4 iv vi (siv.v;=1) 0.945 0.724 51.4 

Also introducing in the section model the frequency and damping values 
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corresponding to the first symmetric pair of modes (assuming that Siv,vi = 1) yields an error 
with the same order of magnitude, although on the safe side. In this case in fact the 

criticai speed is Utf"' = 50 m/s (Table 3.4.c4). 

As concerns the multi-mode analysis where ali relevant modes of Figure 3.11 
(symmetric and skew-symmetric pairs and the first three lateral modes) have been 

included, as presented in Table 3.4.c3, it turns out that the solution is dominated by the 

symmetric modes and a lower criticai wind speed is achieved ( u;m =53 mjs ). 

Table.3.5. Eigenvector ~oc corresponding to the flutter mode for the second 

Mode 

ii 

iii 

iv 

v 

vi 

vii 

example (case c3). 

Re(~oc) lm(~oc) 

-0.00783 0.00179 

0.00005 0.00001 

-0.00275 0.00233 

0.33032 0.00000 

-0.7675 0.03668 

-0.61858 0.70762 

-0.01170 0.00915 

mode v - 2nd Lat. Sym. 

Modulus PhaserJ main component 

0.00803 

0.00005 

0.00360 

0.33032 

0.08507 

0.93987 

0.01486 

CJ c 

[m 

l 

l 

167.1 1st lateral symmetric 

7.6 1st lateral skew-symm. 

139.8 1st vertical skew-symmetric 

0.0 151 vertical symmetric 

154.5 2nd latera! symmetric 

131.2 1st torsional symmetric 

142.0 151 torsional skew-symmetric 

Single-Box girder 
-~ 
~~/----

------~---// l ~132" 

.~-t 15~· 
0~~--~~~~~~ 

Figure 3.12. Second example: Results of the multi-mode 

analysis; ali modes in Figure 3.11 are considered. 

lfcan be observed from Figure 3.12 and Table 3.5, which summarize the solution 
to the flutter-mode problem, that also in this example the contribution of lateral modes 
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cannot be neglected. 

lt is worth pointing out that the different results are mainly due to modal shapes 

and effective combination among modes. In fact the reduced velocity differences that are 

registered between case c1 and c3 are very small and about a value approximately equal 

to 7 and, in this region, the flutter derivative behavior is stili hardly influenced by the 

reduced velocity v (or K). 

3.5. Variation of the time-averaged mean wind speed along the bridge axis. 

In the previous paragraphs the wind speed has been assumed as constant 

throughout the span. However, as is well known, the atmospheric turbulence and the 

consequent wind speed fluctuations can play a very significant role on the dynamic 

response. 

Criticai conditions of incipient aeroelastic instability are usually sought neglecting 

such fluctuations. However it is possible to consider these aspects indirectly by 

measuring aeroelastic derivatives in wind tunnel where the approaching flow is coupled 

with a given turbulence intensity. This aspect ca n be interpreted as a micro-scale effect 

on the wind field velocity. In any case the mean wind speed is assumed to be constant 

along the span, while experimental data from the field sometimes register interesting 

differences among the ten-minute averages, sampled at severa! locations along the 

longitudinal axis, when a long-span bridge is designed. An explanation for this fact can be 

found in particular topographical conditions or in case the overall span length is 

responsible fora loss of uniformity of the phenomenon. A macro-scale effect is therefore 

present. In particular this aspect was observed during the preliminary design stages of 

the Messina bridge whose in-situ measurements, performed on both sides of the Strait, 

turned out not to be the same. Thus, since deck spans are constantly increasing beyond 

1-2 km, it can be appropriate to take into account also the variation of time-average of 

wind speed along the bridge axis and include this aspect in an extended multi-mode 

formulation. In the literature these formulation are beginning to appear. 

3.5.1. Analytical formulation. 

In this paragraph the solution for flutter instability is carried out when a variation of 

the mean wind speed is considered. The references can be found in Sec.2.3.3 and in 

Sepe, Caracoglia and D'Asdia (2000). In particular the treatment deals with the case in 

which only the first three flutter derivatives are included, i.e. H;,*. A;* and P;* with i=1,2,3. 
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In such a case, denoting by K a reference value of the wind speed (e.g. at mid-span) the 

time-average speed can be expressed as 

U(x) = U (1 +V'( x)] (3.7) 

where '!'{x) represents the variation law along the longitudinal axis x with respect to the 

reference value. At the same time the reduced frequency K is affected by the variable 

velocity and, denoting by K the value of K in correspondence with the reference value of 

the wind speed (K = B{J)/U) and assuming 8(x)=[1+rp(x)], it turns out that: 

K(x) = {J)B = {J)B = {J)B 
U(x) [1 + lfi(X)U] 8(x)U 

K 
=--

8(x) 
(3.8) 

Because of the variability of U, the aeroelastic forces in accordance with eqs. 

(2.11) then become a function of x: 

D8E(x) = _!_ p(U(x)]2 s[K(x)P,.(K(x))_!!_ + K(x)P;(K(x)) Ba + K(x)2 P;(K(x))al 
2 U(x) U(x) 

1 ~ h a· l L8E(x) =-p(U(x))2 K(x)H;(K(x))- + K(x)H;(K(x))___!!_ + K(x)2 H;(K(x))a 
2 U(x) U(x) 

(3.9) 

M8E(x) =-p[U(x)f 8 2 K(x)A,"(K(x))-+ K(x)A;(K(x))___!!_+ K(x)2 A;(K(x))a 1 [ h a· l 
2 U(x) U(x) 
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(3.10) 

i. e, after simplification and recalling the definition of f!I'(X ): 

(3.11) 

+I J 
g span 

The eqs. (3.11) represent the j-th generalized modal force corresponding to the j-th 

mode, in accordance with the hypothesis of non uniform mean wind speed. By 

comparison of the analogous expression for constant U (eq. 2.11) and neglecting the 

derivatives of index 4, 5 and 6, it can be observed that the variability with respect to U, 

expressed by fil'( x), is concentrated only in the variation of the flutter derivatives with 

respect to their values A;, H;, P~ for K = K . The structure of eqs. (2.14) is unchanged 

since the dynamical terms are not influenced by the presence of U(x) and the system 

(3.11) can be therefore immediately introduced in the previous iterative procedures 

(Appendices A.1 and A.2) for the assessment of the flutter onset. 

The only difference is that the coefficients Ci,,Di, of eqs. (2.15) need to be 

evaluated on the basis of the reference value U . The integrai coefficients G(sm. Q n) in eq. 

(2.14) must be redefined as follows 

G(sm,Qn) = J,t(x)smqndx ; s, q= h, p, a; m, n= 1,2, ..... N (3.12) 
span 

,t(x) in eq. (3.12) denotes the ratio between the aeroelastic derivatives 

corresp~nding to U(x) and U. As an example the coefficient G(a,,ai) appearing in the 
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evaluation of C1, (Eq. 2.14) becomes 

G(a,,a1 )= J..ì(x)a,a1dx , (3.13) 
span 

Referring to the usual representation of aeroelastic derivatives as a function of the 

reduced velocity v= 2tr/K and truncating the Taylor's series to the first order, ..ì(x) in eq. 

(3.13) becomes 

À x = --=;- = -=;- A3 + - A3 v - v = 1 + A '1/ x ( ) A; (v) 1 [-· ( d • ) ( -}~ ( ) 
A3 A3 dv v=v · (3.14) 

The constant A is the ratio between the slope of the tangent to the curve A; (v) for 

v = ~ = 2tr / K an d the slope of the secant to the sa me point, that is 

(d A·) 
A= (i; 3 Y=V 

A;/v · (3.15) 

In an analogous way, by defining the constant A on the basis of the appropriate 

aeroelastic derivative, it turns out finally (eqs. (3.12) and (3.14)) that 

G(sm,Qn)= ft1+A'I/(x))smqndx; s,q=h,p,a; m,n=1,2, ..... N. (3.16) 
span 

Consequently, when modal shapes h;,p1,a, are similar to each other (as those 

involved in the aerodynamic coupling leading to aeroelastic instability), only a variation 

'1/(x) symmetric with respect to the bridge mid-span (Figure. 3.13.c), or at least with an 

average value different from zero, can affect the coefficients G(sm.Qn) and can have 

some influence on the stability conditions. On the other hand, skew-symmetric variations 

of the wind speed (Figure. 3.13.a,b) cannot produce any effect, if they are so small that 

the first order approximation (eq. 3.14) of the series expansion of aeroelastic derivatives 

ca n be àccepted. 
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Figure 3.13. Variation along the mai n span of the wind speed time-average. 

For the computational details one can refer to the Matlab codes in Appendices A.1 

and A.2. 

In conclusion, it is worth emphasizing that the prese n ce of a mean wind speed 

variable along the longitudinal axis, can be also useful as a test-procedure to assess a 

sort of sensitivity to turbulence effects. In other words a wind profile such as the case b or 

c in the same figure can be seen as a large time-independent gust reaching the deck. 

lndeed from a physical point of view this fact can be easily argued since the stochastic 

nature of the phenomenon is neglected; nevertheless this procedure is useful in the 

writer's opinion as a first mean of analysis of these macra-scale aspects. 

3.5.2. A Calculation example: the proposed design ofthe Messina Bridge 

The procedure presented in Section 3.5.1 has been applied to the first example of 

Section 3.4. Ali the profiles as in Figure.3.13 have been initially considered. The cases a 

and b, in accordance with what is deduced in the last paragraph, cannot produce any sort 

of influence on the generai solution. Therefore the detailed analyses have specifically 

concerned the case c, only. The differences between the peak value of the wind speed 

and its average U have been related through the coefficient {3, equal to the amplitude of 

the half-sine wave corresponding to the c-profile (see Figure 3.13). A flutter multi-mode 

analysis has been performed where ali relevant modes, as previously carried out, have 

been considered (Table 3.2.a6). The coefficient f3 has been varied between 1.0 

(reference case) and 1.3 (+30%), also to test the sensitivity of the system; higher values 

of f3 (20-30%) have little physical relevance in reality. 

As concerns the generai behavior of the solutions the extended multi-mode 

formula~on (3.11) is not affected by qualitative modifications due to the introduction of the 

term lf/(X ); the only difference is concentrated in the updated values of the flutter 
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derivatives, the computed terms of which need to take into account the location of each 

section along the axis. Only the generalized forces are affected by the modifications 

introduced (eqs. 3.11 and 2.13, in which the derivatives with index 4 are neglected), while 

the structure of the final system is unchanged. For this reason the number of solutions 

and their relative position in the Det(C+!D)-frequency piane do not change; only the 

amplitude of such solutions (i. e., the numerica! value) is affected by the variation of U. 

This aspect can be seen from the analysis of Figure 3.14, which represents the 

graphical plot of the iterative procedure for fJ=1.3 (+30%), and the comparison with Figure 

3.5 that corresponds, in this context, to the reference case in which fJ=1.0 ( U constant). In 

fact only the local amplitude of the two curves, representing the real and imaginary parts 

of the determinant and associated with the multi-mode analysis, is different, while the 

global pattern is almost the same. 

This result can be generalized since from eq. (3.16) it is evident that the modal 

integrals G(sm, q n), connected to the global layout of the system of equations, are 

affected by a substantial variation only if the contribution of A is relevant, apart from the 

velocity profila VI"( x), which is only possible for extremely bluff deck sections in which 

small variations of K can lead to very different values of the flutter derivatives (rapid sign 

inversion, etc.). 

Modes taken into account: a b c d f g i m 

' ' • • • l ' l 
!'\, l • l l l l ·------r\·----1·-------;---------l·-------;-----·--j·--------r-------

~ 
1
: \/m(Jet(C+ìDh ~ ! ! L_ 

..,.. : \ : --t---- : : :....----: ---~ 
!: J! ' : / : ':..___ : ~ /; : ..._ O ------ ·------\-:;.>·-----~--------·-----·--~-----·-------- ·------- ~cr= 
~ l: : : : : : : 0.2838 
Q) l: : : : : : ' 
et : : : : : : 

j i ~det(CtiD)) i i i i 
-1 t----- --r ~------- -- :·--------:---------:------.--:---------:-------- -~------. 

i: : : : : : : 
11 : : 
Li : ·o 3 o 35 0.4 0.45 o.s 0.55 0.6 0.65 

Angular frequency fadls) 

Figure 3.14. Graphical plot of the Multi-mode 

Analysis (profila c- p= 1.3) 

Table 3.6 summarizes the numerica! results obtained from the analysis. A 

reduction of the criticai velocity is noticed, with a decrement equal to about 5% in the 
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case of f3 = 1.3 (+30%) (Table 3.6.d4). Kc and mc are only slightly modified by the 

introduction of the variable wind speed, owing to the high aerodynamic performance of 

the deck section, as already mentioned in the previous paragraphs. 

In fact in Case d2, the only one that may have an effective correspondence with 

reality, this reduction amounts only to few meters per second with a maximum wind 

speed variation of 1 0% with respect to the reference value. 

Table 3.6. Multi-mode analysis with mean wind speed variable 

along the span (profile c); Messina bridge. 

Case f3 Kc toc(rad/s) Uc (m/s) 

d1 1.0 ( 0%) 0.278 0.4179 93,9 

d2 1.1 (+10%) 0.278 0.4179 93,2 

d3 1.2 (+20%) 0.280 0.4181 92,4 

d4 1.3 (+30%) 0.284 0.4181 91,4 

Modes taken into account: ab c d f g i m (see Table 3.1 and Figure 3.2) 

3.6. A generalized mode/ for the assessment of flutter-type instability: Global 

Multi-mode (GM) Analysis. 

The following paragraphs present an "extended" multi-mode method, indicated as 

GM (Giobal Multi-mode), where an FE program in the frequency-domain, ad-hoc 

conceived and implemented, is presented and discussed. This mode! translates the 

classica! Scanlan approach into a calculation process where wind self-excited forces are 

not simply expressed as a function of the generic section along the bridge axis but 

through a "nodal representation" (single-joint). The aerodynamic forces, relative to a given 

section, are re-distributed among the corresponding nodes, in accordance with a 

weighting procedure that will be explained in the next paragraph. 

lt is important to underline that this multi-degree-of-freedom analysis is also able to 

directly consider local effects on the elements that might contribute to the flutter onset, 

the influence of deck flexibility, main cable contributions to geometrica! stiffness and the 

relevance of periodic forces applied to the latter. lt is worth recalling that, even though a 

Finite element-based flutter analysis was first proposed by Namini, Albrecht and Bosch 

(1992), the following procedure is unique and the approach is generalized, not only 

focused .on deck-driven flutter instability but it also might be applied to other aeroelastic 

effects. 
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In particular vortex-shedding and motion-dependent excitations of the suspension 

system can be also taken into account within the method. Ali the contributions can be 

separately considered and each element (in particular the deck) can be individually 

characterized. In this way local patterns of the structure can be included (wind speed 

profile, particular configurations not emerging from a global analysis, singularities in the 

moda l shapes, mass and inertia local contributions, etc.). 

lt can be argued that the effective role of these aspects in a global flutter analysis 

might not be very important, since the key-elements of the originai multi-mode method 

(Section 2.2.3) are the modal integrals, G(sm.Qn) (eq. 2.15), computed on the whole 

structure, in which very smalllocal differences can disappear or be analytically balanced. 

Nevertheless the potential importance of these effects on the final result cannot be 

excluded because the nonlinear behavior of G(sm,Qn), once the (local) contribution of 

flutter derivatives is also considered, cannot be predicted. 

3.6. 1. Analytical forrnu/ation. 

The multi-mode approach (Sec.2.2.3) extends the rigid section-model to a three-

dimensional space where ali quantities (displacements, forces) are defined with respect 

to the generic deck section. The GM method generalizes the multi-mode approach by 

considering forces and displacements related to the individuai node of the structure. A 

first important aspect is thatl in this way l it is possible to directly con si der the influence of 

the main cable and its deformabilityl the local influence of which on the flutter onset 

(Sepe and Augusti, 1998) cannot be neglected a priori. Moreover other aeroelastic 

effectsl apart from the self-excited forces defined by eq. 2.11 l can be easily included in a 

node-by.node formulation. 

The structure is discretized through a set of meno-dimensionai elements (beam-

type, cable-type) that contribute to the final bridge configuration; the deck in particular is 

represented as a "grid" of single beams in the framework of a complex system such as a 

multi-box girder (Fig. 3.15). 

The dynamic system is then expressed by a generalized version eqs. (2.2), or 

(2.1 0), denoting by V the number of dofs involved: 

Mii +Cù + Ku = FsE (3.17) 

where M (VxV), C (VxV) and K (VxV) are the mass, damping and stiffness matrices and 
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FsE (Vx1) is the aeroelastic-force vector. The displacements and their time-derivatives 

are expressed by u, in accordance with the modal decomposition (eq.2.9). Assuming a 

purely oscillatory motion of angular frequency (f) and considering the first N modes, eqs. 

2.9 are rewritten as: 

V N 
u =<~>~=L L f!J/~J eioi (3.18) 

r=1 j=1 

l/J/ represents the component of the j-th natura! mode relative to the r-th dof, 

ç~ .the generalized coordinate vector. lt is worth noting that the dependance on the deck 

width B, is not considered in the definition of l/J/ at this stage but will be later included 

(see the difference between h, p and a in eqs. 2.9). Oenoting by 0 the derivative with 

respect to the ti me t, by ljj. q and (t)j the j-th modal inertia, structural damping and angular 

frequency, the system (3.17) can be rewritten as follows: 

(3.19) 

where Ki = B(t)dU, K = B(t)/U being U the oncoming wind speed. The matrices C, K are 

assumed to be definite positive and symmetric. The Fj,se term represents the generalized 

modal force associated with the j-th mode, such as in eq.2.12. The computation of the 

modal forces is then performed, by prior re-arrangement of the generai dof notation, as 

represented in Fig.3.15 (k=1, .. ,Q nodes belonging to the g-th section, where g=1, .. ,M 

deck-sections). The sign conventions are taken in accordance with Scanlan (see also 

Fig.2.1 ). Defining by 'Fg,/ the generalized-force component associated with the k-th node 

of the g-th section and the j-th mode, the right-hand side of eq. (3.19), equivalent to the 

overall integration as in (2.12) then becomes: 

(3.20) 

The aeroelastic forces (eq.2.11) relative to the generic section g in accordance 

with Fig. 3.15 can be defined as follows: 
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(3.21) 

The terms Hk* Pk and Ak* with 1<=4,5,6 are neglected. The forcing terms are 

computed over a span length equal to Lg, referred to the "influence area" corresponding 

to the g-th section and equal to the distance between two consecutive sections for a 

uniform location of hangers. The displacements in correspondence with the g-th section, 

hg. Pg and ag are derived from the concept of modal decomposition (3.18) and 

expressed as a function of ali nodal components (belonging to g) through a weighting 

procedure. For small oscillations they are assumed as follows: 

Q N 

"" 1 "" s ): s i ai Pg =~Q fjPg.w~o e 
Q N 

h "" 1 ""hs J:S iat g = L..J-L..J g.w~O e 
W=1 Q S=1 

N 
_ 1 ""(hs hs )J:S iwt 

ag = -L..J g,Q- 9 ,1 ~o e 
Dg W=1 

Figure 3.15. GM method: finite-element representation of the 

generic g-th section (1<=1 , .. ,Q nodes; s=1, .. ,N modes} 

(3.22) 
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The present representation of nodal displacements is especially suited for special 

configurations such as single or multi-box cross sections. P~.w and h;.w represent the s-th 

modal displacement related to the lateral (p) and vertical (h) coordinate, respectively, and 

associated with the generic node defined through (g;w). In the case of hg and Pg. w 

varies between 1 and Q; Dg is the transversal distance between external nodes (w=1 and 

Q) as in Fig.3.15, similar to the reference deck width B. 

lnserting into (3.20) the eqs. (3.22), the generalized force component, 'Pg), becomes: 

P/ Q p: i-1-pj ~ps +i 2 
BQ2 g,k ~ g,w Dg Q P~.k (h~.Q - h~.1) + 

p3• j (hs hs ) 
DgQ Pg,k g.Q - g,1 

H* Q H* 
i-1-hj ~h8 +i 2 

BQ2 g,k ~ g.w Dg Q h~.k (h~,Q - h;,1) + 

H; hj (hs hs ) 
DgQ g,k g,Q - g,1 

A• Q A* 
. 1 hj ~ hs . 2 hj (hs hs ) 

N l BO Q g,k ~ g,w + /--2 g,k g,Q - g,1 + 
+ ~ pB4L K2 ~ <5(k) g w;1 Dg g e;wt 

2 g ~ A* 

where 

{

+1 

o(k) = -~ 

S=1 _3_hj {hs - hs ) D 2 g,k g,o g,1 

if k = 1 
ifk =Q 

elsewhere 

g 

(3.23) 

An extended form of (2.13) or (2.15) may immediately be recognized in eqs. (3.23 ). 

The solution to the flutter problem is therefore redefined in terms of the new equations 

(3.19) and (3.23). An iterative procedure similar to that presented in Sec.3.3 is necessary 

to estimate the solution to the problem (3.19). 

Using the GM procedure here summarized, a specific FE code has been 

conceived and implemented ad-hoc, starting from an existing program in Fortran 

language, already adopted for modal analyses, as performed in the previous paragraphs. 
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More details about the latter will be given in the next Section. In Appendix A.3 the main 

subroutines of the new code, related to the GM approach, are listed. 

3.6.2. Example: the proposed design ofthe Messina Bridge 

A first example of application of the GM method regards the design of the Messina 

Bridge. The aim of this analysis was the calibration of the procedure and the influence of 

a the extended approach on the generai solution. The modal analysis has been 

performed through the same FE code as in Sec.3.3.2, considering the same structural 

data. The modal damping ratio has been assumed in accordance with Rayleigh 

procedure, variable between 0.6% and 0.8%, as in the previous cases. Therefore the 

modes inserted in the GM procedure have been the same as in Figure 3.2 and Table 3.1. 

In this example since the main interest was focused on the moving deck, no additional 

aeroelastic loads have been assumed acting on other elements (cables, hangers, etc.). 

The flutter derivatives have been computed from the experimental data of lasso (1996) 

through a best-fit procedure where third-order polynomials h ave been used. 

Two sets of analyses, denoted as e and f, have been performed. Ali the results are 

summarized in Table 3.7. 

As concerns the first set (e), the GM method has been applied to the whole 

structure in accordance with the discretization proposed. As expected, the influence of 

higher and latera! modes on the phenomenon and flutter velocity is low, since the result 

obtained when only the first pair of verticalltorsional modes is considered (c,d as in Table 

3.7.e1) is very similar to e2, in which the whole set of modes is taken into account (see 

Table 3.2.a6). A higher value of the flutter velocity has been found, ugM = 102m/s, with 

respect to the reference value, equal to 94 m/s, which was assessed through the originai 

multi-mode in Sec.3.3.3 (Table 3.2.a1 and a6); the relative increment is about 8%. In 

Figure 3.16 the graphical plot of this solution is shown. However, by comparison with 

Figure 3.5 it can be deduced that the generai outline of the new solution is almost the 

same as the previous one. This result has been interpreted according to the fact that the 

overall behavior is here emphasized due to the geometry of the deck, conceived as three 

different boxes. lt has been seen that the transversal stiffness of the girders plays a 

relevant role in the analysis; it is worth underlining that in the GM method the hypothesis 

of absolute rigidity in the transversal piane is relaxed through the definition of 'Fg,/, 
computed as a function of foca/ moda l components of force and displacement. 
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Figure 3.16. GM method: graphical plot of the 

generai solution (Messina Bridge). 

The second set of analyses (f) has been carried aut in arder to verify the previous 

assertions. Attention has been focused on the first pair of modes (c,d) only. 

Table.3.7. GM analysis: main results. 

Case Modes (Tab.3.2) Kc mc(rad/s) Uc (m/s) Details 

e1 c d 0.255 0.418 101.8 GM: ali variables included 

e2 a b c d f g i m 0.255 0.418 1 01_ 8 GM: ali variables included 

----,-1---·-·---~d----·-·------o.255 ____ 0.418 _____ .. 101.B As in "?1" _and different mode 
normahzat1on 

f2 c d 0.250 0.418 103.6 As in ·w wit~ constant 
masses and damp1ng 

f3 c d 0.270 0.417 95 7 As in "rz' neglecting transv. 
· stiffness (mode c) 

f4 c d 0.278 0.417 93 1 As in"f2" neglecting transv. 
· stiffness (modes c and d) 

Examples f1 and f2 show that the final result is scarcely affected by structural 

quantities. A different normalization of natural modes (f1) with respect to the mass matrix 

has been considered in the flutter calculations (see differences with eq.3.2). Moreover (f2) 

masses have been assumed constant along the span, omitting local differences (different 

length of hangers, etc.), and the damping dependance of different modes (Rayleigh) has 

not been considered. 

On the contrary, from analyses f3 and f4 an interesting result can be observed. In 

these two cases a different normalization of moda l components has been employed. 

In particular, in f3, instead of considering the local components associated with the 

vertical displacement far mode c (flexural) of each node (w=1..Q) of deck sections, h;.w, 

as results from the modal analysis, an average value has been inserted (eq. 3.24). In this 
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way, local variations among adjacent nodes, belonging to the same section, are not 

represented and, therefore, neglected. A reduction in the criticai wind speed can be seen 

(95.7 m/s- Table 3.7). 

In f4, in addition to the different characterization for mode c (eq. 3.24), the same 

averaging procedure has been performed on the torsional mode d (eq. 3.25), replacing 

the local h;,w components, representative of the angular displacement in the proposed 

method ( ag in eq. 3.22), with the mean rotation of the section. 

h~.1 = h~.2 = ... = h~.a = ~ 't, h~.w for mode c 
(3.24) 

hd -hd 
hd = g,a g,1 y for mode d 

g,w D 
g 

(3.25) 

lt is worth pointing out that the solution obtained in case f4 is practically coincident 

with the value obtained in the reference analysis (93.9 m/s- Table 3.2) by means of the 

originai multi-mode approach (Section 2.2.3). This operation (eqs. 3.24 and 3.25) 

substantially corresponds to the re-conversion of the method to the classica! formulation 

(Section 2.2.3), in which the deck sections are considered as rigidly connected to each 

other. 

In the case under study it can be observed that, once local effects on transversal 

stiffness are included in the assessment of the response through an effective variation in 

the local nodal contributions (e2 and, more generally, e1), the stability threshold 

sensitively differs from the originai solution (f4), in which these factors have been 

neglected. 

3.6. Genera/ Comments and future developments. 

In the literature the multi-mode method is nowadays used by researchers when a 

two-degree-of-freedom (2d-o-f) rigid section model leads to a simplified behavior and 

overestimates the criticai velocity of a suspension bridge (as it frequently does); some 

examples have been recalled. This fact is emphasized for very long-span structures and 

when the aerodynamic/aeroelastic performances are not extremely good. 

In this Section it has been shown that also for very streamlined sections and 
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reduced values of the flutter derivatives the multi-mode method is necessary since the 

relevance of higher or, in particular, latera! modes cannot be detected through a 2d-o-f 

rigid model, even if preliminary results seem to exclude their influence. Some examples 

have been investigated in depth. As a consequence, the multi-mode approach becomes 

the principal way of looking at the problem for any kind of bridges. Other approaches for 

the assessment of the response (section model, single-mode analysis) are inaccurate 

even though they can stili be accepted in certain feasibility studies. 

From the study of previous examples in the literature (Katsuchi, 1997; Katsuchi, 

Jones and Scanlan, 1999), it seems that the role of flutter derivatives with indices 4,5,6 

can be neglected in design calculations. In particular since the future of long-span 

structures is directed towards "light and open" deck-sections it is a matter of fact that non-

circulatory effects, linked to these parameters, become less relevant. 

An extension of the multi-mode method for particular topographical conditions and 

long-span bridges has been presented, where the assumption of uniform mean wind 

speed along the bridge axis is replaced. A more generalized way of dealing with the 

problem of flutter threshold assessment is proposed through an extended Global Multi-

mode procedure that translates the originai analytical formulation into a complex FE 

method, able to take into account local properties of the structure. A first example of this 

approach shows that for very long-span bridges and particular deck configurations, the 

influence of the local stiffness can play a significant role in the global behavior. The 

relevance for other structures stili needs to be investigated. 

However this procedure can represent the beginning of further developments of 

research, and it is in this direction that in the writer's opinion the future study must be 

focused. 

Nevertheless, since the multi-mode method is linearized by its nature and the 

criticai region is investigated through an incipient instability analysis, the verification of the 

results must be performed in any case through other procedures (e.g., nonlinear time-

domain approaches) and always followed by experimental tests. 
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4. ASSESSMENT OF THE AEROELASTIC INSTABILITY THRESHOLD THROUGH 

TIME-DOMAIN ANAL YSES: ENERGETIC APPROACH. 

4. 1. lntroduction 

Time-domain analyses represent the most powerful and probably appropriate way 

of estimating criticai conditions due to flutter, since they can simultaneously considerali 

the nonlinear features related both to the structure and to the interactions with the 

oncoming flow. Nevertheless the complexity of the system is often responsible for a 

difficult interpretation of the data derived from step-by-step simulations, since the latter 

must be interpreted prior to the achievement of the final result. On the contrary, linearized 

frequency-domain analyses require a modest interpretation effort owing to the fact that 

the solution is directly derived from calculations, apart from the evident smaller 

computational dimension of the problem, without any additional "pre- or post-"processing 

study. 

These analyses, even if they do not seem cumbersome to handle once the 

integration procedure is available, are often subjected to a generally complex set of 

further considerations (analysis of displacement components, aerodynamic forces, etc.). 

Moreover the presence of numerica! errors must be taken into account. The boundary 

between stable an d unstable oscillations is not unequivocally defined, and a more 

appropriate transient region between these two behaviors can sometimes be observed. 

Moreover the dependance on total duration over which the time history integration is 

performed can play a significant role in the evaluation of the response. 

The originai contribution here presented is related to the study and the 

development of an alternative criterion for the assessment of the flutter threshold, through 

the definition of a single scalar function, such as the total energy of the system, able to 

summarize ali bridge characteristics. In this case it will be shown that the effort necessary 

to estimate the criticai velocity becomes less relevant and the accuracy in evaluating the 

beginning of diverging oscillations is positively increased. 

The analytical and numerica! procedures for the calculation of the generai solution 

to the flutter problem are introduced and some sample cases are presented; moreover 

the role of each component of the total energy is investigated. The main applications 

have concerned the design of the Messina Bridge. 

In the end some future extensions of the present approach are discussed. 
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4.2 Time-domain analyses: the 11Tenso" programming code 

In this paragraph the numerica! technique that has been used in calculations is 

presented and its implementation inside an existing step-by-step integration code is 

described. This program, denoted as "Tenso", allows for time-domain simulations of non-

linear systems, such as cable-supported bridges. An outline of the original-version 

generai features is summarized, and further modifications, able to take into account wind 

forces on single elements, are indicated. 

4.2.1. Generai Finite-E/ement Formulation. 

The ''Tenso" program consists of a FORTRAN numerica! code, focused on step-

by-step analyses in the range of large displacements and nonlinear systems, which can 

be described through a finite element discretization. The first version of the code, already 

tested and used for more than ten years, has been improved with routines implemented 

ad hoc for wind-structure simulations and studies. 

The generai code allows for elastic non-linear static and dynamic analyses of 

"frame" structures that can be represented through a set of mano-dimensionai finite 

elements (cable or beam type). 

The originai layout of the program is conceived in two different parts. The first 

allows for modal analysis of structures and the solution of the eigenvalue-eigenvector 

problem for the assessment of the natura! frequencies of the system, through the 

Stodola-Vianello recursive method. In particular this sub-program has been used as the 

generai backbone in the frequency-domain analyses, as concerns both the estimate of 

modal characteristics and the GM method, as already mentioned in Section 3. 

In the second the static-dynamic nonlinear time-history integrations are carried out. 

The calculation procedure ca n be divided into three different stages: solution of the global 

elastic problem, time-domain integration and wind-structure interaction (see Sec.4.2.2). 

The solution of the elastic problem is performed in terms of "Total Lagrangian co-

ordinates". As concerns cable-supported systems, such as bridges, the system non-

linearities are taken into account through a discretization of the structure in a set of cable-

type finite elements (FE), with parabolic or rectilinear shape, whose geometrica! stiffness 

is considered in accordance with the generai elastic theory of cables. Deck elements are 

beam-type, in accordance with the Saint Venant's Theory of beams and Timoshenko's 

approach for compressed elements. 

The associated system of equations (static problem) is solved by a second-order 
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analysis, by means of an iteratìve procedure involving a succession of load steps, during 

which geometrica! stiffness of ali the elements is continuously updated. The convergence 

of the procedure is achieved by a series of subsequent iterations at each load step where 

the unbalanced forces are computed far every node of the structure and cumulated into 

an overall factor that measures the accuracy level of the single step. The iterations then 

proceed by reducing the nodal unbalance as long as a lower limit is exceeded, 

corresponding to the precision threshold that is usually fixed in advance. Static loads and 

inertial characteristics can be assigned either as concentrated (lumped) an each node or 

distributed (beam-type elements only) along the single FE axis. 

The dynamic analysis is performed through a step-by-step integration of the 

motion equations, using Newmark's procedure that ensures the absolute convergence. 

The mechanical damping is assumed in accordance with Rayleigh's method (coefficients 

aR and PR) as a function of different modes. The generai program ca n a Iso consider time-

varying mass and inertia an each element, apart from nonlinear stiffness terms. External 

time-dependent forces are assumed in accordance with a specific time-evolution or, 

eventually, through power spectra (e.g. far seismic analyses), where a modal 

superposition of the generalized forces (see also Section 2) is considered (mass 

participation factors). These forces are subsequently assembled in appropriate vectors at 

every time step and the iterative solution is therefore computed with respect to the local 

inertial, damping and stiffness features, which are assumed as constant during the single 

integration step (Llt). The time interval Lit is automatically calibrated, starting from the 

reference value required by mechanical system specifications, in accordance with the 

time-evolution of the forcing actions. 

4.2.2. Extension of the procedures to wind-structure interaction phenomena (QS and 

MQS methods; use of lndicial Functions). 

The third component of the calculation methodology concerns the subroutines and 

procedures in the presence of wind. The first version of the specific codes is related to a 

previous work (Caracoglia, 1997) and it has been subsequently updated and renewed 

during the preparation of this dissertation. These sub-programs have been conceived for 

wind-structure analyses of long-span bridges, including ali aspects that characterize the 

whole phenomenon. 

The current version of the program can also consider turbulence effects through 

the assumption of appropriate artificial wind time histories by means of a specific 

methodology, according to D'Asdia and Viskovich (1997). 
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Particular attention has been given to the definition of wind forces and flutter 

analyses. The deformable three-dimensional system is divided in homogeneous deck 

sections, whose longitudinal "influence length" is equal to the distance between two 

consecutive pairs of hangers, for an equally-spaced configuration. 

The aerodynamic forces are applied to the generic longitudinal elementary section, 

treated as locally rigid; the flow is therefore considered as two-dimensional and the QS or 

MQS methods can respectively be adopted (see Secs. 2.3.2 and 2.3.3); in particular eqs. 

2.24-2.25 or 2.26-2.28 are employed, where the relative velocity and angle of attack ( U, 

and a) take into account the nonlinear quasi-stationary wind-structure interaction, as 

mentioned in Sec.2. As concems the QS method, the experimental dimensionless 

coefficients linked to drag and lift forces and pitching moment, here generically denoted 

by Co, CL and CM, are computed in accordance with the experimental data for a given 

section, with respect to the instantaneous value of a. The real shape of Co, CL and CM, as 

derived form wind tunnel tests, is locally expressed through second-order parabolic 

segments or approximated by first-order straight lines, depending on a. 

As regards the MQS method, eqs. 2.28 must be used when aeroelastic 

modifications in the wake are evident due to sharp-edged surfaces (reduced velocity v 

lower than 20, as described in Section 2.3.2). 

An interesting consideration concems the reference system that is used for the 

definition of the aerodynamic forces. In Section 2.3.2 a local re/ative-to-wind system is 

assumed, where the observer is located on the deck and is moving accordingly with it 

(Figure 4.1 a); the forces are computed with respect to the time-dependent values of U, 

and a. Nevertheless another choice is possible and a global system, oriented as the 

reference Cartesian principal axes, can be adopted (Figure 4.1b). In this case the relative 

component of the velocity is neglected and the direction of wind forces is uniquely 

established. 

The use of either system is directly influenced by the representation method of the 

force coefficients (static or non-stationary), i.e., by the experimental setup for their 

derivation. In particular the force balance, usually adopted for such measures, can be 

either intemally inserted in the model (as in Figure 4.1 a) or extemally connected to the 

tunnel wall. 

Therefore different values are derived and need to be appropriately assumed in 

the numerica! analyses. Nevertheless, for small oscillations and incipient instability, where 

a linearization of the equations is accepted and for reduced angles of attack 

corresponding to a horizontal configuration of the deck, the differences between these 
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two systems vanish and either one can be equivalently applied. 

l Lift• 
Lift 

l 
u Drag _ ______.. 

u-u r 

(a) (b) 

Figure 4.1. Relative-to-wind (a) and Global (b) reference systems. 

The use of lndicial Functions (l F) represents the more accurate way of dealing with 

flutter instability problems in the time-domain, since the expression of force coefficients 

(eqs. 2.29) is directly expressed as a function of time. Such functions are usually derived 

from measured flutter derivatives through an analytical procedure (see Section 2.3.4). 

However the use of first derivatives of the static coefficients with respect to the angle of 

attack implies a first-order displacement field. For this reason large amplitude response 

(i.e., post-critical effects) cannot be predicted and only the phenomenon onset can be 

studied. 

4.3. Wind-structure analyses in the time-domaln through a step-by-step procedure 

4.3.1. lnvestigation Criteria and data interpretation 

After choosing the more appropriate aerodynamic/aeroelastic procedure (QS, 

MQS, IF) to be used in time-domain analyses, a design of the simulations must be carried 

out in advance. This stage is fundamental and sometimes it affects the computational 

outcome of the whole investigation. 

lt is important to know at least the global behavior of the structure before the 

beginning of such analyses. The conclusions about a potentially unstable phenomenon 

ca n be drawn from the contro! of displacements or velocities in predefined locations of the 

structure, which must be known or at least supposed in advance. This is the only manner 

of flutter prediction since a time-domain simulation does not allow for a direct resolution 

method of coupled equations (either numerically or, when possible, analytically). 

In fact the amount of data available from a series of time-domain simulations is 

only occasionally consistent, in terms of displacements, velocities, accelerations or 

external actions, recorded and stored by single degree of freedom of the system (nodal 
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components). For this reason it is therefore necessary to define in advance a reduced 

number of cross-sections or nodes, to which the analyses must be addressed. 

Hence, an extremely simplified section-model test, solved in advance, seems for 

example very useful since it can easily define the wind speed range to be investigated: an 

infinite number of time-domain simulations is theoretically necessary to achieve the exact 

solution. Moreover the analysis of modal shapes (vertical and torsional natura! modes), 

close to the coupled frequency, even roughly deduced without a further investigation of 

flutter-mode spatial characteristics, can sensitively reduce the number of deck cross-

sections where the attention must be focused. However, due to the large number of 

degrees of freedom (about 5000 for the model of the Messina Bridge), it can stili be 

cumbersome to assess the criticai wind speed from specific time histories of the 

displacements in selected cross sections, chosen a priori. 

lndeed the data emerging from the first reduction of the total number of 

investigated sections are not always sufficient by themselves to justify identification of the 

diverging oscillation onset, since it sometimes happens that the observations, carried out 

to evaluate the unstable response, turn out not to be uniquely interpretable. 

Another way of evaluating the flutter condition is through the study of 

aerodynamic/aeroelastic forces instead of nodal displacements, in accordance with the 

chosen formulation (QS, MQS and IF). However it is always necessary to consider 

specific sections along the span and analyze the data from the simulations. lt is also 

possible to define whether the flutter is mainly lift-driven or moment-driven, depending on 

the relative amplitude of the two components and the change of sign that determines the 

coupling. Nevertheless previous observations stili hold and the uncertaìnties linked to the 

correct choìce of the deck section along the span remains a problem to solve in advance. 

Finally, apart from ali the problems relative to the aerodynamics of the system, the 

numerica! aspects must be considered as well (truncation, approximation, numerica! 

damping, etc.). A post processing of a numerica! time integration needs always to be 

performed carefully, also keeping in mind possible computational errors that are likely to 

occur when dealing with non-analytical procedures. 

4.3.2. An example of app/ication: the design ofthe Messina Bridge 

The values of flutter wind speed for the design of the Messina bridge, as found in 

Section 3.3, are compared to time-domain numerica! investigations, by using the same 

finite elements model of the bridge and increasing mean wind speeds until diverging 

oscillations are observed. Turbulence effects have been neglected in order to reproduce 
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the same boundary conditions as in Section 3.3. The mean wind speed has been 

assumed as uniformly distributed along the bridge axis. 

A set of dynamic analyses has been performed through the procedure presented 

in the previous paragraph and considering, as time-step, L1t = 0.2 s, chosen after a 

preliminary set of tests. The latter has been chosen sufficiently lower than the expected 

criticai period (about 15 s from Sec.3.3) in order to guarantee a good accuracy in the 

results and, at the same time, not too small to avoid increasing the computational effort of 

the simulations. The mechanical damping parameters (Rayleigh) have been assumed as 

follows: aJF0.0015 and PJF0.0219. Therefore the corresponding j-th modal damping 

ratios, ç1 , assume values between 0.6% and 0.8% within the range of the principal 

natura! modes responsible for aeroelastic instability (angular frequencies equivalent to 

0.35-0.50 rad/s - see a Iso Figure 3.4 ). 

Since the mai n goal of the simulations was the assessment of flutter criticai speed 

under oscillatory conditions, one problem that has been considered is the behavior of the 

structure at early stages of the time integration. To reduce the amplitudes and the 

duration of the transient initial response, wind forces have been progressively applied. In 

particular the mean wind speed has been linearly increased from zero to its maximum 

value (Umax) in accordance with the individuai case, within a ti me interval of 100 seconds 

(Tr). The overall duration of the analyses (Tr.n) has been assumed equal to 1500 seconds 

(Figure 4.2). 
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Figure 4.2. Time-history of the mean wind speed. 

As concerns wind actions (drag, lift and moment), they have been concentrated on the 

deck and the QS approach has been used. The use of this approach, instead of the more 

accurate MQS method, seemed in this case appropriate in the beginning due to the 

highly àerodynamic behavior of the Messina Bridge. lndeed the reduced criticai velocity, 
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deduced trough the Multi-mode technique, was high (ve= 24 ), and could be assumed as 

correspondent to the case of slow/y varying oscillations. 
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Figure 4.3. Static coefficients of lift, drag and moment, for the 

Messina and Humber bridges; a: angle of attack [deg]. 

Therefore, as referred in Section 2.3.2, the criticai oscillation period (flutter mode) 

is so slow with respect to the time spent by the wind to cross the deck that, at each time, 
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the aerodynamic forces can be defined by means of the static lift, drag and moment 

coefficients. 

The aerodynamic coefficients, derived from wind tunnel tests (lasso, 1996), are 

reported in Figure 4.3 as a function of the angle of attack (a), with respect to the 

representation convention of Figure 2.3. The static coefficients of the Humber Bridge are 

presented as well in order to allow for the comparison between the two different cross-

sections, as presented in the frequency-domain analyses (Sections 3.3 and 3.4 ). 

Considering the slopes of the two different curves, in particular for the lift force, it is 

evident that the differences that have been noticed through the Multi-mode approach are 

due to the higher value of the derivative of the CL coefficient in the neighborhood of a =0. 

In fact the decrement in the criticai velocity (about 40%) is linked to the substantial 

improvement of the aerodynamic performances of the three-box deck, designed far the 

Messina Bridge, with respect to the single-box Humber-type one. 

Figure 4.4 shows the time-histories of the torsional rotation of a significant cross 

section of the bridge as it was derived from a preliminary study of the flutter-mode (Figure 

3.7), for wind speed equal to 80, 90 and 100 m/s, respectively. No turbulence is included. 

During the rising time of 100 seconds, when wind speed increases linearly (Figure 4.2), 

the process can be considered as quasi-static. Dynamic effects are noticed after Tr fora 

mean wind speed U approximately equal to 90 m/s and they correspond to self-excited 

oscillations with a period close to that already found in Section 3.3. 
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Figure 4.4. Torsional rotation a [deg] of the cross section at a quarter of the main span; 

a) U=BO mis; b) U=90 m/s; c) U=1 00 m/s. 

The difference, very small indeed, between such criticai values and those indicated 

in Sec.3.3, can be attributed to the different characterisation of the aerodynamic forces 

(quasi-stationary approach in this section, aeroelastic derivatives in Section 3.3) and to 

the differences in their experimental evaluation. 

For example, the Messina Strait Bridge, where the flutter motion is essentially 
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governed by the vertical component, immediately manifests high values of the lift with 

sudden changes of direction, when the wind speed approaches the criticai threshold, as 

outlined in Fig.4.5. This figure represents the time evolution of the aerodynamic drag 

(DAo), lift (LAo) and moment (MAo), at the quarter-span section, computed over a 

reference longitudinallength equal to 30 m. 

3.0E+3 .,-----------------------, 

1.5E+3 

O.OE+3 

DAD, LAD [KN] 
MAD [KNm.1o·~ 

MAD 

-1.5E+3 +--r-~,....,.....~-.--t~...,.....,..--r-r-~...-t-~~~~.....f-......,.....,..~~~ 
o 250 500 750 1000 

Figure 4.5. Aerodynamic drag (DAo), Lift (LAo). Moment (MAo); cross section 

at a quarter span. U=100m/s- reference length 30m. 

From this figure the role of the drag force (DAo) in the flutter oscillations can be 

also derived, as it was deduced from the multi-mode technique (role of latera! flutter 

derivatives - Section 3.3.2). 

4.4. An alternative method for flutter predlctlon: energetlc approach 

From the observations exposed in Section 4.3 it is clear that time-domain analyses 

can record ali possible effects on the structure, linear and non linear, by reducing the 

number of hypotheses that are usually introduced when choosing frequency-domain 

methods (cfr. Section 2). On the other hand some computational or operative parameters 

are introduced, such as the total time duration, the choice of the reference cross-sections, 

etc., since the interpretation of the time-histories is fundamental, prior to the achievement 

of the final result. 

For this reason it has seemed necessary to find a simpler method for the 

assessment of the global behavior a Iso because the main interest is stili the value of the 

criticai wind speed apart from the understanding of the local development of the 

phenomenon. An easy-to-compute scalar function that can take into account ali the 
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mechanical features of the system, due to fluid-dynamic interactions, is the total energy, 

as defined through its main components (intemal-elastic, extemal-gravitational and 

kinetic energies). The analysis of these components can also underline their mutuai 

relevance, the effective contribution to the unstable oscillations and the importance of 

nonlinear structural members (e.g., geometrica! stiffness of main cables that affects the 

internai elastic energy). 

The detailed analysis of the total energy and its components ca n easily sketch the 

principal dynamic properties of the structure, such as the evolution of the oscillation 

period in the neighborhood of the flutter threshold, the importance of each contribution 

(internai elastic, gravitational, kinetic) and the influence of the numerica! integration on 

the response. 

Beside the definition of the energy it is possible to compute the input energy or 

mechanical work, related to external forces due to the wind. This quantity is stili an 

interesting parameter of analysis since the energy dissipated by mechanical damping, 

directly connected to the energy available from the external flow, can be derived by 

comparison with the total energy. Moreover the importance of structural damping, 

responsible for the reduction or increasing of peak amplitudes and criticai wind speed 

itself, can be analyzed, as well as the difference between drag, lift and moment forces in 

terms of global interpretation of the response. 

4.4.1. Theoretical aspects 

The Tota/ Energy of a mechanical system can be computed as a summation of 

partial elements, as follows: 

• Elastic internai energy (Et~J); 

• Gravitational external energy (EG); 

• Kinetic energy (EK). 

The assessment of kinetic and gravitational energies is carried out directly from the 

vectors of nodal displacements and velocities at the generic time instant t, y_(t) and [!_(t), 

being """ the derivative with respect to time. Ali the quantities are evaluated in accordance . 
with the FE procedure, as presented in Sec.4.2. Denoting. by M the mass matrix 

(lumped), it is possible to define the kinetic energy as follows: 
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(4.1) 

As concems the gravitational energy, since the associated force field is 

conservative, defining by g the gravity acceleration (9.81 m/s2), by zi(t) the i-th nodal 

vertical displacement at time t with respect to the la external reference system (global 

coordinates), by Z; 0 the same displacement component evaluated at t=O, by m; the 

generic i-th lumped mass and by N the total number of nodes, the function EG(t) can be 

written as: 

N 

EG(t) = gÌm;[z;(t)- Z;0 ] (4.2) 

The gravitational energy reference value at t=O has been conventionally assumed 

equal to zero, since the main interest is focused on the relative variation of the energetic 

content with respect to the reference initial position, which has been assumed 

correspondent to the static equilibrium under dead loads. 

The elastic energy term has been divided into two main components: energy 

related to cable-type elements and that referred to beam-type elements. This 

differentiation is due both to the necessity of computing ali contributions separately and to 

the different calculation method. The former aspect is linked to the evaluation of single 

component relevance with respect to the global behavior. In particular, since this 

procedure aims at the understanding of the energy components directly connected to the 

flutter instability, the elastic energy of beam-type elements has been separately 

computed for the deck and the rest of the structure (i.e., towers) and subsequently 

assembled into the generai formula. In this way the elastic energy connected to the 

deformation of the towers, mainly axial, can be temporarily excluded to assess the 

effective role of the deck and the main cable, which can be strictly related to the 

oscillation onset. 

The direct determination of the elastic energy at each time instant, t,, is not 

possible as for the other factors (eqs. 4.1 and 4.2) since the system is clearly nonlinear. 

As concerns the cable elements the geometrica! stiffness must be included as well; on 
the other hand the Tenso programming code is conceived to include also second-order 

effects in the solution of the beam-type elements (Timoshenko). For this reason the 
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calculation of Et[>,, (t,) is performed in accordance with a step-by-step procedure, taking 

into account the previous time-history and linearizing the function within the generic r-th 

time-step. Assuming as t, and t,_1 two time instants related to a given step r, the generai 

expression of the elastic energy can be introduced: 

Ett>(t,) = Ett>(t,_1) + LiEtt>.r 
LiE<r>.r = LJEtl>c ,, +LJE<r>a ,, 

{4.3) 

The variation .dE<r> ,, is separately computed for either class of elements. The initial 

value E<r>(to =O) is conventionally assumed equal to zero as for the gravitational energy. 

The term corresponding to the cable-type elements, .dE<l>c ,, , is evaluated as a 

function of the internai axial deformation c z'z',s of the generi c s-th element, being Re the 

total number of elements and i the Jongitudinal axis with respect to the local coordinate 

system, oriented with respect to the considered cable section: 

(4.4) 

In eq. (4.4) fs, As. Es respectively indicate the span, the cross section area and the 

Young Modulus of the s-th member. The axial deformation is retained at each time step to 

be re-introduced at the beginning of the following one ( &z·z·s(tr-1) ). 

The elastic energy relative to beam-elements, .dE<r>s ,, , is defined with respect to ali 

internai force characteristic (axial action, shear, bending or torsional moment), 

respectively denoted by N, Tx·, Ty·, Mx·, My·, Mz·, where x'y'z' is the local reference 

coordinate system and Rr is the total number of beam-type elements: 

Rr Rr 

AE<t>8 ,, =I .dE 8 
<1>r ,, =I [~s (t,)-~· (tr-1 )] (4.5) 

s s 

At each ti me instant t,, the quantity ~s (t,). defined as the elastic energy of the 

generic s-th element, is evaluated, being J x'x'.s , J r'r'.s , J o.s an d fs the geometrica l 

characteristic of the cross section and Es and Gs the associated elastic modules. 

As for the previous expression {eqs. 4.3 and 4.4) the energy variation 
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corresponding to the r-th time step, AE<Ps ,, , is obtained as the difference between the 

values of the rp8 function at the beginning and at the end of the integration step. As 

already mentioned, the beam-type members referring to the "non-oscillating" structure 

(towers) are temporarily isolated from the rest in the operative procedure that assesses 

L1Etl>s ,, . 

The expression of rp8 can be therefore expressed as follows: 

fs M d 1 1 s M d 1 ls M d , ls T d 1 

JM K',s Z JM y•,s Z JM z'.s Z Jr K',s Z 
K' s + y' s + z' s + K' s + 

o ' EsJK'lC',s o ' EsJy'y',s o ' Gs JO,s o , Gs As 
q Xl(· 

(4.6) 
lsJr Ty .. sdzl lsJN Nsdzl 

+ y's + s--
o ' Gs As 0 EsAs 

Xy· 

Beside the definition of total energy, the "input energy" has been evaluated as well. 

This quantity represents the global work due to the external aerodynamic forces that can 

be attributed to the structure. The difference between these two terms can be directly 

related to the mechanical dissipation of the system. 

The numerica! determination of the input energy is performed twice, through two 

different techniques that are subsequently compared in order to avoid truncation or 

computational errors, which are likely to occur due to the large number of variables 

involved (dofs of a complex structure). The nonlinear behavior of the system suggests a 

step-by-step approach. 

The first method directly applies the definition of the mechanical work, 

W= JtAo · dy_, denoting by Uj the generic displacement component relative to the j-th 

degree of freedom and by fADJ the corresponding aerodynamic external force, recalling 

that the "." symbol represents the inner product between two vectors. 

At each time step r, the numerica! procedure can be rewritten as follows, in 

accordance with the integration rule by trapezoidal polygons: 

W(t,) = W(t,_1 )+ L1W, 

L! W, = ± [fAD,j (t,)+ fAD,j (fr-1 )] [u i (f,) _ U j (f,_
1 
)] • 

j 2 

(4.7) 
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where M are the degrees of freedom of the structure. 

The second technique is founded on the equivalent formulation of the mechanical 

work through the ti me integration of the unit power, (t·~), i. e., W = J(t · ~'jit. Eq. (4. 7) is 

then converted into: 

W(t,) = W(t,_1 )+ L1W, 

L1W, =I [fAD,j (t, )Ù j (t,); fAD,j (t, )ù j (t,)] [t, _ (,_
1

] 

l 

(4.8) 

Eqs. (4.7) or (4.8) are subsequently assembled by separately computing the 

contribution to the mechanical work due to latera l drag, vertical lift and pitching moment. 

In this way it is possible to isolate ali forcing terms, fADJ, and singularly analyze their role 

with respect to the overall behavior and the flutter onset. 

Anyway in almost ali simulations performed both procedures (eqs. 4.7 or 4.8) have 

registered corresponding results. 

The routines regarding the calculation of both the total and the input energies have 

been designed and included in the previous Fortran code ("Tenso" program). For a 

detailed analysis of the method such procedures are listed in Appendix A.4. 

4.4.2. The study of the Messina Bridge 

The Multi-mode approach, extensively discussed in Section 3, permits to obtain a 

satisfactory and relatively simple evaluation of the criticai wind speed for aeroelastic 

instability; the latter is also confirmed by numerica! investigations in the time domain 

developed by means of the "Tenso" Finite-Eiement model (see Section 4.3.2). The 

methodology proposed in Section 4.4.1 is applied to the same case, and the results of the 

step-by-step numerica! integration in terms of integrai quantities (tota/ energy of the 

structure and mechanical work done by aerodynamic forces) are discussed. 

lt will be shown in this paragraph that the characterization of the response through 

energy-related quantities can contribute to the immediate and easy definition of the exact 

flutter speed. Moreover it is possible to evaluate the diverging trend of criticai oscillations 

and the contribution of the single component to the energetic balance. In order to 

compare these simulations to previous results (Section 3), the aerodynamic forces are 

applied.only to the deck. This hypothesis will be relaxed in Section 5. 

The Figures from 4.6 to 4.9 report the results of numerica! simulations for three 
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different values of the mean wind speed, U1 = 80 m l s, U2 = 90 m l s and U3 =100m l s. 

During the rising time interval (see Figure 4.2), the total energy grows with an 

almost linear trend as a consequence of the work done by the aerodynamic forces that 

can be regarded as "quasi-statically" applied. In this phase the structure substantially 

moves from its initial equilibrium configuration to the deformed equilibrium configuration. 
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Figure 4.6. Total Energy E of the system (GJ=109 Joules) for wind speed 

U=80,90,100 mis; a) time-history, b) moving average on 40s. 

In Figure 4.6 it is evident that the energetic content at tiltle T, is almost proportional 
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to U2
• This energy is mainly of the gravitational type as a dependance of both the faterai 

displacement due to the quasi-static wind forces and the consequent uplift of the deck. At 

this stage, in fact, latera! modes play a prominent role (e.g. a and b in Figure 3.2), as is 

confirmed by the "period" of the oscillation, of about 30 seconds. 

In presence of a sufficiently high wind speed (about 90 m/s), a progressive and 

continuous transfer of energy from the fluid to the structure takes piace, with a 

consequent amplification of structural oscillations. lt is also evident (Figure 4.6a) that 

these auto-excited oscillations have a shorter natural period (approximately equal to 15 

seconds) with respect to those at the beginning of the loading process. At this stage the 

oscillations are prevalently due to the first pair of vertical and torsional modes, 

synchronized to a common frequency located within the two natural frequencies as a 

consequence of the aerodynamic coupling. 

Figure 4.6b shows the moving average of the total energy, the time-window of 

which has been chosen equal to 40 seconds. 

In this way it was possible to isolate the generai trend of the total energy from the 

fluctuations occurring within each oscillation period. lt is also evident from Fig. 4.6 that an 

accurate definition of the criticai value of the wind speed is related to the choice of the 

duration of the numerica! time history (T nn in Fig.4.2). 
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Figure 4.7. Moving averages on 40s of components of the total energy E (U = 100 m/s); 

kinetic energy K, gravitational potential energy G and deformation energies: 

(])c (cable elements), (])d (deck beams), t!\ (towers). 
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In fact, by comparing the behavior of the energy function at 1500 seconds for 

U = 90 m/s and that at 750 seconds for U = 100 m/s, it can be deduced that a relatively 

smaller velocity applied for a longer period can produce larger effects than a higher 

velocity over applied for a shorter time. 

Figure 4.7 depicts the generai trend of each component (moving averages on 40 

seconds) of the total energy for an oncoming flow with U = 100 mjs. Although the wind 

action is applied only to the deck, it is worth underlining that the progressive growth of the 

oscillations induces a continuous energy transfer to the vertical towers and to the main 

cables. In fact the greatest part of potential energy is retained in the suspension system, 

as a summation of the potential gravitational energy and the elastic deformation one. 

The relative contribution of each component of the elastic deformation energy is 

computed in Table 4.1, with respect to the total energy E, for U = 100 m/s. The sa me 

symbols as in Figure 4. 7 have been used for indicating the different quantities. 

lf the elastic energy relative to the axial deformation of the towers is separated out, 

the role of the elastic energy of the deck beams, ll>d, can be compared to the cable-type 

elements, (]Jc. 

Table.4.1. Ratio between the mean contribution of each component of the total 

energy E. Mean wind speed U =100m/s. 

Elastic energy (deck) l Elastic energy (beam-type elem.) 

Elastic energy (towers) l Elastic energy (beam-type elem.) 

Elastic energy (beam-type elem.) l Elastic energy (total) 

Elastic energy (cable-type elem.) l Elastic energy (total) 

Elastic energy (deck) l Elastic energy (deck+cable-type elem.) 

Elastic energy (cable) l Elastic energy (deck+cable-type elem.) 

$d/ $(d+t) 

$ti $(d+t) 

$(d+t) l $(d+t+c) 

$c l $(d+t+c) 

$d l <l>(d+c) 

<~>c l $(d+c) 

38% 

62% 

100% 

36% 

64% 

100% 

17% 

83% 

100% 

Elastic energy (beam-type elem.) l Total energy <l><d+t)/ E 19% 

Elastic energy (cable-type elem.) l Total energy $cl E 33% 

Note: "tP = elastic energy, "cl' = deck beams, ·r = towers; "c" = cable-type elements. "E' = 
total energy 

In this way the effective potential energy that can · be attributed to unstable 
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oscillations, can be derived. In this example <f>c1 represents only 17% of the "flutter-

related" elastic energy ( 4>d + 4>c), while 4>c is equa l to 83%, due to the relatively low 

stiffness of the deck with respect to the suspension system for such a long-span bridge 

lt can be also observed that the elastic energy of the cables, 4>c, is only a small 

portion of the total energy E (33%), while the gravitational energy represents the main 

component, prior to the final growth of the kinetic energy. 

In Figure 4.8 the comparison between the external work done by aerodynamic 

forces and the total energy of the bridge for U=100 m/s is summarized. 

lt can be observed that in the last part of the time history both curves show 

diverging oscillations, corresponding to the passage from the quasi-static to the dynamic 

beh avi or. 

The difference between these two functions can be interpreted as the energy 

dissipated by the mechanical damping. This quantity becomes more relevant as the 

amplitude of the oscillations increases, reaching approximately 25% of the aerodynamic 

work after the first 1000 seconds of the time-history. 
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Figure 4.8. Comparison between the external work W due to 

aerodynamic forces and the total energy E. Time-history (thin 

line) and moving averages on 40s (thick line); U =100m/s. 

Finally, Figure 4.9 shows the work done by each component of the aerodynamic 

forcing .action: lift, drag and moment. lt is evident that during the wind speed rising 

interval (T,), when the bridge is mainly affected by the displacement in the faterai 
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direction, only the drag force plays a significant role on the overall behavior. On the other 

hand this representation of the response confirms that the aeroelastic instability can be 

mainly attributed to the work done by the aerodynamic forces during vertical and torsional 

oscillations, although the contribution of the latera! component is not negligible. 
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Figure 4.9. External work W due to aerodynamic forces and its components 

related to drag (Wd), lift (Wl) and moment (Wm). Time-history 

(thin li ne) an d moving averages o n 40s (thick li ne); U = 1 00 m/s. 

Aerodynamic actions on the cable-type elements and the towers are neglected at 

the current stage of the research, since the main target of this section was the verification 

of the proposed methodology by comparison with the frequency-domain approaches, 

where wind action on the deck only was considered (see Section 3). The generalized 

version of the time-domain integration procedure will be discussed later in the Section 5. 

4.5. Generai comments and future developments 

The use of time-domain nonlinear simulations in wind engineering is constantly 

increasing in recent years, in particular for the evaluation of the flutter threshold of long-

span suspension bridges. In fact it has been noticed that some characteristics of the 

system-flow interaction can be influenced by the nonlinear structural behavior of the 

structure. For this reason the frequency-domain linearized approach (Section 3) can 

sometimes suggest good predictions up to the first order only, not including ali possible 

effects. In this sense the use of numerica! time simulations· represent a powerful and 
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complete instrument for an accurate assessment of the response. 

The complexity of the FE representation in the time domain (number of dofs) is no 

longer a problem since the computational effort is nowadays supported by ordinary 

automatic devices. Therefore, in the literature researchers have developed different 

methods for the definition of aerodynamic and aeroelastic interaction: Quasi-stationary 

(QS) and Modified Quasi-Stationary (MQS) models, use of lndicial Functions (IF). 

References can be found in Section 2.3. 

In the writer's opinion the use of time-domain simulations is important when a 

highly nonlinear behavior of the structure is detected but is also useful in ali other cases 

as a verification of the values obtained through, for example, a multi-mode frequency-

domain technique. 

lf the improvement in the bridge response is performed through a particular 

configuration of the structural elements (as, for example, additional stays coupled to the 

originai suspension system, crossed hangers, "A"-type towers, etc.) instead of an 

aerodynamically streamlined section, these simulations can become very important. 

lndeed, the assessment of the local behavior, such as the internai stresses, cannot 

directly be detected by frequency-domain approaches. 

This Section describes the convenience of representing the response in the time 

domain by means of integrai quantities, such as the total energy of the system or the 

input energy, corresponding to the work done by forces due to fluid-structure interaction. 

This method also allows an accurate assessment of the early stages of the 

diverging oscillations related to aeroelastic instability, with respect to the usual 

representation of displacement components in the time-domain, which are currently used 

in time histories. This procedure has been implemented by the author and has been 

included in an existing code for the dynamic integration of nonlinear structural elements 

and structures under wind actions. 

lt has been shown that the use of energy-related quantities clearly enhances the 

resolution of the simulations, and it can be seen as a new way of representation of the 

phenomenon. lt must be observed that the proposed methodology can be useful not only 

for instability investigations but also for the study of other aeroelastic effects that may 

occur locally or globally on a suspension bridge. 

These aspects will be better addressed in Section 5, in which an extension of the 
simulation procedure will be presented. 

~urther developments about the use of the total energy function will aim at the 

comprehension of the physical connection between the latter and the flutter onset. In 
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particular the use of this function, not only as a test but also able to characterize the 

response in time-domain simulations, might represent a contribution for the analytical 

definition of the flutter problem through energetic considerations. 

The study of turbulence effects on flutter through time-domain approaches needs 

to be considered as well; the latter have not been investigated in the current work even if 

the numerica! procedure for the creation of synthetic wind time-histories has been already 

included in the generai programming code. 
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5. A GENERALIZED TIME-DOMAIN PROCEDURE FOR THE ASSESSMENT OF 
NON-CONVENTIONAL ASPECTS OF WIND-INDUCED DYNAMICS: A GLOBAL 
AERODYNAMIC AEROELASTIC MODEL (GAAM). 

5.1. lntroduction 

The assessment of the aeroelastic and aerodynamic response of a suspension 

bridge requires the adoption of simulation techniques more and more sophisticated, as 

the deck span increases. 

The total number of degrees of freedom involved often influences the structural 

analysis of a highly complex system. On the one hand it is sometimes only necessary to 

make an exclusive estimate of the global collapse risk, as for the flutter-type instability 

(Section 2), or the influence of turbulence on the dynamical response of the deck 

(buffeting analysis, Simiu and Scanlan, 1996; Katsuchi, Jones, Scanlan and Akiyama 

1997). On the other hand the attention can be focused on those problems that can be 

exclusively recorded during the erection stages of the bridge (Brancaleoni, 1992) or 

located in correspondence with specific sections only. lt is worth recalling, for example, 

the problem of vortex shedding from vertical hangers and the galloping effects on them 

due to the simultaneous action wind/rain . 

lt is in any case possible to consider an interaction among these different aspects 

and their combination plus an increment in the global dynamic response due to the 

reduced values of the mechanical damping that can be assumed on a long-span bridge 

as well as the overlap of frequency intervals. 

"Lock-in" phenomena on bridge decks were recently analyzed in the Literature 

(Scanlan, 1998; Kawatani, Toda, Sato and Kobayashi, 1999; Larsen and Jacobsen, 

1992; Lee, Lee and Kim 1997). A sensitive increase in the vertical deck displacements of 

some bridges was noticed in correspondence with relatively low values of the cross-flow 

speed (15-25 m/s), considerably lower than the flutter instability threshold, such as are 

likely to occur often in the lifetime of such structures. 

Moreover the cyclically induced wind actions might lead to a reduction of travel 

comfort tevels for both road and railroad users, apart from fatigue problems on the 

hangers. These aspects, only marginai at a first sight, represent an important element for 

a better and more complete design of the structure. 

In this chapter an extended version of the "Tenso" finite-element computer code, 

already presented in Section 4, is presented. This can also consider also this category of 

effects on suspension bridges. 
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The proposed mode! allows simultaneously taking into account, aerodynamic forces 

on ali system elements and, at the same time, aeroelastic actions, in particular linked to 

vortex-shedding, on deck, cables and towers (GAAM- Global Aerodynamic Aeroelastic 

Model). 

The interesting feature of GAAM is related to the possibility of estimating non-

conventional interactions of wind-induced dynamics (aerodynamic and aeroelastic). 

5.2. lnteractlons among aerodynamic and aeroelastic actions on long-span 

suspensions bridges 

The aerodynamic actions that can be considered on a system with a very large 

number of degrees of freedom, such as a suspension bridge, are individually different by 

nature. They can concern not only the whole structure but also single parts of it, in 

accordance with apparently different criteria. 

First of ali aerodynamic actions can be concentrated on the deck that usually 

corresponds to the major surface exposed to wind. The first step towards an aerodynamic 

analysis is to evaluate the stationary force coefficients under mean uniform wind (Static 

coefficients - Section 2.3), measured through wind tunnel tests on specific models, 

immersed in a two-dimensional flow (Sections 7 and 8). 

In case flutter instability is noticed, it is necessary to define the aeroelastic 

derivatives (Section 2.2) or analogous coefficients ( QS and QSM models, IF approach -

Section 2.3), correlated with the Static coefficients for low-frequency oscillations, which 

can take into account, in a more generai extension, the non-stationary contribution linked 

to the modifications on the leeward wake (downwash effect), as a consequence of the 

deck oscillations. 

Aeroelastic derivatives, as outlined in the previous chapters, are a useful instrument 

for the assessment of flutter instability threshold by means of models with two or more 

degrees of freedom. 

Far long-span suspension bridges (3000-4000 m), it is possible to estimate the 

criticai frequency of verticalltorsional coupling between 0.05-0.07 Hz (T = 15-20 s -

Section 3). 

On the other hand, in this category of bridges the main cable usually reaches a 

diameter between 1 and 2 m; therefore the vortex-shedding phenomenon can also 

represent a non-negligible contribution to the global wind action. As a first approximation 

the vertical force connected to vortex shedding can be expressed by a sinusoidal law in 

accordance with the Strouhal model (Simiu and Scanlan 1996; Kawatani, Toda, Sato and 
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Kobayashi, 1999; Larsen and Jacobsen, 1992), the frequency (f) of which is proportional 

to the cross-flow velocity (U). The Strouhal number, St = fD/U, is a constant for the 

circular section, being D the diameter of the cable. 

lt is in any case possible to excluded the dynamic interaction between these forces 

on the cables and the aeroelastic actions on the deck, in the flutter velocity range usually 

defined by design requirements ( 60-80 mis at the deck height), even though a higher 

value of the wind-speed mean component is considered at the cable height. 

In accordance with the Strouhal Law, for main cables with these diameters, the 

possible frequencies of vortex-shedding actions would be of the order of 8-10 Hz, 

considerably higher than those involved in flutter oscillations (T about 15s- Section 3), so 

as not to produce significant interactions. In particular ali cases analyzed through the 

GAAM have never denoted negative effects; on the contrary in some of them, where wind 

actions on the cables relative to vortex shedding were introduced, a small delay in the 

flutter onset was observed. 

In the case studies the significant frequency interval corresponding to higher modes 

of the system "deck and cable" is comprised between 0.20-0.25 Hz (wavelength 

l shorter than one kilometer), and 0.50-0.60 Hz, related to vertical modes with 5 or 6 

half-waves (l =300-400 m). In this range the lock-in effect due to vortex shedding on the 

main cable occurs at a very low wind speed, approximately equal to 4-6 mis at the deck 

height. The latter is therefore unlikely to induce sensitive displacements onto the system. 

On the contrary it is worth underscoring that the vortex-shedding phenomenon, 

which showed relevant effects for wind speeds between 15 and 25 m/s, corresponding to 

sinusoidal wind forces (Strouhal) with a period of about 4 seconds, cannot be neglected. 

The vertical displacements, induced onto the deck, can be transmitted to ali the 

system. Moreover the force frequency range (about 0.30-0.40 Hz) is close to higher 

natura l modes of the sub-system "deck-hangers", in particular in the deck sections near 

the towers, where the hanger length ca n vary between 1 00 m and more than 250 m 

(frequencies between 0.8 e 1 .4 Hz). For this reason it is also theoretically possible to 

foresee the development of the non-linear behavior of the hangers (loosening effects ). 

5.3. The Finite-Eiement mode/ 

5. 3. 1. Generai formulation 

T~e simulation procedure is founded on the "Tenso" Fortran programming code, as 

developed in Section 4. The latter allows for finite-element an~lysis in the time-domain of 
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suspension bridges, by taking into account the geometrica! and structural nonlinearity of 

the suspension system (hangers, cable). The dynamic integration is performed, as 

before, in terms of Lagrangian coordinates. The mechanical damping is assessed by 

means of mass and stiffness matrices (Rayleigh ). 

The mean component of the wind speed perpendicular to the deck is considered 

variable with the height of each element (deck, hanger, cable, etc.) in accordance with 

the togarithmic law (Simiu and Scanlan, 1996). The reference altitude for the calculation 

of the basic value, U rer , is assumed equa l to the mean height of the bridge deck. The 

turbulence was neglected in this application. 

The aerodynamic forces, acting on the deck, towers and cable-elements are 

expressed as a function of the static coefficients and consideration of the interaction 

between the effective cross-flow and the local motion of the single n ode (relative velocity), 

in accordance with the QS method (Section 2.3.2). The force component due to vortex 

shedding, transversal to the relative velocity direction, applied to the deck and cables was 

evaluated through the method proposed by D'Asdia and Noè (1998), originally developed 

for circular chimneys, as will be described in the next paragraph. This procedure was 

subsequently extended to ali kinds of sections and inserted into the originai programming 

code (Section 4). The model applies to the generic element an oscillating load with 

frequency derived from the Strouhal Law, apart from a specific "lock-in intervaf', where 

the aerodynamic-force frequency is selected as coincident with that corresponding to the 

natura! oscillation of the system (locally). On each node the estimate of the force 

amplitude and frequency is performed as a function of the relative wind velocity, 

computed by taking into account the transversal component with respect to the flow 

direction. 

The aerodynamic modeling could also assess the actions, relative to vortex 

shedding, on the two towers. In the proposed examples this option was removed since 

the mai n goal of this thesis was the study of the interactions on the suspended portion of 

the bridge. 

5.3.2. The "D'Asdia-Noè" method for the numerica/ evaluation of vortex shedding and 

lock-in phenomena on circular chimneys 

The model is founded on the hypothesis that the response of an elastically 

suspended cylinder caused by vortex shedding can be treated as a nonlinear oscillation 

phenomenon. A detailed description of the model is presented in D'Asdia and Noè 
(1998). 
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The model operates in the time domain. lts formulation schematically reproduces 

the load effect on the structure due to the variation in the surface pressure fields induced 

by the detachment of the vortices in the form of an alternating force per unit length, with 

changing direction, frequency and phase as a function of the relative wind velocity. The 

direction of the force is always perpendicular to the relative velocity. 

The lock-in phenomenon is reproduced by selecting the frequency of the force as 

coincident with the oscillation frequency of the structure in a pre-fixed range of the 

frequency ratio. Outside this interval the frequency of the pulsating force is calculated, 

following Strouhal's Law, as a function of the relative velocity. As the frequency varies, 

the continuity of the exciting force is ensured by a suitable modification of its phase. 

y 

x 

t- v .. re~ 
-.P --
---~ v .. 

Figure 5.1. Cylinder cross section. 

The section of a unit length of the cylinder is represented in Figure 5.1. The action of 

vortex shedding at time t is represented by the force Fshe(t>, perpendicular to the relative 

velocity a t ti me t- ~t ' v w rei {1-<11) . The vector Fshe (l) ' representing the force component due 

to vortex shedding, is computed at time t as a function of the values at time t- ~t 

according to the following expressions: 

(5.1) 

(5.2) 

t -1 ( Yct-M> J ( . 0 O) a<tl= an , y> ~a> 
vw(t-M) 

(5.3) 
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- l'f W sile( t) =w/ock (t) = lU(t) 

(J) <A or St<tl 'A 
~.r;L - c...)>.r;u 

{.i)(t) 

lU Q < St(t) <Q 
L - U 

{.i)(l) 

(/Jshe(l) =lwshe(t-M) -Wshe(t) Y +tpshe(t-M) 

(5.4) 

(5.5) 

(5.6) 

The symbol p denotes the air density; D is the transversal reference dimension 

(outer diameter in case of circular cylinders, section height in other cases). CL-she is the 

transversal force coefficient, associated with vortex-shedding; Co is the drag coefficients. 

St is the Strouhal number, the ratios QL and Qu are the lower and upper limits of the pre-

defined lock-in range and r<y=OJ" ; r<y=Oln-l are the instants of the last two zero cross - wind 

displacement y. 

As to the drag forces, the components of the vector F0 <0 are computed at time t as: 

1 2 
FOX(t)= zPDCoVw(t-6.1) 

Fo,,,, =->oco(Y'I~IJ 
(5.7) 

5.4. Application examples 

The GAAM method, translated into a computer program, was applied to two 

numerica! examples. The choice of the structural and aerodynamic models concerned the 

two cases, already studied in Sections 3 and 4, in which the aeroelastic effects due to 

vortex shedding were included (Section 5.3). In particular both examples analyzed the 

same structural model (Messina Bridge); however in the second one the originai deck 

was replaced by a scaled version of a single-box girder, originally conceived fora bridge 

with a much shorter span (Humber), with worse aerodynamic features (see Section 3.4). 

The results show that in the second example interaction phenomena, which are 

negligible in the final design, cannot be excluded during the design stages, prior to an 

accurate establishment of ali structural members, including the girder and the suspension 

system: Nevertheless, these results are at the moment only numerica! and, therefore, 

they should be confirmed by other investigations and experimental verifications. 
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5.4. 1. A first ex ampie: the design of the Messina Bridge 

The first example is relative to the design for the bridge over the Messina Strait, a 

road and railroad bridge with centrai span of length L = 3300 m , maximum height of the 

towers 374 m, mean altitude of the deck 68 m above sea level. The cross-section, as 

already outlined in Section 3, is composed of three parallel boxes, linked to the 

suspension system by means of transversal elements, at a separation distance of 30 m. 

In Table 5.1 the main aerodynamic characteristics, used in the following analysis, are 

summarized. 

Table 5.1. Aerodynamic Characteristics of the Design for the Messina Bridge 

Bridge Deck 

Co(O) = 0.090 

CL(O) = -0.055 

CM(O) = 0.020 

8=62m 

H= 6.0 m (equiv.) 

St= 0.083 
C L-She : 0.50 

Main Cab/e 

Deq = 1.6 m 
St = 0.21 

C L-She : 0.42 

Cross Section 

Note: Drag, lift and moment coefficients (Co, CL CM) are normalized with respect to the deck width 8; vortex-shedding-
related coefficient CL-She and St (Strouhal number) are normalized with respect to H (deck height) or Deq (cable 
diameter), respectively. 

The choice of the parameters QL = 1.00 and Ou = 1.20 (eq. 5.5), connected to 

vortex shedding, takes into account some suggestions present in the Literature (D'Asdia 

and Noè, 1998). As concerns St and C L - she (Strouhal number and vortex-shedding 

associated force coefficient, respectively), the indications of the EuroCode on "Wind 

actions" (EC-1, part 2.4) were considered. In order to facilitate the assessment of the 

aerodynamic forces, each suspension cab le pair (two cab l es for each side) was replaced, 

as a first approximation, by a single cable with diameter of 1.6 m, whose area was 

equivalent to the originai one. 

The cross-flow mean speed range (Urer) between 4 and 22 m/s was investigated, so 

as to evaluate the synchronization effect both on the main cable and the deck. The lower 

limit of this interval is coincident with a shedding frequency equal to about 0.6 Hz, close 

to that corresponding to the vertical mode with wavelength ..t=450 m, which can be 

interestìng as concerns a possible lock-in on the main cable. The upper limit is connected 

to shedding actions with a period T=3.2s, similar to that of a vertical mode with ..t=700 m, 
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able to induce aeroelastic interactions on the deck. 

The simulations showed that reference speeds Uret. lower than 15-17 m/s, are not 

significant. In particular lock-in forces on the main cable (Uret = 4 m/s) induced negligible 

effects on the overall structure. On the contrary the case of Uret = 22 m/s, in which some 

interesting results were found, was carefully analyzed. 
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Figure 5.2. Vertical displacement ofthe mid-span deck section (Uret=22m/s) 

In particular the influence of the mechanical damping on. the generai response was 
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studied, by varying the mean damping ratio ( ~) and keeping Urer as a constant. The most 

indicative examples are those in which ~ was assumed equal to 0.4% and 0.2%. 

a) 

Vertical Mode n.46 (w = 1.80 rad/s -T= 3.5s) 

b) 

Figure 5.3. a) Relative Vertical displacement (vz-ml) of the deck centrai axis as a function 

of time t (sec); b) corresponding modal shape <l>; Urer =22m/s and çlr=4s = 

0.4%. 

Since the damping ratio usually depends on the frequency of the considered mode, 

in accordance with the Rayleigh procedure, the latter is close to the mean value ~ only in 

the frequency range corresponding to the first modes of the bridge, between 0.03 and 0.1 
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Hz (see Table 3.1 and, qualitatively, Figure 3.4). For higher modes with a period of 

approximately 4 seconds, like those involved in this part of the analysis, the structural 

damping is usually higher: in this case ç = 0.7 o/o and q= 0.4 o/o, for ~ = 0.4% and ~ = 

0.2%. 

In particular for çiT=•s = 0.4% maximum vertical displacements of 0.13 m were 

observed (Figure 5.3a), in correspondence with the mid-span section (O. 50L); for 

çiT=•s =0.7% the same quantity is considerably lower (Figure 5.3b). lt is worth observing 

the role of the mechanical damping in the lock-in (f = 0.31 Hz) and the amplitude of 

vertical displacements. 

For çiT=•s = 0.4% and in correspondence with the mid-span section the maximum 

amplitude of the vertical displacement Vz-rel. with respect to the quasi-stationary deformed 

shape (Vz-mean) and Urer =22m/s is equal to 0.08m (Figure 5.3a), with maximum vertical 

estimated accelerations of about 0.26 m/ s2 and, therefore, scarcely relevant. 

lt is worth recalling that the model directly takes into account the aerodynamic 

damping as well. 

The oscillation period is equal to 3.5 seconds, close to that of a higher natura! mode, 

essentially vertical, with wavelength of about 740 m (Figure 5.3b). 

For Urer =22m/s, the wind speed at the cable height corresponds to vortex-shedding 

frequencies of approximately 20 Hz, in accordance with the Strouhal Law and 

aerodynamic forces of 0.3kN/m that are negligible, compared to those produced by the 

lock-in phenomenon on the deck (about 2 kN/m). The vertical displacements of the main 

cables are practically coincident with those of the deck below. 

5.4.2. A second example: the single-box "Humber-type" deck section. 

As a second example the same structural model of Section 3.4 was used, in which 

the originai design of the Messina Bridge deck was replaced by an equivalent single-box 

girder of width 8=67.26 m, the geometrica! shape of which was similar, in terms of 

aerodynamic characteristics, to the Humber Bridge. More details about the structural 

model can be found in Section 3.4. In Table 5.2 it can be observed that in this case, the 

aerodynamic performance are lesser, since the cross section is clearly less streamlined 

than the originai multi-box. 

Nevertheless, this choice allowed fora better identification of the role of the vortex 

shedding from the deck on the global response. The simulations concemed the cross 

wind speed interval between 1 O and 23 m/s. The same sensitivity analysis with respect to 
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the structural damping ratio was performed, as in the previous sub-paragraph. 

Figure 5.4 depicts the vertical displacements in correspondence with the mid-span 

cross section, corresponding to an anti-node for the excited natura! mode, for Urer = 23 

m/sand çlr=4s = 0.4% (Figure 5.4a) and 0.7% (Figure 5.4b). The initial choice of Urerwas 

suggested by a possible interaction with higher natura! modes (vertical) in the frequency 

range of 0.24-0.27 Hz. Maximum displacements of the order of 0.50 m were observed in 

both cases, since in this example the reduction of the oscillations linked to an increment 

in the structural damping was only marginai. 

Table 5.2. Aerodynamic Characteristics of the single-box deck bridge. 

BridgeDeck 

Co(O) = 0.090 

CdO) = -0.255 

CM(O) = 0.045 

B = 67.26 m 

H= 10.67 m 

St= 0.130 
C L-She : 0.71 

Main Cab/e 

Deq = 1.6 m 

St = 0.21 
C L-Sh<t : 0.42 

Cross Section 

(Humber-Type) 

Note: Drag, lift and moment coefficients (Co, CL, CM) are normalized with respect to the deck width B; vortex-shedding-
related coefficient CL-She and St (Strouhal number) are normalized with respect to H (deck height) or Deq (cable 
diameter), respectively. 

The amplitude of the vertical relative displacements, Vz-rel. as a consequence of the 

synchronization, is equal to 0.16m for çlr=4 s =0.4% (Figure 5.5a). 

This is certainly an interesting result, since it was obtained (simulated) at a low wind 

speed regime, 50% lower than the criticai flutter speed of 54 m/s (Section 3.4 ), which ca n 

be easily record ed "in situ". 

The frequency of the system oscillations in this case is equa! to 0.25 Hz, coincident 

with a seven-half-wave mode (...ìvert= 940m - Figure 5.5a), where a significant torsional 

component is also present. 

The entrance/exit from the synchronization interval is practically absent, as in Figure 

5.5b; in the same figure the time history of the angular frequency of the periodic vertical 

force in correspondence with the mid-span section is depicted, wshe The latter is 

computed by means of the procedure as in eqs. (5.5), while Wst represents the angular 

frequency calculated by the Strouhal Law. lt is worth noting that wshe is almost always 

distant Jrom the theoretical value, wsr. due to the synchronization of the deck (lock-in), 

which is dominant. 
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Nevertheless the effect of the relative-to-wind velocity in the calculation of mst is 

negligible because, from a dynamic point of view, the velocity component due to the 

motion of the system is too low with respect to Urer. 
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Figure 5.4. Vertical displacement of the mid-span deck section (Uref =23m/s) 

As concerns the structural behavior, the simulations have shown the presence of 

low, although non-negligible, relative displacements between the deck and the main 

cable, corresponding to cyclic variations in the tension in the hangers of about 5-10% with 

respect to the mean value, for the cross-sections close to 0.25L. These values, although 
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reduced, should be taken into account, as regards long-term fatigue effects on the 

hangers. Nevertheless, in ali the simulations performed, loosening effects were not 

recorded. This aspect is also confirmed by the displacement time history of the main 

cable that substantially reproduces the behavior of the deck sections underneath. 
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Figure 5.5. a) Relative Vertical displacement (vz-rel) of the deck centrai axis as a function 

of time t (sec); b) time history of the lock-in force frequency (roshe) with 

respect to the theoretical value (rost); Urer =22m/sand ~~T=4s = 0.4%. 
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lt can be shown that the frequency of the vertical oscillations with respect to the 

cables of the suspended deck through the hangers can decrease down to 0.8 Hz near the 

towers, i.e., to the same arder as the lock-in frequency (0.25 Hz). A dynamic interaction 

between these two components cannot be excluded in other bridges. Further 

investigations seem therefore necessary in this direction. 

As concerns the travel comfort, the IS0-2631 code, "ISO Guidelines far User 

Proficiency'', was considered, as suggested by Larsen and Jacobsen (1992) for the Great 

Belt: the tolerance limit far the accelerations (RMS) can be assumed equal to 1.5 m/s2 for 

oscillations with frequency lower than 1 Hz. 

In the second example vertical deck accelerations were estimated as about 0.40 

m/s2 (RMS 0.28 m/s2) and, therefore, below the criticai threshold as above, although they 

are certainly troublesome far the user of a railroad bridge. 

5.5. Genera/ Comments and future developments 

An extended method in the time domain, denoted as GAAM, was developed far the 

global aerodynamic analysis of long-span suspension bridges is able to take into account 

also other effects, such as vortex shedding from deck, cables and towers, far relatively 

low wind-speed regimes. The proposed methodology can be used as a unitary means far 

the study and the analysis of ali aspects linked to wind-structure interaction an this 

category of bridges. In this sense the GAAM can represent a good instrument for ali 

design purposes, included instability threshold assessment and, more generally, other 

aerodynamic implications. 

First, numerica! analyses confirmed the validity of the methodology and showed 

that, in some particular cases, these effects cannot be neglected in the estimate of 

structural response (fatigue problems) and user comfort in the normallife of the structure. 

Future developments are concerned with nonlinear local behavior of hangers and 

the influence of ali turbulence components. 

Moreover a further extension of the generalized technique (see also Section 4) to a 

more accurate assessment of aeroelastic effects for bluff-deck bridges (e.g., use of 

convolution methods and indicial functions) should be included. 
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UNIT 2 

6. A NEW METHODOLOGY FOR THE EXPERIMENTAL EXTRACTION OF INDICIAL 

FUNCT/ONS 

6. 1. lntroduction 

This Unit concerns a research project carried out at The Johns Hopkins University 

in Baltimore, Marytand, USA (JHU). The study has been developed in two consecutive 

periods (September 99 - February 2000; June - July 2000) as a Visiting Scholar at the 

Department of Civil Engineering, under the tuition of proff. N.P. Jones and R. H. Scanlan. 

In the previous section the use of time-domain simulations was analyzed in terms 

of an appropriate means of flutter assessment. lt is worth recalling that this method 

becomes necessary once strong nonlinearities either in the structure or in the 

aerodynamic behavior are detected: frequency-domain approaches may lead to not very 

accurate results. This fact is enhanced as the bridge span increases. 

Therefore the use of non-stationary force coefficients, directly dependent on time, 

need to be considered as an alternative to aeroelastic derivatives (see Section 2.2), in the 

framework of a more generai convolution technique. The originai idea about the use of 

these techniques in wind engineering, as "a time incrementai method" to compute 

aerodynamic forces, is due to Scanlan (1984 and 1993), as already mentioned in Section 

2.3.4. 

These force coefficients are defined as "step response functions"; they are related 

to an abrupt change in the attitude of the body relative to the horizontal cross-flow, when 

a transient in the wind action is initiated. In the aeronautica! field these functions 

represent the characterization of the unsteady circu/atory components of the lift force and 

the pitching moment, acting on the airfoil (theoretical wing). They are denoted lndicial 

Functions. The body is considered rigid, immersed in a two-dimensional flow (section 

mode/ - as for bridge decks ); viscous effects are neglected as well as the compressibility 

of the fluid. This assumption of perfect fluid (Euler•s Theory) can be accepted at low wind 

speeds (Mach number less than 0.4) and in case turbulence contributions are not 

relevant. The abrupt change in the body configuration can concern a torsional rotation 

(variation of the angle of attack), an increment of either the angular or the vertical velocity. 

This approach that was first investigated in aeronautica! engineering in the years 

1930-1940, led to a complete series of so-called step-response functions; it is worth 

recalling the Wagner's Theory (Wagner, 1925; see Bisplinghoff, Ashley, Halfmann, 1955), 
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according to which it is always possible to mathematically derive a closed form of the 

"indicial lift'' for an airfoil, in case that a rotation about the mid-chord is imposed. Other 

examples can be found in KOssner (1936) and Sears (1941). 

As regards the application of these concepts to the aeroelastic study of bridge 

deck sections, a problem usually arises: the indicial functions cannot be analytically 

computed in a direct way (as for the airfoil), whereas the experimental approach in the 

wind tunnel is always necessary. Nevertheless it is worth recalling that, as suggested by 

some authors (Scanlan), it is possible to derive these coefficients once the flutter 

derivatives are known, since the latter can be transformed into equivalent time-related 

functions through an Inverse Fourier Transformation. In Section 2.3.4 the practical 

application of this method has been discussed. 

The direct measurement of the indicial functions might open a new way of 

observing the phenomenon. T o the author's knowledge at present there are no significant 

examples in the literature in which their derivation in wind tunnel is considered, especially 

for bluff deck sections. 

The research activity at JHU aimed at the study of a new specific methodology far 

the practical extraction of the indicial functions from experimental tests. The analysis has 

been focused both an the operative feasibility and the validation of the procedure. 

In particular six development stages have been considered: 

1. definition of an appropriate criterion far the experimental derivation of the indicial 

function both far streamlined and bluff bodies; 

2. design and realization of a device far wind-tunnel applications; 

3. definition of the mode/s (sections) to be placed in the wind tunnel and tested 

through the specific device both for the verification of the method and its 

extension to the generai case; 

4. definition of an appropriate statistica! procedure for the analysis of data, coming 

from the direct measurements; 

5. development of a wind-tunnel experimental campaign; 

6. data analysis and derivation of the results. 

The first three stages, coincident with the design, the definition of the procedure 

and the execution of a set of preliminary tests, were carried out during the first visiting 

period (September 99 - February 2000). The results have been used in the second 

period (June-July 2000) to retine the initially proposed methodology, and proceed to the 
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final wìnd-tunnel campaign. 

The design and realizatìon stages of both the models and the experimental device 

and accessories were performed at the Structural Dynamìcs Laboratory of the 

Department of Civil Engineering (JHU); ali the aerodynamic experiments have been taken 

at the Stanley Corrsin Wìnd tunnel. 

6.2. The Thin Airfoil Theory 

A short review of the generai theory (Scanlan, 2000) will be here recalled since 

some concepts will be later used in the development of the new technique. 

6. 2. 1. The Indici al Lift and the Wagner function. 

The flow-induced forces that are detached from a body, placed in a cross-flow, are 

in generai time-dependent as a consequence of body shape, its relative-to-wind motion or 

because of turbulence in the approaching flow. Analytical force models in this context, 

created for the purposes of structural design, require formats that allow a simultaneous 

quantification of their frequency and amplitude dependencies. 

When there occurs an abrupt change in the attitude of the body relative to the 

horizontal cross-flow, a transient phenomenon can be noticed in the force acting on the 

body. This is typìcally not instantaneous but takes some time to develop. Some particular 

fluid-body relative motions that have a unitary or indicial characteristic, can form a basis 

for the generai identification of these force transients (Scanlan, 2000). Typical of these 

are: a) a step function change in the effective angle of attach of the flow relative to the 

body; b) penetration of the body, with a specific vertical velocity, into a half-space; c) 

oscillatory motion of the body with respect to its rest position. 

A simple monotonic function describing an elementary evolution from a fractional 

starting value to a unitary terminai value (as s-+- oo) is the functìon: 

<I>(s) = 1-ae-bs (6.1) 

The term "s" is a varìable like time and a, b are constant coefficients. A more 

flexible description of the phenomenon can be done by including more exponential terms. 

In airfoil transient-lift theory the evolutionary form is usually defined as 

(6.2) 
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In this case s is the dimensionless time and a, b, c, d are specific constants. This 

function has proven to be consistently useful. lt has been historically used in many cases 

and it takes a variety of forms depending on the values that are chosen for the four 

constant parameters. 

Lift 

Figure 6.1. Steady state forces on an airfoil, 

(M: mid-chord) 

Steady-state or mean verticallift (assumed vertical with respect to the relative wind 

direction as in Figure 6.1) ca n be described by the expression, for unit length: 

(6.3) 

The symbol p denotes the density of the air, U is the cross-flow velocity, B is the 

airfoil chord and CL is the static lift coefficient (see Section 2.3). lf CL is fixed at a value 

CLo (usually the horizontal position) and the angle of attack is changed by a sma/1 amount 

a, the steady vertical lift becomes, to a common first-order approximation and with 

obvious notation: 

L( a)=-pU2B C Lo + __ L 1 [ dC ] 
2 da a=O 

(6.4) 

On the other hand, if the steady-state condition is altered by and abrupt step-

function change from a zero-lift condition (C LO= O for symmetric profiles as for that in . 
Figure 6.1) to an incrementai angle of attack a 0 . the lift is ch,aracterized by a transient 

change described by 
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(6.5) 

The "NS' symbol denotes the non-stationary lift force; s=2Ut/B is a dimensionless 

time (following the classica! aeronautica! definition), expressing the distance in chord 

lengths, and l/J(s) is the indiciallift-growth function (Scanlan, 2000). The use of B/2 as the 

reference width is related to the representation, usually adopted in Aeronautics. 

The form of this function was determined theoretically for a thin airfoil, a flat plate 

of chord B and zero thickness, by Wagner (1925). lts limiting characteristics were 

determined by Wagner to be l/J(0)=0.5 and, as s ~ oo, limct>(s) =1. 

lt follows that, if linear superposition principles are supposed, the time-history of 

non-stationary lift LNs associated with an arbitrary small airfoil motion a(s) can be formally 

expressed as 

(6.6) 

or, by a change of variables and integration by parts 

LN5 (s) =- pU2B L <I>{O)a{s) + J<I>'(v)a(s)dv 1 ~c ( "" J 
2 da a=O O 

{6.7) 

For a thin airfoil the theoreticallift curve slope is: 

(6.8) 

An excellent approximation of function (6.7) was given by Jones (1940), by using 

the form of eq. (6.2), in which a, b, c, and d are defined as follows: 

<I>( s) = t/J( s) = 1 - o. 165 e -0.04SSs- o. 335 e -0.3s {6.9) 

An approximated version of eq. (6.9) or tjJ(s), for sniall s, can be given by a 
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simplified expression: 

S+2 
9(s) = IJI(S) =-

S+4 
(6.10) 

8oth ;(s) and IJI(S) are depicted in Figure 6.2. lt is worth recalling that these 

expressions were derived for the theoretical case of a flat airfoil and for a perfect two-

dimensional inviscid flow. 

1.00 :r------------------------, 

0.90 -----

0.80 

0.70 

0.60 

0.50 

s 
0.40 -t---........... ~ ............ -'-+-'-'--'"-'-'-~~1------'--'-'-............ ~'-+-'--'-'-....................... ~_.__._ ............ ~~ 

0.0 4.0 8.0 12.0 16.0 20.0 

Figure 6.2. lndicial response functions (thin airfoil): Jones (9(s) - solid line) and 

its approximated version, for small s, IJI{S) (dashed line). 

Real wing profiles are included in the class of airfoils when their aerodynamic 

characteristics are linear, i.e., the lift-curve slope is a constant. Therefore, Wagner's first-

order theory ca n stili be applied and eqs. (6.9) and (6.1 O) stili hold for an airfoil-type wing, 

whose span L is theoretically infinite (L ~ oo ). 

For finite wings, elliptical in the horizontal piane (Bisplinghoff, Ashley and 

Halfmann, 1955), some expressions, similar to eq. (6.9) or (6.2), can stili be used, taking 

into account the fact that the cross-flow can no longer be considered two-dimensional 

except for the centrai part of the airfoil. A way of computing the incidence of this imperfect 

behavior is through the definition of the Aspect Ratio (AR), such as in Figure 6.3. 
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S: wing area 

t/7/25. // ~> ·~. ;~~/ .. r .·// 

S = Le Wing Area 
. / .· / ~-

/ / / / / / 
/ . / ,/ / L2 L 

AR = S = c Aspect Ratio 
~~L: wing span -------

~-------~---------------------------~ 
Figure 6.3. Definition of the Aspect Ratio (AR) for a finite wing. 

lt is worth recalling that the expression of the lift-curve slope, for finite airfoils, is 

different from the theoretical value 2;r (eq. 6.8), as a consequence of the variation of the 

downwash throughout the span (edge effects) and the curvature of the streamlines. For 

real wings the theoretical value usually is slightly high, as confirmed by the experimental 

results (Pope, 1960). lt can be shown (Pope, 1960; Bisplinghoff, Ashley and Halfmann, 

1955) that a simple relation can be used for design purposes, useful as a first 

approximation of the real behavior, instead of eq. (6.8): 

(dCLI J-2Jl AR 
da a=O - AR+2 [r;d] 

(6.11) 

Table 6.1. Values assumed by the characteristic parameters in eq. 

(6.2), as a function of the aspect ratio (AR) of the wing. 

AR (:;jaoJiK a b c d 

3 0.600 0.170 0.540 

6 0.750 0.217 0.381 

00 1.000 0.165 0.0455 0.355 0.300 

The expressions for a, b, c, d parameters, to be inserted into eqs. (6.2) and (6.5), 

are summarized in Table 6.1, as a function of the effective aspect ratio of the wing. For 

aspect ratio smaller than 3 the formulation, as in eqs. (6.2), (6.9) and (6.11) can no longer 

be accepted. 

6.2.2. The Oscillatory Lift and the Theodorsen Function 

Theodorsen (1934) developed complex expressions for the oscillating lift and 

moment on a thin airfoil, when a complex vertical {h) and torsional (a) oscillatory motion 

is recor~ed, similar to eqs. (2.4): 
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io:i iks a=a0 e =a0 e (6.12) 

The symbol k denotes the dimensionless oscillation frequency, k = Bm/2U , m the 

circular oscillation frequency. These expressions are as follows: 

(6.13) 

In eqs. (6.13) aB/2 represents the distance between the airfoil mid-chord and the 

oscillatory rotation point (a=O for a rotation about the mid-chord, in accordance with 

Wagner's Theory); h is the vertical deflection of this point and a the pitching angle about 

it. The lift-curve slope is expressed by eq. (6.8). In these equations the aeronautica! 

engineering convention of sign is used (as in Figure 2.1; h and L are positive downward). 

The complex function C(k) is the so-called Theodorsen Circulatory Function (1934) 

that can be rewritten, denoting by i the imaginary unit, as: 

C(k) = F(k) + iG(k) (6.14) 

The components, F and G, of eq. (6.13) can be expressed in terms of Besse! 

functions and they have the form plotted in Figure 6.3, as a function of k. lt is more 

common to find in the literature the representation of C with respect to 2rr/k, 

corresponding to a reduced velocity (see Sections 3 and 8). 

The terms in eqs. (6.13) with the factor C(k) constitute the principal, i.e., the 

circulatory part of the lift L and moment M. lt is worth noting that, while the oscillatory L 

and M are expressed in the time domain, the coefficients dependent on C(k) in eqs. 

(6.13) are defined in the frequency domain. This is, as already mentioned in Section 2, a 

fundamental characteristic of the classical flutter theory. An interesting further result for 

the circulatory terms of eqs. (6.13) is that they are proportional to the effective vertical 
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velocity of the rearward three-quarter chord point of the airfoil. 

1.00 

0.80 

----·--------- ···----·- ··-----------·---------------·--·-------------------··---·----~-~ ~ l 
0.60 F(k) l 

0.40 

0.20 

0.00 G(k) 

-0. 20 +-. ri=i=~-,-f-r-.,-,-,-r--+-r-,--,-,~-+-r<--,-..-h-r--.-rr~---r,-,-,-,,--,+-,-,--r~_,-t-,,-,-,,-,-,-..-j 

0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 

Figure 6.4. Real (F) and lmaginary (G) components of the Theodorsen 
Function 
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A relationship can be defined between the Theodorsen function, C(k), and the 
corresponding indicai lift, <l>(s), in accordance with Wagner; a simple Fourier 

Transformation, from which the idea of eqs. (2.30) is derived in the case of bluff bodies, 
links these coefficients: 

(6.15) 

For further details concerning the mathematical derivation of both the Wagner and 
the Theodorsen Functions one can referto Bisplinghoff, Ashley and Halfmann (1955). 

6.3. Design of the experimental apparatus 

6. 3. 1. Genera/ purposes of the experiment 

The first step of this research has concerned the design of both the experimental 
device and the test models for an application in the wind tunnel. Since there were no 
availabl~ previous examples in the literature of such measures, the first problem 
considered was the identification and the definition of an appropriate procedure, the 
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realization of which would be easy to perform and to manage. At the same time, even 

though the main interest was the feasibility study of the method, a certain level of 

accuracy in the measurements had to be guaranteed. 

The second aspect that has been analyzed regards the likelihood of the wind-

tunnel models, being able to verify and validate the proposed methodology. For this 

reason the first experiment that was performed, reproduced a known situation that could 

be easily and closely monitored and whose experimental result could be compared with a 

theoretical one. Therefore the study was focused on the development of the technique for 

the extraction of the indicial growth lift-force for an aerodynamic profila of airfoil-type, 

whose response could be directly related to the flat-plate behavior (Wagner Function, and 

Jones formula). The theory presented in the previous paragraph has been useful to 

define the geometrie and physical parameters, responsible for the fluid-structure 

interaction. 

In the end the extension of the theory to other shapes, such as bluff bodies, has 

been considered. 

lt is worth recalling that both the models and the experimental setup have been 

entirely conceived and built at the Johns Hopkins University. A preparation stage has 

been necessary, prior to the final experimental campaign. 

A first operational difficulty that has arisen, regards the fact that the realization of 

an abrupt step-input rotation, ao, as outlined in Figure 6.5, requires the time duration of 

the event to be infinitesimal (theoretical curve). This fact is physically impossible to 

reproduce, since whatever mechanism is employed, a certa in ti me lag is present (T nn). 

a.(t) 

0~~~~~--~---------------a. 

T fin 

Figure 6.5. "Step" angular input (a): theoretical (thin line); 

real (thick line). 
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A possible sketch of the evolution of the angle with respect to time, up to the final 

value, is presented in the same figure. 

The effective duration of the mechanical movement, Tnn. needs to be reduced as 

much as possible to guarantee the reproduction of the theoretical phenomenon with a 

certain level of fidelity. Moreover Tnn must be much shorter than that corresponding to the 

extinction of the non-stationary behavior of the transient wind force. 

Since the indicial force is defined in terms of the dimensionless time s, s=2Ut/B, 

(Section 6.2), the similarity between the wind-tunnel model and the real phenomenon 

must be expressed in terms of s. 

As concerns the theoretìcal curve in accordance with Wagner and Jones (Figure 

6.2), which has been reproduced in the first set of experiments, it can be seen that for 

s=20 the transient force reaches more that 90% of the statlc lift (so.g). This value can be 

assumed coincident with the "expiration point" of the non-stationary phenomenon from an 

experimental point of view, since ;(s)=1 only if s tends to infinity. This value can be 

translated into time, by t=sB/2U: t0.9=20B/2U. 

Therefore the time duration Tnn has been designed such that Tfin << to.9: the larger 

the value of t0.9 is, the slower the mechanical response ( ao) ca n be, apart from the 

physical consistency of the procedure. This fact can be performed by increasing the 

model dimensions (B) or by reducing the wind velocity ( U). These two aspects have been 

balanced at the same time, during the design stages of the setup and the choice of the 

mode! width. lt is worth remembering that the cross-flow velocity cannot be reduced 

below a certain limit (U=2-3 m/s) for practical applications in the wind tunnel. Moreover, 

since the decrement of the wind force with U follows the classical power law (eq. 6.5), low 

speeds correspond to much smaller values of the aerodynamic force (being proportional 

to U2), which are more difficult to measure in terms of instrument capacities. 

6. 3. 2. Design of the wind tunnel models 

In the first part of the experimentation the necessity of validating the methodology 

has required the choice of a specific model, airfoil-type, the behavior of which could be 

considered similar to the theoretical case of the thin airfoil. In this way the Jones formula 

(eq. 6.9), or a similar relationship, could be used to compare the measured response and 

the experimental indicial function. 

Therefore a symmetric non-cambered section has been considered, far which the 

lift force wìth respect to the horizontal configuration (zero angle of attack) was zero. 
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Finally a "NACA0012" airfoil has been chosen and denoted as NAC01 in further analyses. 

The geometrica! dimensions have been defined in accordance with the wind-tunnel 

characteristics and remembering the required similarity in terms of dimensionless time: 

the model span has been fixed in 91.44cm (36"); a good compromise between the mode! 

width (B) and the flow velocity ( U) has suggested a value of 25.4 cm ( 1 O") for B. Bigger 

models would have been more difficult to build and to handle inside the tunnel. 

In Figure 6.6 (top} the cross section of NAC01 is represented; the picture is drawn 

from the design sketches that were employed during the model realization. Ali the 

measurements are expressed in inches. T o reduce mass an d inertial effects polystyrene 

has been used as the construction materia!. Three consecutive sections were prepared 

(12" length) and assembled together for simplicity of execution. The model stiffness was 

increased by inserting an aluminum bar in correspondence with the center of mass of the 

wing. 

T o eliminate the incidence of the friction (viscosity) due to the materia! roughness 

and to create a uniform surface, a special covering layer (plastic materia!) was applied on 

it. lt was noticed that the use of the coating also contributed to an enhancement of the 

mechanical stiffness. 

As concerns the second stage of the experience, the application of the 

methodology to a non-aerodynamic section was developed. Therefore a second model 

was conceived, able to both reproduce some of the features of the streamlined profile 

(NAC01) and to simulate, as a first approximation, the behavior of a bridge deck section. 

In this way a direct comparison between the results emerged from both experiments was 

possible. Moreover the adoption of the same materials has been a fundamental 

requirement. In this way, starting from the originai shape (NAC01) a different windward 

edge was substituted to the originai airfoil configuration. In Figure 6.6 (bottom) the new 

modified section, which was subsequently denoted as BLU01 in the execution of the 

study, is indicated. 

As is evident in the picture, a rectangular screen was inserted on the windward 

edge of the originai section, throughout ali the length of the model, in order to induce a 

pronounced flow separati o n and the development of a downwash, with relevant 

aeroelastic effects. 

In particular the height-to-width ratio of the model was chosen in order to 

reproduce, in a specific scale, the layout of an "open" profile, H-shaped, of a truss girder. 
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"NAC01" Mode l 

4.21"-- - ----+- .79"}----------5.00" -:f' 
---10.00" ~ 

"BLU01" Model 

:cb.sot--- -- -3.71" --

+--------
---f: .79"-,f--------- ----5.00"----------- -+ 

l 
·-----10.00"---~--· ---- --~- -----+ 

G: Geometrica! Center (mass)- approx. 
M: Mid-chord 
Totallength of the models: 36.00" (91.44 cm) 

Figure 6.6. Wind-tunnel models: Theoretical profile, NACA0012, 

(top); non-aerodynamic section (bottom)- dimensions 

in inches. 

6. 3. 3. Design of the experiment setup 
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The experiment setup was conceived to allow the realization of a generalized "step 

angular inpuf' (an abrupt change in the configuration of the investigated models) but, at 

the same time, its dimensions were constrained to fit in the Corrsin Wind Tunnel. 

Moreover an appropriate design of the force measurement system has been developed. 

Two main components were considered: a fixed system where ali the devices for 

the measurements and the wind-tunnel supports are concentrated; a mobile system 

where the moti o n actuators were placed. The initial idea has been to identify two 

horizontal axes, a fixed one (pivot) corresponding to the center of the rotation and a 

second, free to move in the vertical direction. In this way the rotating movement has been 

transformed into an equivalent vertical displacement, by a lever-arm mechanism. 

A preliminary study was carried out to define the ch(\lracteristics of the mobile 

system, to choose the materials to be used for the setup, and to check the practical 
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application of the wind-tunnel models (Section 6.3.2). 

At the same time the definition of the correct interval of the cross-flow velocity, U, 

was investigated. In particular, recallìng that the reasons for the choice of the lower limit 

of U have already been discussed in Section 6.3.1, velocities beyond 12-15 m/s have 

been defined as the upper limit of U, since higher values could not be tolerated by the 

model features (relatively light, flexible and with minima! resistance). As concerns the 

actuators, different configurations were analyzed: use of mechanically released systems 

(spring activated), electro-magnetic devices (linear stepper motors, solenoids). The 

convenience of a linear actuation system has been immediately envisaged versus a 

rotating device (angular stepper motors) since it allowed fora higher freedom in terms of 

versatility of the setup. 

Ali the exclusively mechanical actuators (spring and release system) have been 

excluded since their estimated time response was too slow to verify the stated condition 

Tt;n << to.g. Moreover, the repeatability of the operations was not ensured, as well as the 

restoration of initial conditions. 

Severa! commerciai solutions were considered for the electro-magnetic "coil" 

actuators. The final choice was a set of two Tubular DC Solenoids, type Detroit Coi/ corp. 

28-4631458, 1-1/8 inch diameter, electrical characteristics: 12 V, 80 Amps (each), pulse 

duty; maximum vertical stroke 1.27cm (0.50"). Figure 6.7 presents a table outlining the 

mechanical system response. The NAC01 model was used and system mass and inertial 

features were simply forecast. The force provided by the acuators (Fcoi,) was derived from 

direct measurements in the Structural Dynamics Laboratory. The model width was 

assumed coincident with NAC01 profila (B=25.4cm). 

Two cases were considered. In case A, two rectangular end plates were directly 

connected to the moving system in arder to guarantee a two-dimensional flow; their 

inertia and mass were taken into account in the design. The total time duration of the 

event, equal to 28% of t0.9 (t0_9=0.5s), was considered unacceptable since the movement 

was stili too slow. 

A consistent reduction in the response time duration (13% of to.9 - case B) was 

noted, after removing the end plates from the model sides: in this case, the duration of 

the entire displacement action corresponds to a time interval equal to almost one tenth of 

the full transient phenomenon. This value was estimated to be sufficiently valid for the 

purposes of the experiment: in fact. 

T.herefore the use of end plates, attached to the test-section, was ruled out. 
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Charactertstlcs Case A CaseB Tubular DC Solenold type 28.-ul3/458 (1·1/8 Dia.) [Measured force] 

Tot angle (Phij (deg) 10.0 10.0 

Tot.angle (Phll (rad) 0.1745 0.1745 

Wind speed U (miS) 5 5 

s 0.9 (s=2tU/B] (-) 20 20 

Ttot (t o.el (sec) 0.51 0.51 

Wang Volume [NACA0012) 
2,424 2,424 (cm') 

Wang geom. lnet1ia (cm') 87,326 87,326 

denslty of mass 0.06 0.06 (polystyrene l (glcm3) 

Wang Mess (g) 145 145 

Wing lnet1ia (Jw] (g"cm2
) 5,831 5,831 

·-ena::P~&iivOiUiiie·i2·Pi8iiiS· 
•••••••••••••••n••••ooon••••••••••••• 

16"x8"x.08'1 (cm') 
320 320 

End-plate geom. tnertie 
53,333 53,333 (cm') 

denslty of mass (glcm') 2.60 0.00 

End-plate Masa (g) 832 o 
End-plate lnertla (Jb] (g"cm2) 138,667 o 
··~M;iiiiOO;i'MU5;'iii)'j:;.;;rt'' 

....................................... 
rods,plunges,etc.) 

667 667 

Spacing of Vert.Rods (cm) 7.28 7.28 

"A.Mass" lnertie (Jedd] 
35,327 35,327 

.................. (ll~E!!.Ò ................. ···································-·· 
F riction coefficient (F] 0.05 0.05 

&tep 

0-1 

1-2 

2-3 

3-4 

4-5 

Fina/ 
Strol<e 
MaxNat 
Fcoil 

step t (sec) 

o 0.000 

1 0.090 

2 0.125 

3 0.136 

4 0.138 

5 0.139 

s1roke (in) 

0.06 

0.13 

0.25 

0.38 

0.50 

0.50 

u(cm) 

0.00 

0.30 

0.64 

0.94 

1.12 

1.27 

27% of t09 

slrOke Fcoil (Lb) Elf.Stroke u Fcoil (Lb) 
C cm l !Mea...ndl /cm l 

0.15 2.1 0.30 2.1 

033 2.8 0.64 28 

0.64 4.0 0.94 4.0 

0.97 5.2 1.12 5.2 

1.27 6.4 1.27 6.4 

1.27 

4.8 

Case A: (with End plates) 

u'(cm/s) Fcoil (dyne) Eld.Fon:es W.Unbal 
IFslldvnel dnve•cm 

0.0 9.50E+05 9.50E+05 5.05E+06 

6.7 1.25E+06 1.25E+06 5.05E+06 

27.0 1.76E+06 1.76E+06 5.05E+06 

69.2 2.32E+06 2.32E+06 5.05E+06 

134.5 2.83E+06 2.83E+06 5.05E+06 

221.2 

'Added' lnet1ia (Jf =F" Jedd] 
1,766 1,766 

...•..•••••.•••••• (11~.9!!.Ò .••.••••.••..••.. 
Case 8 (without End plates) 

····································•· 
Total Mass (g) 2,312 1,480 step t{&ee) u(cm) u'(cm/s) Fcoil (dyne) Ext.Forces W.Unbal 

IFsl tdvnel dnve"cm 
T otallnertia 181 ,591 42,924 

.. 1~~-~.t;.!:~.~.~-~:':~.!.fl.:?.:!!~.~). . ....................................... o 0.000 0.00 0.0 9.50E+05 9.50E+05 5.05E+06 

Weight Unbalance 5.1E+06 5.1E+OO (dyne"cm) 1 0.044 0.30 13.9 1.25E+06 1.25E+06 5.05E+06 

Ultlwind la of ett. • Phl] 

~~ (dyne) 

Moment/Wind (dyne"cm) ~ 06 

2 0.061 0.64 55.5 1.76E+06 1.76E+06 5.05E+06 

3 0.066 0.94 142.2 2.32E+06 2.32E+06 5.05E+06 

Max 11811. Displ. (in) 0.50 0.50 4 0.067 1.12 276.7 2.83E+06 2.83E+06 5.05E+06 

5 0.068 1.27 455.0 

NOTES: 13% Of fo.9 
Rotation about the mid-dlord (M] 
Case A: end platea directly connected to the moving model • Case 8: without end platea 

Fcoil (dyne) 

9.50E+05 

1.25E+06 

1.76E+06 

2.32E+06 

2.83E+06 

u" (cm/s2) 

74.6 

161.7 

311.1 

472.9 

622.2 

u" (cm/s2
) 

315.6 

684.2 

1316.0 

2000.5 

2632.4 

Figure 6.7. Mechanical system response; case A: system with end plates; case 

B: system without end plates. 
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The final setup can be described as a piston-type system, as outlined in Figure 6.8 

(dimensions in inches), which represents the side view of the experimental device that 

was designed and built for wind tunnel applications. From the analysis of the figure the 

positions of the pivot axis (fixed part) and the mobile one are evident. The mechanism 

has been conceived to be restrained at both edges of the Corrsin Wind Tunnel; its 

dimensions have been specified to reduce the difficulties linked to its transport and 

storage and to respect the clearances of the tunnel section. 
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Figure 6.8. Side view of the experimental setup (Corrsin Wind 

Tunnel)- measurements expressed in inches 

Since the main goal of the present research was not the definition of the 

magnitude of the aerodynamic non-stationary force but its time-dependent evolution, 

assuming the validity of Wagner's hypotheses, only wind force measurement is 

performed in correspondence with the mobile axis (windward side ). Therefore the vertical 

actuators were connected in series to a set of highly sensitive load cel/s. Two load cells, 

type Omega LC105 tensionlcompression, maximum capacity ±200 N (±50 Lb), 

repeatability ±0.01%, linearity 0.03%, excitation 10 V DC were selected. In this way it has 

been possible to reduce the number of actuators (2) and channels to be monitored and 

from which data acquisition was necessary. Further details about the load cells will be 

provided in section 6.4. 

Figure 6.9 presents the longitudinal view (front) of the whole mechanism; ali 

dimensiòns are expressed in inches. 
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Figure 6.9. Longitudinal view of the experimental setup (Corrsin Wind Tunnel)- measurements expressed in inches. 
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The windward vertical axis is independent from the rest of the structure, being the 

wing simply supported on four hinges. The reading of the load from the load cells directly 

corresponds to the vertical reaction, from which the vertical force is extracted. The 

rearward vertical frame (fixed) provides for both the absorption of the remaining part of 

the lìft force and also the horizontal drag. The stiffness of this frame has been designed in 

order to be sufficient to withstand drag forces without any sensitive displacement of the 

pivot axis in the horizontal direction. In this way the model can be assumed as practically 

restrained in the cross-flow piane. 

The electro-magnetic actuators were protected from the rest of the mechanism by 

using a hollow square section. This part also supports a vertical "L-shaped" frame, which 

was used as a "soft-stop" system of the vertical motion mechanism. In fact, the impact 

force, derived from the collision of the solenoid plunger against its fixed coil at the end of 

stroke, was important and much larger (some orders of magnitude) than the wind forces 

being measured. Therefore, a reduction of this force was necessary since the time history 

of the collected signa!, whose interest was mainly concentrated in the first second after 

the abrupt rotation, would have been highly influenced by this component. The "L-

shaped" frame was provided with a specific damper (bumper) at the top: a pad made of 

soft materia! (thick layer of rubber). The use of this apparatus has not eliminated the 

problem but it has significantly contributed to its contro!. On the other hand the use of 

more sophisticated systems or a thicker barrier would have increased the damping ratio 

of the whole mechanism but, as a consequence, the time duration of the effective 

movement. 

Ali pieces were designed to reduce their dimensions in the longitudinal piane and 

not to interact with the cross-flow (Figure 6.9). Specific independent protections were 

placed to completely eliminate the interference of drag forces, as will be later exposed 

(Section 6.4.4). 

In Figure 6.10 some construction details are depicted (units in inches): the 

connection of the model to the vertical supports and actuators (part. A) and the location of 

wood end plates at both sides of the model to increase the stiffness of the wing and 

facilitate the insertion of the horizontal square bar (0.25"x0.25"), necessary both for the 

correct positioning of the vertical frames and to allow for the variation of the rotation axis 

along the model width. To avoid friction between horizontal and vertical components four 

bearings (Type Pacamor-Kubar R3ZZ, outer diameter 0.5", bore 0.19") were inserted in 

correspondence with the main connections (part. A). 
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6.4. Wind-tunnel measurement procedure. 
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6. 4. 1. The Stanley Corrsin Wind Tunnel a t The Johns Hopkins University 
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The wind tunnel measurements were performed at the Stanley Corrsin Wind 

Tunnel at the Johns Hopkins University, Baltimora, Maryland, (USA). Figure 6.11 (Sarkar, 

1992) shows a sketch of the wind tunnel. lt is a two-storied, closed circuit wind tunnel. lt is 

capable of producing wind speeds up to 33 m/s with a very low level of turbulence. 

The flow is driven by a 150HP (112 KW) DC motor, which is connected to a two-

stage axial compressor. The biade pitch of each stage is manually adjustable for different 

speed ranges. The motor is controlled by a digitai speed regulator and a Dynapar, which 

displays the speed of the motor in rpm (revolutions per minute). 

The tunnel has a 6m x 6m (19.7ft x 19.7ft) primary inlet with a 25:1 contraction, 

which feeds into the secondary inlet. A secondary contraction (1.27:1) was added to 

improve the isotropy of grid generated turbulence. This, in turn, feeds into the test 

section. 
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Figure 6.11. The Corrsin Wind Tunnel at The Johns Hopkins University 

The tunnel was designed by Prof. Stanley Corrsin for the study of turbulence. lt 

has a honeycomb mesh at the exit of the compressor, four turning vanes for the corners, 

and 12 screens, including seven inside the primary inlet. The tunnel is equipped with a 

refrigeration unit that removes the excess of heat, generated as a result of continuous 

circulation of air, and keeps the temperature of the air almost constant. A turbulence 

regime can be generated by placing specific grids upstream of the test section, after the 

stilling chamber. The test section is 1.22m x 0.92m (4ft x 3ft). 

A schematic view of the test section and the location of the model centerline (pivot 

axis) is depicted in Figure 6.12, as well as the position of mean cross-flow speed 

measurer (Pitot tube). Further details will be given in the following paragraphs. 
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Figure 6.12. Details (top view) of the location of the model centerline and the 

cross-flow speed measurement (Pitot tube)- Corrsin Wind Tunnel. 
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lt is worth emphasizing that the position of the Pitot tube (distance from the model 

centerline - Figure 6.12) was chosen in order to avoid interference with the model itself 

(wake effects), thereby reducing the consistency of the wind speed data. 

6.4.2. Cross-f/ow speed measurement (Pitot Tube) 

A Pitot-static stainless steel probe (sensing stem diameter 1/16" - 0.16cm) in 

conjunction with an electronic manometer (type Setra systems, mode/ n. 3398) was 

employed to measure the mean wind velocity, U(t). Since ali the experiments were 

performed in absence of turbulence, no other device was necessary. The Pitot tube was 

placed in front of the setup (windward) at the same height as the model. In arder to avoid 

any interference (wake effect) on the model it was located sufficiently upwind (see Figure 

6.12). The stem was placed vertically and connected to a horizontal support (stand), fixed 

to the lower edge (floor) of the wind tunnel. 

The electronic manometer displays the dynamic pressure (1/2PsirU 2
) in units of 

inches of water; moreover it is equipped with and external connector to transfer the 

measure, as an analog signal in volts, to a recording device. This output was used in the 

data acquisition. The wind speed can be calculated as follows: 

(6.16) 

The symbol g denotes the gravitational acceleration, h is the manometer reading in 

appropriate units. The temperature during the experiments is also recorded with a 

mercury thermometer to calculate the changes in air density due to temperature change. 

Barometrie pressure is also measured since the air density p can be found through: 

p=p _E_ To 
o Po T 

(6.17) 

T= T(°F) +459. 6 is the absolute temperature in degrees Fahrenheit, p0 , P o, T0 are 

the air density, pressure and temperature at sea level (Pope, 1960): 

p 0 = 0.002378slugslfe, p0 = 29.92in. of mercury,T0 = 59°F = 518.6abF = 288.15K(Kelvin); 

p and T. are the acquired values of pressure and temperature necessary for the definition 

ot the rea l density of the ai r. 
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The Pitot tube was carefully checked before its use in the wind tunnel. 

Pitot tube calibration (13th June 2000) 

Reference data Setra transducer Modified Values after calibration measurements 
Ep-<81 Ep-<81 Ep-<81 Ep-rel (EPJ Ep-<81 [E] Alt opeed Setra (S) Setrll Etmr'll> Setrlllnt Etror 'Il> opeed Error 'Il> 
(volta) (IDrr) (mbar) (Pa) (ln.H20) (m's) (ln.H20) (Pa) (S-E)IE [SI)(Pa) [SI-EP)IEP lnlerp. 

-5.00000 0.00000 0.000 0.00 0.000 0.00 
-3.18312 0.18389 0.245 24.49 0.095 6.40 0.103 25.66 8.2% 24.11 -1.6% 6.35 -C.8% 
-2.82888 0.21733 0.290 28.96 0.113 6.96 0.125 31.14 11.0% 28.89 -C.3% 6.95 -C.2% 
-2.32845 0.28738 0.356 35.64 0.138 7.72 0.154 38.36 11.2% 35.19 -1.3% 7.67 -C.6% 
-1.97316 0.30288 0.404 40.35 0.157 8.21 0.177 44.09 12.9% 40.18 -C.4% 8.20 -C.2% 
-1.85151 0.31485 0.420 41.96 0.163 8.38 0.164 45.83 12.8% 41.70 -C.7% 8.35 -C.3% 
-1.34200 0.38580 0.488 48.77 0.189 9.03 0.216 53.80 14.0% 48.66 -C.2% 9.02 -C.1% 
..0.95352 0.40465 0.539 53.95 0.210 9.50 0.253 63.02 20.7% 56.69 5.1% 9.73 2.5% 
..0.14749 0.48525 0.647 64.69 0.251 10.40 0.287 71.49 14.2% 64.08 -1.0% 10.35 -C.5% 
0.53161 0.55318 0.736 73.75 0.287 11.10 0.330 82.20 15.2% 7342 -C.4% 11.08 -C.2% 
1.18115 0.61812 0824 82.41 0.320 11.74 0.370 92.16 15.6% 82.11 -C.4% 11.72 -C.2% 
3.05714 0.80571 1.074 107.42 0.417 13.40 0.490 122.05 17.4% 108.18 0.7% 13.45 0.4% 
4.55720 0.95572 1.274 127.42 0.495 14.59 0.575 143.23 16.1% 126.64 -C.6% 14.55 -C.3% 
5.00000 1.00000 1.333 133.32 0.518 14.93 

Calibration curve (least-square method) 
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Figure 6.13. Pitot-static tube calibration; linear-least-square fit 

(dashed line). 

A complete calibration of the probe was performed (Figure 6.13). The 

measurements recorded by the Setra transducer (centrai columns) were compared to a 

reference set of data (left columns), obtained at the same time from a very accurate 

electronic CTA (constant temperature anemometer). lt can be noticed that the percentage 

error of the tube before the calibration was not acceptable (more than 10-12% for the 

pressure ). Therefore a linear-least-square fit of the measured data to the reference 

values has been carried out; the linear relationship is also shown in the picture as a 

dashed li ne (bottom). After this operation the error was practically eliminated (about 1% 

for the pressure ). 

At any wind speed the Dynapar system displays the "fan speed" of the wind tunnel 

in rpm. A generai relationship between the Dynapar reading and wind velocity has been 

deduced by experimentally testing the wind tunnel (empty) at different velocities, using 
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the data from the Pitot tube (Section 6.4.1 ). The mean value of the wind velocity was 

computed as the average value over a period of one minute. lt was noticed that the wind 

speed fluctuations are extremely low (the turbulent component is less than 0.8% with 

respect to the mean value ), confirming the reported performance of the Corrsin Wind 

Tunnel. The results are summarized in Figure 6.14, where the experimental points are 

plotted. lt is worth recalling that the wind speed interval for this test program is between 4 

and 10m/s. 

Calibration of the Wlnd Tunnel- (12th July 2000) 
20 - . - --- --·-- - .. -- ----·-] 

i 
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Figure 6.14. Wind tunnel calibration: correspondence between Dynapar 

readings (rpm) and Pitot Tube measurements. 

The generai trend is almost linear. lt is evident that the wind speed values have 

been deduced from the previous formulae ( eqs. 6.16 an d 6.17). This graph was used 

during ali the experimental campaign as the reference relationship rpm - speed. 

6. 4. 3. Force measurement. 

The wind force measurement was performed through an analog-to-digital 

recording of the reaction at the bottom of the vertical mobile frame (Figures 6.8 and 6.9); 

a set oftwo load cells was used, denoted simply as LC1 and LC2. The technical details of 

these devices have been discussed already in Section 6.3.3. The analog output of the 

load cells (in volts- DC) is transferred to a computer through an analog-digital converter; 

ali the ,:>rocedures concerning the signal acquisition will be later discussed in the next 

paragraph. A separate calibration for each channel (LC1 and LC2) was performed prior to 
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the beginning of the tests and before the final assembly of the experimental setup. In 

figure 6.15 the calibration procedure for LC1 is summarized. 

Lotd Celi Callbratlon - Date 0612212000 
LC1: Load celi type LC105 tensionlcOmprtJSSion (+ I-50Lb) 

---:--:-----:-:----r-----------,.-------=Gain: x1000 
Measured data Reference data Least-square lnterp. 

Volta-DC LableehDC V- Force (kg) Force (N) Force (Lb) FoTce {N) ERR" 
lnt. Calibration curve (least~quare method) 

-";"-7_-:::,3:----+~..s:;-:_38::::8:---.s:=:::2~.84~-:::.1~1.88:::::1-...;_,::;;2.:-:S":""8 --{)":""_3::::-" ,----------------------------------, 
·5.82 -4.392 -43.07 -9.68 -43.01 .{), 1" 20 ------------------------···-----------------------------·1 
-4.49 -3.395 -33.29 -748 -33.18 .{).3" y. 7.3862x- 0.01871 
·3. 17 -2.396 -23.50 -5.28 -23.43 -{)_J% ,... ... ' 
·1.85 -1.398 ·13.71 ·3.08 -13.88 -{).2" ---- l 
.0.53 .0.400 -3.92 .()_88 -3.02 .(), 1" 10 ,... ,... ,... l 
.0.40 .0.300 -2.94 .Q.86 ·2.N -{)_2% .-,...,... i 
.0.26 .0.200 ·1 96 .().44 -1.97 0.4" - .., "' z .. - ,l .0.13 .0.100 -0.98 -0.22 -tUII 1.3" - -~· 
.0.07 .0.050 -0.49 -0.11 ~.50 1.7% ~o A'" l 
0.00 O.OOO-O.OOS 0.000 0.00 0.00 ~.02 O • _. l 
0.13 0.132-0.137 0.100 0.98 0.22 0.117 -1.0% - , , 
0.07 0.063-0.068 0.050 0.49 0.11 0.48 ·1.4" IL. ------ ___ .......... l 
027 0.~-- 0.200 1.98 0.44 1.115 .{)_8% -10 
0.40 0.398-0.400 0.300 2.94 0.86 2.115 0.3% • ,... ,... 
0.54 0.532-0.527 0.400 3.92 0.88 3.1JJ 0.3" 
1.86 1.855-1.860 1.398 13.71 3.08 13.73 0.2" Volt DC j 
3.20 3.184-3.188 2.396 23.50 5.28 23.62 0.5" 
4.53 U07-'1.512 3.395 33.29 7.48 33.44 0.4" 
5.86 5.835-5.840 4.392 43.07 9.88 43.28 0.4" L -2.0 -1.5 ·1.0 -0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 

---------------------------- --

7.19 7.158-7.183 5.388 52.84 11.88 53.11 0.5" 

Figure 6.15. Load Celi Calibration (LC1); linear-least-square fit (dashed line). 

In the left part of the table the measured quantities are listed. The sample points 

have considered both the response to tension and compression forces. The attached 

graph indicates the location of these points on a volt-Newton (N) piane. 

The number of measurements was increased in the range of -3 l +3 N, identified 

as the interval linked to the detection of the wind-force variations. Good accuracy level 

and agreement with the physics were necessary, in particular within these two limits. 

The reference values of the force were derived by using a set of test weights, 

whose mass was known from previous measurements through a precision scale (centrai 

columns). A linear-least-square fitto the data was performed, whose trend line, defined 

as the calibration curve, is represented in Figure 6.15 (dashed line). The error between 

reference values and interpolated data after calibration (right columns) is negligible (1%). 

lt is worth noting that the calibration curves that have been deduced for LC1 and 

LC2 are slightly different (least-square parameters for LC2: y=7.24x - 0.01). The 

presentation of the procedure for the second load celi is here omitted for brevity. 
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6.4.4. Design ofthe wind-tunnel setup and automatic systems tardata acquisition 

The experiment setup (Figures 6.8 and 6.9) was inserted into the Corrsin Wind 

Tunnel, following the procedure and the positioning instructions, as sketched in Figure 

6.12. The model setup was fixed to the internai part of the lower surface of the tunnel 

(floor). In order to guarantee a two-dimensional flow during ali experiments and to 

eliminate the influence of cross-flow forces (drag) on the vertical elements of the front 

frame and, therefore, the load celi readings (Figure 6.9), an additional wind-tunnel 

arrangement was designed (Figure 6.16). Six faterai end plates (fairings), directly 

connected to the wind tunnel walls, were prepared. 

Therefore, instead of creating an upwind contraction in the tunnel in 

correspondence with the setup, followed by a continuous lateral barrier, the oncoming 

flow was split in two parts by the interposition of these end plates (Figure 6.16). A 

streamlined profila (type NACA0012) was inserted in the front to reduce flow detachment. 

In this way the centrai part of the flow could be assumed as almost two-

dimensional, after an initial transient region, where a contraction in the streamlines 

occurs. The length of the upwind plates was studied to guarantee the formation of a 

stable two-dimensional flow (streamlines perpendicular to the model) in correspondence 

with the area where the setup and the Pitot tube have been placed. The thickness of the 

plates (2") was designed to completely cover the measure devices. The same length was 

reproduced in the rearward plate, since the aeroelastic effects to be monitored, are 

concentrated in the downwash (wake ). The sa me materia l as for the airfoil models was 

used. The inner surface was treated to reduce the natural roughness. 

This solution was preferred for simplicity, even though a perfect insulation of the 

experimental device from the external flow was not assured (small pressure effects 

interfering with the setup and force measurements). 

The system contro!, data acquisition and solenoid activation was performed 

through Personal Computer, using an automatic procedure, created for the management 

of the whole system and designed during the visiting period at JHU. Labtech software 

was employed. 

The communication between the computer and the external devices (pressure 

transducer, load cells, electro-magnetic actuators) was controlled through an interface, 

i.e., a high-speed analog/digital input/output board, type Keithley Metrabyte, DAS-1402, 

16 analog single-ended inputs, 4 digitai lines. 
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The program provides for the data acquisition of the analog signal coming from 

both load cells (LC1 and LC2) and the pressure transducer (Setra) for wind-tunnel speed 

determination. The data are transformed into digitai records and stored in a file. After a 

preliminary set of experiments, carried out to study the incidence of inertial effects of the 

mechanical system, the sampling rate was set equal to 1000 Hz to avoid loosing 

information about high-frequency phenomena, mainly linked to impact forces and internai 

vibrations of the experimental setup during the execution of a single experiment. 

The program directly commands the activation and the deactivation of the two 

electro-magnetic actuators by a relay contrai. A primary DC circuit (high current) connects 

in parallel the two actuators to a 12 volt DC power supply (AC to DC inverter). A contrai 

relay on the primary circuit receives the start/stop information from a secondary low 

current DC circuit (24 volts), whose on/off signal is similarly controlled. This second relay 

is electrically connected to a digitai output channel of the PC interface. A sequence of bits 

(O and 1 ) is sent by the PC to the interface that translates the information into a specific 

voltage that is recognized by the second relay, which activates the secondary circuit. An 

instrument time delay between the departure of the on/off order from the PC and the 

effective activation of the DC tubular solenoids was observed (about 20 msec). 

The time duration of each recorded event (single measure) was assumed equal to 

2. 5 sec, corresponding to 100 dimensionless units ( U=5m/s), during which the actuators 

are kept activated. 

Figure 6.17. PC Screen view of the automatic procedure (data 

acquisition and actuator contro!). 
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In Figure 6.17 the main PC program screen output is depicted. The procedure 

previously described is here more evident. The signals coming from LC1 and LC2 are 

being record ed an d the two graphics (top) represent the ti me history of the reaction force 

relative to each load celi (in volts); the instantaneous differential pressure (bottom) is also 

shown (the air flow is currently off); the actuators are active. 

An interesting observation emerged during the preliminary tests, which were used 

to check the efficiency of the mechanical system. The signal of each load celi was 

influenced by the presence of both actuators. This fact was noticed since even if only one 

solenoid was active (on), an echo of the signa! (impact force) was recorded on the 

apposite load celi. This interference effect, due to the transmission of the shock wave 

through the tunnel walls, was reduced to the extent possible by tightly clamping the setup 

to the tunnel floor. The same effect was observed also on the records of the wind speed. 

lts elimination was digitally treated (Section 6.5). 

6.5. Ana/ytical procedure for data col/ection and ana/ysis 

6. 5. 1 Analytical support for data acquisition (wind-off and wind-on signals) and statistica/ 

analysis of the response (signa/ stacking) 

One of the problems that was observed regards the effective identification of the 

aerodynamic transient force from the analysis of the acquired data. Since the magnitude 

of impact forces (inertial) was much higher than the wind force, considering the low wind-

speed regime (5-10 m/s), and the induced vibrations on the mechanical system could not 

be eliminated, the only way of identifying the nature of the indicial lift-grown function was 

through an algebraic differencing, second by second, between a wind-off 'target-signal" 

and an equivalent wind-on one. 

From the analysis of Figure 6.18 that plots a generic wind-off experiment record 

(LC1 thin line, LC2 thick line; in volts- 1volt=7.5 N), both the presence of a high level of 

vibrations and the random nature of the two responses are evident. The discontinuous 

line (O and 1 ) represents the "trigger'' output channel that controls the activation of the 

electro-magnetic actuators. A time delay (20 msec) can be observed between the trigger 

and the actuator start. The first negative peak recorded by the load cells corresponds to 

the reaction (compression) due to solenoid force during its rising interval; a strong 

nonlinearity is observed, connected to the presence of the stop system. Subsequently the 

force suddenly changes its sign and it becomes positive (tension) when the system 

impacts against the upper barrier. This is an impulsive force since the slope of the force 
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record, in this area, is practically vertical. 

Data ftkl: moclel NAC02 • pntHmiMry te.t Tlme 11:18:10.17. Date 7-04-2000. 
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Figure 6.18. Example of wind-off experiment time-history; record of LC1 

(thin line), LC2 (thick line), "trigger" (dotted line). 

The random character of the mechanical response has been carefully investigated. 

In Figure 6.19 a collection of 20 wind-off different experiments on LC2 is shown. A fairly 

good repeatability of the measurements can be seen. lt was deduced that the concept of 

target-signal could not simply be related to a subtraction between two individuai 

experiments, LC1 and LC2. 

lndeed, a complete stochastic analysis has been considered: LC1 and LC2 simple 

experiments are realizations of a more generai non-stationary random process. Since the 

possibility of repeating the tests was straightforward due to the fact that the time duration 

of each of these was short (a few seconds), complete stochastic analysis involved the 

collection of a large number of records. 

Stochastic moments (mean, variance) were deduced through the technique of 

ensemble averaging: at each time instant the recorded value is considered a random 

variable whose stochastic properties are computed from the whole set of realizations. 

In this way, a procedure called signa/ stacking was proposed to reduce the 

uncertainties linked to the unpredictable behavior of the mechanical system. 

Signal stacking (Santamaria and Fratta, 1998) is commonly used as an effective 

alternative to gather clear signals above the level of background noise. The operation 

consists of measuring the signal multiple times and averaging the i-th element in the 
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different arrays (data acquisition is a discrete stochastic process) to obtain the stacked 

average signa/. 
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Figure 6.19. Sequence of 20 tests: record of LC2 time history (volts). 

The underlying assumption is that the noi se (or the fluctuations in Figure 6.19) has 

zero mean. Therefore, adding the values of the multiple arrays at discrete time ti=.1t 

would eliminate the random component of the signa! and enhance the amplitude of the 

correlated component. The following two statistica! theorems can be used to predict the 

true value of Xi (random variable) and the number of signals that must be stacked: 

1. The i-th value of the average-stacked signa! xi is a good predictor of the true 

value x!"rue · , l , 

2. The standard deviation of the average of n signals depends on the standard 

deviation of the noisy signal a-x; and decreases with the square root of n, a x; jn. 

Considering a Gaussian noise with zero-mean and standard deviation a x , it ca n 
l 

be expected with a probability p that the average value xi does not deviate from the 

mean more than a fixed amount a · a x • lf the error in the stacked average , 8, is defined 
l 

as 8 = (x1 - x;rue )/ x;rue , then the required number of n signals to be stacked can be 

estimated as follows: 
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a·a n- x; 
- ( B·X~ST )

2 

(6.18) 

The computation of n, number of experiments (single test: wind-off or wind-on) to 

be collected, requires some estimate value, x;Esr. To avoid the division by zero in eq. 

6.18, peak amplitudes were used. 

The value of a (Santamaria and Fratta, 1998) is a function of the probability p: 

probability p 

coefficient a 

80% 

1.28 

90% 

1.65 

95% 

1.96 

This aspect will be discussed more fully in the next paragraph. 

99% 

2.58 

A programming code (in Matlab) was developed for the automatic analysis of the 

data (ensemble averaging) and the computation of the mean and the variance of the 

series, instant by instant (Appendix A.5). The results of the set of preliminary tests (Figure 

6.19) were applied to the determination of the parameter n: in Figure 6.20 the mean 

signal for LC2, is presented (solid line) as well as the value of the standard deviation, 

(dotted line), which is always positive. The sampling rate in this preliminary stage was 

assumed equal to 500Hz. A similar behavior was detected for LC1. 

LC2: mean and Standard Deviation 
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Figure 6.20. Time history of the mean signal (s9lid line) and the 

standard deviation (dotted line)- LC2. 
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From the analysis of the figure it is evident that the maximum value of the standard 

deviation, (jx, to be inserted into eq. (6.18) is high (1.70 volts at 0.25s) compared to the 
l 

corresponding mean quantity, xfsr, (about 3 volts). Considering an error s of 5% 

between the stacked and the true values with a probability of 95%, the total number of 

experiments n, deduced in this case, reached the an unacceptable level, for practical 

reasons, of more than 300 tests. 

Two main problems were identified: 

• excess of frequencies in the signal ti me histories; 

• imperfect alignment of the signals. 

As concerns the first problem, the reason why the number of frequencies involved 

in the phenomenon was large, i.e. the noisy part of the time histories was consistent, has 

been explained through the presence of mechanical vibrations on the setup after the 

impact. The necessity of filtering the set of signals prior to the averaging procedure was 

confirmed by the spectral analysis of a single event. In Figure 6.21 the wind-off signal 

spectra far LC1 (solid line) and LC2 (circular symbols) are presented. 
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Figure 6.21. Wind-off signal spectra for LC1 (solid line) and 

LC2 (''o") - values are indicative. 

A high density of frequencies was detected in the range 50-250 Hz, mainly due to 
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mechanical vibrations or impact forces (model flexibility and imperfect rigidity of the 

supports ); this frequency range is sufficiently far from a possible interaction with wind-

force fluctuations under study. ls also worth observing that the two spectra are practically 

coincident for the two channels (load cells ), confirming a good similarity in the mechanical 

behavior of the electro-magnetic actuators and a symmetric impulse distribution on the 

system. 

A low-pass digita/ filter was designed with the purpose of eliminating the high-

frequency noise (Appendix A.5). The choice of the cut-off frequency was deduced, case 

by case, from a cross-analysis of the wind-on and wind-off spectra, from which the inertial 

components to isolate can be easily detected with respect to the frequency region where 

wind-force activity can be seen. This aspect has been applied to the measurement 

methodology and will be explained in Section 7. 

As concerns the second aspect, a lack of alignment among different realizations of 

the same signal is evident from Figure 6.18, due to an imperfect mechanical 

synchronization of the system. The ti me shift that has been observed in the different tests 

(Figure 6.18), can be considered as an internai systematic errar of the system, 

independent an the frequency. Moreover, it is mainly responsible for the high values of 

the standard deviation In particular high a x have been derived mainly in correspondence 
l 

with the function nodes (zero-crossing), where the shift causes higher fluctuations than 

those close to the peaks. The procedure for realigning the signals considers the first test 

as a reference experiment; in ali the following ones the ti me scale is modified ( change of 

origin) so that the lag can be eliminated. Since a perfect realignment was impossible far 

each time instant, a specific point was defined, with respect to which ali signals have 

been re-aligned. This point has been identified in arder to minimize the value of the 

standard deviation, both locally and globally, in the region where the transient wind 

response and the mechanical fluctuations were mostly concentrated. Therefore the first 

positive peak of the time history, corresponding to the first impact against the stop system 

(see Figure 6.19), has been chosen as the reference point. Other points were not used 

since the reduction of the standard deviation was lower. 

The final procedure can be summarized as follows: after the collection of a number 

of experiments, n, ali the signals are filtered in accordance with the above method and, 

subsequently, realigned in correspondence with the first positive peak of the force; in the 

end the mean value of the ti me history, instant by instant, and the standard deviation are 

computed (signal stacking). Ali these steps are included into the automatic procedure. 

Figure 6.22 represents the same data set, as in Figure 6.19, after filtering and 
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realignment. The cut-off frequency (50Hz) has been found from the spectral analysis of 

the noisy part of the signal (Figure 6.21 ). 
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data from LC2 after filtering & alignment 
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Figure 6.22. Sequence of 20 tests (time history) after processing (cut-off 

frequency 50 Hz) -LC2. 

LC2 mean and Standard Deviation (after filtering & alignment) 
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Figure 6.23. Time history of the wind-off mean signal (solid line) and the standard 

deviation (dotted line) for LC2, after processing (cut-off freq. 50 Hz) 
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The plot scale is defined in order to better understand the global mechanism of the 

procedure. The reduction in the maximum value of the standard deviation can be 

deduced from the analysis of Figure 6.23, where the time history of the mean signa! (solid 

line) and the standard deviation (dotted line) for LC2 are presented, after processing. 

From the comparison with Figure 6.20 a significant difference between the originai 

average signa! and the same quantity after this treatment is also evident. 

From the analysis of Figure 6.23 it can be observed that the maximum value of the 

standard deviation, ax, to be inserted into eq. (6.18) is now equal to 0.23 volts, while the 
l 

corresponding average quantity, x;Esr, is about 2 volts. This means that 60 tests are now 

sufficient to keep the errar E between the stacked and the true values, with a probability of 

95%, within 3% (0.06 volts). 

Therefore the total number of experiments, n, has been fixed equa! to 60 since the 

maximum absolute error (0.06 volts) corresponds to one fifth of the wind force, equivalent 

to 0.3 volts (see Section 7 for the details), provided the procedure previously exposed is 

strictly followed. 

The time necessary to perform a double sequence (wind-off and wind-on) of 60 

tests ca n be considered acceptable from the operational point of view. 

The same procedure of acquisition, filtering and alignment has been adopted with 

wind-speed measurement time histories to guarantee the full similarity between this 

signa! and that coming from the load cells. Moreover the main interest was the definition 

of a mean reference value of the cross-flow speed. In this way turbulence effects and 

those due to small vibrations induced onto the Pitot tube stem by the shock-wave 

transmission through the tunnel walls, have been effectively eliminated. 

6.5.2. Target-function: signa/ difference (wind-on and wind-off) and confidence intervals 

In the previous sub-paragraph the stochastic nature of the signals, related to wind-

on and wind-off experiments, have been investigated. The signa/ stacking procedure, 

connected to a specific "pre-processing" procedure, has been identified as a statistica! 

method able to take into account and reduce the noise in the signals. The target-signals 

are no longer a simple set of two realizations but they correspond to a complex process 

of averaging. However the operator mean is not sufficient to fully characterize the 

phenomenon, since, even if the complex pre-processing procedure is followed, the 

unce~inty about a sequence of repeated measures stili remains. Therefore, defining by 

X and Y the stochastic processes, respectively linked. to wind-off and wind-on 
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experiments, their difference, Z(t)=Y(t)-X(t), i.e., the aerodynamic force, will be a 

stochastic process as well. The method of the ensemble averaging allows for the 

estimate of the true value of Z(t) through their mean, at the i-th time instant, denoted by 

z; = Y;- X; (point estimation). However the statistica! approach suggests that a more 

appropriate interval estimation, somehow related to the first stochastic moment, must be 

considered (Woodward, Bonnet and Brecht, 1990). This method involves defining a 

random interval whose endpoints iu.i and iu (''"" estimators) have the property that the 

following statement of probability (p) can be made: 

(6.19) 

z; is the true value of Z;, iu; and iu are random variables and (1-a) is a random 

interval called confidence interval. In a sample, the numbers yielded by the random 

variables iu,; and iu are denoted by Zu;, ~.i and called the (1-a) interval estimate. Far 

the mean of the normal random variable, the maximum-likelihood estimator of Z;, at each 

time instant i, is i; = z; = I: zi.k /n and the vari ance of i; is VAR(i;) = a} /(n), where a;2 

is the known variance. In accordance with eq. (6.19) the ( 1-a) interval estimate is defined 

to have the following limits (i-th time instant): 

(6.20) 

where w~ is the standard unit normal distribution exceeded with probabìlity a/2 (a 

constant). lf the population vari ance of a random sample n, a 1
2 , is unknown, the unbiased 

estimator of VAR(i;) = a} /(n -1) is used to define the interval estimate of z;. The ( 1-a) 

confidence interval has these endpoints (i-th time instant): 

(6.21) 

where t~;n-1 is the point exceeded with probability a/2 in Student's distribution with (n-1) 

degrees of freedom. The Student's distribution takes into account the fact that the 

variance estimator, i.e., a;2 , is affected by the number of .experiments (the variance 
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estimator will be higher in the case of a low number of experiments). The beli shape of 

this distribution is larger than the Gaussian curve and it tends to the latter as the number 

of experiments tends to infinity. 

Considering that, as already explained in the previous paragraph, the total number 

of experiments, n, is equal to 60 and assuming a confidence interval of 99% according to 

Student's distribution, the interval estimate of the signal difference z, becomes (eq. 6.21 ): 

(6.22) 

Recalling that Z(t)=Y(t)-X(t), the variance a'z(t)2 can be rewritten as 

(6.23) 

where o-xy(t) is the computed covariance at the generic time t. Formulae (6.22) and 

(6.23), as well as the procedure for the "subtraction" of the wind-on and wind-off "target-

signals" have been implemented in a second automatic procedure (Matlab programming 

code - Appendix A.6) that also allows for a further post-processing of the signal 

difference (the aerodynamic force), since the treatment that has been exposed in Section 

6.5.1 has not eliminated ali the problems connected to the experimental uncertainties. 

More details will be given in the next Section. 

6.5.3. Deterrnination of the "time origin" for the transient-force measurement 

One problem that has been encountered concerns the determination of the exact 

time instant from which the computation of the wind force must be referred (time origin). 

The theoretical behavior supposes that the step angular input duration is infinitesimal 

(Figure 6.4 ). lt has been shown that for practical reasons a perfect step cannot be 

reproduced and the duration is small but finite (Sections 6.3.1 and 6.3.3). In Figure 6.24 

the time history of the equivalent force has been depicted and a temporary time origin 

has been set equal to the actuator start (numbers are qualitatively indicated); the sign of 

the graph of the solenoid reaction has been reversed (negative force on the upper 

quarter-plane). The time scale is only qualitative in the figure. 

The angular displacement has been deduced by double integration (numerica!) of 

the forèing curve, as outlined in Figure 6.24. lt is worth observing that the graphic scale 

has been enlarged in the direction of the horizontal axis for a better identification of the 
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consecutive points through which the integration has been performed. The slope of the 

forcing curve is, in reality, close to the vertical axis in this region (See Figures 6.17 and 

6.18). The signal, required for the determination of the angular-displacement time history 

and the correct time origin, must be the originai one, before the application of the 

processing procedure (filtering and alignment - Section 6.5.1 ). In this way a direct 

correspondence between the recorded data and the physical meaning of the transient 

phenomenon is guaranteed. 

The starting time cannot be considered coincident with the zero-abscissa point of 

Figure 6.24, since at that instant the displacement is stili zero. At the same ti me a point at 

the end of the vertical slope is located after the positive peak in the force and, therefore, 

far from the beginning of the impulsive reaction. 

In any case, the choice of the time origin has been a crucial point in the extraction 

of the wind force due to the rapid extinction of the transient phenomenon (O.Ss). Ali the 

tests that h ave bee n performed, h ave shown that a sensitive difference in the target-

response was clearly dependent on the origin position. 

Finally the time origin was selected at the first zero-crossing of the force (originai 

signal), from negative to positive values, corresponding to the first impact against the 

mechanical stop system. This point is coincident with the inflexion point of the angular-

displacement time history, as evidenced in Figure 6.24. Since the subsequent alignment 

is performed with respect to the first realization of the entire statistica! population, the 

definition of the reference ti me has been simply related to this experiment. 

-e- Eq. Force [m V] 
-- Angular Disp. 

----~.__ ___ a 

30.0 
t [ms} 

Figure 6.24. Time history (milliseconds) of the equivalent force 

(millivolts) and the corresponding angi.Jiar displacement. 
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7. APPLICATION OF THE NEW METHODOLOGY TO STEP-RESPONSE FUNCTION 

DERIVATION 

7.1. The 11NACA0012" profile: rotation about the micl-chord. 

7. 1. 1. Free-vibration tests and derivation of natura/ modes of the experimental system 

In Section 6 a detailed description of both the models and the test device, its design 

characteristics and, more generally, the procedure for the experimental extraction of the 

indicial functions has been presented. Some references conceming the analytical 

problem can also be found. 

The first problem that was envisaged regards the fact that the experimental 

apparatus in connection with the NAC01 model, placed in the wind tunnel, was not a 

perfectly rigid unit. 

A certain level of structural "flexibility" was noticed in the preliminary tests, the 

effects of which could not be excluded from data acquisition for practical reasons. The 

design requirements had to guarantee low inertial characteristics and allow, at the same 

time, the degree of freedom linked to the vertical displacement of the testing device. 

Moreover the presence of impact forces was responsible for an increase in the "noisy" 

behavior of the data. 

The first step of the final experiment concerned the deduction of ali moda! 

characteristics of the mechanical setup. These components were studied in order to 

define the optimal digitai filter that needed to be applied to both wind-off and wind-on 

different realizations, in accordance to the statistica! procedure exposed in Section 6.5.1 

and Figure 6.20. These experiments were carried out in the Corrsin Wind tunnel at John 

Hopkins University to reproduce exactly the layout of the final tests. A "shock" excitation 

was consecutively imposed to the apparatus, at a fixed point of the NAC01 model (mid-

span), by a "soft hammer''; in this way the system was forced to vibrate with a certain 

regularity and simulate the real experimental campaign. The electro-magnetic actuators 

were temporarily excluded and the load celi response (reaction) was monitored. From the 

acquired records a significant signa! was extracted and submitted to a spectral analysis; 

in Figure 7.1 the results of this test are depicted. The sampling rate, used in these 

analyses, was assumed equal to 500 Hz; higher frequencies have been neglected at this 

stage. As concerns the spectrum (Figure 7.1 b), the scale of which is only quantitatively 

indicate in the representation, a complex frequency fragmentation ("leakage") is evident. 

Thé main vibrations are substantially due to the model vertical oscillations which 

were very small indeed but affecting the generai response (Figure 7.1a). The frequency 
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associated with the first natura! mode was deduced from the same figure by a direct 

application of the definition of "modal period" and computed as approximately 13 Hz. 

--~--~-----~---------- -~ 

Data file: NAC02- natura/ modes (Time 21:15- Data 7-17 -00) l 
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b) 
Figure 7.1. Free vibration test; a) originai signal, b) spectrum of response. 

The main damping ratio (4%) was found through the /ogarithmic decrement of the 

response time history. A highly damped response, where the extinction of the oscillations 

is comprised within less than one second (Figure 7.1a), was considered consistent with 

the requirements imposed by the aerodynamics of the phenomenon, recalling that 

to.g=O. 5s~c was connected to the total duration of the transient phase (see Section 6). 

From the analysis of Figure 7.1 b four "frequency intervals" can be identified (about 
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13 Hz; between 40-60 Hz; between 1 00-130 Hz; beyond 150 Hz). The first one 

corresponds to the system first natura! mode(s), the peak of which is coincident with the 

previously obtained value (13Hz). Further investigations confirmed that other frequencies 

can be linked to specific mechanical characteristics of the setup. Frequencies between 

100-130 Hz are connected to the longitudinal (about 100Hz) and the transversal (about 

125Hz) modes of the vertical fixed supports ("L-shaped", as in Figure 6.9). Frequencies 

higher than 150 Hz can be related to the oscillation of the vertical connection (shaft) 

between the model and the electro-magnetic actuators (Part. A in Figure 6.1 0). In the end 

40-50 Hz were correlated to the imperfect rigid horizontal connection between the model 

and the setup (rotational bearings). A vibration transmission through the tunnel walls, 

causing interference or interaction between load cells, was noticed from a set of data 

simultaneously recorded from the Pitot Tube transducer, where a "noisy signal" (main 

frequency component about 50 Hz) was observed even if the airflow was absent. 

As a consequence, it was shown that ali response characteristics, related to a 

frequency range beyond 60 Hz, can be considered as not affecting the aerodynamic 

response in any case, independently of the wind-tunnel model (streamlined, bluff, etc.). 

Therefore, they can be simply "eliminated" from the originai signa!. In fact the 

aerodynamic behavior can be concentrated in a relatively low-frequency interval, in 

accordance with the reduced frequency k = Bw/2U , where U is the effective flow velocity 

and B the geometrie reference dimension (0.254 m). 

The analysis of the theoretical Theodorsen Function (Figure 6.4) and the 

comparison between wind-off and wind-on signals, as it will be presented in Section 

7.1.3, suggested that the digitai filter cut-off frequency (see Section 6) can be assumed 

equal to 25 Hz for NAC01 (w= 157rad/s ). The fluid-structure interaction at high 

frequencies, k>4 (U=5 m/sand B as above), is less relevant. This aspect can be better 

understood from Figure 6.4, since the values of F(k) and G(k) components for reduced 

frequencies greater than 4 are practically coincident with those at k tending to infinity 

( F ~ 0.5 and G ~O, as k ~ oo ); in other words the aeroelastic effects, linked to the local 

variation of the Theodorsen Function with k, are less consistent beyond this limit. 

7.1.2. Experimental derivation of the Static Lift Coefficient 

The necessity of the determination of the Static Coefficient for NAC01 (see Section 

2), associated with the vertical lift force, emerged, in order to compare the experimental 

result with the theoretical value (CL (a)= 27r. a [rad] = 0.11· a [deg] - eq.6.8). The latter is 

referred to the behavior of the thin airfoil fora non-viscous two_:dimensional flow. 
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In the practical examples (Pope, 1960), for real symmetric airfoils with zero lift at 

zero angle of attack, such as NACA0012, it can be shown that 27l" is stili a very good 

estimate of the lift-curve slope in the origin, for Reynolds Numbers (Re) greater than 

150000, even if, for higher values, a slight decrement in the slope is registered as Re 

decreases. This is a usually fulfilled condition in aeronautics but the flow must respect the 

two-dimensional pattem. For lower Re the influence of the air viscosity cannot be 

neglected and the lift-curve slope is usually higher than the predicted value. 

In the current experiment, the direct measure of the Static Force was necessary, 

apart from the aeroelastic tests, since the use of the theoretical value could not be 

accepted: two different aspects have been noticed. First of ali the order of magnitude of 

Re, used in the experimental campaign, was computed as about 130000, depending on 

the flow velocity (about 7-10 m/s) and the geometrie reference dimension. Therefore an 

increase in the lift force could be a priori postulated, as above explained. 

On the other hand an imperfect two-dimensional behavior of the incoming flow and 

wake was observed, since the effective contribution of the wind tunnel additional setup 

(fairings - Section 6.4.4) could not exclude end effects, responsible for a possible 

reduction of the lift force. In particular, if one considers the effective span-to-width ratio of 

NAC01, in accordance with the definition of wing Aspect Ratio (AR - Figure 6.3), equal to 

3.6 in this case, the predictable lift-curve slope for a 30-flow is considerably lower (65%, 

as in eq. 6.11). Moreover previous results in the Literature (Scanlan and Tomko, 1971) 

have confirmed that the airfoil lift value, measured in low-speed wind tunnel tests on a 

section-model, can be often smaller than the expected quantity. 

A set of stationary experiments was carried out to define an experimental form of 

the lift curve for NAC01. The sampling rate was assumed equal to 100 Hz and the model 

was tested at fixed angles of attack (between 3 and 10 degrees), by using the same 

device as in Figures 6.8 and 6.9 and temporarily eliminating the vertical degree of 

freedom of the system (static test). The mean value of the wind force over each record 

(LC1 and LC2) was transformed into the non-dimensionai lift coeffcient, Cutt, by 

assuming that the aerodynamic center (Section 2.3.2) was coincident with the theoretical 

case (first-quarter chord). 

Smaller angles of attack were not considered, because a good accuracy in the 

measure of very small angles could not be ensured through the proposed setup. Wind 

tunnel speed was set to about 7 m/s, close to the final experiment velocity range. 

Th~ results are summarized in Table 7.1 and Figure 7.2. From Figure 7.2 it is 

evident that the effective value is comprised between two limits, the upper one related to 
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the theoretical 2Jr -Lift-curve slope, the lower one corresponding to a finite wing with 

aspect ratio equal to 3.6 and immersed into a 30-flow. The measured CLift has essentially 

confirmed the previsions and the dependance on the two aspects, as above mentioned. 

A Least-square interpolation of the data was proposed, in order to reproduce the 

formula (6.3) to be used in further analyses: the requirement of linearity in the airfoil 

theory is in fact necessary. 

Table 7.1. Static Coefficient (theoretical, measured, interpolated) of 

the Lift force (NAC01 ), as a function of the angle of attack. 

angle a [deg) 0.00 3.56 7.01 8.66 9.90 

Cutt,Th (AR --+00 ; eq.6.8) 0.00 0.39 0.77 0.95 1.09 

Cutt,Th (AR = 3.6; eq. 6.11) 0.00 0.25 0.49 0.61 0.70 

clilt (measured) - 0.29 0.59 0.72 0.90 

Cutt (least-square int.) 0.00 0.31 0.61 0.75 0.86 

Variation (%) 6.6% 2.3% 4.1% -4.6% 

Note: The Aspect Ratio (AR) of NAC01 model is equal to 3.6 

Angle of Attack, a (deg) 

8.0 10.0 

Figure 7.2. Static Coefficient of the Lift Force (NAC01): theoretical, measured 

data and lnterpolated values; AR is the Aspect Ratio (Figure. 6.3) 

Th!3 interpolating curve was chosen with the additional condition of perfect 

symmetry with respect to the CLift- a positive quarter-plane,. with zero crossing at the 
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origin so as to satisfy the thin airfoil behavior. The least-square criterion suggested the 

formula that is a Iso shown in Figure 7 .2. 

In any case the angle-of-attack reference interval, chosen in Section 6 to investigate 

aeroelastic effects (7-10 degrees) can be accepted because a (quasi) linear behavior of 

NAC01 is substantially confirmed,.by the experimental data (Figure 7.2). The differences 

between measured values and computed quantities, between 2.3 and 4.6% in the 

reference interval, were considered as unimportant. 

7.1.3. Results and comparison with the 'Wagner Function" 

The analytical-statistical procedure defined in Section 6 was applied to the 

experimental determination of the transient wind force of the NAC01 profile. The target-

function was deduced from the comparison between two sets of 60 experiments (wind-off 

and wind-on), by following the subsequent stages mentioned in Section 6.5. The wind-on 

data were acquired by selecting a mean airflow speed of about 7. 7 mis in the wind tunnel, 

corresponding to a Re of 131000. The instantaneous fluctuating component of the 

velocity was monitored and considered in the subsequent calculations. The duration of 

each single realization was chosen equal to 2.5s. 

LC1: Aligned signals (wind Off and On) 
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Figure 7.3. Wind-on (thick line) and Wind-off (thin line) "target-signal" time 

history (LC1). NAC01 profile and rotation about the mid-chord. 
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The torsional rotation angle, imposed at the end of the abrupt displacement, was 

assumed equal to 9.9 degrees, with respect to the initial horizontal position. The rotation 

axis is coincident with the mid-chord position. 

Figure 7.3 represents the wind-off and wind-on target-signals, defined as the mean 

signal, instant by instant, aver the ensemble average collection of 60 realizations. The 

instantaneous force fluctuations from Load Cell1 (LC1) are depicted. 

Ali the data coming from the two sets of experiments were pre-filtered at 25 Hz and 

subsequently "realigned", as outlined in Sections 6.5 and 7.1.1, before the statistica! 

processing. 

lt is worth noting that, since the transient phenomenon duration is very short, an 

accurate similarity of the records is a fundamental requirement. 

Therefore the two target-signals were post-aligned at the first positive peak of the 

force time history (about O.OBsec), after the computation of the mean value, as they 

appear as in Figure 7.3. In fact the time scale origin, associated with the two sets of 

experiments (wind-on and wind-off), was different due to the experimental derivation of 

the two functions. In fact even if the same environmental conditions were reproduced in 

both sets of tests, a perfect similarity could not be guaranteed in any case. 
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Figure 7.4. Spectra of the Wind-off (solid line) and Wind-on ("-.-" line) "target-

signals". NAC01 profile and rotation about the mid-chord. 

The spectral analysis of the two target-signals is presented in Figure 7.4; the scale 

is only indicative. Unfortunately it is here evident that the frequency component at 13 Hz 
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corresponding to the model mechanical oscillations (wing) after the impact force, could 

not be mechanically avoided. 

The presence of the airflow also emphasizes the effect of these vibrations, causing 

an unwanted "aerodynamic interference". 

From the analysis of the two spectra it can be deduced that the aeroelastic 

interaction can be essentially predicted for frequencies lower than 1 O Hz, where the 

differences between the two curves are more evident, apart from the scale. 

This interval corresponds to a reduced frequency range (k) comprised between O 

and 1. This result seems to reproduce quite well the theoretical behavior in the frequency-

domain (Theodorsen Function). 

The final step of the procedure concerns the computation of the transient wind force, 

with respect to the dimensionless time, s. The statistica! difference between the two 

stochastic processes, connected to the wind-off and wind-off tests, is presented in Figure 

7.5 in Newtons. for LC1. 

Transient wind force (LC1) 
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Figure 7.5.Transient Wind Force (LC1) with respect to the dimensionless time: difference 

of mean target-signals (dotted thick line) and statistica! envelope-curves (upper 

and lower- solid lines). NAC01 profile and rotation about the mid-chord. 

Th.e simple difference of the mean target-signals, being the maximum-likelihood 

point estimator of the "real" function, is depicted (dotted thick .line). The statistica! upper 
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and lower envelope-curves (solid line) represent the interval estimate with a confidence 

interval of 99% (eq. 6.22). The variance, at each time instant, has been computed 

through eq. (6.23). 

The airflow reference speed ( UR), used in the definition of the dimensionless time s, 

(s=2URl/B), was computed as the mean value over the time duration (2.5s) of the 

ensemble average collection (60 realizations), B being the overall width of the model. 

This approximation can be accepted since the recorded fluctuations of the velocity in the 

wind tunnel correspond to an extremely low turbulence intensity, (Simiu and Scanlan, 

1996), equal to about 0.4%. This definition will also be used in the next examples. The 

time-scale origin is the same as in Figure 7.3. The result (Figure 7.5) that corresponds to 

the data of Figure 7.3 (the same initial fluctuations are evident), shows a good accuracy 

of the procedure and a weak dependance on the variance, since the number of 

experiments has been consistently selected. 
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Figure 7.6. Transient Aeroelastic Force (LC1) with respect to the dimensionless time: 

measured quantity (solid line), after smoothing through moving average on 

0.033sec, theoretical curve("-.-" line). NAC01 profile and rotation about the 

mid-chord. 

Ne.vertheless the amplitude of the fluctuations in the data is evident, principally due 

to the imperfect setup "absolute stiffness", responsible for the presence of residuals. 
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The presence of relatively "high frequency" residuals (20-25 Hz), the origin of which 

was not linked to the aerodynamics, was removed from the curve in Figure 7 .5, by means 

of a moving average with a time window of 0.033sec. The resulting curve (LC1) is shown 

in Figure 7.6 and compared to the theoretical behavior. 

The time scale origin of the measured transient aeroelastic force (solid li ne in Figure 

7.6) was selected in accordance with the technique suggested in Section 6.5.3. The 

theoretical indicial lift-growth function was reproduced through the Jones Formula (eq. 

6.8), derived from the Thin Airfoi/ Theory (Wagner, 1925; see Section 6.2.1 ). The value of 

the static lift-force coefficient was derived from Figure 7.2 (least-square interpolation). 

The correspondence between the measured data and the theoretical behavior is 

good, suggesting that the proposed method is consistent with the theory. The validity of 

this technique seems to be guaranteed, at least for this particular case and, in terms of 

generai feasibility, fora generai extension. No other examples of experimental derivation 

of the so-called Wagner Function were found in the literature. 
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Figure 7.7.Transient Aeroelastic Force (LC1) with respect to the dimensionless time: 

measured quantity (solid line) after digitai low-pass post-filtering at 10 Hz (a) 

and 5Hz (b); theoretical curve("-.-" line). NAC01 profile and rotation about the 

mid-chord. 

The generai trend of the Jones Formula is undoubtedly captured by the experiment. 

A yery interesting aspect is linked to the presence of the first "overshoot", prior to 5 

dimensionless units. lt may be related to a temporary detachment of a tail vortex, 
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connected to the air viscosity and unpredictable through the inviscid thin airfoil theory. 

Finite-element simulations, carried out on NACA profiles at the Johns Hopkins University, 

Department of Mechanical Engineering, by means of Computational fluid dynamics, seem 

to confirm this tendency. References and examples can also be found in Shi (1996), for 

other indicial functions. 

Other fluctuations over the generai shape of the function do not have a traceable 

physical meaning. Their presence is due to the setup oscillations, directly connected to 

the system vibration, in particular to the model (wing). This aspect will be clarified by the 

next experiment. 

Figure 7.7 represents the same transient function as in Figure 7.6 where the 

influence of mechanical vibrations has not been reduced through a moving average but 

through a digitallow-pass filter, conceived ad hoc, with cut-off frequency equal to 10Hz 

(Figure 7.7a) and 5Hz (Figure 7.7b), respectively. 

As concerns the case of Figure 7.7a, the application of such a filter (10 Hz) is 

permitted since the influence of the aerodynamic component is mainly restricted to a 

frequency interval not affected by the selected cut-off frequency (see Figure 7.4). In the 

resulting curve the presence of anomalous oscillations has been reduced but not 

eliminated. 

A wider-range filter (case b) does not seem to be consistent with the problem 

formulation, because the frequency content, relative to aerodynamic forces, is modified 

and its spectrum is clearly reduced, even if the final shape is closer to the theoretical 

behavior, for s greater than 1 O. The deficiency of these filters is mainly concentrated in 

the estimate of the initial value of the function (s=O), which seems to be more distant from 

the theoretical value (equa l to 1.5 - Figures 7.6 an d 7. 7). 

7.2. The "NACA0012" profile: rotation about the /eeward edge. 

In the second experimental program the case of a torsional rotation about the 

leeward edge (tail) of the NAC01 profila was analyzed. The same variation of angle of 

attack with respect to the horizontal position was imposed on the model (9.9 degrees), by 

simply varying the configuration of the mobile part of the setup. Since the electro-

magnetic system of activation (Figures 6.7 and 6.8) was first designed for a rotational 

displacement about a "centrai" axis (mid-chord, mass center, etc.) it emerged at this 

stage that the increased inertial features were negatively affecting the system. 

As a consequence, the response time duration of the electro-magnetic actuators 

changed from 0.03sec (6% of t0_9, equal to 2 dimensionless u'nits), as it was obtained in 
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the previous experiment (Section 7.1.3), to 0.10sec (20% of t0.9, or 5-6 dimensionless 

units). The mechanical simulation of an "abrupt" motion, indeed slightly slow in this case, 

was accepted even if the mechanical vibrations, produced in the system, sensibly 

increased. 

For this reason the airflow mean velocity was selected equal to 6.6 m/s, lower than 

the previous example, so as to contro! and reduce the amplitude of these oscillations, 

mainly linked to the lightness of the NAC01 model. 

Since ali other characteristics of the procedure, outlined in the previous case 

(Section 7 .1.1 ), could be transferred to the current example, the sa me number of wind-off 

and wind-on tests were recorded (60) and the same digitai pre-filtering and alignment 

technique was adopted. 

In Figure 7.8 the Transient Wind Force (Load Celi 2) with respect to the 

dimensionless time is depicted. As in Section 7.1.3, the force was computed as the 

difference between the two statistica! processes (wind-on and wind-off), following the 

technique of ensemble averaging over the popolation. 
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Figure 7.8. Transient Wind Force (LC2) with respect to the dimensionless time: difference 

of mean target-signals (dotted thick line), statistica! envelope-curves (upper 

and lower- solid lines). NAC01 profile and rotation about the leeward edge. 

As before, in the Figure the mean value of the target-~ignal (dotted thick line) is 
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surrounded by the statistica! envelope-curves (upper and lower - solid lines), 

representing the interval estimate with a confidence interval of 99% (eq. 6.22). The 

influence of the variance on the final shape of the curve, instant by instant, is practically 

negligible. lt can be noticed that the target-function, obtained after low-pass pre-filtering 

at 25 Hz is influenced by the fluctuations of the model (wing) since an almost clearly 

defined frequency, in correspondence with the vertical natural mode of the system ( 12-13 

Hz), was observed. This fact was confirmed by the spectral analysis of the mean signal of 

Figure 7.8 (difference between wind on and off cases), where the frequency content is 

strongly affected by this component, while other frequencies, up to 25 Hz and linked to 

possible residuals, have almost disappeared. 

Figure 7.9 presents the time history (dimensionless units- s=2Ut/B) of the measured 

non-stationary aeroelastic force for LC2 (mean estimator). A post-processing through a 

moving average on 0.033sec was employed, similar to that previously adopted. 
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Figure 7.9.Transient Aeroelastic Force (LC2) with respect to the dimensionless time: 

measured quantity (solid line) after smoothing through moving average on 

0.033sec; theoretical curve ("-.-" line). NAC01 profile and rotation about the 

leeward edge. 

In .the same figure there appears the comparison between the measured quantity 

and the theoretical behavior (''-.-" fine). The same expression as eq.6.8 (Jones Formula) 
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has been used, in accordance with the fact that the Thin Airfoil Theory (Bisplinghoff, 

Ashley and Halfmann, 1955) states that ali aerodynamics characteristics (aerodynamic 

center, static lift-coefficient slope, indicial lift function) are independent on the axis 

rotation for a flat p/ate. This fact is not physically true for a real airfoil but it can be 

accepted in the framework of the present research. 

From this observation the comparison between the two curves in Figure 7.9 must be 

referred to that between a measured function and the equivalent flat p/ate. The force 

scale of the theoretical expression was selected by assuming the same static lift force 

slope as in Section 7.1.2 (least-square interpolation). 

From the analysis of Figure 7.9 it is evident that the generai trend of the theoretical 

behavior (inviscid) is substantially respected. Nevertheless the presence of the model 

oscillations strongly influences the final results and considerably affects the shape of the 

curve, mainly beyond 5 dimensionless units. 
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Figure 7.1 O. Transient Aeroelastic Force (LC2) with respect to the dimensionless ti me: 

measured quantity (solid line) after digitai post-filtering (low-pass at 10 Hz); 

theoretical curve(''-*-" line). NAC01 profile and rotation about the leeward edge 

In the first part of the measured function, corresponding to the first half-wave, the 

viscous .effects of "overshooting" (Section 7.1.3) can stili be postulated, since a clear 

variation in the sinusoidal form can be noticed. This fact is even more evident from Figure 
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7.8. However the unwanted mechanical vibrations early modify the aerodynamic 

implications. 

In Figure 7.1 O the sa me transient function as in Figure 7.8 is shown. In this case the 

influence of mechanical vibrations has been reduced through a digitallow-pass filter, with 

cut-off frequency equal to 10Hz, similar to Figure 7.7a. The presence of residuals in the 

signal treatment is responsible for an incomplete "elimination of the anomalies", even if 

their amplitude has been appreciably reduced. 

From this example it emerged that a very high stiffness of the setup is a necessary 

condition for an accurate experimental extraction of the unsteady pattern of the 

aerodynamic forces. This aspect stili needs to be improved and it might represent the 

starting point of a future research. 

7.3. Derivation of the Step-response function for a bluff "T-shaped" section: the 

"BLU01" profile 

The proposed methodology, tested in Sections 7.1 and 7.2, was applied to the 

determination of the transient lift-grown force for a bluff body, denoted BLU01 profile. The 

features of this model, defined as "T-shaped" section, are presented in Section 6.3.2; 

Figure 6.6 sketches the mai n dimensions an d Figure 7.19 presents a picture with the si de 

view of the cross section. The pivot axis of rotation was fixed as coincident with the 

centrai position of the model cross-section (mid-chord- point M in Figure 6.6), along the 

horizontal symmetry piane. The variation of the angle of attack with respect to the cross-

flow direction was assumed equal to 9.9 degrees, as for the previous examples. A very 

low airflow-speed regime was selected (4.2 mis - mean value) since the model 

immediately showed a high leve! of sensitivity to aerodynamic interaction. In particular 

torsional flutter was noticed at a criticai wind speed of approximately 5 mis during the 

experiments. 

The airflow speed was therefore chosen not to interfere with the instability threshold 

(20% lower). 

Two sets of 60 tests (wind-off and wind-on) were recorded andali realizations were 

subjected to the same procedure of pre-filtering and subsequent "re-alignment", as for the 

previous examples, before the computation of the statistica! difference. The digitai low-

pass filter was designed with a cut-off frequency of 60Hz, corresponding to a reject of ali 

reduced frequencies k, k = Bm/2U, greater than 5.7. 

lt is worth emphasizing that the cut-off frequency that was considered, is 

considerably higher than the NAC01 case (2.4 times), since· the behavior of the bluff 
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profile could not automatically exclude a fluid-structure interaction at relatively higher k. 

The increased mass of the BLU01 profile, added in correspondence with the 

windward edge (nose of the originai wing section) caused an appreciable variation in the 

response time duration of the electro-magnetic actuators (about 0.10sec, or 3.3 

dimensionless units - s=2Ut/B). The duration of the "simulated abrupt displacement", 

similar to that recorded in Section 7 .2, was acceptable however . 

In Figure 7.11a the wind-on and wind-off "target-signal" time history (LC1) is 

analyzed. These signals are defined, as before, as the result of the ensemble averaging 

technique, instant by instant, over the whole population (point estimate). A high level of 

vibrations can be detected from the graph, especially in the first part of the event; it is 

worth recalling that 0.2sec is here equivalent to about 7 dimensionless units. 
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Figure 7.11.Wind-on and Wind-off "target-signals" for LC1 - BLU01 profile: a) time history 

(volts-sec piane) after pre-filtering (low-pass 60 Hz) and "re-alignmenf'; b) 

spectral analysis. 

The spectral analysis of these averaged signals (Figure 7.11 b) shows that, apart 

from the frequency range corresponding to the model oscillations ( 11-13 Hz), an 

important component at 40-50 Hz is detected, the dependance of which on the 

aerodynamics can be neglected, since only a clear inertial component is involved 

(Section 7.1.1 ). 

The two target-signals, as in Figure 7.11 a, have been post-aligned a t the first 

positive .peak of the force time history, after the computation of the mean value. Their 

similarity is only apparent; in fact the statistica! difference between the two stochastic 
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processes (Figure 7.12), representing the transient wind force (LC1) in terms of interval 

estimate with a confidence interval of 99%, denotes a relatively high variance in the early 

stages of the time history. The two envelope-curves (dotted lines) up to 2-3 

dimensionless units are clearly distant from the mean function (solid line). In the latter 

high frequency fluctuations can be noticed, the nature of which is affected by the 

differencing technique. 
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Figure 7.12. Transient Wind Force (LC1) with respect to the dimensionless 

time: difference of mean target-signals (solid line); statistica! 

envelope-curves (upper and lower- dotted line) - BLU01 profile. 

From this figure an important problem can be identified, connected to the fact that, 

in the case that the wind-on and wind-off behaviors are influenced by the imperfect 

rigidity of the setup, a non-correlated perturbation can appreciably affect the final result. 

This aspect can be seen as an "unwanted aerodynamic interference" that is responsible 

for a slight but non - negligible variation in the inertial response of the system between 

wind-on and wind-off responses. This is emphasized by the relative oscillation amplitude. 

The transient wind force interval estimate cannot be translated, in this case, into a 

simple representation of the mean target-signal, as far the previous experiments, 

because the dependence on the variance cannot be neglected, for small s (0-4). The 

accuracy of the indicial response can be accepted between 4 .and 7 dimensionless units 
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and it is ensured beyond this point (Figure 7 .12). 

Starting from these observations the mean target-difference in Figure 7.12 was 

subjected to a post-filtering process, since the moving average, similar to those used in 

the previous paragraphs, was not able to eliminate ali the residuals (the graphic is 
omitted). 

The spectral analysis (Figure 7.11 b) suggested a low-pass filter with cut-off 

frequency of 11 Hz. The resulting curve is plotted in Figure 7 .13, as a function of the 

dimensionless time. The generai trend of the indicial lift-grown function is undoubtedly 

achieved, even if the local behavior might not be accurately captured one the whole 

interval. In particular the relevance of the positive peak, between O and 4 dimensionless 

units, might no t be consistent, due to the high level of variability (variance) in this range. 

A further operative difficulty need to be mentioned, linked to the fact that the 

extraction of the transient function has been much more difficult in this case because the 

wind force was very small as a consequence of the very low cross-flow velocity (4.2 m/s). 

Transient wind force 

Dimensionless time 

Figure 7.13. Measured Transient Aeroelastic Force (LC1) with respect to 

the dimensionless time (after post-filtering)- BLU01 profile. 

From Figure 7.12 the dependency of the resulting non-stationary force on the 
mechanical vibrations is evident. Therefore an attempt to reduce the variability in the 

response (Figure 7 .12), without increasing the number of 'tests, was performed by 
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decreasing the cut-off frequency (originally 60Hz) of the digitai filtering procedure, before 

the computation of the statistica! properties of the population (ensemble average, 

variance, etc.). This operation was studied to preserva the physical meaning of the 

procedure. Nevertheless an appreciable improvement in the response (wind force, as in 

Figure 7.12) was not perceived. 

However an important result was achieved: this experiment has shown the feasibility 

of the proposed technique for the indicial function measurement in the case of bluff 

sections, as well. Figure 7.13 represents a first application example, on a specific profila, 

of a method for the direct extraction of aeroelastic forces in the time domain. 

7.4. Brlef summary concemlng the wlnd tunnel campalgn 

This paragraph assembles some pictures that are representative of the 

experimental procedure different stages, carried out in the Stanley Corrsin Wind Tunnel 

(JHU, Baltimora). 

In Figure 7.14 a side view of the experimental apparatus is depicted, before its 

positioning in the wind tunnel. lt is evident from the picture the model NAC01 and the 

system of the two vertical actuators. 

The model is here partially covered by a protective layer, used to avoid damages 

during the transfer to the wind tunnel. The load cells, connected to the acquisition device, 

are also shown. The actuators are connected to the relay system through an electric 

circuit, located in correspondence with the leeward side of the stand. 

This setup was also conceived for an easy use in the tunnel, since the calibration of 

the instrumental part and the right positioning of ali elements (vertical and horizontal 

axes) was sensitive to small variations or movements. The accuracy of the single piece 

was tested separately by external references ( dimensions, gaps, etc.) and by means of 

precision instruments. 

The preparation of the setup before each experiment was carried out twice: a 

preliminary check was performed outside the tunnel, as in Figure 7.14, consisting in a 

generai inspection of ali elements and a test of the acquisition interface and the recording 

devices; the final contro! was performed directly inside the tunnel, with the experimental 

device in its final position. 

Figure 7.15 presents a transversal view of the setup in its finallocation, inside the 

wind tunnel. The picture is taken from the upwind side. The upwind position of the 

camera is here assumed as coincident with the model height in the; the Pitot tube is in 

the front. 
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Figure 7 .14. Side view of the experimental setup 
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Figure 7.15. Corrsin Wind Tunnel; transversal view of the setup in its final location 

(upwind side). 

The setup is fixed both to the top and the bottom surfaces of the tunnel to avoid 

longitudinal displacements or vibrations due to drag forces. From the picture an internai 

view of the Corrsin Wind Tunnel can be seen. The side openings allowed for the right 

positioning of the setup and its inspection before the beginning of the experiments. Most 

operations (final calibrations, controls, etc.) were performed from inside. 

The setup and each model were cleaned before each set of experiments, in order to 

avoid dust and small particles that could negatively influence the tests or damage the 

motor. Figure 7.16 depicts the positioning of the rearward end plate of the additional 

setup arrangement. As already mentioned, these panels were conceived to produce a 

two-dimensional flow and reduce side effects on the model. From this picture the front 

part of the measure device can be seen. lt can be noticed that the stop system is 

improved by the interposition of a soft pad in correspondence with the vertical mobile 

shaft. The assembly and the dismantling of the additional arrangement were performed 

every time the configuration of the experiment needed to be changed (different model, 

angle of attack, pivot axis, etc.). The structure of the tunnel was used to fix the end plates 

and connect ali elements together. As it has been sketched in Figure 6.16, these surfaces 

were divided in adjacent portions to facilitate ali operations. 
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Figure 7 .16. Corrsin Wind Tunnel; positioning of the rearward end plate of the 

additional wind-tunnel arrangement (lateral view). 
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Figure 7.17. Corrsin Wind Tunnel; transversal view of the setup with end plates. 

Figure 7.17 presents the fina l configuration of the setup, with end plates located al so 

in the upwind position. One of the front plates has been temporarily disconnected in this 

picture to show the exact width of the experimental device, designed to reduce drag 

effects, induced onto the actuators and recorded by the sensors. 

The screen effect, provided by these panels, was confirmed by the comparison of 

two sets of measurements, carried out in the presence and absence of the lateral 

protections. 

Moreover it must be noticed that the Pitot tube has also been removed, to facilitate, 

in this case, the assembly of the four end plates from inside. 

The total length of the latter was assumed equal to 93.9cm (37") in the front and 

76.2cm (30") in the back. 

This difference is due to the presence of the aerodynamically shaped profile, 

connected to the front panel (right side of Figure 7.17), which is responsible for the flow 

separation without abrupt modifications in the streamlines; the horizontal gap between 

tunnel walls and longitudinal screens is also evident. 
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Figure 7 .18. View of the NAC01 model during the execution of the experiments. 

No flow leakage through the end plates was observed during the tests, in 

correspondence with the vertical junctions, apart from the portions close to the vertical 

frames of the setup. 

In any case the wind speed regime selected was sufficiently low to avoid the 

development of vibrations, caused by the additional arrangement. 

Figure 7.18 presents a typical situation coincident with the execution of an 

experiment. The picture shows the final position reached by the model under exam, 

which is, in this case, the NAC01 profile. 

In particular it can be noticed that the angle of attack here depicted (about 1 O 

degrees) is quite relevant. 

The Pitot tube is vertically aligned with the pivot axis of the wing, being the mean 

height assumed as the reference value for wind speed measurements. The airflow is 

currently not present. 

The difficulty linked to these experiments was due to the necessity of repeating 

severa! tests without affecting the external conditions. This means that a necessary 

condition was the substantial invariance of the environment (inside and outside the 

tunnel) throughout ali the series of tests. 
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T o avoid any problem each set of experiments had to be carried out with continuity, 

trying to reduce the interruptions. In this way the regularity and the repeatability of the 

realizations were satisfied. Special arrangements could occasionally help the execution of 

these tests. Each set was fundamentally independent on each other: experimental data, 

belonging to a particular group, could not be compared to those recorded in a different 

situation. 

For this reason a good suggestion, emerged from the campaign, was to schedule 

wind-on and wind-off tests in a continuous sequence. The development of heat inside the 

tunnel, originating from the repeated use of the actuators, was also considered. No 

specific problems were found. 

The low-speed regime, selected for the tests, guaranteed also a relatively low 

power, as concerns the utilization of the DC motor. Therefore the refrigeration unit has 

no t bee n used. 

Figure 7.19 depicts the cross-sectional view of the bluff profile (BLU01), used in the 

simulations. The "T-shaped" element can be seen. From this picture it can be observed 

that the connection of this model to the tunnel setup was performed through the wood 

plate (front) on which the aluminum components could be easily inserted. 

The upwind vertical barrier, as in Figure 7 .19, was treated with a special layer, 

similar to the perfectly smooth coating that was used for the rest of the model ( see 

Section 6). 

A good affinity between these two materials was encountered. No imperfections 

were allowed and, therefore, the final models to be tested were selected after some 

preliminary tests. 
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Figure 7 .19. Cross-sectional view of the BLU01 Profile 
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7.5. Genera/ comments and future developments 

The visiting period at the Johns Hopkins University contributed to the design, 

realization and testing of a new methodology for the experimental extraction of transient 

aeroelastic forces in the ti me domai n (indicial functions ), which ca n be related to the 

analogous coefficeints in the frequency domain (aeroelastic derivatives). The research 

concerned the design of both the wind tunnel setup and the automatic procedures for 

data acquisition and analysis. 

The experimental campaign was performed in the Stanley Corrsin Wind Tunnel. 

The project goal was essentially the verification of the feasibility of the proposed 

approach. 

Therefore a theoretical case (NACA0012 wing section) was analyzed first; the 

measured results were compared to the analytically derived solution. Good 

correspondence was found between the recorded data and the previsions. 

Subsequently a bluff body (BLU01 profile) was tested and, for the first time, an 

indicial function, experimentally derivable only, was presented; the originai idea was to 

simulate a bridge deck section, as a first approximation. 

The data, provided by these experiments, have indeed underlined some operative 

difficulties, linked to the target-function deduction (digitai filtering, wind force identification, 

etc.), higher than those intrinsically present in the measurement of the corresponding 

aeroelastic derivatives. 

Advantages or disadvantages of this formulation with respect to the extraction of 

flutter derivatives are substantially connected to the fact that the latter directly simulates 

the criticai condition (instability analysis), externally described through a perfectly periodic 

motion. On the contrary indicial functions cannot be immediately linked to an unstable 

condition (flutter); in fact they reproduce an aeroelastic phenomenon that is important in 

terms of "memory" effects of the force due to the motion of the wake (downwash). The 

magnitude and the characteristics of this behavior are in reality responsible for the 

instability onset and can be related to the development of diverging oscillations. 

Moreover flutter derivatives always contain some useful informations about the 

generai aerodynamic performance of the investigated profile. Rapid change or clearly 

fragmented patterns of sign with respect to the reduced velocity (see Sections 2 and 3) 

represent the potential tendency to diverging oscillations. In this sense they are also 

useful at the preliminary stages of the design since, when different profiles are evaluated, 

since a comparison is easy to perform and the method is consistent. On the contrary the 

interpretation of indicial functions may be more difficult and not immediate, in case they 
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are drawn from an experimental campaign such as in the present study. Moreover more 

data should be necessary since, at the moment, only examples derived from flutter 

derivatives (Inverse Fourier Transform - Section 6) are available in the literature. 

The use of flutter derivatives coefficients in frequency-domain analyses is justified 

even though the derivation of the flutter condition is performed, by assuming, in the 

calculations, a damped system, in which the response is governed by a sinusoidal 

decrement in a stable condition and is not perfectly oscillatory. The mechanics of the 

structure in this sense is respected. However in this case a slight simplification is 

introduced, since the physical systems does not exactly reproduce the aerodynamics. 

Nevertheless the validity of this approach is confirmed by experimental tests (e.g., full 

models of the structure) and ca n be accepted for design purposes, a Iso because the 

damping ratios, which are usually referred to a suspension bridge and employed in the 

analyses, are very low (about 1% or less). 

Time-domain simulations do require indicial functions, also analytically derived. lt is 

clear that these coefficients become fundamental, once numerica! time integration is 

chosen. lndeed a more complete analysis can be done and ali aspects can be included. 

However a question arises, connected to the physical meaning in case an 

experimentally direct derivation of the indicial functions is performed. The consistency of 

this methodology, as proposed in the present work, could not be always guaranteed. An 

indicial function derived from a flutter derivative through an Inverse Fourier Transform is 

always analytically consistent (at least); in case the definition of the unsteady coefficient 

is experimentally extracted, this condition could not be automatically satisfied for ali 

situations, independently. 

From these observations it can be concluded that it is stili premature to assign a 

preferred direction for the proposed approach, with respect to the traditional techniques. 

More investigations are necessary and on these aspects the research needs to be 

focused. 

Future study developments will aim at the generalization of the procedure and the 

consequent and necessary improvement of the existing setup, initially conceived for an 

explorative goal. In this way the method may possibly extended to a direct application on 

real bridge deck section-models. 

In addition some construction details stili need to be designed or studied for a 

refinement of the experimental technique: 

• elimination of the mechanical vibrations through a different stop system; 

• improvement of the setup stiffness in order to reduce the duration interval of 
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the damped oscillations and eliminate the "aerodynamic interference 

effect"; 

• contrai of the damping ratio to avoid highly damped vibrations that would 

increase the duration of the "simulated abrupt evenf'; 

• study of alternative investigation techniques, such as water channel tests: a 

better oscillation contrai on the system might be performed at higher 

speeds, provided that higher viscosity and added mass effects are 

considered. 

Finally the problem of the indicial function simulation far bluff bodies, relative to a 

purely vertical displacement, which can be seen as a function of the apparent angle of 

attack ( y l B), denoting by y and 8 the vertical velocity component and the section width 

respectively, needs to be addressed. 
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UNIT 3 

8. ANAL YTICAL STUDY OF FREQUENCY 

COEFFICIENTS (FLUTTER DERIVATIVES). 

RELATED AEROELASTIC 

8.1 Genera/ization of the definition of aeroelastic lift and moment forces (section 
mode/). 

A fundamental aspect of instability analyses in the frequency-domain is connected 

to the definition of the parameters that are responsible for the flutter onset. These 

coefficients, as already mentioned in Section 2, must be experimentally derived from wind 

tunnel tests, similar (as a first approximation) to those derived in the previous Section. 

They are known as flutter derivatives, and can be defined in accordance with a specific 

convention, which is selected in arder to guarantee a consistent characterizationof the 

wind - induced forces. In this unit the study of these parameters will be carried out in 

terms of a two-degree-of-freedom approach (section model in Section 2.2), mainly 

focused on the individuation of the aeroelastic lift and moment. The influence of drag 

force has been neglected at this stage. Some examples coming from the literature will be 

used. 

Recalling the usual definition of the problem associated with flutter, the system of 

equations, corresponding to the dynamical equilibrium in the vertical direction and 

torsional component, can be written, per unit length, as (eq 2.2): 

m[ii + 2çhm/1 + m;h] = L sE 

l[a + 2çamaà + m!a]= MsE 
(8.1) 

lnertial and damping coefficients are expressed by /, m, eh ,ca , as for eqs. (2.2). 

Structural parameters, ltJh and ma. correspond, as previously indicated, to the angular 

frequencies of the vertical and rotational motion, respectively. These equations must be 

intended for a purely oscillatory motion of the system, as depicted in Figure 2.1. 

In these expressions the self-excited terms, LsE and MsE, are not uniquely defined; 

an the contrary they can be correlated to different criteria, which can influence the choice 

of the appropriate independent variables of displacement, as well as their first and 

second derivatives. 

These criteria are fundamentally linked to a physical characterization but they can 
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also be connected to practical considerations, since the force coefficients are usually 

obtained by experimental extraction. 

The study of aeroelastic phenomena from the engineering point of view has 

suggested the use of linearized expressions, useful in frequency-domain analyses, 

expressed as a function of the vertical displacement and torsional rotation, which can be 

indicated, in a generai formulation, as: 

h 

[
LsE(t)] = [ Bh Bha Cha Ch]. a 
M5E(t) Ba~~ Ba Ca Cali a 

(8.2) 

h 

The (2x4) matrix in eqs. (8.2) represents the self-excited force components of lift 

and moment as a linear combination of the variables of the problem, i.e., the vertical 

displacement h and the torsional rotation a, as well as their first derivatives (and also 

second, fora sinusoidal motion). The term p (latera! displacement, as in eqs. 2.11) is here 

omitted. This assumption is valid in case small amplitudes are involved in the oscillatory 

motion, corresponding to the condition of incipient instability. In case the displacement 

components cannot be considered as reduced, eqs. (8.2) can be rigorously applied as a 

first - order approximation only. 

From eqs. (8.2) an important consideration can be developed. The expressions 

linked to the definition of Bii and Cu coefficients are not unique and, since they are 

experimentally derived, they are affected by the representation convention that is 

assumed. Moreover a crucial point is related to the experimental setup that is used, as 

shown for time-domain coefficients in previous sections, which directly affects the 

accuracy of the results and the choice of the parameters. 

Therefore, different characterizations of the self-excited wind forces, LsE and MsE, 
have appeared in the literature in these last decades, defined by researchers in order to 

improve the representation of the natura! phenomenon. The experience gained in 

aeronautics has significatively contributed to these expressions. The study of these 

coefficients is founded on the necessity of developing a formulation that can be 

representative of the condition of incipient instability, in which the initial condition is 

assumed as coincident with the reference horizontal position of the deck cross section 

([h,a]= [o,o]>, and both structural and aerodynamic behavior can be considered as linear. 

In this Section the fundamental contents of main formulations, appeared in the 

literature in the past years, will be analyzed and their similarities or differences will be 
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evidenced. The goal is the identification of a possible unified convention that recalls the 

most important properties of these representations. The first and most used 

representation of flutter derivatives is due to Scanlan and Tomko (1971), denoted as 

Scanlan's Convention, who started their experiments on the section model. Other 

methods that will be considered are: the Quasi-Steady Convention (KOssner); a 

Convention introduced by Diana and Zasso for the Messina Strait Bridge (Zasso, 1996); 

and a Marine-Coefficient Convention (Jensen, 1996). 

8.2. The Scan/an's Convention (short summary). 

lt is worth briefly recalling what stated in Section 2.2.1 as regards the formulation 

first proposed by Scanlan and Tomko (1971 ), being the first representation widely 

adopted for practical measurements of flutter derivatives. The expressions here analyzed 

are in accordance with the common representation in which the terms that appear, are 

dependent on the vertical and torsional components of the displacement (h, a) and their 

time derivatives (see also eqs. 2.3). The sign convention for aeroelastic forces and 

parameters is assumed as coincident with that presented in Figure 8.1. 

Figure 8.1. Scanlan's Convention. 

For purely sinusoidal motion of angular frequency (J), symbolically defined through 

the expression eiai, where w is the angular frequency, a Jinear relation can be postulated 

between the aerodynamic forces and h, a. Denoting by K=Bm'U the reduced frequency of 

the system, by B the deck width, by U the mean wind speed and i the imaginary unit, by p 

the air density, the expression for LsE and MsE can be written as (as in eq. 2.3): 
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LsE = _! pU 2 {Bf KH;(K) h + KHi(K) Bà + K 2H;(K)a + K2H;(K)!!._] = 
2 l U U B 

=_!pU 2 {B{ KH;(K)iwh +KH2(K)it1JI3a +K2H;(K)a+K 2H;(K)!!._] 
2 l U U B 

M se = ~ pU' {B }'[ KA; (K) z + KA;(K) B: + K' A3 (K)a + K' A; (K) ~] = 
(8.3) 

= _! pU 2 {B}2[KA;(K/mh + KA2(K) imBa + K 2 A;(K)a + K2 A;(K)!!._] 
2 U U B 

The originai notation by Scanlan adopted as a normalization factor of Hi. and Ai. 

the term {28} instead of {B), as reported in eq. (8.3). This aspect was due to the analogy 

with the Thin Airfoil Theory in aeronautics (Section 6.2) and the operative technique for 

the numerica! solution of flutter equations (section model). 

Ali terms in square brackets, both variables and force coefficients, to normalized in 

accordance with dimensiona/ analysis that converts ali quantities in dimensionless 

entities. This normalization is useful because it allows for a direct translation of the 

experimentally deduced coefficients from reduced-scale models to real deck sections. 

Moreover, in this case, a direct comparison between analogous quantities, referring to 

different profiles, can simply be performed. 

The values H/ and A/, so-called Scanlan's derivatives, are derived from 

experimental tests in wind tunnel under the assumption of smooth two-dimensional flow, 

and for initial conditions [h, a]= [o,o]. 
lt is important to recall once again that some of these coefficients may sometimes 

be neglected in design calculations (see Sections 2 and 3), as, for example, H4. and A/ 
(added-mass and inertia contributions). 

H/ and A/ can be related to the expressions derived for the aerodynamic lift and 

moment, in accordance with the quasi-stationary approach (Section 2.3.2). Therefore it 

can be deduced that the terms KH/ or K2A3• are similar to the local value (in the origin) of 

the static-coefficient slope (e.g., dCJda tor the lift). From this observation the 

interpretation of H/ and A/ as derivatives is consistent, being the latter theoretically 

coincident with the static values for K~O. 

There is more than one technique for their experimental derivation: free-vibration 

tests (Singh, 1997; Jain, 1992; Sarkar, 1992), forced-vibration tests, measures in water 

channel (Li, 1995). 

In case a multi-mode approach is employed in calcu.lations and the equilibrium 
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condition under exam is not referred to the origin ([h, a]:~:- [0,0] ), as in example b 1 of Table 

3.2 for the Messina Bridge (Section 3.3.2), a better characterization of the derivatives 

should be used (see Katsuchi, 1997). An initial angle of attack should be statically 

imposed to the section model prior to the execution of each test, simulating the angular 

deflection of a bridge under mean wind. In this way a better estimate of the criticai 

threshold can be carried out, respecting more specifically the originai configuration of the 

deck before the diverging-oscillation growth. 

8.3. The KDssner's Conventlon. 

A second formulation was initially proposed by KOssner and recently adopted in 

the study for the Normandy Bridge by French researchers and designers (Livesey and 

Larose, 1996). The aeroelastic derivatives are defined by means of two set of 

parameters, denoted as KOssner's coefficients, which are separately referred to lift and 

moment, respectively: [n8 t, n82, nb1, nb2] and [m8
1, m82, mb t, mb2]. 

In accordance with the sign convention depicted in Figure 8.2 (Quasi-steady 

Convention) in which, contrarily to Scanlan's assumptions, the vertical displacement is 

considered as positive in the upward direction (z), the self-excited forces are represented 

through the following expressions: 

(8.4) 

1 U282[ ( a Z a VR iOJZ) 7r ( b b VR iBOJa)] =-p "m1 -+m2-- +- m1 a+m2---
2 u 2tr u 2 2tr u 

These relations must be intended as coincident with a perfectly coupled sinusoidal 

motion, in which the velocity terms can be written as y =iwz, a =iwa, being w the angular 

frequency of the oscillations ( w=2 Jtf). l t is worth recalling the definition of reduced velocity: 

VR=UifB. The coefficients nkj and mkj can be interpreted as the real and imaginary part of 

each ~eight-factor ( defined as the fu n etio n by which the independent variable is 

multiplied) , with a specific representation scale in which the constants 2tr, " or 1if2 
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appear. 

The notation as in Figure 8.2 is the same as for QS and QSM methods (Sections 

2.3 and 4) and will be recalled in the following paragraphs, as concerns the Zasso's 

formulation. 

Eqs. (8.4) are constituted by two sets of four force parameters that in reality are 

very close to the definition proposed by Scanlan (eqs. 8.3). lt can be noticed that, if one 

does not consider the different scale (2~ tr o n/2) and the choice of the positive sign for 

the vertical axis, (Figures 8.1 and 8.2), these functions are substantially equivalent to 

Scanlan's derivatives, reduced by a factor of v·2• where v·=vRI2tr.=1/K. 

z, z 

------------- --- y(t) ---- - - - ~ --

u __ ___. 

l 
L__------~---·----
Giobal Coordinate system 

Z(l) 

---';'?>_ 
y,y 

L se 

Figure 8.2. Quasi-Steady Convention. 

The quadruples [n8 1, n8
2, nb1. nb2] and [m8

1, m 8
2, mb1. mb2] are therefore coincident 

with the more used derivatives adopted by Scanlan, apart from the different common 

multiplication factor ( v·2). Moreover, by comparing Figures 8.1 and 8.2, it can be seen that 

the functions [n8
1, n82, nb1, nb2] assume the same sign as the corresponding Hj, while 

[m8 1, m8 2, mb1. mb2] terms are exactly apposite to the Aj's. 

In any case the graphical representation of KOssner's coefficients is often 

subjected to a further manipulation and these quantities are depicted in terms of [ v·2 n8 1. 

"2a *2b *2b *2a *2 *2b *2b v n 2. v n 1. v n 2] and [v m 1. v m8
2, v m 1. v m 2], in conformity with the well 

known eqs. 8.3 (Zasso, 1996). 

Finally it can be observed that the methodology, proposed by Kussner, does not 

introduce any substantial difference with respect to H.i and A j coefficients, even though it 

seems that the factor v *2 has the advantage of a batter legibility of nki and mki diagrams 

with respect to Hj, A j. 
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8.4. The Marine-Coefficient Convention (MC). 

The Danish researcher A. Jensen (Jensen, 1997; Jensen and Hoffer, 1997) has 

recently proposed a different formulation, denoted as Marine-Coefficient Convention 

(MC). 

This representation is derived from the application of the theory, as originally 

proposed by Scanlan, by replacing the external variables (vertical and angular 

displacements) with internai quantities. The model defined by Jensen is founded on the 

experience of naval engineering, specifically translated for the purposes of the wind 

engineering of bridge decks. In particular a specific device, called Planar Motion 

Mechanism (PMM- Jensen, 1997}, commonly adopted and applied to the determination 

of the stability and maneuvering coefficients for ships, submarines and air-crafts, was 

designed for a direct application in the wind tunnel. 

The calculation of the MC force coefficients is performed by choosing an internai 

reference system, correspondent to an observer located on the deck (Figure 8.3) and 

opposite to the classica! global system (h, a or z, a}. Moreover the same author has 

shown that a direct physical interpretation of MC coefficients can be derived, in contrast 

to the formulation proposed by Scanlan, in which the physical meaning is not always 

confirmed. 

The alternative formulation (MC) refers to the following parameters: v' (velocity in 

the direction orthogonal to the cross-section axis); r' (interna/ angular velocity); i' (interna/ 

angular acceleration); v' (acceleration in the direction orthogonal to the cross-section 

axis}. 

Global coordinate system 

a. a p, p 

u 
-- ... 

Figure 8.3 Marine-Coefficient Convention (MC). 
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The independent variables v' ed r' respectively correspond to the velocity 

component in the direction orthogonal to the deck and the angular velocity. The symbol 

(') indicates the time derivative 

The (') symbol is referred to a normalized quantity (e.g., v' is coincident with a 

dimensionless velocity). The relationship that links these coefficients to the external 

variables h and a, can be indicated through the following expressions: 

h l 1 'l -=v--r U K2 

Ba l -=r u 
1 "l a=--r K2 

h 1 l 1 ., -=--r--v 
B K 2 K 2 

(8.5) 

By inserting eqs. (8.5) into eqs. (8.3) the generai expressions for the MC model 

can be obtained: 

(8.6) 

lnterpreting the above quantities in parentheses as derivatives, as for Scalanls 

convention, Z'9 for the orthogonal force, M'9 for the moment, in which the index g 
indicates the generic displacement component that is associated), the following formulae 

can be determined, after manipulation (Jensen, 1997): 

H•- Z'v· 
1--

K 
H. - Z',.-Z'v· 

2- K 

H• (z· z·.) 3 =- r+ K~ 

H;= -Z'v· 

A.- M'v· 
1- K 

A"- M',.-M'v· 
2- K 

A;=-( M',.+ ~·r) 
H;= -M'v· 

(8.7) 
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The symbol K is here coincident with the reduced frequency. The force coefficients 

are also depicted in Figure 8.3. 

The motion parameters of MC model are identified through the coordinate system, 

as above explained. In the latter the translation (v') and angular (r') velocities must be 

referred to the concept of downwash (Bisplinghoff, Ashley and Halfmann, 1955). 

As an example, the case of the Thin Airfoil can be considered (Section 6.2), by 

assuming v' as the translation velocity and equal to zero the corresponding angular term 

r', the distribution of the velocity component, perpendicular to the plate, will be uniform, as 

in Figure 8.4a. On the contrary, when the translation velocity v' is assumed equal to zero 

and the angular r' is a constant, the distribution of the component of the velocity 

orthogonal to the plate will be bi-triangular, as in Figure 8.4b. 

The terms depicted in the figure are the local components of the velocity, relative 

to a motion of the plate "in air", in the orthogonal direction. By comparison of these 

quantities with the corresponding variables, introduced by Scanlan, it can be seen that v' 

is similar to h, while the term a is coincident with a combination of the velocity 

distributions of v' and r'. A typical distribution obtained for a component like a , is that 

described in Figure 8.4c (Jensen, 1997). 

l I I I I I l I l 
a) b) c) 

Figure 8.4. Velocity components orthogonal to the flat plate, a) 

translation velocity, b) internai angular velocity; c) 

torsional velocity (mixed contributions). 

From the analysis of Figure 8.4 it is evident that the MC - representation wind 

loads are decomposed in derivatives with a specific physical interpretation that are, at the 

same time, perfectly non-correlated. In fact the dimensionless velocities v' and r' can be 

associated with independent motions, in terms of aerodynamic contributions, respectively 

defineq as angle-of-attack (Figure 8.4a) and angular-velocity (Figure 8.4b) motions. This 

fact was possible since the internai variables, instead of considering at each instant the 
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position of the body with respect to the external coordinate system (fixed, as in Figure 

8.3), are directly focused on the local variations of configuration, correlated to the real 

behavior of the wake (seen through the flow). 

O n the contrary the torsional velocity a , according to Scanlan (or KOssner), 

includes load components deriving from both angle-of-attack and angular motions (Figure 

8.4c). 

From the expressions (8. 7) it is possible to identify the similarity of the Scanlan's 

derivatives with indices 1 and 3 (H. 1 and H"3; A ·t and A ·J). Moreover it ca n be deduced 

that those with indices 2 and 3 are connected to mixed fluid-structure interactions (vertical 

and torsional). This is the reason why a direct physical interpretation of Hj and A ·i 

coefficients is not unique; their definition is experimental for a simpler identification. In 

fact, if one considers eqs. (8.5), it can be noticed that a clear interpretation of these 

expressions is not immediate. 

Finally it must be observed that from the experimental point of view, the measure 

of Z'g and M'g parameters must be performed through the PMM device (Jensen, 1997), 

which also reproduces a configuration similar to the coupled flutter oscillation, 

corresponding to a purely angular motion with velocity r' only. 

8.5. The Modified Quasi-Steady Formulation (Zasso). 

In Section 2.3.3 the MQS method for the computation of non-stationary forces in 

the time domain has been presented. This procedure is here partially recalled (eqs. 2.26 

and 2.27) and its transposition to frequency-related coefficients is derived. In particular an 

alternative representation has been developed (Zasso, 1996) that is founded on the 

originai approach {Section 2.3.3). 

In Figure 8.5 the MQS Convention is depicted. lt can be noticed that the time-

dependent wind forces (drag DNs(t), lift LNs(t) and moment MNs(t)) are computed as a 

function of the instantaneous wind velocity and the "generalized" angle of attack ( Batt) with 

respect to the internai observer, i.e., these forces, are referred to the local system 

coincident with the moving deck (relative-to-wind system, as in Section 8.4 ). 

Denoting by U the uniform wind velocity, by B the deck width, by p the density of 

the air, by y, z the displacement components in the latera! and vertical directions 

respectively and by a the torsional rotation, the aerodynamic forces for unit length can be 

written as: 
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1 2 • 
DNs(f) = DNs(Bz-att) = 2 pUrzBCo (Bz-att) 

1 2 • 
LNs(f)=LNs(Bz-att)= 2 pUrzBCL (Bz-att) 

Where, as already exposed: 

Un 2 =(U-yy +(-i+RzaY 

U,a 2 = (u- rY +(-i +RaaY 

B _ -t -1(i-RzaJ:::::: _i-Rza z-att - a an . - a . U-y U-y 

B _ t -1(i- RaaJ _ i- Raa a-att - a - an . = a - u . U-y -y 
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(8.8) 

(8.9) 

The relative-to-wind velocity terms ( Urz and Uro) are differently defined with respect 

to the drag, lift and moment, being Rz e Ro the so-called characteristic radii (Sections 

2.3.2 and 2.3.3), as well as the relative angles of attack ( Bz-att and B a-att). The 

aerodynamic coefficìents Co· cL· and cM· are obtained from the integration of dynamic 

derivatives KL·, KM·(see Section 2.3.3), in accordance with eqs. (2.28). 

Global Coordinate system 

Figure 8.5. MQS Convention notation. 

' 
The use of the drag force (DNs), contrarily to previous paragraphs, is necessary for 

the definition of the frequency-related derivatives. 
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From figure 8.5 it can also be noticed that, while time-dependent wind forces must 

be intended in the local system, ali displacement and velocity terms that identify the body, 

are defined through the global quantities y, z, and its derivatives. In this sense even 

though the Zasso's Convention is referred to global variables, the importance of the local 

contributions, similar to angle-of-attack and angular velocities of MC method, are well 

emphasized. This formulation can practically be Jocated between Scanlan's derivatives 

and MC coefficients, apart from the sign conventions. 

The transformation into frequency-related quantities is performed by linearizing the 

MQS method, for small displacements and incipient instability, and neglecting some of 

the contributions that appear in eqs. (8.8). 

Under these hypotheses the expressions (8.9) that relate motion parameters, can 

be rewritten as: 

z-Ra (} -a z . 
z-att = - U ' 

z-R a 
(}a-att = a- u a 

U 2 :::::U2. 
rz - ' U,a2 :U2 (8.10) 

Eqs. (8.9), by inserting (8.1 O) and assuming a first-order approximation (recalling 

the definition of dynamic derivatives), become: 

(8.11) 

The following quantities are defined: 

Coo=Co(O); CLo=CL(O); CMo=CM(O) 

K; = K00 = dC0 ldaa=O; KLo =dC L l daa=O; KMo =dC M l daa=O (8.12) 

By projecting the eqs. (8.11) onto global axes as in Figure 8.5 

( LsE = ~Ns cos(a)- DNs sin( a) = LNs - DNs ·a ), the resulting terms in the vertical direction 

(LsE ), and the pitching moment (MsE ), under the assumption.of purely oscillatory motion 
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e;mt with coupled angular frequency w, can be assumed, after manipulation: 

(8.13) 

In these expressions some new parameters (h1 and a1 ), have appeared; the self-

excited force linked to drag forces has been neglected in (8.13). 

The quantities {h1, Bj, i=1 .. 3}, normalized in accordance with Coo, KLO and KMo, 

represent the corrections, as a function of v·=vRi21f, of the quasi-steady model of the 

wind-induced forces. The modulus of the static coefficients is here employed, contrarily to 

the originai convention (Zasso, 1996), in order to concentrate the sign dependence on h1 

and a1 quantities. 

The terms with ìndex 4 (square brackets) that multiply the dimensionless value of 

the accelerations, the amplitude of which is equal to K2y!B, have not been derived from 

the theory (eqs. 8.11 and 8.12). On the contrary they can be referred as added mass 

contribution is air, equivalent to H4 • and A4• (Section 8.2). 

The quantities Rz and Ra are directly inserted into the expressions of h1 and Bj, 

depending on the adopted normalization. The sign conventi o n of the MQS method is 

apposite to the Scanlan's derivatives (Figure 8.1 ), as concerns the lift force . 

Some simple algebraic expressions allows for the passage from h1 and ai to the 

equivalent quantities Hj, A j: 

(8.14) 

Some advantages of the MQS representation with respect to the Scanlan's derivatives 

may be considered. 

First of ali the terms h;, a; can be interpreted as weight-coefficients, representing 

the corrections with respect to the quasi-steady approach, in the linearized formulation 

(Coo, KLO and KMo). As VF?-+ 00 , the MQS parameters tends to a unitary value, apart from 

the ineìtial terms with index 4. Moreover, beyond a (well) defined value of VR depending 

on bridge decks, they could be considered as ìndependent on the reduced velocity. In this 
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sense some examples that will be later discussed will clarify this asserti o n. The 

normalization parameters, adopted by this representation, ensure coefficients close to 

one for high reduced velocities and, therefore, easy to employ also for design and study 

purposes. A good resolution is allowed also for low reduced velocities (bluff decks), 

where, for example, the Scanlan's derivatives seem to have a slightly more complicated 

interpretation, since they assume values close to zero. 

Nevertheless there are also some disadvantages. For example the direct 

comparison of different deck sections by means of the hj, ai is impossible for profiles with 

substantially different C00, KLo and KMo, since in eqs. 8.13 a dependance on the shape is 

stili present. In these cases they must be translated into Scanlan's coefficients to be 

physically compared. Or, similar deck sections can only be considered, in which Coo, KLO 

and KMo have at least the same order of magnitude. Finally the MQS parameters cannot 

be used as stand-alone quantities since they require, in any case, the knowledge of Coo, 
KLO and KMo, which need to be somehow included in the graphical representations. 

8.6. Comparison among the different representations 

A comparison between different notations was carried out in order to identify the 

differences connected to each representation and define the main characteristics. In 

particular two conventions were chosen: the Scanlan's derivatives and the MQS 

coefficients (Zasso ). They h ave been considered as more representatives than other 

formulation. A cross-analysis was performed in order to define the interesting features 

and the limits of each set of parameters. 

The KOssner's convention (section 8.3) was not taken into account for its strong 

similarity with Scanlan's derivatives. The MC method will be later recalled and revised. 

The mains aspects connected to the use of the Scanlan's representation can be 

summarized as follows: 

• wide utilization; 

• large amount of experimental data available to researchers; the methods for the 

practical extraction of these coefficients in wind tunnel are currently well defined 

and developed (see Section 8.2); 

• force coefficients are physically (and historically) associated with important 

patterns that are very useful for the immediate detection of specific unstable 

phenomena both for design and study purposes (e.g., importance of A ·2 in the 

· single-degree-of-freedom torsional flutter; references can also be found in 

Section 2.2.4); 
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• a direct physical interpretation of the derivatives is sometimes not well defined: 

e.g., the dependance between H.1 and H.3 derivatives (or, also between A.t and 
A.3); 

• the frequency-related coefficients usually assume high values, in some cases 

difficult to handle, as K--+-0 ( vR--+-oo, experimentally when VR is greater than 30-

40); on the contrary small values are recorded as K--+-oo ( VR close to zero), in the 

category of bluff bridge decks. 

In Figure 8.6 the derivatives associated with the lift force (Hj; j=1 .. 3) are depicted, 

in accordance with Scanlan's formulation, as a function of the reduced velocity. The data 

were chosen to be representative of ali major suspension bridges (built or under 

construction) in the world; the flat-plate derivatives are also shown, obtained in closed 

form, as it will be later explained. Data are taken from (Jain, 1996; Singh, 1996; Katsuchi, 

1997; Zasso, 1996). 

The deck sections that have been studied can be divided into two groups: bluff 

deck girders (First Tacoma Narrows, Golden Gate, Akashi) and aerodynamic (Humber, 

Messina). 

In figure 8. 7 the equivalent parameters for the self-excited moment are shown (A j.; 
j=1 .. 3). Data about H.4 and A •4 derivatives were not present in the literature for ali 

analyzed sections. The presence of the flat-plate derivatives is important because the 

aerodynamic behavior suggested by the theory, can be detected. lt is worth emphasizing 

in Figure 8.6 the differences between the local amplitudes of the derivatives of ali cross-

sections, particularly for H.1 and H*3; moreover, for low values of the reduced velocity the 

derivatives of Tacoma and Golden Gate Bridges are practically close to zero. In Figure 

8.7, as concerns A ·t, this diversification is even more evident (the values associated with 

A ·2 are not immediately recognizable). For streamlined sections, on the contrary, a 

relevant increment in the derivatives is recorded as VR reaches relatively high values 

(e.g., A ·3 increases by a factor of five, in the case of Humber Bridge, for VR increasing 

from O to 15). 

This phenomenon is perhaps more evident on the flat plate, in which the 

aerodynamic features are much more consistent than ali other cases (Humber and 

Messina Bridges). lt can be observed that the graph is considerably more distant from 

other examples (below or above, depending on the derivative), and the corresponding 

value that is registered is always the highest in modulus. 
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Fig. 8.6. Aeroelastic derivatives (lift force) according to Scanlan, as a 

function of the reduced velocity ( U/fB). 
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On the contrary, as concerns the QSM representation, it can be noticed that: 

• it is seldom used; more difficult identification of the coefficients in the literature, 

provided that a specific transformation is performed; 

• it is necessary to know the quantities related to the static coefficients ( Coo, KLO 
and KMo) in addition to the experimental records on the oscillation behavior ; the 

passage to h1 and a1 parameters is not immediate; 

• the direct physical interpretation of each expression is not always possible; the 

correlation between h1 and h3, etc., is stili present; 

• the dependance of h1 and a1 on the static coefficients can be recognized; h1 and 

a1 can therefore be interpreted as a particular case fo the derivatives: laJI, lhJI~1 
as ~oo {in practice when VR is approximately greather than 30); 

• as vR-+oo a1, h1 do not assume high values, sometimes difficult to identify or 

directly interpret. lndeed the idea of multiplying Scanlan's derivatives by K or K2 

is responsible for a growth in the ·scale factors at high K (while H.b A j are close 

to zero), while it induces a contraction at low K (high VR). Therefore BJ, h1 are 

more legible in terms of generai trend and single values; 

• unfortunately the dependance on static-coefficient parameters ( Coo, KLo and 

KMo) does not allow for a direct comparison between h1 a1, relative to different 

deck sections; 

• to eliminate this problem, Zasso (1996) proposed the use of a slightly different 

representation, which can be generally summarized as h1 = h1jC00 + KLOI· 

Nevertheless, if this approach is employed, the formulation is practically 

coincident with Scanlan's derivatives. 

Figures 8.8 and 8.9 present the graphs related to the h1 and a1 coefficients, 

respectively, presented in Figures 8.6 and 8.7. 

From the analysis of Figure 8.8 the importance of the asymptotically unitary 

behavior can be observed, in particular for h1 and h3, which is more rapid in case of an 

aerodynamic section. lt is worth emphasizing that, as concerns h1 and the Messina 

Bridge, values close to zero are attained for V~r15 already, even though small 

fluctuations can be noticed beyond 15. The example of the Humber Bridge is perhaps 

more evident, in which the unitary value is recorded for v~10, with no sensitive variations 

beyond this point. 

~s regards the flat-plate behavior, the unit-value threshold is reached more slowly 

than streamlined bridge sections; indeed the theory states that the condition l hA~ 1 , is 
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verified in correspondence with an infinite reduced velocity, only. lt can be deduced that it 

is possible to consider the amplitude of the MQS derivatives close to one for reduced 

velocities of the order of 30 - 40 and aerodynamic deck sections (at least for design 

purposes, and keeping in mind the dependance on modes and frequencies of a real 

bridge). 

For bluff deck sections (e.g., the Golden Gate Bridge and the Originai Tacoma 

Narrows) the MQS formulation immediately emphasizes, for h1, the high variability of the 

generai behavior at low VR, associated with rapid inversions of slope or curvature (and 

sign), and very high amplitudes, compared to the unitary value. These patterns are 

connected to the extreme sensitivity to aeroelastic phenomena that usually characterize 

these sections. 

Figure 8.9 depicts the graphs, specific for 8j coefficients. The same remarks, as 

previously made, can be applied to these quantities as well. lt is worth observing 82 

parameters of bluff sections, fundamentally sensitive to torsional flutter, such as the 

Tacoma Narrows and the Golden Gate. 

The sign inversion of 8 2 that is directly correlated to the criticai value (single-mode 

analysis - Section 2.2.4), is more evident than that of the equivalent A·2, as a 

consequence of the scale increment that is common to ali parameters of the MQS 

formulation at low reduced velocities. For the same reason the mean slopes of 82 in this 

range are higher than those of Scanlan's derivative. 

Therefore it can be deduced that the use of MQS coefficients is helpful in case a 

qualitative characterization of deck sections, sensitive to these phenomena, is performed. 

Nevertheless, there is no difference between the two formulations, from a theoretical 

point of view, when the flutter threshold is investigated by means of the frequency-domain 

methods (Sections 2.2 and 3). 

lt is worth emphasizing that the cross-analysis of different deck sections cannot be 

directly performed because of the residua! dependance of hj and 8j on the parameters 

Coo, Kto and KMo. 
lndeed both formulations present interesting aspects. Since a useful information 

concerns the tendency to the unitary value of the MQS Convention, as VR increases, a 

proposal for a unified formulation, similar to Zasso's derivatives, and in which the mixed 

contributions (e.g., h1 and h3) are separated, will be formulated in the next paragraph. 
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8. 7. Proposal of a new Unified Convention (UC). 

Consider again the MC Formulation, with the sign conventions of Figure 8.10, 

expressed in terms of local coordinates, having the important property of transforming the 

derivatives into parameters with a specific physical meaning. In particular, the orthogonal-

displacement and angular velocities are assumed as follows: 

. dw , 
W=-=-V 

d t 

/3 = dfJ = r' 
d t 

Figure 8.1 O. UC notation. 

(8.15) 

By using the eqs. (8.15) and recalling Figure 8.1, expressions (8.4) can be 

rewritten as: 

h . 1 .. 
u =-W- K2 p 
. B p· a-= u (8.16) 

The dimensionless force coefficients, in the system of coordinates "in air", are 

defined, as a function of the reduced frequency K, in accordance with eqs. 8.5 and 8.6 

and considering eqs. (8.12). The use of the parameters C00, KLO and KMo, related to static 
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coefficients, in local coordinates, although referred to a global system, can be accepted 

for small amplitudes of motion (first order analysis). Consequently, it turns out that: 

F. = + Z'v· 
w !Coo +KLOI 

F. =- Z',. 
P !Coo +KLOI 

F.=- Z'r· 
P IKLol 

2Z' .. Fw =+--v 
tr 

(8.17) 

By inserting eqs. (8.17) into (8.6), the expressions of the dimensionless aeroelastic 

forces for purely oscillatory motion, according to the UC formulation, can be denoted as 

follows: 

(8.18) 

where pi and MT respectively correspond to the norma/ force with respect to the deck-

section axis and the overturning moment. lf one expresses the terms dependent on the 

dimensionless accelerations as a function of the corresponding displacement 

components, the following quantities can be computed: 

w= -K 2w => F = -K2F-w w 

p= -K2 p=> Fp = -K2F/J 
e Mw =-K2Mv. 

e M p= -K2M/J 

Therefore, the final characterization of the UC formulation ca n be written as: 

(8.19) 

(8.20) 
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The following relationships among different representations can be summarized as 

follows: 

(8.21) 

The new derivatives have assumed the form of eqs. (8.21 ); in these expressions 

the Scanlan's derivatives are denoted by H*1 and A ·b the MQS terms are indicated as h1 

and a1, and those deriving from the MC approach as Zj and Mj (VJ). The Fk and Mk 
parameters of the proposed formulation have inherited the following characteristics: 

• since they are derived from the analogous Z/ and M/, according to Jensen's 

coefficients, they can be related to a specific and well defined physical behavior, 

corresponding to perfectly independent variables; 

• the choice of the normalization enhances the similarity between Fk, Mk and hJ, 

a1.with the assumption of most properties, derived from MQS convention. 

Figures 8.11 and 8.12 depict the main derivatives of the proposed UC 

representation, Fk and Mk, as a function of the reduced velocity. The graphical 

representation of Fw and M.., is clearly similar to h 1 and Bt, according to Zasso. 

lndeed it is interesting to analyze the behavior of FP and M P. These quantities for 

the first time are representative of a specific physical phenomenon, by eliminating the 
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mixed contributions. 

Rigorously speaking, the quantities under examination, as for example Fp, have 

lost the asymptotic behavior to one as VR approaches the infinity in the case of 

particularly aerodynamic bridges. Nevertheless, it can be noticed that the tendency 

towards an invariant amplitude for high VR, even though not unitary, is stili present. This 

fact ca n stili be interpreted in terms of the MQS approach. 

The parameter M P , which is derived from the overturning moment connected to a 

purely angular motion, show values progressively decreasing to almost zero, for 

streamlined deck sections such as Messina and Humber, as a consequence of the 

difference between the MQS coefficients 83 and 81 (eqs. 8.21 ). In reality this aspect 

seems to be correlated to the weak influence of the angular rotation (in air) in the final 

definition of aeroelastic forces, also compared with the flat plate, in which a relatively 

consistent growth is recorded, even though associated with an opposite sign. 
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8.8. Flat-plate derivatives for the different formulatlons. 

The complex function C(k)=F(k)+iG(k), defined as Theodorsen Circulatory 

Function in Section 6, represents the behavior of the theoretical thin airfoil, in which the 

reduced frequency is defined as k = BOJ/2U , being B the section width and U the cross-

flow velocity. 

The expressions of the aeroelastic derivatives, in accordance with the formulation 

proposed by Scanlan, can be rigorously derived from the theory and indicated as (Dyrbye 

and Hansen, 1997): 

. ff( G ) H2 =-- 1+2-+F 
4k k 

H.= _ _!!__(F- Gk) 
3 2k 2 2 

(8.22) 

H"= 7f(1+2G) 4 2 k 

Eqs. (8.22) can be transformed into MQS coefficients by means of expressions 

(8.14) as: 

h1 = F 

h2 = - ~ ( 1 + 2 ~ + F) 

h3 =(F- G;) 
h4 =(1+2~) 

In the UC formulation, they can be rewritten as (see eqs. 8.21 ): 

Fw =-F 

F. = +_!(1+2 G +F) 
p 2 k 2 

Gk 
Fp =+5F- 2 
Fw = 4k2(1+2 ~) 

Mw =-F 
1 M/J = 4 (F -1) 

M =-Gk 
p 2 

Mw =-2kG 

(8.23) 

(8.24) 
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lt is worth observing that the different representations are directly connected to the 

final analytical form of the parameters. In particular a progressive simplification in the 

formulae, from (8.22) up to (8.24), can be noticed. From eqs. (8.24), as for the originai 

MC coefficients (Jensen and HOffer, 1997), the physical meaning of the real and 

imaginary parts of the Theodorsen Function can be deduced, since a perfect identity 

between F(k) and G(k) and the F..v , M ..v derivatives is shown. The same concept can be 

applied to M iJ , once it is recalled that, being the maximum value of F equal to one (for 

k=O) the quantity (F-1) represents the apposite value of the rea l part of the Theodorsen 

Function. 

The graphs of the flat-plate derivatives, according to the three formulations, are 

depicted in Figures 8.6 and 8. 7 (Scanlan), Figures 8.8 an d 8.9 (MQS), Figures 8.1 O and 

8.11 (UC). 

8.9. Generai comments. 

The problem of mathematical definition of frequency-dependent force coefficients 

(Fiutter Derivatives) has been performed. The first and most used representation of flutter 

derivatives is due to Scanlan and Tomko (1971) (Scanlan's Convention), who started 

their experiments o n the section mode l. Other methods that h ave bee n considered are: 

Quasi-Steady Convention (KOssner); Modified Quasi-Steady Convention, introduced by 

Diana and Zasso; Marine-Coefficient Convention, proposed by Jensen. The physical 

meaning of these coefficients and the main characteristics of these formulations have 

been analyzed and commented. 

Starting from these observations a new formulation has been proposed, which has 

included the positive aspects of previous representations, and in which the mutuai 

dependence of the derivatives has been eliminated and the physical meaning of each 

parameter is emphasized. Moreover a clear relationship among flutter derivatives and 

static coefficients, as already observed by some authors, has been defined. An 

experimental verification of this property at high reduced velocities stili needs to be 

addressed. 

The validity of this proposal has been only partially investigated and the future 

research should be addressed both to a better characterization of the methodology and to 

the study of practical implications of its application. 
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9. CONCLUSIONS 

The research investigated the methodologies for the study of wind-structure 

interaction phenomena on long-span suspension bridges. Ali aspects connected to the 

discipline were considered; in particular the main problem that has been addressed is 

related to the behavior of particularly slender structures under wind actions, which can 

sometimes lead to dynamic oscillations that can become unstable under specific 

conditions. The subject was treated by means of two different key-approaches, aiming at 

the comprehension of the hypotheses under which these techniques could be 

generalized. First of ali the methodologies and criteria for the modelization and the 

analytical resolution of the problems were considered. On the other hand the effective 

physical correspondence of these models with the reality, in which the characterization of 

wind forces is determinant, was investigated, both experimentally and analitically. For 

each method that was considered, some aspects of possible improvement were 

analyzed. 

The research was developed in accordance with four generai topics: study of 

coupled aeroelastic instability, aircraft-type, defined as flutter; study of wind-structure 

interaction phenomena that can also occur at relatively low wind speed interval; 

experimental derivation of unsteady time-dependent force coefficients (indicial functions) 

to be used in flutter analyses, and a criticai analysis of frequency-related flutter 

derivatives. 

These aspects were conceived in order to cover a wide range of phenomena and, at 

the same ti me, contribute to the definition of the two key-approaches. 

As concerns the first topic, the research has considered the most used techniques 

both in the frequency and ti me domains. 

As regards frequency-domain methods, the following procedures were considered: 

section-model, simplified single-mode representation, multi-mode. In this way the role of 

higher modes connected to flutter instability was investigated. The thesis has shown that 

simplified approaches, such as 2d-o-f rigid model (which neglects the contribution of 

higher and lateral modes), are not suitable both for design and research purposes, also in 

those cases, in which preliminary results seem to exclude their relevance. Therefore the 

multi-mode approach becomes the principal way of looking at the problem for any kind of 

bridges. 

Th.e use of the analytical background, provided by the multi-mode approach, has 

proved that some aspects, usually neglected in design calculations (influence of a non-
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constant distribution of the mean wind velocity, finite stiffness of the deck) cannot be 

excluded a priori. 

The effect of the ti me average of the wind speed (horizontal profile) was treated by 

an extension to the originai multi-mode method, defined in the current work, and 

simulating a variation of the horizontal profile of the velocity that is likely to occur for 

particular topographical conditions and long-span bridges. 

The relevance of the deck stiffness was studied by means of a new procedure, 

further extension to the multi-mode technique, proposed and implemented in this thesis 

and indicated as GM (Giobal Multi-mode). Wind self-excited forces were expressed 

through a complex three-dimensional FE representation, A first example of this approach 

has shown that for very long-span bridges and particular deck configurations the 

influence of the local stiffness ca n play a significant role in the global behavior. 

Although frequency-domain analyses, such as multi-mode, are sufficiently accurate 

for design purposes, the use of time-domain nonlinear simulations in wind engineering is 

constantly increasing in recent years, in particular for the evaluation of the flutter 

threshold of long-span suspension bridges. In fact some characteristics of the bridge-flow 

interaction might be influenced by nonlinear structural behavior, usually neglected in the 

frequency-domain linearized approaches. Therefore the thesis tried to focus the attention 

on the role of numerica! time simulations, being a powerful and complete instrument for 

an accurate assessment of the response and of ali effects on the structure. 

Since the complexity of the FE representation in the time domain is no longer a 

problem due to highly developed computational devices, the use of time-domain 

simulations becomes very important when a highly nonlinear behavior of the structure is 

detected but is also useful in ali other cases, as a verification of the values obtained 

through a frequency-domain technique. 

lf the improvement in the bridge response is performed through a particular 

configuration of the structural elements, instead of an aerodynamically streamlined 

section, these simulations can become very useful: the assessment of the local behavior, 

such as the internai stresses, cannot directly be detected by frequency-domain 

approaches. 

Contrarily to frequency-domain, in which the resolution, although iterative, leads to a 

well defined value, the problem of flutter threshold assessment, given by an iterative FE 

model with a very large number of degrees of freedom, is sometimes difficult to analyze 

and unqerstand. This thesis proposed a convenient way of representing the response in 

the ti me domain by means of integrai quantities, such as the total energy of the system or 
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the input energy, with respect to the usual representation of displacement components. In 

this way an immediate representation of the response could be carried out through the 

total energy of the system or through the input energy, defined as the global work done 

by forces due to fluid-structure interaction. The procedure was implemented by the author 

and included in an existing code for the dynamic integration of nonlinear structural 

elements and structures under wind actions. lt has been shown that the use of energy-

related quantities clearly enhances the resolution of the simulations, and it can be seen 

as a new way of representation of the phenomenon. 

lt was observed that the proposed methodology could be useful not only for 

instability investigations but also for the study of other aeroelastic effects that may occur 

locally or globally on a suspension bridge. 

In fact the second sub-topic, developed in the research, concerned the definition of 

an extended method in the time domain, denoted as GAAM, Global Aerodynamic 

Aeroelastic Mode, for the analysis of log-span suspension bridges, able to take into 

account also non-conventional aeroelastic effects, such as vortex shedding from deck, 

cables and towers, for relatively low wind-speed regimes. 

The method was designed to predict the structural response of a long-span 

suspension bridge that is simultaneously affected by aerodynamic and aeroelastic forces 

(in particular due to vortex-shedding) on ali the elements of the system (deck, main 

cables, hangers, towers). 

This methodology in the time-domain was used as a unitary means for the study 

and the analysis of ali aspects linked to wind-structure interaction in this category of 

bridges. Three aspects were investigated: importance of vortex-shedding action on the 

main cable during flutter; lock-in oscillations on the main cable; lock-in oscillations on the 

deck, originated by vortex-shedding at low wind speeds. 

First numerica! analyses confirmed the validity of the method and showed that, in 

some cases, the effect of vortex-shedding from the deck, usually neglected in the 

assessment of the ultimate structural resistance, should be considered in the estimate of 

the response in the norma l fife of the structure (fatigue problems) and usar comfort. 

Consequently to these stages, the question about the physical consistency of 

analytical models arose. In particular it was noticed that the definition of force coefficients, 

commonly experimentally performed, was the crucial point of ali analyses. 

Therefore, the second part of the research aimed at the completion of the study of 

ali asp~cts linked to wind-structure interaction phenomena, including the physical 

relevance of wind forces, which could not be considered as independent on the definition 
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of the analytical approaches (in frequency an d ti me). The experimental implications o n 

these models could not be excluded and could improve the generai interpretation of these 

phenomena. 

In time-domain analyses, it was noticed that the use of time-dependent force 

coefficients, analytically derived by Inverse Fourier Transform of frequency-domain 

coefficients, could be performed. However in case a bluff deck section was investigated, 

in which the form of the derivative is fragmented, it could not be excluded that this 

approach, even though mathematically correct, could lead to simplifications in the final 

expression that could affect the result. In this sense the direct derivation of these 

coefficients was considered to be an innovative and alternative way of reducing or 

avoiding this aspect, which needed to be considered, also for a full integration of time 

domain simulations. In frequency-domain analyses, on the contrary, since the methods 

far the characterization of aeroelastic forces were sufficiently well known, the problem 

was connected to the possibility of representing these coefficients in a specific way that 

could enhance a more rapid individuation of the characteristics of the investigated deck 

sections. 

Therefore, the third sub-topic of the research, concemed the design, realization and 

testing of a new methodology far the experimental extraction of transient aeroelastic 

forces in the time domain (indicial functions), which can be related to the analogous 

coefficients in the frequency domain. The research contributed to the design of both the 

wind tunnel setup and the automatic procedures far data acquisition and analysis. 

The experimental campaign was performed in the Corrsin Wind Tunnel at The 

Johns Hopkins University of Baltimore. The project goal was essentially the verification of 

the feasibility of the proposed approach. 

A theoretical case (NACA0012 wing section) was analyzed first; the measured 

results were compared to the analytically derived solution. Good correspondence was 

found between the recorded data and the previsions. 

Subsequently a bluff body (BLU01 profile) was tested and, far the first time, an 

indicial function, experimentally derivable only, has been presented. In this case the idea 

was to simulate a bridge deck section, as a first approximation. 

The data, provided by these experiments, have indeed underlined some operative 

difficulties, linked to the target-function deduction (digitai filtering, wind force identification, 

etc.), higher than those intrinsically present in the measurement of the corresponding 

aeroel~stic derivatives, even if the consistency is confirmed. However it is stili premature 

to assign a preferred direction far the proposed approach, with respect to the raditional 
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techniques. 

The problem of mathematical definition of frequency-dependent force coefficients 

(Fiutter Derivatives} was also performed, being the last aspect investigated in this work. 

Some of the representations of flutter derivatives were considered: Scanlan's Convention 

(the most used), Quasi-Steady Convention (Kussner), Modified Quasi-Steady Convention 

(Diana and lasso), Marine-Coefficient Convention (Jensen). The physical meaning of 

these coefficients and the main characteristics of these formulations were analyzed and 

commented and, from these observations, a new formulation was proposed. This 

representation has included the positive aspects of previous conventions; the mutuai 

dependance of the derivatives was eliminated and the physical meaning of each 

parameter was emphasized. Moreover the relationship among flutter derivatives and 

static coefficients, as observed by some authors, was included. 

Some of the results presented in this thesis have already received the acceptation 

to the publication in congress proceedings and international journals. 

Further developments, concerning the GM procedure, (frequency-domain) should 

be addressed to the comprehension of the role of localized aspects in flutter (i.e., 

stiffness, local behavior, etc.) fora large class of bridges, aiming at the generalization of 

the proposed method. Moreover the possibility of considering other aeroelastic effects at 

the sa me ti me stili needs to be investigated. 

Further developments, relative to the use of the total energy function in the time 

domain, will aim at the comprehension of the physical connection between the latter and 

the flutter onset. In particular the use of this function, not only as a test but also able to 

characterize the response in time-domain simulations, might represent a contribution for 

the analytical definition of the flutter problem through energetic considerations. In fact it is 

stili necessary to fully understand, from the analytical point of view, the link between 

models and the physical reality. The study of the energy method in the time domain might 

promote a different characterization of the phenomenon and the definition of analytical 

models in the frequency-domain, in which the instability analyses are carried out by 

means of energetic considerations instead of dynamic equilibrium. In this sense an 

"extended energy method" might contribute to a simplified but useful analysis, especially 

for preliminary design purposes. Nevertheless, this aspect should be included in the 

future research. 

Th~ study of turbulence effects on flutter through time-domain approaches needs to 

be considered as well; the latter have not been investigated in the current work even if 
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the numerica! procedure for the creation of synthetic wind time-histories has been already 

included in the generai code. 

Future developments, regarding the GAAM, will be concerned with nonlinear local 

behavior of hangers, as well as the influence of ali turbulence components. 

A further extension of the generalized technique for time domain simulations 

should include a more accurate assessment of aeroelastic effects for bluff-deck bridges, 

in particular by means of convolution methods and indicial functions, also experimentally 

derived. 

In particular, as concerns the experimental derivation of indicial functions the future 

research will aim at the generalization of the procedure and the consequent and 

necessary improvement of the existing setup, initially conceived for an explorative goal. 

Moreover the physical meaning connected to the direct derivation of the indicial functions 

should be deeply investigated. In this way the method might be extended to a direct 

application on real bridge deck section-models. In addition some construction details stili 

need to be designed or studied for a refinement of the experimental technique. The 

problem of the indicial function simulation for bluff bodies, relative to a purely vertical 

displacement, which ca n be seen as a function of the apparent angle of attack due to the 

vertical velocity, needs to be addressed. 

Finally, the validity of a unified representation convention for frequency-related 

flutter derivatives, only partially investigated, should be considered in the future research 

both for a better characterization of the methodology and the study of practical 

implications of its application. Specific experimental tests seem to be necessary in this 

se n se. 
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APPENDICES 

Appendix A.1. Matlab program for the determination of the flutter speed through 

the "Multi-mode" Approach 

A. 1. 1. Main program 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% MATLAB PROGRAM FOR THE COMPUTATION 
% OF THE CRITICAL 
% WINDSPEED 
% EIGEN-VALUE PROBLEM 
% MEAN WIND SPEED: VARIABLE 
% T o be used with the following Files: 
% W58MODS.M, DETCC.M, FUNZG.M 
% lterative algorhytm for the assessment of the 
% solution (DET(CC)=O)) 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
clf 
eia 
clear ali 
clear global 

%-------------
% INPUTDATA,----
% 

Kmodi=8; % number of modes 

Dx1=47.75; %DELTA (beginning and end of the 
bridge) 
Dx2=47.75; 

i1=5; % 111 cross-section- centrai span 
i2=113; % last " " " 

alfa=-0.30; 

om1=0.39; 

om2=0.43; 
K1=0.2750; 
K2=0.2760; 
DK=1e-4; 
limo=1e-6; 

limz=1e-14; 

% relative variation of the time-average 
% wind speed 

%1eft limit for the calculation of the 
% solution (ang. Frequency) 
%right limit 
%1ower limit fot the scansion of K 
%upper limit for the scansion of K 
% incrementai step (K) 
%1ower threshold for the calculation of 
% the ang. frequency 
%threshold for the calculation of the 
%solution 

% plots 
omplot=0.3:0.001 :0. 7; 
scala=2e-1 O; 

i=sqrt(-1); %complex unit 

format long %numerica! format for screen prints 

% Parameters 

%luce= bridge span 
% omc=angular criticai frequency (rad/s) 
% omn=natural frequency (rad/s) 
% K=BL *om/U reduced frequency 
% m=mass per unit length (kg/m) 

% ln=torsional inertia per unit length (kg*m) 
% BL=deck width (m} 
% r=air density (kg/m113) 
% s=damping ratio 
%------------%------------
% lnput data file 
disp('Wait: data reading ....... .') 
fin=w58mods; 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% NATURAL MODE NORMALIZA TION% 

% define the total number of points (sections) 
w=H(1,:); 
n=max(size(w)); 
n1=n; 

% mode3= natura! mode N.3 
% mode4= natura! mode N.4 
% mode5= natura! mode N.6 
% mode6= natura! mode N.9 
%mode?= natura! mode N.12 
% mode8= natura! mode N.14 
% mode1 = natura! mode N.1 

% mode normalization (deck width) 
H=HIBL; 
P=PIBL; 

%<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< 
%mode normalization (amplitude =1) 
%<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< 
for k=1:Kmodi 

A=O; 
A=A+H(k,1 )*H(k,1 )*Dx1 +H(k,n)*H(k,n)*Dx2: 
for ii=2:n-1 

A=A+H(k,ii)*H(k,ii)*((x(ii)+x(ii+1 ))/2-(x(ii)+x(ii-1 ))/2); 
end 
A=A+R(k,1 )*R(k, 1 )*Dx1 +R(k,n)*R(k,n)*Dx2; 
for ii=2:n-1 

A=A+R(k,ii)*R(k,ii)*((x(ii)+x(ii+1 ))/2-(x(ii)+x(ii-1 ))/2); 
end 

A=A+P(k, 1)*P(k,1)*Dx1+P(k,n)*P(k,n)*Dx2; 
for ii=2:n-1 

A=A+P(k,ii)*P(k,ii)*((x(ii)+x(ii+1 ))/2-(x(ii)+x(ii-1 ))/2); 
end 

A=A11.5; 

for ii=1:n 
H(k,ii)=H(k,ii)/A; 
R(k,ii)=R(k,ii)/A; 
P(k,ii)=P(k,ii)/A; 

end 
end 

o~<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< 

% MODAL INTEGRALS Gij% 
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%<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< 
% unitary weight of the aeroelastic derivative 
DSuno=ones(1 ,n); 

% int1=G(h,h) 
int1 =funzg(H,H,DSuno,x,Dx1 ,Dx2); 

% int2=G(p,p) 
int2=funzg(P,P ,DSuno,x,Dx1,Dx2); 

% int3=G(r,r) 
int3=funzg(R,R,DSuno,x,Dx1 ,Dx2); 

% int4=G(r,h) 
int4=funzg(R,H,DSuno,x,Dx1 ,Dx2); 

% int5=G(p,r) 
int5=funzg(P,R,DSuno,x,Dx1 ,Dx2); 

% aeroelastic derivative interpolation % 
%NNBB: ord = polynomial order 
ord=3; 

disp('Piots: H1 .. H3, A1 .. A3') 

c1 =polyfit(kin,H1 O,ord); 
fit1 =polyval(c1 ,kin); 
plot(kin,fit1 ,'g',kin,H10,'ro'); 
title('Aeroelastic Derivative H1*'); 
pause 

c2=polyflt(kin, H20 ,ord); 
fit2=polyval(c2,kin); 
plot(kin,fit2,'g',kin,H20,'ro'); 
title{' Aeroelastic Derivative H2*'); 
pause 

c3=polyfit(kin,H30,ord); 
fit3=polyval(c3,kin); 
plot(kin,fit3,'g',kin,H30,'ro'); 
title(' Aeroelastic Derivative H3*'); 
pause 

c4=polyflt{kin,A 1 O,ord); 
fit4=polyval(c4,kin); 
plot(kin,fit4, 'g' ,kin,A 1 O, 'ro'); 
title(' Aeroelastic Derivative A 1*'); 
pause 

c5=polyfit(kin ,A20,ord); 
fit5=polyval(c5,kin); 
plot(kin, fit5, 'g' ,kin,A20, 'ro'); 
title(' Aeroelastic Derivative A2*'); 
pause 

c6=polyfit(kin,A30,ord); 
fit6=polyval(c6,kin); 
plot(kin,fit6, 'g' ,kin,A30, 'ro'); 
title(' Aeroelastic Derivative A3*'); 
pause 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% MARTIX CC -ITERATIVE PROCEDURE for the 
% assess.ment of CCij% 
% Computation of the Determinant % 

% Modal inertia 

for ii=1 :Kmodi 
l(ii)=(int1 (ii,ii)*m*BL 112+int2(ii,ii)*m*BL 112+int3(ii,ii)*ln); 

end 

% ITERATIVE variable 
K=K1-DK; 

% 
&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& 
% ITERATIVE PROCEDURE 
% "kk" index must be changed according to k 
% 

% lnitial values 
flag=O; 
Kcr=O; 
omegacr=O; 
Ucr=O; 

%·------
% deckspan 
luce=x(i2)-x(i1 ); 

for ii=1:n1 
if ii<i1 

delta(ii)=1: 
elseif ii>i2 

delta(ii)= 1 ; 
else 

%&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& 
%mean wind speed variation law 

delta(ii)=1 +alfa*(1-pi/2*sin(pilluce*(x(ii)-x(i1) )) ); 
% PSEUDO-SINUSOIDAL © 

% delta(ii)=1 +alfa*sin(2*pi/luce*(x(ii)-x(i1 ))); 
% SINUSOIDAL (B) 

%%%delta(ii)=-2*alfa/luce*{x(ii)-x(i1 ))+1 +alfa; 
% BI-TRIANGULAR (A) 

%&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&&& 
end 

end 

plot(x,delta,'r'); 
title(Wind Speed'); 
xlabei('Abscissa (x)'); 
ylabel('% Variation '); 
ws=[min(x),max(x),min(delta),max(delta)]; 
axis(ws); 
grid; 
pause %.-------
disp(' ') 
disp('Beginning of the iterative process ...... ') 

while flag==O 

% updating K 
K=K+DK 

% Frequency-independent quatities 
%·-------
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for ii=1:n 
H 1 s(ii}=polyval(c1 ,2*pi/K*delta(ii)}; 
H2s(ii)=polyval( c2, 2*pi/K*delta(ii}}; 
H3s(ii}=polyval( c3 ,2*pi/K*delta(ii}}; 
A 1 s(ii}=polyval(c4,2*pi/K*delta(ii)}; 
A2s(ii)=polyval(c5,2*pi/K*delta(ii}); 
A3s(ii)=polyval(c6,2*pi/K*delta(ii)); 
P 1 s(ii)=P 1/K*delta(ii}; 
P2s(ii)=P21K*delta(ii); 
P3s(ii)=P3*(Kidelta(ii))"2; 

end 
%-------
% Weighting procedure Gij 

% int1P=G(h,h)* H1 
int1 p=funzg(H,H,H1s,x,Dx1 ,Dx2); 

% int2p=G(r,r) * A2 
int2p=funzg(R,R,A2s,x,Dx1 ,Dx2); 

% int3p=G(r,r) * A3 
int3p=funzg(R,R,A3s,x,Dx1 ,Dx2); 

% int4P=G(r,h) * A1 
int4p=funzg(R,H,A1s,x,Dx1 ,Dx2); 

% intSP=G(r,h) * H2 
int5p=funzg(R,H,H2s,x,Dx1 ,Dx2); 

% int6P=G(r,h) * H3 
int6p=funzg(R,H,H3s,x,Dx1 ,Dx2); 

% int7p=G(p,r)*P3 
int7p=funzg(P,R,P3s,x,Dx1 ,Dx2); 

% int8p=G(p,p)*P1 
int8p=funzg(P,P,P1s,x,Dx1 ,Dx2); 

% int9P=G(P,R) * P2 
int9p=funzg(P,R,P2s,x,Dx1 ,Dx2); 

% int10P=G(r,h) * H3 
int1 Op=funzg(R,H,H3s,x,Dx1 ,Dx2); 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% MA TRIX C =A + iB % 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

% initial values 
for ii=1 :Kmodi 

for jj=1 :Kmodi 
AAt(ii,jj)=O; 
BBt(ii,jj}=O; 
CCt(ii,ll)=O+i*O; 

end 
end 

% aerodynamic terms non depending on frequency 
for ii=1 :Kmodi 

for jj=1 :Kmodi 
pr1 =int1 Op(jj,ii)+int3p(ii,jj}+int7p(ii,ll); 
% NNBB: ho cambiato l'ordine di int7p 
AAt(ii,jj)=-K112*r*BL "411(ii)*pr1; 

pr2'7K112*(int1 p(ii,jj)+int5p(jj,ii}+int4p(ii,jj}); 
pr3=K112*(int2p(ii,jj}+int8p(ii,jj}+int9p(ii,jj)}; 
% NNBB: ho cambiato l'ordine di int5 
BBt(ii,ll)=-r*BL "4/l(ii)*(pr2+pr3); 

end 
end 

CCt(ii,jj}=AAt(ii,jj)+i*BBt(ii,jj); 

% LOOPoverK 

%Re( CC) 

%-------
% zeros of the real part 
%flag: REAL=1/IMAG=O 
disp{'** Zero of the real part:') 
omegaR=zeri(AAt,BBt,CCt,K,omn,s,om1 ,om2, 1 ,limz) 
%--------

% zeros of the imaginary part 
disp('** Zero of the imaginary part:') 
omegal=zeri(AAt,BBt,CCt,K,omn,s,om1 ,om2,0,1imz) 
%--------

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
DiffSol=abs( omegal-omegaR) 
disp{'************'**** ........ ) 
if DiffSol<limo 

omegacr=O.S*(omegal+omegaR); 
Kcr=K; 
Ucr=omegacr*BUKcr; 
flag=1; 
S3=sprintf('SOLUTION (omegacr,Kcr,Ucr): %8.5f 

%8.5f %5.2f,omegacr,Kcr,Ucr) 
end 
if K>=K2 

disp('NO solution') 
flag=1; 

end 

end 

% *plots 
~ **************** 
if Kcr>O 

nb=max( size( omplot)); 
for ii=1:nb 

detcr(ii}=detcc(AAt, BBt, CCt, Kcr ,omn,omplot(ii), s); 
end 
W=[min(omplot),max( omplot),-scala, +scala]; 
plot( omplot, rea l( detcr}, 'r -· ,omplot, imag( detcr). 'g-'} 
axis(W) 
XA=axis; 
grid 
xlabel ('angular frequency [rad/s]'} 
ylabel ('Re(det)-lm(det)') 
text( max(XA(2)) ,max(XA( 4)), 'alfa(%)='} 
text( max(XA(2)) .max(XA( 4) )-0 .05*abs(XA(4 )-

XA(3} ).setstr(abs(num2str( alfa*1 00}}}) 
text( max(XA(2)). O, 'Kcr=') 
text(max(XA(2)),-0.05*abs(XA(4)-

XA(3) },setstr( abs( num2str(Kcr)))) 
end 

end 

A.1.2. Extemal Subroutines and Functions 

function ddt=detcc(AAt. BBt,CCt.K,omn,omeg,s) 

% AAt(Kmodi,Kmodi): matrix of the temporary terms AA 
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(temp) 
% BBt(Kmodi,Kmodi) : matrix of the temporary terms 
BB (temp) 
% CCt(Kmodi,Kmodi) : Mt+iBBt- temporary 
% omn(n) : natural-mode frequencies- rad/s 
% omeg: criticai frequency (attemptl) 
% K: criticai reduced frequency (attemptl) 
% Kmodi: n. of modes 
% s: damping ratio 

Kmodi=size(Mt, 1 ); 

% Beginning 
far ii=1 :Kmodi 

for jj=1 :Kmodi 
AA(ii,jj)=O: 

end 
end 

CC=CCt; 

% Dìagonal terms 
far ìì=1:Kmodi 

BB(ii,jj)=O; 

AA(ii, ii)=AAt(iì, ìi)+K "2*omn(ìì)"2/omeg"2-K "2: 

end 

BB(ii,iì)=BBt(ìi,ii)+2*s*K*omn(ii)/omeg*K; 
CC(ii,ii)=AA(ii,ii)+i*BB(ii,ii); 

ddt=det(CC); 

end 
%END of function 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Gij INTEGRALS % 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

functìon (Gkj]=funzg(W,WVV,DSTAR,x,Dx1 ,Dx2) 

% W : vector of the first modal component (ii) 
% WVV :vector of the first modal component (jj) 
% x: spanwise co-ordinate 
% DSTAR: aeroelastic derivatives - weighted integrai; 
% if DSTAR=[1..1] simple integrai 
% Dx1 e Dx2: 
% Nsez: n. of deck sections 
% NModi: n. of modes 

Nsez=size(W,2); 
Kmodi=size(W, 1 ); 

Gkj=zeros(Kmodi,Kmodi); 

far k=1 :Kmodi 
for j=1 :Kmodi 

A=O; 

A=A+DSTAR(1 )*W(k, 1)*WvV0, 1 )*Dx1 +DSTA 
R(Nsez)*W(k,Nsez)*WWO.Nsez)*Dx2; 

far ii=2:Nsez-1 

A=A+DST AR(ii)*W(k,ii)*WVV0,ii)*((x(ii)+x(iì+1) )/2-
(x(ìì)+x(ìi-1 ))/2); 

end 
end 
end 

end 
Gkj(k,j)=A; 

%END of function 

% Fìnding the Zeros of detCC (real and imaginary) 
function 
[zO]=zeri(AAt,BBt,CCt,K,omn,s,om1 ,om2,flag,limz) 

%1imz: theshold 
% flag: REAL=1 /IMAG=O 

% omega right 
omd=om2; 
ifflag==1 

detdx=real(detcc(AAt,BBt,CCt,K,omn,omd,s)); 
else 

detdx=imag(detcc(AAt,BBt,CCt,K,omn,omd,s)); 
end 

% omega left 
oms=om1; 
if flag==1 

detsx=real(detcc(AAt,BBt.CCt,K,omn,oms,s)); 
else 

detsx=imag(detcc(AAt,BBt,CCt,K,omn,oms,s)); 
end 

check=1 0000; 
while check > limz 

); 

end 

om05=0. 5*( oms+omd); 
%omega centro 
if flag==1 

det05=real(detcc(AAt,BBt,CCt,K,omn,om05,s)) 
else 

det05=imag( detcc(AAt, BBt, CCt, K.omn,om05,s) 

end 

if det05==0 
omegar=om05; 
check=O; 

elseif (det05*detsx)>O 
oms=om05; 
detsx=det05; 

else 

end 

omd=om05; 
detdx=det05; 

if check>O 
check=abs(omd-oms); 

end 

z0=om05; 

end 
%END of function 
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Appendix A2. Matlab Program for the computation of the flutter-mode, after the 

definition of the critica/ velocity (Multi-Mode Approach) 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% MATLAB PROGRAM FOR THE CALCULATION OF 
% THE FLUTIER-MODE 
% DET(CC)=O 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

clear session 

i=sqrt(-1 }; 

fin=input('lnput file:'); 
% 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% NATURAL MODE NORMALIZA TION % 

% beginning and end of the bridge 
Ox1=47.75; 
Dx2=47.75; 

% modes 
Kmodi=8; 

w=H(1,:); 
n=max(size(w)); 

% mode3= natura! mode N.3 
% mode4= natura! mode N.4 
% mode5= natura! mode N.6 
% mode6= natural mode N.9 
% mode7= natural mode N.12 
% mode8= natura! mode N.14 
% mode1= natural mode N.1 

H=H/BL; 
P=P/BL; 
%<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<< 
% MODAL NORMALIZA TION 

for k=1 :Kmodi 
A=O; 
A=A+H(k,1 )*H(k,1 }*Dx1 +H(k,n)*H(k,n)*Dx2; 
for ii=2:n-1 

(x(ii)+x(ii-1 ))/2); 
end 

A=A+H(k,ii)*H(k, ii}*((x(ii}+x(ii+1 }}/2-

A=A+R(k,1 }*R(k,1 }*Dx1 +R(k,n}*R(k,n}*Ox2; 
for ii=2:n-1 

(x{ii)+x(ii-1 ))/2); 
end 

A=A+R(k, ii}*R(k, ii)*( (x(ii)+x(ii+ 1} )/2-

A=A+P(k,1 )*P(k,1 )*Dx1 +P(k,n)*P{k,n)*Dx2; 
for ii=2:n-1 

(x(ii)+x{ii-1 ))12); 
end 

A=AA.5; 

for ii=1:n 

A=A+P(k,ii)*P(k,ii)*((x(ii)+x(ii+1 ))12-

' H(k,ii)=H(k,ii)/A; 

R(k,ii)=R(k,ii)/A; 

P(k,ii)=P(k,ii)/A; 
end 

end 

% Gij INTEGRALS 

% int1=G(h,h) 

for k=1 :Kmodi 
for j=1 :Kmodi 
A=O; 
A=A+H(k,1 )*HU.1 )*Dx1 +H(k,n)*H(j,n)*Dx2; 
for ii=2:n-1 
A=A +H(k, ii)*H(j, ii)'* ( (x(ii)+x(ii+ 1) )/2-(x(ii)+x(ii-1) )/2); 
end 
int1 (k,j)=A; 
%pause 
end 
end 

% int2=G(p,p) 

for k=1 :Kmodi 
for j=1 :Kmodi 
A=O; 
A=A+P(k,1 )*P(j,1 )*Dx1 +P(k,n)*P(j,n)*Dx2; 
for ii=2:n-1 
A=A+P(k,ii)*PU.ii)*((x(ii)+x(ii+1 ))/2-(x(ii)+x(ii-1 ))/2); 
end 
int2(k,j)=A; 
%pause 
end 
end 

%Gpipj=int2 

% int3=G(r,r) 

for k=1 :Kmodi 
for j=1 :Kmodi 
A=O; 
A=A+R(k,1 }*R(j,1 )*Dx1 +R(k,n}*R(j,n)*Ox2; 
for ii=2:n-1 
A=A+R(k, ii)*RU. ii)*( (x(ii)+x(ii+ 1} )12-(x(ii)+x{ii-1) )12); 
end 
int3(k,j)=A; 
end 
end 

% int4=G(r,h) 
for k=1 :Kmodi 
for j=1 :Kmodi 
A=O; 
A=A+R(k,1 )*H(j,1 )*Ox1 +R(k,n)*H(j,n)*Ox2; 
for ii=2:n-1 
A=A+R(k,ii)*H(j,ii)*((x(ii)+x(ii+1 ))/2-(x(ii)+x(ii-1) )/2); 
end 
int4{k,j)=A; 
end 
end 

% int5=G(p,r) 
for k=1 :Kmodi 
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for j=1 :Kmodi 
A=O; 
A=A+P(k,1 )*R(j,1 )*Dx1 +P(k,n)*R(j,n)*Dx2; 
for ii=2:n-1 
A=A +P(k,ìi)*R(j,ìi)*( {x(ii)+x(ii+1) )12-{x(ii)+x(ii-1) )12); 
end 
int5{k,j)=A; 
end 
end 

%Gpirj==int5 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% AEROELASTIC DERIVATIVES 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

disp('derivative: H10') 
%0RDER 
ord=3; 

c1 =polyfit(kin,H10,ord) 
fit1 "'Polyval(c1,kin); 

disp('derivative: H20') 
c2=polyfit(kin,H20,ord) 
fit2=polyval( c2, kin); 

disp('derivative: H30') 
c3=polyfit(kin,H30,ord) 

fit3=polyval( c3, kin); 

disp('derivative: A10') 
c4=polyfrt(kin,A 1 O,ord) 

fit4=polyval( c4, kin); 

disp('derivative: A20') 
c5=polyfit{kin,A20,ord) 
frt5=polyval{c5,kin); 

disp('derivative: A30') 
c6=polyfit{kin,A30,ord) 

fit6=polyval{c6,kin); 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% AERODYNAMIC TERM MA TRIX 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

%luce= bridge span 
% omc=angular criticai frequency {rad/s) 
% omn=natural frequency {radls) 
% K=BL *om/U reduced frequency 
% m=mass per unit length {kg/m) 
% ln=torsional inertia per unit length {kg*m) 
% BL=deck width {m) 
% r:air density (kgfmA3) 
% s=damping ratio 

% MODAL INERTIA 
for ii=1 :Kmodi 
l(ii)=(int1 (ii,ii)*m*BL A2+int2{ii,ii)*m*BL A2+int3{ii,ii)*ln); 
%pause 
end 

% Matrix CC{ii,jj)=AA+iBB 

for ii=1 :Kmodi 
for li=1 :Kmodi 
• AA{ii,li)=O; 

BB{ii,li)=O; 
CC{ii,jj)=O+i*O; 

C{ii,li)=O+i*O; 
end 

end 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% CRITICAL VALUES {EIGEN-VALUE) 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
K=0.2760 
0Mc=0.41785 
Tcri=2*pi/0Mc 

H1 =polyval(c1,2*pi/K); 
H2=polyval(c2,2*pi/K); 
H3=polyval(c3,2*pi/K); 
A 1 =polyval(c4,2*pi/K); 
A2=polyval{c5,2*pi/K); 
A3=polyval(c6,2*pi/K); 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% MATRIX C= A+ iB 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

for ii=1 :Kmodi 
Csi(ii)=O+i*O; % FLUTTER-MODE EIGEN-

VECTOR 
z(ii)=O+i*O; % scalar term 

end 

% aerodynamic terms 
for ii=1 :Kmodi 

for jj=1 :Kmodi 

end 
end 

pr1 =H3*int4(jj, ii)+A3*int3(ii ,li)+ 1/K A2*P3*int5(ii ,j 
j); 
AA(ii,li)=-KA2*r*BL A4fl(ii)*pr1; 

pr2=KA2*(H 1*int1 (ii,li)+H2*int4(jj, ii)+A 1*int4(ii,jj) 
); 

pr3=KA2*(A2*int3{ii,li)+ 1/K*P1*int2(ii ,jj)+1/K*P2 
*int5(ii,jj)); 

BB(ii,jj)=-r*BLA4fl(ii)*(pr2+pr3); 
CC(ii,jj)=AA{ii,li)+i*BB{ii,jj); 

% structural terms (diagonal) 
for ii=1 :Kmodi 

AA(ii,ii)=AA(ii,ii)+KA2*omn(ii)A2f0McA2-KA2; 
BB(ii, ii)=BB(ii, ii)+ 2*s*K*omn(ii)/0Mc*K; 
CC(ii,ii)=AA(ii,ii)+i*BB(ii,ii); 

end 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

%matrC=CC 
C=CC; 

% SKIP jstar row 
istar-3; % the third mode is the fundamental: 
NORM=1 

Kmodis=Kmodi-1; 

% inversion jstar row <> last row 
for jj=1 :Kmodi 

temp=C(istar ,jj); 
C(istar,jj)=G(Kmodi,jj); 
C(Kmodi,jj)=temp; 
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end 

% inversion jstar column <> last column 
for ii=1 :Kmodi 

end 

temp=C(ii,istar); 
C(ii,istar)=C(ii,Kmodi); 
C(ii,Kmodi)=temp; 
z(ii)=-CC(ii,istar); 

% scalar term inversion 
z(istar)=z(Kmodi); 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% GAUSSIAN ELIMINATION 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
for ii=1 :Kmodis 

for j=(ii+1):Kmodis 
m=Cffi,ii)/C(ii, ii); 
z(jj)=z@-m*z(ii); 
for kk=1 :Kmodis 

C(jj,kk)= C(jj,kk)-m*C(ii,kk); 
end 

end 
end 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% SYSTEM SOLUTION 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
for iii=1 :Kmodis 

end 

ii=(Kmodis+1 )-iii; 
Somma=O; 
for j=ii:Kmodis 

Somma=Somma+ C(ii,jj)*Csi(jj); 
end 
Csi(ii)=(z(ii)-Somma)/C(ii,ii); 

Csi(Kmodi)=Csi(istar); 
Csi(istar)=1.0; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

% OUTPUT file 
fid=fopen('deforma. txt', 'wt'); 
fprintf(fid.'Fiutter mode: modes=%2i K=%6.4f 
Omc=%6.4f \n',[Kmodi;K;OMc)); 
fprintf(fid, 'N. of deck sections= %4i \n',n); 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Csi - normalization 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
norma=O; 
for ii=1 :Kmodi 

norma=norma+ Csi(ii)*conj(Csi(ii)); 
end 
norma=sqrt(norma); 
Csi=(Csi)/norma: 

%CsiN is the modulus of the complex e-vector 
CsiN=abs(Csi); 

CsieCsiN=[Csi;CsiN}' 

Csire=reai(Csi): 
Csiim=imag(Csi); 

tor n=1 :Kmodi 
if Csire(jj) == O 

F ase(jj)=O; 

end 

else 
Fase(jj)=180/pi*atan( (Csiim@/Csire(jj)) ); 

if Csire(jj)<O 
Fase@=Fase(jj)+180; 

end 
end 

FaseR=Fase/180*pi; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

% prints 
fprintf(fid,' Re(Csi) lm(Csi) Modulus Phase["] 
\n',m: 
fprintf(fid,'%10.5f %10.5f %10.5f %10.2f 
\n',[Csire;Csiim;CsiN;Fase)); 

for t=O:(Tcri/8):Tcri 

\n',O); 

fprintf(fid,'\n* tempo(s) = %4.2f ',t); 
fprintf(fid,'\n* x P(x) H(x) R(x) 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%flutter-mode 
for ii=1 :Kmodi 

end 

for j=1:n 
Ha1@=0; 
Ra1(jj)=O; 
Pa1(jj)=O; 

end 

for ii=1 :Kmodi 
for D=1:n 
Ha 1 @=H (ii ,jj) *CsiN(ii)*cos( OMc*t+F aseR(ii) )+ 
Ha1@; 
Ra 1 (jj)=R(ii,jj)*CsiN(ii)* cos(OMc*t+F aseR(ii) )+ 
Ra1@; 
Pa1 (jj)=P(ii,D)*CsiN(ii)*cos(OMc*t+FaseR(ii))+P 
a1 (jj); 
end 
end 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

fprintf(fid,'%10.3f %10.6f %10.6f %10.6f 
\n',(x';Pa1 ;Ha1 ;Ra1]); 

end 

fclose(fid); 

end 
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Appendix A.3. Globa/ Multi-mode Technique: Specific Fortran subroutines to be 
used in the "Tenso" program - version for frequency-domain 
ana/yses. 

Subroutine mgscan (ro_air,bimp,dvel, 
1 omeg,phiO,numod,nglp,numodp, 
2 isit,nsezimp,numnp,ncisit,lg,coor, 
3 nnct3p,innct,nnctp,rmi,ngl,alfaa,beta, 
4 inc,nsezc,ncinc,nnct,scanfile) 

C variables 
parameter (nrighemax=1 O) 
real*8 ro_air,bimp,dvel,omeg(numodp),phiO(nglp,numodp) 
real*8 coor(nnct3p),lg(numnp),phi(nglp,numodp) 
dimension isit(O:numnp,ncisit), inc(O:numnp,ncinc) 
integer innct(nnctp,2) 

real*8 a1 s(nrighemax, 7),a2s(nrighemax, 7),a3s(nrighemax, 7) 
real*8 a4s(nrighemax,7),rmi(nglp) 
real*8 h 1 s(nrighemax. 7) ,h2s( nrighemax, 7), h3s( nrighemax, 7) 
real*8 h4s(nrighemax,7),p1 ,p2,p3,alfaa,beta 
character*20 scanfile 
real*8 om1 ,om2,k1,k2,dk,limo,limz 
real*8 rub1 ,rub2,rub3,rub4,rub5,alfa,pigre,k 
integer isez1 ,isez2, mcons(30),nmcons,flag,nfi 
real*8 aat(numodp,numodp),bbt(numodp,numodp),imt(numodp) 
real*8 kcr,ucr,omegacr,luce,xi1 ,xi2,csi(numodp) 
real*8 a1 r,a2r,a3r,h1 r,h2r,h3r,p1 r,p2r,p3r,ft,dg,ttt,w1 ,w4,w2,ft2 
real*8 phisezm(2,ncisit),phisezn(2,ncisit),z1,z2,z3,z4,z5,z6,dz 
integer jj1 ,jj2,ii,jj,mm,nn,nn1 ,mm1 ,ndom,flag2,kk,gdl1 
real*8 omegar,omegai,diffsol,oma,omb,ddom,reclett,imdett,omtemp 
character*82 riga(numnp) 

C begin 

c ++++++++++++++-------------+++++++++++++++ 
C input data - multimode approach 
c ++++++++++++++·-------+++++++++++++++ 

om1=0.39 
om2=0.45 
k1=0.2000 
1<2=0.2800 
dk=1e-3 
limo=1e-6 
limz=1e-16 

!left limit for calculation of the solution 
! right limit " 
!lower limit (k ) 
!upper limit (k ) 
!incrementai step 

!threshold: criticai frequency 
!thershold: iterative computation 

nmcons=8 lnumber of natura! modes 
data mcons /1 ,2,3,4,6,9, 12,14,22*0/ 

C wind-velocity variation law: 
C flag2=1 pseudo-sinusoidal 
C flag2=2 sinusoidal 
C flag2=3 bi-triangular 

flag2=1 

C {x co-ordinate for the first and last cross-section to be considered} 
isez1 =5 11" cross-section - centrai span 
isez2=113 !last cross-section - centrai span 
xi1 =coor(3*(isit(isez1 ,2))-3+2-1) 
xi2=coor(3*(isit(isez2,2))-3+2-1) 
1Ùce=xi2-xi1 

oma=0.30 
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omb=0.60 
ndom=SO 

pigre=4.0*atan(1.0) 
c ++++++++++++++ --------- +++++++++++++++ 

C ifiiil!iiliflll'i!(reading of the scanlan's derivatives } 
c 

cali leggiscanlan(scanfile,a 1 s,a2s,a3s,a4s,h1 s,h2s,h3s,h4s, 
1 p1,p2,p3, 
2 nrighemax,rub1,rub4,rub5,rub2,rub3) 

C some controls 
lf (ro_air.eq.O.O) ro_air=rub1 
if (bimp.eq.O.O) bimp=rub2 
if (dvel.eq.O.O) dvel=rub3 

C alfa= relative variation of the mean wind speed 
alfa=-dvel 

C iliiflllliilfPII output fite UliHtJN'ifif/PfltfliiilfiJiifllfFilfiJIJ 
open(30, file='mgrisult.out', action='write') 
write(*, 2121) 
write(30,2121) 

2121 format(//27(1 h*)/*-multimode analysis****'/,27(1h*),l) 

write (30,700) 'number of modes: ', (mcons(i),i=1.nmcons) 
write(30,779),'1eft limit (om1): ',om1 
write(30,779),'right limit (om2): ',om2 
write(30, 779),'1ower limit- k (k1 ): ',k1 
write(30, 779),'upper limit- k (k2): ',k2 
write(30,780),'iterative step over k (dk): ',dk 
write(30,780),'threshold: angular freq. (limo): ',limo 
write(30,780),'threshold: solution calculation (limz): ',limz 

700 format(1x,a18,20i3) 
779 format(1x,a44,f8.6) 
780 format(1x,a44,e8.2) 

C Pl!tf!f!IIJ/JJI!f! INI/JJJJI/ItUII1fi!J N JJ !Fif IU!X :C!J fJ JJ Jf Jf il !fIl tt!J tt tt JJ Jt tJtJ Jt :C li fu' JJ Jt:CJI Jt 
C phi martix: natura! modes- dd.oo.ff.- cable+deck 

C copy phiO into phi 
do 87 j=1.numodp 

do 86 ii=1,ngl 
phi(ii,ll)=O.O 

86 continue 

C deck 
do 246 ii=1,nsezimp 
ng=isit(ii,1) 

do 244 kk=2,(ng+1) 
gdl1 =innct(isit(ii,kk),2) 
do 243 mm=gdl1,(gdl1 +5) 

phi(mm,jj)=phiO(mm,ll) 
243 continue 
244 continue 
246 continue 

C cables 
do 346 ii=1,nsezc 
ng=inc(ii,1) 

do 344 kk=2,(ng+1) 
gdl1 =innct(inc(ii,kk),2) 
do 343 mm=gdl1,(gdl1+2) 

phi(mm,D)=phiO(mm,jj) 
343 continue 
344 continue 
346 continue 

235 
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87 continue 
C U1JIIIIiJF11JII#ffilff~lttrNIUilll#fltiiNififiNiJ!Jii:7#if:ifwC::J!J!J!J!JfJ#iNNNNNNNNfl:ii 

38 

do 37 ii=1,nmcons 
jj=mcons(ii) 

do 39 kk=1,nsezimp !ciclo sulle sezioni d'imp 
ng=isit(kk, 1) 
do 38 mm=2,(ng+1) 

continue 

gdl1 =innct(isit(kk,mm) ,2) 
phi(gdl1,li)=O.O 
phi(gdl1 +3,jj)=O.O 
phi(gdl1 +4,jj)=O.O 
phi(gdl1 +5,jj)=O.O 
if ((jj.eq.1).or.(jj.eq.2)) then 

phi(gdl1 +2,jj)=O. o 
else 

phi(gdl1 +1,ll)=O.O 
end if 

39 continue 

do 139 kk=1,nsezc 
ng=inc(kk,1) 
do 138 mm=2,(ng+1) 

gdl1 =innct(inc(kk,mm), 2) 
phi(gdl1 ,jj)=O.O 
if ((jj.eq.1 ).or.(jj.eq.2)) then 

phi(gdl1 +2,jj)=O.O 
else 

phi{gdl1 +1,jj)=O.O 
end if 

138 
139 

continue 
continue 

37 continue 
C litrH##IIIIIIfiUflii#UtltltltllltltlflfilllliiiNiiflitrliilfUUUflfliiifiliUiiif~illlifiiNNftfl 
C phi - normalization 

do 42 kk=1,nmcons 
jj=mcons(kk) 
ttt=O.O 
do 43 iì=1,ngl 

ttt=ttt+phi(ii,jj)*phi(ii,jj)*rmi(ii) 
43 continue 

44 continue 
42 continue 

do 44 ii=1,ngl 
phi(ii,jj)=phi(ii,jj)/(sqrt(ttt)) 

C ftiiiiJJJJJJJJtttltJ/Jtrttr:C:rtrJCJf!NNNN!I:tc!NJJ'JJJJI/IUIIIIII/>tiNIINiftWNfJ:1ffO!fJJNJJ/I 
C matrix cc = aa + ibb 
C WWR#fiHUHR&INIHKNNNNI#N~#IHIUJUYNNNUYHUJYNIMRNM~Rggnal 

C initial values 
k=k1-dk 

kcr=O.O 
omegacr=O.O 
ucr=O.O 

flag=O 

c modal inertia imt(1 .. numod) deck+cables 
do 145 ii=1,numod 

146 
145 continue 

imt{ii)=O.O 
do 146 jj=1 ,ngl 

imt{ii)=imt(ii)+phi(jj,ii)*phi(jj,ii)*rmi(jj) 
continue 

C damping ratio: alfaa and beta - rayleigh 
do 47 ii::1,numod 
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csi(ii)=alfaa/(2*omeg(ii))+0.5*beta*omeg(ii) 
47 continue 

C !Pf!'NIIN;t;p;;nNA'IfiJ/IIIA'!fllii/IIHJIHI!9A'Jiffi/I/JJ!J!JfJtiNJ/f:'/Jiliii!NNJIA'fJJJI!IIIiiSii 
C iterative procedure (k) 
C lffliftfffi/Niii!!!Nflh'N!JNNIIN!J!/Nflflll!lfii!Ofi#IFN!I#!I#ilf/Jii1/Pii#fl!lt1fii!JJNHi! 

do while (flag.eq.O) 

k=k+dk 
write(*,77), k 
write(30,77) k 

77 format(/1x'freq. Ridotta di calcolo:·. f8.6) 

do 100 ii=1,numod 
do 101 jj=1,numod 

aat(ii,jj)=O.O 
bbt(ii ,jj)=O. O 

101 continue 
1 00 continue 

C ##UUfiUNfiii#I/1/IIUYNU~YI/IIYYUYUMYIII/ 

C loop (deck sections) 
C Uiir11fiUUiif:ifiliUNJil#ifNiliiiJilfliflfiNflfliliil 

Do 1 O ii=1,nsezimp 
ng=isit(ii ,1) 
xii=coor(3*(isit(ii,2))-3+2-1) 
yia=coor(3*(isit(ii,2) )-3+ 2) 
yib=coor(3*(isit(ii,ng+1 ))-3+2) 
Dg=abs(yib-yia) 

C mean wind speed 

c 

67 
c 
c 
c 

c 

32 

lf ((ii.gt.isez1 ).and.(ii.lt.isez2}) then 

else 

end if 

if (flag2.eq.1) then 
delta= 1 +alfa*( 1-pigre/2*sin(pigrelluce*(xii-xi 1))) 

else if (flag2.eq.2) then 
delta= 1 +alfa*sin(2*pigre/luce*(xii-xi 1)) 

else 
delta=-2*alfa/luce*(xii-xi 1 }+ 1 +alfa 

end if 

delta=1.0 

aer. Derivatives 
h1 r=calcolavalore(2*pigrelk*delta,h1 s.nrighemax) 
h2r=calcolavalore(2*pigre/k*delta,h2s,nrighemax) 
h3r=calcolavalore(2*pigre/k*delta,h3s,nrighemax} 
a 1 r=calcolavalore(2*pigre/k*delta,a 1 s. nrighemax) 
a2r=calcolavalore(2*pigre/k*delta,a2s,nrighemax) 
a3r=calcolavalore(2*pigre/k*delta,a3s,nrighemax) 

p1 r=p1/k*delta 
p2r=p2/k*delta 
p3r=p3/(kldelta)**2 

write (riga(ii),67) ii,xii,delta,h1 r,h2r,h3r,a1 r,a2r,a3r. 
p1 r,p2r,p3r 
format (i4, f8.2, f6.2, 9f7.3) 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 

2nd loop (modes mm) 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 

do 20 mm1 =1,nmcons 
mm=mcons(mm 1) 

loop (deck-section nodes and phi) 
do 32 jj=2,(ng+1} 

phisezm(1,(jj-1 ))=phi(innct(isit(ii,jj),2)+1,mm) 
phisezm(2. (jj-1) )=-phi(innct(isit(ii ,jj),2)+ 2. m m} 

continue 

237 
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AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 

3rd loop (modes nn) 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 

do 21 nn1=1,nmcons 

nn=mcons(nn 1) 
loop (deck-section nodes and phi) 
do 33 jj=2,(ng+1) 

phisezn( 1, (jj-1 ))=phi(innct(isit(ii,jj) ,2)+ 1 . nn) 
phisezn(2,(jj-1 ))=-phi(innct(isit(ii,li),2)+2,nn) 

continue 
z1=0.0 
z2=0.0 
z4=0.0 
z3=0.0 
z5=0.0 
z6=0.0 
w1=0.0 
w4=0.0 
W2""0.Q 

loop (deck-section nodes) 
do41 jj1=1,ng 

w1 =w1 +phisezn( 1,jj 1) 
w4=w4+phisezn(2,jj 1) 

continue 
w2=(phisezn{2,ng)-phisezn(2,1)) 

computation of z-elements ... 
do 40 jj1=1,ng 

continue 

z1 =z1 +phisezm(1,jj 1 )*w1 
z2=z2+phisezm(1,jj1)*w2 
z3=z3+phisezm(2,jj 1 )*w2 
z4=z4+phisezm(2,jj 1 )*w4 
if (jj1.eq.1) then 

dz=-1.0 
else if (jj1.eq.ng) then 

dz=1.0 
else 

dz""O.O 
endif 
z5=z5+dz*phisezm(2,jj 1) *w4 
z6=z6+dz*phisezm(2,jj 1 tw2 

ft=(ro_air*(bimp**3)*(k*k*lg(ii)))limt(mm) 
ft2=(ro_air*(bimp**4)*(k*k*lg(ii)))/imt(mm) 

bbt(mm1,nn1 )=bbt(mm1,nn1 )-(ft*p1r)/(ng•ng*bimp)*z1 
-(ft*p2r)/(dg*ng)*z2 
-(ft*h1 r)/(ng*ng*bimp)*z4 

-(ft*h2r)/( dg*ngtz3 
-{ft2*a 1 r)/(bimp*ng*dg)*z5 
-{ft2*a2r)/(dg*dg)*z6 

aat(mm1,nn1 )=aat(mm1,nn1 )-(ft*p3r)/(dg*ng)*z2 
-(ft*h3r)/(dg*ng)*z3+ 

-(ft2*a3r)/(dg*dg)*z6 
continue 

AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 

continue 
AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA 

continue 
end of assembly of matrices aat,bbt, (aerod.) 

/Wl#Ni!JJNNNNNA fJ J/a JftftJ/f!l!llli/IIIJIJ!JJJ!J 
matrix cc- det(cc)=O 
iililiiflfiiiilfffNII/IiiilliA iiiiiiifiill A'/lfiiitYJJ N il 
real part (=O) 
flg: real=1 l imag=O 

omegar=zeri(aat,bbt,k,omeg,csi,om1,om2,1imz,limo 
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,numodp,mcons,nmcons, 1) 
write(30,78), omegar 
write(*,78), omegar 

78 format(/1x'** zeros (real part) : '.f10.8) 

C imaginary part (=O) 
omegai=zeri(aat,bbt,k,omeg,csi,om1 ,om2,1imz,limo 

1 ,numodp,mcons,nmcons,O) 
write(30, 79), omegai 
write(*,79), omegai 

79 format(/1x'** zeros (imaginary part): '.f10.8) 
C NHUMil~~RNflUHW~»MWHfiilHHUHllNGUHN 

diffsol=abs(omegai-omegar) 
write(30,80) diffsol 
write(*,80) diffsol 

80 format(/1x'diffsol = ', e10.4,/1x,27(1h*)) 

if ((diffsol.lt.limo).and.(omegai*omegar.lt.999.0)) then 
omegacr-0.5*( omegai+omegar) 
kcr=k 
ucr-omegacr*bimplkcr 
write (30,81) omegacr,kcr,ucr 
write (*,81) omegacr,kcr,ucr 

81 format (/1x'solution (omegacr,kcr,ucr): ',2f8.5,f7.2) 
flag=1 

C file 30 
write (30,55) 

55 format (/,'sect. Abs. Delta h1r h2r h3r a1r' 
1 ,' a2r a3r p1 r p2r p3r', 
2 /1 x,80(1 h-)) 

do 48 ii=1.nsezimp 
write(30,fmt='(a82)') riga(ii) 

48 continue 

write(30,70) 
70 format (/1x' omega re(det) im(det)') 

ddom=( omb-oma)/ndom 
do 71 ii=O,ndom 
omtemp=oma+ii*ddom 
redett=(detcc(aat,bbt,kcr.omeg,csi.omtemp, 

1 numodp,mcons, nmcons, 1)) 
imdett=(detcc(aat,bbt,kcr,omeg,csi,omtemp, 

numodp,mcons,nmcons,O)) 
write(30, 73) omtemp,redett,imdett 

73 format(f8.5, 2e14.6) 
71 continue 

c 

end if 
if (k.ge.k2) then 

write(30,66) 
write(*,66) 

66 format(/1x'no solutions') 
flag=1 

end if 

end do 

close(30) 

end 

**"'lA A AAA A A A A A AAAA AA A AA A A AAAA AA A A oli A A oliA A A A***AA Ali A A A A il le A A AA A A A A AA & A A A li A AA &A A AA A li A A 

real*8 function zeri(aat,bbt,k,omeg,csi,om1 ,om2,1imz,limo, 

solutions 
numodp,mcons,nmcons,flag) 

implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z) 
real*8 aat(numodp,numodp), bbt(numodp,numodp) 
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integer nmcons, mcons(numodp),flag,numodp 
real*8 omeg(numodp),csi(numodp),k,om1,om2.1imz,limo 
real*8 check,omd,oms,om05 
real*8 detdx,detsx,det05 

C begin 
C right part 

omd=om2 
detdx=( detcc(aat.bbt,k,omeg,csi,omd, 

1 numodp,mcons,nmcons,flag)) 

C left part 
oms=om1 
detsx={detcc(aat,bbt,k,omeg,csi,oms, 

1 numodp,mcons,nmcons,flag)) 

check=10000 
do while (check.gt.limz) 

om05=0.5*( oms+omd) 
det05=( detcc( aat, bbt, k, omeg, esi, om05, 

1 numodp,mcons.nmcons.flag)) 

c 
c 
1 

c 

end do 

if (det05.eq.O.O) then 
check=O.O 

else if ((det05*detsx).gt.O.O) then 
oms=om05 
detsx=det05 

else 

end if 

omd=om05 
detdx=det05 

if (check.gt.O.O) then 
check=abs(omd-oms) 

end if 

if ((abs(om2-om05).1e.limo).or.(abs(om05-om1 ).le. limo)) then 
zeri=999 

else 
zeri=om05 

end if 

end function 

*AAA il AAAAA U1AAAA A A AA AAAAA A A A A: A AAAA AA A A A A A A AAAAot A*'****AAAAAAA A AHAAA*AAA A AAAAAAAA 

A A A A A A* A A A A. AAA A A Alt A AA A A A A Alt A AltAAAA A Ali A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A AliA A A A A A IlA IlA A A A li A Il A Af&A ** 
real*8 function detcc(aat,bbt,k,omeg,csi,omt 

,numodp,mcons,nmcons,flag) 

flag: real=1 l imag=O 

use imslf77 

real*8 aat(numodp,numodp),bbt(numodp,numodp),k,omt 
real*8 aa(numodp,numodp),bb(numodp,numodp) 
real*8 omeg(numodp),csi(numodp),det2 
integer mcons(numodp),nmcons,numodp,flag,ii,li,ll,ipvt(nmcons) 
complex*16 qtemp,img, cc(numodp,numodp), facc(numodp,numodp),det1 
complex*16 dettmp 

C imaginary unit 
img=(0.0,1.0) 

do 3 ii=1,nmcons 
do 4li=1,nmcons 

aa(ii,li)=aat(ii,li) 
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bb(ii,jj)=bbt(ii,jj) 
cc(ii,jj)=aa(ii,jj)+img*bb(ii,jj) 

4 continue 
3 continue 

C inertial terms (diagonal) 
do 1 ii=1,nmcons 

jj=mcons(ii) 
aa(ii, ii)=aat(ii, ii)+(k*k)*( omeg(jj)*omeg(jj) )/( omt*omt)-k*k 
bb(ii,ii)=bbt(ii,ii}+2*csi(jj)*k*omeg(jj)/omt*k 
cc(ii,ii)=aa(ii,ii)+img*bb(ii,ii) 

1 Continue 
2 
C computes the determinant 

cali dlftcg(nmcons,cc,numodp,facc,numodp,ipvt) 
cali dlfdcg(nmcons,facc,numodp,ipvt,det1,det2) 

C determinant 

c 

dettmp=det1 *1 O**det2 

if (flag.eq.1) then 
detcc=dble( dettmp) 

else 
detcc=dimag( dettmp) 

end if 

end function 
******************************"""************************************************ 

subroutine scfile(scanfile) 

character*20 scanfile 
character*1 O filev 

write (*,2121) 
2121 format(/1 x'data-file ( aeroelastic derivatives'. 

1 '(*.dat) [provasca.dat] ',$) 

read(*,80000) filev 
80000 format(1a10) 

if (filev.eq.") filev='provasca' 

nfi=len(trim(filev)) 
scanfile=filev(1 :nfi)/f .dat' 
write (*,83000) scanfile 

83000 format(/1 x'file: ',1 a20) 

end 

c 
C subroutines for the computation of quantities (length, width. etc.) 
C of deck-sectikons 
C------------------------------------------------------------------

subroutine ass_lmg(lg,isit,nsezimp,ncisit, 
1 numnp,innct.nnctp,coor,nnct3p) 

c 
C variables 

c 

implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z) 
dimension coor( nnct3p), innct(nnctp,2), isit(O: numnp, ncisit) 
real*8 lg(numnp) 
integer nx1,nx2 

C {svlimp} 
do 1 i=1.nsezimp 
' lg(i)=O.O 
continue 
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C {deck-sections} 
do 3 i=1,nsezimp 

3 continue 

retum 
end 

nx1 =3*isit{i-1, 2)-3+ 1 
nx2=3*isit(i+1 ,2)-3+1 
lg{i)=0.5"abs{coor(nx2}-coor(nx1)) 

C-------------------------------------------------------------
C-----------------------------------------------------------------

subroutine cass_lmg(lgc,inc,nsezc,ncinc,inic,nnc, 
1 numnp,innct,nnctp,coor,nnct3p) 

c 
C variables 

c 

implicit reai*B {a-h,o-z) 
dimension coor{nnct3p),innct(nnctp,2),inc(O:numnp,ncinc} 
dimension inic{nnctp,2) 
real*8 lgc(numnp),cx2,cxO,cy2,cyO,cz2,czO,cx1 ,cy1 ,cz1 
reai*B cx01 ,cx12,cy01 ,cy12,cz01 ,cz12 
integer i0,i1 ,i2,j,i,inda,indb,ind1 

C {lgc} 
do 1 i=1 ,nsezc 

lgc(i)=O.O 
continue 

C {deck sections} 
Do 3 i=1 ,nsezc 

iO=inc(i-1 ,2) 
i 1 =inc(i,2) 
i2=inc(i+1 ,2) 
j=O 
do while (ik.ne.iO) 

j=j+1 
ik=inicO. 1) 

end do 
ikO=j 
j=O 
do while {ik.ne.i1) 

j=j+1 
ik=inicO. 1) 

end do 
ik1=j 
j=O 
do while (ik.ne.i2) 

j=j+1 
ik=inicO, 1) 

end do 
ik2=j 

ind1=3*i1-3+1 
if (inic(ik1 ,2).eq.1) then 

inda=3*i0-3+ 1 
indb=3*i2-3+1 

else 
if (inic(ik0,2).eq.O) then 

inda=(3*i1-3+ 1) 
indb=(3*i2-3+1) 

end if 
if (inic(ik2,2).eq.O) then 

inda=(3*i0-3+1) 
indb=(3*i1-3+1) 

end if 
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c 

c 

end if 

nodes 
cxO=coor(inda) 
czO=coor(inda+ 2) 
cx2=coor(indb) 
cz2=coor(indb+2) 
cx1 =coor(ind 1) 
cz1 =coor(ind1 +2) 

mid-points 
cx01=0.5*(cxO+cx1) 
cx12=0.5*( cx1 +cx2) 
cz01=0.5*(cz0+cz1) 
cz12=0.5*(cz1+cz2) 

lgc(i)=sqrt((cx01-cx1 )**2+(cz01-cz1 )**2) 
+sqrt((cx12-cx1 )**2+(cz12-cz1 )**2) 

C write (24,*) i, iO, lgc(i) 

3 continue 

Retum 
End 
C------------------------------------------------------------------
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Appendix A.4. T/me doma/n lntegration program (Tenso); Fortran subroutines for 

the computation of: a)Total Energy and its components; b) 

Extemal work. 

C---------------------------------------------------------------real*8 function endefc(epss,epssold,nttcp,nttc,epsci,epsco, 
1 aec,nsedcp,nsedc,insezc,aloc,edcold) 

C elastic internai energy: cable-type elernents 

C -variables-
implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z) 
dimension epss(nttcp),epssold(nttcp),epsci(nttcp),epsco(nttcp) 
dimension aec(nsedcp,4),insezc(nttcp),aloc(nttcp) 
real*8 edcold 

integer i,tiposez 
real*8 epsane,temp,a,e,l,de,epsO,eps1 

C begin 

temp=O.O 

do 1 i=1 ,nttc 
tiposez=insezc(i) 
a=aec(tiposez, 1) 
e=aec(tiposez,2) 
l=aloc(i) 

epsane=epsci(i)+epsco(i) !non elastic deformation 

1 continue 

epsO=epssold(i)-epsane 
eps 1 =epss(i) -epsane 

de=0.5*a*e*l*(eps1 *eps1-epsO*epsO) 
temp=temp+de 

endefc=temp+edcold 
C edcold is the "old" value of the energy 

end function 

!new-old 

C-------------------------------------------------------------
real*8 function entravi2(i, isez, rloc, luce, fnodl,ait, nsedtp) 

C elastic internai energy 
C beam-type elements 
C local coordinate system 

C variables 
implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z) 
integer i,isez,rloc 
reai*Siuce 
dimension fnodl(12), ait(nsedtp, 11) 
real*8 e,j11 ,j22,jt,g,m11 i,m22i,m11 j,m22j,mt,ed 1 ,ed2,eclt 
real*8 a,edn,sfn,at1 ,at2,t11 ,t22 

C begin 

C geometricallphisycal quantities 
e=ait(isez,8) 
j11=ait(isez,5) 
ì22=ait(isez,4) 
jt=ait(isez,6) 
g=ait(isez,9) 
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a=ait(ìsez, 1) 

C shear 
at1 =ait(isez,2) 
at2 =ait(ìsez, 3) 

C m11 i,m11j bendìng moments about local axis: nodes i & j 
C m22i,m22j bending moments local axis 22: nodes i & j 
C mt torque: local axis 33 

C m11 :neutra! axis 11 (local) 
C m22: neutra! axis 22 (local) 

m11 i=-fnodl(5) ! Sign (-) : de saint venant 
m11j=fnodl(11) 
m22i=-fnodl(6) ! Sign (-) :de saint venant 
m22j=fnodl(12) 

C torque 
mt=fnodl(4) 

C shear (constant) (the sign is not important-squared quantities) 
t11 =fnodl(2) 

t22=fnodl(3) 

sfn=-fnodl(1) 

C flexural energy 
ed1 =(0.5/(e*j11 ))* 

!axial force (constant) 

1 (m11 i*m11 i*luce+(m11j-m11i)*(m11j-m11 ì)*luce*0.33 
2 +m11 ì*(m11j-m11 i)*luce) 

ed2=(0.5/( e*j22) )* 
1 (m22i*m22i*luce+(m22j-m22i)*(m22j-m22i)*luce*0.33 
2 +m22i*(m22j-m22i)*luce) 

C torque energy 
edt=(0.5/(g*jt))*mt*mt•luce 

C shear energy 
edv=0.5"(t11*t11/(at1*g)*luce+t22*t22/(at2*g)*luce) 

C axial force 
edn=(O.S/(e"a))*(sfn"sfn*luce) 

entravi2=ed1 +ed2+edt+edn+edv 

end function 

real"8 function enpotes(rm,disp,spO,innct,ngl,nglp,nnct,nnctp,io,in) 

C gravitational energy 

C variables 
lmplicit real*8 (a-h,o-z) 
dimensìon disp(nglp,2),spO(nglp),rm(nglp),innct(nnctp,2) 
real"8 temp,gg 
integer i,gdl1 ,gdlv 

C rm(ngl) : mass matrix (lumped) 
C dìsp(ngl,2) : displacements 
C spO(ngl): vector of the displacements at t=t0 (beginning) -
C energ=O (conventional) 

gg=9.S05 ! Gravity 

temp=O.O 
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do 2 i=1,nnct 
if (innct(i,1 }.ne.-1} then 

gdl1 =innct(i,2) !first dofl 
gdlv=gdl1 +2 !vertical displacement 
temp=temp+(gg*rm(gdlv} )*( disp(gdlv ,in )-spO(gdlv)) 

C energy >O if displacement >O 
end if 

2 continue 

enpotes=temp 

end function 

C-----------------------------------------------------------------
real*8 function encinet(rm,velo,ngl,nglp,io,in) 

C kinetic energy 

C variables 
implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z) 
dimension velo(nglp,2),rm(nglp) 
real*8 temp 
integer i 

C rm(ngl) : mass matrix (lumped)matrice di massa 
C velo(ngl,2) : velocity, (in=2- 2"d column) 

temp=O.O 
do 1 i=1,ngl 

temp=temp+0.5*rm(i)*velo(i,in)*velo(i,in) 

1 continue 

encinet=temp 

end function 
C;------·-----------------------------------------------

real*8 function dwork(forze_si,svlimp,nsezimp,dt,numnp) 

C aerodynamic extemal work (deck-sections) 
C d_work=force*velocity*d_time 

C variables 
implicit real*8 (a-h,o-z) 
dimension svlimp(numnp,6), forze_si(numnp,3) 
real*8 dtemp 
integer i 

C svlimp(ntotsez,6) displacements and velocities 
C forze_si(ntotsez,3) drag,lift,moment (aerodynamic) 
c 

dtemp=O.O 
do 1 i=1 ,nsezimp 

dtemp=dtemp+(svlimp(i,3)*forze_si(i, 1 )+svlimp(i,4)*forze_si(i,2)+ 
1 svlimp(i,5)*forze_si(i,3))*dt*0.5 

1 continue 

dwork=dtemp 

end 

real*8 function dworkgl(forzv.velo,ngl,dt,nglp,in) 
C aerodynamic extemal work (dofs) 
C d_work=force*velocity*d_time 

C variables 
lmplicit real*8 (a-h,o-z) 
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c 

dimension forzv(nglp), velo(nglp,2) 
real*8 dtemp,dt 
integer i,in 

dtemp=O.O 
do 1 i=1,ngl 

dtemp=dtemp+(velo(i,in)*forzv(i))*dt*0.5 
1 continue 

dworkgl=dtemp 

end 

C-------------------------------------------------------------------
reai*B function dworkgl2(forzv,forzvO,disp,ngl,nglp,io,in,ipasso) 

C d_work=force*d_displacement (dofs) 

C variables 
implicit reai*B (a-h,o-z) 
dimension forzv(nglp), forzv0(nglp),disp(nglp,2) 
reai*B dtemp 
integer i,in,io,ipasso 

dtemp=O.O 

C first step: static values of the force and forzvO=O everywhere 
C forzv (forces) are constant over the interval 

else 

1 
2 

if (ipasso.eq.O) then 

end if 

do 1 i=1,ngl 
dtemp=dtemp+forzv(i)*(disp(i,in)-disp(i,io)) 

continue 

do 2 i=1,ngl 
dtemp=dtemp+(forzv(i)+forzvO(i))*0.5* 

(disp(i,in)-disp(i,io)) 
continue 

dworkg12=dtemp 

end 

C-------------------------------------------------------------
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Appendix A.5. Matlab Program for the analysis and "pre-processing procedure" 
(filtering and alignment) of the data acquired in wind tunnel for the 

measurement of indicial functions (wind-off and wind-on signals). 

A.5.1. Main program (numberoftests: 60) 

clear ali 
clear session 
clear variables 
hold off 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%FINAL VERSION 19TH JUL Y 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

%%%%%%% DATA%%%%%%%%%%% 
% NB: 60 experiments 

nf=60; %n_ of exp's 
npti=2500; % n. of sampled points 
nptic=2048; % n. of sampled points to be filtered 

ipit=2; 
ilc1=3; 
ilc2=4; 

%Column index: Pitot tube readings 
%Column index:LC1 data 
%Column index: LC2 data 

ta1 =0.050; % limits for the calculation of the realignment 
ta2=0.063; 
freqc=1 OOO;o/osampling rate 

freql=25 % cut-off frequency 
freqS=500; 

freqlp=10; %Pitot tube cut-off frequqncy: 10Hz 

tO=O.O; o/otime origin 

ialignl=(ta1-tO)"freqc+1; 
ialignS=(ta2-tOtfreqc+1; 

o/oplots 
colors=rw'.'g','r','b','c','y','m']; 
Xassi=[0,0.8,-4,4]; 
Xassib=[0,0.8,-4,4]; 
Xassic=[0,0.8,0,3]; 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% input data file 
load('datf'); 

% jj - loop over time 
% ii - loop over experiments 

tempo=zeros([npti+1, 1 ]); 
mediaLC1=zeros((npti+1, 1]); 
mediaLC2=zeros([npti+1, 1 ]); 
STDtempo=zeros([npti+1, 1 ]); 
STDLC 1 =zeros([npti+1 , 1]); 
STDLC2=zeros([npti+1 , 1 ]); 

o/obeginning of the loop (jj) 
for jj=1 :(npti+1) 

end 

o/oplots 
hold off 

tempt=zeros([nf, 1 ]); 
tempLC 1 =zeros([nf, 1 ]); 
tempLC2=zeros([nf, 1]); 

for ii=1:nf 

end 

%MEAN 

if ii==1 
itemp=jj; 

else 
itemp=(npti+1 )*(ii-1 )+jj; 

end 

tempt(ii)=datf(itemp, 1); 
tempLC1 (ii)=datf(itemp,ilc1 ); 
tempLC2(ii)=datf(itemp,ilc2); 

tempo(jj)=mean (tempt); 
mediaLC1(jj)=mean(tempLC1); 
mediaLC2(jj)=mean(tempLC2); 

%STANDARD DEVIATION 
STDtempo(jj)=std(tempt); 
STDLC 1 (jj)=std(tempLC 1 ); 
STDLC2(jj)=std(tempLC2); 

plot(tempo,mediaLC1 ,'r',tempo,STDLC1 ,'g.') 
axis(Xassib) 
title('LC1: mean and St Dev') 
xlabel('time') 
pause 

plot(tempo,mediaLC2, 'r' ,tempo,STDLC2, 'g.') 
axis(Xassib) 
title('LC2: mean and St Dev') 
xlabel('time') 
pause 

plot(tempo,STDtempo) 
axis([O, 1 ,0,0.001]) 
title('Time: Standard Dev') 
pause 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
o/ore-alignment 

o/oloop over ali experiments: LC1 
index1=1; 

if npti>nptic 
nptif=nptic-1 ; 

else 

end 

nptif=npti; 
nptic=npti+1; 
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for ii=1 :nf 
index2=index1 +npti; 
index2r=index1 +(nptif); 
%index2r (only 2048 elements are considered 

so that FFT can be applied 

% load cell1 
LC1 (:,ii)=datf(index1 :index2r,ilc1); 
LC1 (:,ii)=dfilt(LC1 (:,ii), 1/freqc,freql,freqS,O); 
maxval1 =max(LC1 (ialignl:ialignS,ii)); 
imax1 =(find(LC1 (ialignl:ialignS,ii)==maxval1 ))+ 
ialignl-1; 

% load cell2 
LC2(:,ii)=datf(index1 :index2r,ilc2); 
LC2(: ,ii)=dfilt(LC2(: ,ii), 1/freqc,freql ,freqS,O); 
maxval2=max(LC2(ialignl :ialignS,ii)); 
imax2=(find(LC2(ialignl:ialignS,ii)==maxval2))+ 
ialignl-1; 

%check the maximum error 
if (imax2*imax1 )=""O 

ii 
else 

disp('OK') 
end 

%Pressure 
Pitot(:, ii)=datf(index1 : index2r, ipit); 
Pitot(:,ii)=dfilt(Pitot(: ,ii), 1/freqc, freqlp,freqS,O); 

%NOTE: alignment of Pitot tube data with 
o/orespect to LC1 

if ii==1 

else 

o/oload cell1 
tlc1 =datf(index1 :index2r, 1 ); 
iref1 =imax1; 

o/oload cell2 
tlc2=datf(index1 :index2r,1 ); 
iref2=imax2; 

o/oload cell1 
temp=LC1 (:,ii); 
tempp=Pitot(:,ii); 
LC1 (:,ii)=zeros([nptif+1, 1]); 
Pitot(: ,ii)=zeros([nptif+1, 1 ]); 
ishift=(imax1-iref1 ); 

o/olimits 
if ishift>O 

end 

iext1 =ishift+1; 
iext2=nptif+1; 

if ishift<O 

end 

iext1=1; 
iext2=nptif+1-abs(ishift); 

if ishift==O 

end 

iext1=1; 
iext2=nptif+1; 

o/osubstitution 
for ll=iext1 :iext2 

end 

LC 1 (jj-ishift, ii)=temp(jj); 
Pitot(jj-ishift,ii)=tempp(jj); 

end 

end 

% ali values before ishift are = O 

o/oload celi 2 
temp=LC2(:,ii); 
LC2(:,ii)=zeros([nptif+1, 1]); 
ishift2=(imax2-iref2); 

o/olimits 
if ishift>O 

end 
if ishift<O 

end 

iext1 =ishift+1; 
iext2=nptif+1; 

iext1 =1; 
iext2=nptif+ 1-abs(ishift); 

if ishift==O 

end 

iext1=1; 
iext2=nptif+1; 

o/osubstitution 
for ll=iext1 :iext2 

LC2(ll-ishift,ii)=temp(jj); 
end 

index1 =(index2+1 ); 

o/oplots after re-alignment 
figure 
hold on 
axis(Xassi); 

title('data from LC1 after filtering + alignment') 
xlabel('time') 
for ii=1 :nf 

ic=rem(ii, 7)+ 1 ; 
plot (tlc1,LC1 (:,ii),colors(ic)); 

end 

pause 

figure 
hold on 
axis(Xassi); 

title('data from LC2 after filtering + alignment') 
for ii=1 :nf 

ic=rem(ii, 7)+1; 
plot (tlc2, LC2(:, ii), colors(ic)); 

end 

pause 

o/oMEAN ANO ST.DEV. AFTER RE-ALIGNMENT 

for ll=1 :(nptif+1) 
o/oMEAN 

end 

mediaLC1 (jj)=mean(LC1 (jj,:)); 
media LC2(jj)=mean(LC2(jj,:)); 
mediaPitot(jj)=mean(Pitot(jj,:)); 

STDLC1 (jj)=std(LC1 (jj,:)); 
STDLC2(jj)=std(LC2(jj,:)); 
STDpit(jj)=std(Pitot(ll,:)); 
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%save in a ".MA T" file 
save L 1off LC1 

%plots 
hold off 
figure 
plot(tlc1 ,mecliaLC1 (1 :nptic),'r',tlc1 ,STDLC1 (1 :nptic), 'g.') 
axis(Xassib) 
title('LC1: Mean and St Dev (after filtering + alignment)') 
xlabel('time') 
pause 

figure 
plot(tlc2,mediaLC2(1 :nptic), 'r' ,tlc2,STDLC2(1 :nptic),'g. ') 
axis(Xassib) 
title('LC2: mean and St Dev (after filtering + alignment)') 
xlabel('time') 
pause 

figure 
plot(tlc1 ,mecliaPitot(1 :nptic),'r',tlc1 ,STDpit(1 :nptic}, 'g.') 
axis(Xassib) 
title('Pitot tube: mean and St Dev (after filtering + 
alignment)') 
xlabel('time') 
pause 

%output file 
fid=fopen('out.txt','wt'); 
fprintf(fid,'time Dpress LC1 time LC2 
\n'); 
fprintf(fid,'%7.4f %10.3f %10.3f %7.4f %10.3f 
\n',[tlc1,mediaPitot(1 :nptic)',mediaLC1 (1 :nptic),tlc2,medi 
aLC2(1 :nptic)]'); 

fclose(fid); 

A.5.2. Extemal procedures and subroutines 

(digita/ filter- spectral analysis) 

%DIGITAL FILTER 
function [filtsig]=dfilt(signai,Dt,cutoff1,cutoff2,flag) 

%signal originai signal 
%filtsig filtered signal 
%Dt sampling interval 
%cutoff1 first cut-off frequqncy 
%cutoff2 2nd cut-off frequency 
%flag =1 prints =O no prints 

n=max(size( signa l)); 
T=Dt*n; 

filtsig=zeros([n,1]); 

k2=0:1 :n-1; 
t=Dt*k2; 

%FFT 
Ck=fft( signa l); . 
% spectrum - mod{Ck2)"2 

Ck2=abs(Ck). *abs(Ck); 

% frequnecies 
k=1 :1 :(n/2+1); 
freq=(k-1 )*( 1 /T); 
for ii=1 :(n/2+1) 

spet(ii)=Ck2(ii); 
end 

%filtering 
k11 =ceil(cutoff1/(11T)); 
k22=ceil(cutoff2/(1/T)); 

Ckm=Ck; 

for ii=(k11 +1 ):(k22-1 ); 
Ckm(ii)=O; 

end; 
for ii=(n-(k22-1 )):(n-(k11 +1 )); 

Ckm(ii)=O; 
end; 

% re-computes the spectum 
Ck2=abs(Ckm). *abs(Ckm); 
for ii=1:(n/2+1) 

spetn(ii)=Ck2(ii); 
end 

% normalization 
Ck2p=zeros([n,1 ]); 
for ii=2:(n/2+1) 

Ck2p(ii)=Ck2(ii); 
end 
Ck2p=Ck2p/max(Ck2p); 

%1FFT 
filtsig=real(ifft(Ckm)); 

% prints 
ifflag==1 

end 

plot (k2,filtsig,'y-' ,k2,signal.'m-',k2,Ck2p,'g:'); 
xlabel('normalized timelfrequency') 
title('Filtered Signal') 
axis([0,(1/Dt),min(signal),max(signal)]) 
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Appendix A.6. Matlab program for the fina/ extraction of the indicial functions-

complex statistica/ analysis 

clear ali 
clear session 
clear variables 
hold off 

%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% INDICIAL FUNCTION 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

%%%%%%%%%%DATA%%%%%%%%%%% 
load('outc025.txt'); 
load('outc625.txt'); 

load 11on LC1 
MatON=LC1; 

load 11 off LC1 
MatOFF=LC1; 

WOFF=outc025; 
WON=outc625; 

%air denisty 
dens=1.196189478; 

% time origin 
tO=O.O; 
ta1 =0.1; %alignment of time scales 
ta2=0.2; 

% width 
b=0.254/2; 

freqc=1000; % sampling frequency 
freqcm=30; %moving average 

Xassib=[O,O.B,-2,4]; 
Xassic=[0,0.8,-2.4]; 
Xassie=[O,O.B, 1.45, 1.55]; 
Xassia=[0,50,0, 1 O]; 
Xassia2=[0,20,0, 1 O]; 
Xassid=[0,0.8,0,2]; 

npti=2047; 
np=60; 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

tl1off=WOFF(:,1); 
tl2off=WOFF(:,4); 
lc1 off=WOFF(:,3); 
lc2off=WOFF(:,5); 

tl1on=WON(:,1); 
tl2on=WON(:,4); 
lc1on=WON(:,3); 
lc2on=WON(:,5); 
dpress=WON(:,2); 

%plots 
plot(tl1 off,lc1 off, 'c'. tl2off,lc2off.'m'); 
axis(Xassib) 
title(Wirtd OFF averaged signal (LC1 & LC2)') 
xlabel('time') 
ylabel('volts') 

pause 

%plots 
plot(tl1 on,lc1 on,'c' ,tl2on,lc2on,'m'); 
axis(Xassib) 
title(Wind ON averaged signal (LC1 & LC2)') 
xlabel('time') 
ylabel('volts') 
pause 

%alignement 
ialignl=(ta 1-t0)*freqc+1; 
ialignS=(ta2-tO)*freqc+1; 

%signal alignment 

%1oad cell1 
maxval1 off=max(lc 1 off(ialignl: ialignS)); 
iref1 =(find(lc1 off(ialignl:ialignS)==maxval1 off) ); 
maxval1 on=max(lc1 on(ialignl: ialignS) ); 
ishift1 =(find(lc1 on(ialignl:ialignS)==maxval1 on))-iref1; 

%1oad cell2 
maxval2off=max(lc2off(ialignl: ialignS)); 
iref2=(find(lc2off(ialignl :ialignS)==maxva12off)); 
maxval2on=max(lc2on(ialignl: ialignS)); 
ishift2=(find(lc2on(ialignl:ialignS)==maxva12on))-iref2; 

%1oad cell1 
temp=lc1 on; 
tempp=dpress; 
tempmat=MatON; 

lc1 on=zeros([npti+ 1,1]); 
dpress=zeros([npti+1,1 ]); 
Mat0N=zeros([npti+1 ,np]); 

if ishift1 >O 

end 
if ishift1 <O 

end 
if ishift1 ==O 

end 

%substitution 
for jj=iext1 :iext2 

iext1 =ishift1 + 1 ; 
iext2=npti+1; 

iext1=1; 
iext2=npti+1-abs(ishift1 ); 

iext1=1; 
iext2=npti+1; 

lc1 on(jj-ishift1 )=temp(jj); 
dpress(jj-ishift1 )=tempp(jj); 

for kk=1:np 
Mat0N(jj-ishift1,kk)=tempmat(jj-ishift1,kk); 

end 
end 

%1oad cell2 
temp=lc2on; 
lc2on=zeros([ npti+ 1, 1)); 
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if ishift2>0 

end 
if ishift2<0 

end 
if ishift2==0 

end 

%substitutian 
far jj=iext1 :iext2 

end 

iext1 =ishift2+1; 
iext2=npti+1; 

iext1=1; 
iext2=npti+ 1-abs{ishift2); 

ìext1=1; 
ìext2=npti+1; 

lc2an{jj-ìshift2)=temp{jj); 

%STANDARD DEVlATION OF THE DIFFERENCE 
far ìì=1 :npti+1 

CVmat=cav{MatON(ii,:),MatOFF{ii,:)); 
EZQ(ii)=(CVmat{1.1)+CVmat(2,2)-
2*CVmat(1,2)); 
%contro! 
if EZQ(ìi)<O 

end 
end 
disp('Finevar') 

%spectra 
figure 

ii, EZQ(ii) 

fspet(lc2aff, 1/freqc, 1 ,[0,60,0,100000]); 
hald an; 
fspet(lc2an,11freqc,1,[0,60,0, 100000]); 
hold off; 

%ather plots 
plot(tl1 off,lc1 aff, 'r' ,tl1 off,lc1 on ,'g'); 
axis(Xassic) 
title('LC1: Aligned signals (wind Off and On)') 
xlabel{'time') 
ylabel('volts') 
pause 

plot(tl2off,lc2off, 'r' ,tl2off,lc2on, 'g'); 
axis(Xassic) 
title('LC2: Alìgned signals (wind Off and On)') 
xlabel('time') 
ylabel('volts') 
pause 

%DIFFERENCE 
difflc1 =lc1 on-lc1 off; 
dìfflc2=1c2an-lc2off; 

%VOL TS -> NEWTONS 
flc1 =difflc1*7 .3862-0.0187; 
flc2=difflc2*7.2438-0. 01 06; 

%STANDARD DEVIATION (LC1) 
devst=sqrt({EZQ')/(np)); 
upper=difflc1 +2.66*devst; 
lower=difflc1-2.66*devst; 

Uwind=s~rt(2*(dpress*21. 724+1. 7312)/dens); 
Umed=mean(Uwind(200:800)); 

%REFERENCE TIME (FIRST EXPERIMENT) 
tr1 =0.12805; 
tr2=0.13025; 

%DIMENSIONLESS time 
stime1 =(tl1 off-tO).*Umedlb; 
stime2={tl2off-t0). *Umedlb; 

str1 ={tr1-t0). *Umedlb; 
str2=(tr2-t0). *Umedlb; 

%LC1: PLOTS 
plot(tl1 off-tr1,difflc1 .'r',tl1 off-tr1,upper,'g:',tl1 off-
tr1,1ower,'g:'); 
%plot{tl1 off-tr1,difflc1 ,'c'); 
axis(Xassid) 
title{'Difference between averaged signals (LC1)') 
xlabel('time (sec)') 
ylabel('valts') 
pause 

plot(stìme1-str1,flc1,'c'); 
axis(Xassia) 
title('Transient wind force (LC1)') 
xlabel('dimensionless time') 
ylabei('Newtons') 
pause 

%LC2: PLOTS 
plat(tl2off-tr2,difflc2,'m'); 
axis(Xassid) 
title{'Oifference between averaged signals (LC2)') 
xlabel('time (sec)') 
ylabel('volts') 
pause 

plot(stime2-str2,flc2,'m'); 
axis(Xassia) 
title('Transient wind force (LC2)') 
xlabei('Dimensianless time') 
ylabei('Newtons') 
pause 

%========================================= 
%LC2 is selected far the final post-processing 
flc=flc2; 
stime=stime2; 
str=str2; 
difflc=difflc2; 
%========================================= 
%Moving average 
mid=ceil{freqclfreqcm); 
if rem{mìd,2)==0 

mid=mid+1; 
end 

iO=(mid-1)/2; 
ifin=npti-iO; 

flcav=zeros([npti+1,1]); 
Movmat=zeros([npti+ 1, npti+ 1]); 
for ii=i0+1 :ifin; 

end 

box=zeros([(npti+1 ),1 ]); 
box(ii-iO:ii+iO)=ones([mid),1 )/m id; 
Movmat{: ,ii)=box; 

flcav=Movmat*flc; . 
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plot( stime-str ,flcav. 'r'); 
axis(Xassia) 
title('Transient wind force') 
xlabei('Dimensionless time') 
ylabei('Newtons') 

% theoretical force (JONES) 
Lift=O.S*dens*Umed*Umed*(2*bt0.0868*0.1725*180/pi 

*0.9144; 
Flceii=Lift*1.3066; 
scalef=Ficell; 

%AR=inf. 
sw=O:O.S:SO; 
phiw=scalef*( 1.-0 .165*exp(-. 0455*sw)-0. 355*exp(-

0.3*sw)); 

hold on; 
plot(sw,phiw,'c-'); 
axis(Xassia2); 

pause 

hold off; 

fspet(difflc, 1/freqc,1,[0,60,0,50000]); 
%Note: function fspet is similar to dfilt 

flcavb=dfilt2(flc,(11freqc), 1 0,500,0); 
%Note: function dfilt2 is similar to dfilt 

plot(stime-str,flcavb,'r'); 

hold on 
plot(sw,phiw, 'c-'); 
axis(Xassia2); 
xlabei('Dimensionless time') 
ylabei('Newtons') 
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